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The purpose of this thesis is to provide a procedural frame
work for regional planning that reconciles the work of plan
ners with the requirements of the decision-making process.
It is intended to achieve this by means of a flexible arran
gement of normal planning activities according to a cyberne
tic approach reinforced by the use of computer simulation.
The work was carried out in two parts, which comprise nine
chapters and three appendices.
Part One contains a critical analysis of current regional
planning practice in Latin America and proposes a procedural
framework to overcome some of the deficiencies identified.
After reviewing planning procedures and the main theories
of regional development, Chapter One concludes that the weak
nesses of existing theories limit the knowledge of regional
planners about the systems with which they deal, while defi¬
ciencies in planning procedures are responsible for intro¬
ducing unexpected distortions into Such systems through the
instruments used for modifying their structure and behaviour.
Chapter Two concentrates on the procedural deficiencies of
regional planning and proposes a flexible approach (the "stra
tegy-projects approach") based on cybernetics and systems
theory, aiming at a major integration of planning with the de
cision-making process. This approach relies heavily on com¬
puter simulation for assessing the probable effects of alter
native courses of action.
Part Two is devoted to the application of the proposed metho
dology to the Upper Paraguay River Basin in Central-West Brazil.
Chapter Three summarizes the main features of the simulation
model and contains a brief characterization of the region, whi
le Chapters Four to Seven are devoted to a detailed descri¬
ption of the model and the econometric work carried out for
its calibration.
In Chapter Eight a strategy for regional development is pro¬
posed and its expected effects on the regional system are
evaluated through simulations of the model.
Chapter Nine presents an appraisal of the advantages and weak
nesses of the strategy-projects approach. It also includes an
evaluation of the model's performance and a brief discussion
about the way it could be improved.
Finally, three appendices containing a more detailed presenta
tion of some of the basic aspects considered in the thesis are
presented as a complement to the main text.
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PREFACE
There is a growing concern among Latin American experts and
public authorities about the poor results exhibited by plan
ning activities.
As De Mattos (DE MATTOS, 1978) points out planning, ever sin
ce its origins, has been linked to highly ambitious objecti¬
ves and viewed in a relatively optimistic perspective, which
is why it has generated very high and certainly unrealistic
expectations in relation to what the reigning conditions in
each country made it possible to expect. In contrast to this,
in the time that has elapsed since then the mechanisms of
planning have not operated in the way that was predicted and
the results obtained have fallen short of the objectives
that had been established from the outset. All this has gene
rated a situation of generalized frustration and growing
scepticism in relation to planning, a situation which has
been characterized as "the planning crisis".
These comments are also valid for regional planning.In fact,
a large proportion of regional development plans have never
reached the stage of implementation and those already imple
mented have not produced particularly impressive results.
This lack of efficiency of regional planning should be regard
ed as the consequence of the use of excessively rigid plan¬
ning procedures together with limited theories of regional de
velopment.
The weaknesses of regional development theories lead to an
imperfect knowledge of the structure and behaviour of region
al systems, which in turn introduces a good deal of uncertain
ty into planning proposals.
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Deficiencies in planning procedures, for their part, are
responsible for the low level of integration of planning
with the decision-making process and also for the wide¬
spread tendency to produce excessively rigid and too detai],
ed plans that frequently prove inadequate as a guide to
suitable action.
In general terms it can be said that the proper outcome of
regional planning should consist of a set of decisions re¬
garding the way in which available policy instruments will
be managed, together with a set of projects involving direct
action on the part of the regional administration.
Obviously this is not a simple task and, to a great extent,
its complexity derives from the dynamism of regional systems,
the limitations of the planner's ability to control such
systems and also from the fact that planning proposals have
to be translated into feasible projects before implementa¬
tion. Let us briefly examine these aspects.
The dynamic character of regional systems is the consequen
ce of their "openness", complexity and adaptive behaviour. '
Because of this,the state of such systems is liable to chan
ge in response to a wide range of stimuli, the implementa¬
tion of planning proposals being only a small part of the
wider set of possible stimuli. Therefore, in guiding the
regional system towards a desired future state authorities
and planners can handle only a few instruments with limited
effects. The recognition of this situation is very important,
since the existence of uncontrollable disturbances and pro¬
cesses clearly reduces the degree of command of the system
on the part of planners. From this it follows that effective
planning must maximize the use of the system's capacity for
self-regulation.
The second aspect to be considered deals with the limitation
of the planner's ability to control regional systems, which
can be viewed as basically determined by the type of policyy
instruments available for intervening in such systems.
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The concept of policy instruments comprises all laws, norms
and regulations that the regional government is able to use
for guiding the behaviour of the elements of the regional
system, as well as all actions it can undertake directly.The
practical scope of each policy instrument at the regional
scale is not fixed and depends to a large extent on the abi¬
lity of the region to bargain with the central government.
Regional authorities and planners, therefore, not only have
to define to what extent and how each policy instrument is
to be managed, but must also negotiate with the central go¬
vernment in order to obtain a major control over such instru
ments, as well as a wider range of action. This is perhaps
one of the most important results to be expected from region
al planning, since these negotiations define the parametric
framework for regional development.
Finally, regional planners have to bear in mind that their
proposals have to be expressed in the form of feasible inter
ventions in the system before decisions and orders for their
implementation may be made. In fact, induced changes in the
system's structure and behaviour are to be seen as the out¬
come of specific actions (investments, administrative measu
res, special activities, etc.) undertaken either by the
public administration or by private agents. Therefore, to
the extent that proper action constitutes the real stimuli
to which the regional system reacts, its identification and
study (formulation projects) is one of the central aspects
of effective planning.
Thus, planners trying to rationalize and dynamize the pro¬
cess of regional development have to be careful to harmoni
ze direct public action with induced private action, and
also to ensure that specific actions and projects are com¬
patible with the general policy framework.
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The consideration of these characteristics of regional plan
ning leads us to conclude that effective planning at the
regional scale has to be organized on the basis of a flexi¬
ble arrangement of activities for allowing negotiation with
private and external agents, must be strongly connected with
the decision-making process in order to obtain a high speed
of response and, above all, requires a set of tools that pro
vide it with the requisite variety for matching the comple¬
xity of the regional system.
Naturally, such requirements entail a greater theoretical
development of both the substantive and procedural frame¬
works of regional planning.
This thesis concentrates on the procedural deficiencies in
regional planning and proposes a flexible approach based on
cybernetics and systems theory that aims at a major integra
tion of planning with the decision-making process. Such an
integration is expected to contribute to the increased ef¬
ficacy. of planning by simplifying its operational proce¬
dures and by increasing its flexibility through a greater
approximation of planners and authorities in charge of poli.
cy formulation and direct action.
The work was organized in two parts, comprising nine cha¬
pters. They are complemented by three appendices which
contain a more detailed presentation of certain basic as¬
pects .
Part One is devoted to a theoretical analysis of the main
features of current theories of regional development and
of the procedural context of Latin American regional plan
ning practice. It also proposes a methodological approach
to the organization of planning activities that is expected
to help to solve some of the procedural deficiencies iden¬
tified.
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Part Two contains the results of the application of the pro
posed methodology to the study carried out for the Upper Pa
raguay River Basin in Central-West Brazil. This application
entailed the construction of a simulation model for the re¬
gional system and its utilization for the formulation and
evaluation of development strategies.
It is necessary to point out that the Integrated Study for
the Development of the Upper Paraguay River Basin (EDIBAP)
was carried out as a joint programme of the Brazilian Govern
ment, the Organization of the American States (OAS) and the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The author
works for OAS and formed part of the technical staff of
EDIBAP, so in writing this thesis he greatly benefited
from the interdisciplinary environment provided by EDIBAP
and by the great variety of studies carried out by high-le¬
vel Brazilian specialists and experts of the international
organizations involved in the project. However, the opinions
expressed in this thesis as well as all the shortcomings of
the proposed methodology and of the model and their applica






Planning, whatever the field in which it is practised,may
be regarded as a way to enhance the rationale of decision¬
making. As such, society expects that planning should lead
to better decisions which in turn will make possible the
attainment of a better state of affairs at some time in the
future.
As far as this thesis is concerned, attention will be given
to the problem of improving decision-making rather than to
the process of translating decisions into action.
The quality of decisions is basically determined by the le¬
vel of knowledge available about the characteristics of the
system whose structure and behaviour is the subject of plan
ning, together with the degree of rigour with which the
decision-making process is applied. This distinction of the
elements that underlie any planning exercise is similar to
that of Faludi who speaks about "substantive and procedural
theories" and to the well-known distinction between "theory
in planning and theory of planning" introduced by Harris.
Since the subject matter of this thesis is regional plan¬
ning the term "substantive theory" will be used here to
refer to the set of partial theories and fragmentary know¬
ledge that constitute what may be called the current theory
of regional development. Similarly, the expression "proce¬
dural framework" is utilized to refer to the set of activi¬
ties and administrative processes involved in the formula¬
tion of regional development plans.
This first part contains the theoretical background of the
thesis which is empirically tested in the second part. As
such, it presents an overview of the main theories and
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concepts underlying regional planning practice both in terms
of substantive theories and the procedural framework; and
defines the "strategy-projects" approach as a means of in¬
creasing the efficacy of planning.
This first part is composed of two chapters. Chapter One is
devoted to a study of the theoretical foundations of region
al planning and the identification of its main methodologi¬
cal deficiencies.
Chapter Two proposes a procedural framework for this activi¬
ty, consisting of a flexible arrangement of planning normal
tasks according to a cybernetic approach, reinforced by the





1. REGIONAL PLANNING. SOME THEORETICAL ISSUES
This chapter aims to identify some of the deficiencies of
procedural and substantive theories of regional planning
which could explicate the problems currently being faced
by this activity and to explore some ways of overcoming
them.
The work is carried out in three sections: one is devoted
to the procedural framework, another deals with substan¬
tive theories and the third contains some concluding re¬
marks .
The study of the procedural framework starts with the de¬
finition of the scope of regional planning and the identi.
fication of the part of this professional field to be co¬
vered by the study. Then the main features of planning
practice in Latin America are briefly reviewed in order to
identify its main methodological weaknesses, and three
basic decision-making models are studied for establishing
their information requirements. Underlying this scheme
is the idea that, to the extent that planning is under¬
stood as a tool for improving the rationale of the decision
making process, planning procedures must lead to a perma¬
nent flow of information providing decision-makers with
an up-to-date view of the state of the regional system.
The study of the substantive framework, in its turn, con
sists of a review of the main features of current theories
of regional development. Perhaps the greatest problem of
such a review is the definition of some criteria for clas¬
sifying all relevant theoretical formulations. Thus, in
order to provide a complete but synoptic view of the state
of the substantive framework, Wrobel's typology of region¬
al development theories was adopted as the conceptual
guide for this study.
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1.1 THE PROCEDURAL FRAMEWORK
This section is concerned with exploring the problems that a
rise when applying planning procedures to policy formulation
in the field of regional development. A simplified approach
for such a study will distinguish problems related to the
way in which planning procedures are implemented from those
dealing with the definition of the subject matter, namely
the field of regional planning. Since the latter has been re
garded as a permanent source of controversy, it seems rea¬
sonable to begin with a brief characterization of the mean¬
ing of regional planning.
1.1.1 The Field of Study
Undoubtedly, the term "regional planning" is understood in
different ways by many specialists. This constitutes an addi_
tional difficulty for formulating social and economic poli¬
cies in regional areas, as well as for defining research po¬
licies in this field.
In fact, there is some confusion as to whether regional pla¬
nning refers to the scale at which the planning takes place
(national, regional, provincial, local) or whether it rela¬
tes to the subject matter of planning (global, sectorial,spa
tial). This problem could be stated as follows: does regional
planning have its own subject matter, or it is simply the
result of spatial disaggregation of economic and social pla¬
nning? Although the stating of the problem may appear to be
a quibble, it has some features of conceptual relevance.
Analysing the subject of what is commonly known as regional
planning, Boisier holds that, "it is defined . by social and
economic structures spatially shaped, as well as by the way
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in which these structures interrelate with each other.
It is then the explicit reference to the geographical spa¬
ce and its close associates (distance, mobility, transpor¬
tation) of the socioeconomic processes and phenomena that
define the boundaries of spatial planning" (BOISIER,1975).
In this sense, the region must be understood as a methodo¬
logical artifice and is defined as an interrelated system
of social and economic elements, its action being spread
over specific geographical space.
Due precisely to their great complexity, regions must be
considered as "open systems" which, at the same time,are
subsystems of more general ones (national systems of re¬
gions, multinational systems, etc). As regards "subsystems",
the structure and functioning of regions are conditioned
by the characteristics of the general systems to which they
belong.
There are at least two assumptions of importance implied
in this conception. First of all, the human community liv¬
ing in a region undertakes social and economic activities
in order to reach its goals. These activities compete with
each other for certain types of land in specific geogra¬
phical locations, showing at the same time different spa¬
tial behaviour. Social activities utilize certain spatial
facilities and as result of their operation,the environment
is modified (positively or negatively). In the case of eco¬
nomic activities, utilization of the geographical space is
found in two different forms: as a productive factor (agri¬
culture, cattle-raising, forestry, mining, etc) or as a
point of localization for its corresponding productive proc¬
esses (industry, commerce, services,etc).
On the other hand, despite interrelations existing among
social, economic and physical (spatial) elements, these ele
ments form a hierarchy whose structure ensures that physi¬
cal changes are brought about by social and economic re¬
quirements .
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In this way, human activities operate within the context of
a physical structure that can be adapted for the attainment
of political, social and economic objectives, which as a
whole comprise society's goals.
By means of synthesis, it is possible to characterize re¬
gional planning as a "set of actions oriented towards ra¬
tionalizing the decision-making process that originates and
controls the process of social and economic change in a
spatial system". (BOISIER, 1976; p. 24)
Having discussed the meaning attributed to regional plann¬
ing, it is now necessary to determine the jurisdiction or
scale at which spatial phenomena will be analysed, as well
as the "main problem areas" to be studied.
Since the definition of the jurisdiction or scale is only
a methodological artifice, the aforementioned spatial de¬
limitation must be understood as the selection of a relevant
geographical area for the sake of analysis or of action ,
which in no way has a definitive or exclusive character.
In this sense, the traditional geographical areas of plann¬
ing (national, regional, metropolitan, local) prove to be
rather inelastic since, as suggested by Scnenblum and Stern,
the relevant area for studying one phenomenon will probably
be different from that required for studying some other one.
(SONENBLUM & STERN, 1964)
Because of this, it is more convenient to define the activ¬
ities or phenomena under consideration and then determine
which scale is most suitable for dealing with them, rather
than give an "a priori"definition of the geographical area
subject to study.
An adequate course of action for this is provided by the ty
pology of regional activities given by Kuklinski, who dis¬
tinguishes four different situations that give rise to re¬
gional activities:
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"Situation N?l: A particular country tries to use the re¬
sources that could be generated through regional develop¬
ment in order to speed up the rate of economic, social and
cultural growth at the national scale.
The main elements of this situation can be detailed as
follows:
a) The Central Government promotes the implementation of
interregional development plans through a central plann
ing agency;
b) The interregional development plan is designed so as to
cover the whole country, frequently within the frame¬
work of an overall development plan;
c) Regional development means in this instance the dis¬
aggregation of national social and economic policies.
Situation N?2: The aggregation of local activities genera¬
tes the activity of regional development in such a manner
as to adopt a regional scale for the solution of problems
that cannot be dealt with on a local basis (for example, a
Metropolitan Government to deal with problems that over¬
come the municipal scale).
Situation N?3: In a given country, a special action of re¬
gional development is designed and applied so as to acce¬
lerate economic, social and cultural change in a particular
depressed or underdevelopped area. This action can be
brought about through the established administrative stru¬
cture, or else through a set of institutions created to
that effect and lacking a counterpart in more develop ed
areas.
Situation N?4: The activity of regional development is ge¬
nerated as a result of purely sectorial investment deci¬
sions. In this case, the primary motivation for regional
development is found in sectorial forces". (KUKLINSKI,1967,
quoted by BOISIER, 1976, p.30)
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Of the four types of situations depicted by Kuklinski,the
activities which are of interest for this thesis are a
combination of situations N92 and N93.
From this definition of activities it follows that the
most adequate geographical contexts in which to study them
are the regional and intraregional ones, which in turn
must be understood as complementary to the interregional
one.
1.1.2 Planning Procedures
Recent studies of the Latin American planning experience(*)
throw some light on its main procedural deficiencies.These
are common not only in other geographical contexts but also
for regional planning itself.
Perhaps the most critical aspect of planning methodologies
lies in the widespread tendency to "blueprint planning"
which has almost inhibited what could be termed decision-
oriented planning (**).
Blueprint planning has been characterized as the production
"of glossy plans and the unswerving execution of proposals
they contain" (FALUDI, 1973;p. 131); and its popularity a-
mong Latin American planners has to be seen as the conse¬
quence of many factors. Among the latter, should be mention
ed, the conception of planning adopted, the inadequacy of
planning procedures and techniques to deal with the socio¬
economic reality of these countries and the institutional
way of introducing planning into the public administration.
The conceptual framework underlying Latin American planning
during the sixties and early seventies is recognized as
(*) See ILPES, 1976; DE MATTOS, 1978; BOISIER, 1979.
(**) See WATERSTON, 1965; MATUS, 1973; FOXLEY,1975.
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having been highly influenced by post-war European planning.
This influence basically derives from the type of academic
training received by planning teams, which followed quite
closely the French, Dutch, and Scandinavian experiencies,(DE
MATTOS, 19 78),
Having passed through the stage of reconstruction of war da¬
mage these countries utilized planning as a tool merely for
correcting some anomalies in their economies, since no
important structural changes were undertaken. As such, plann
ing was basically inductive (*) and conceived as "an adjust¬
ment tool".
The methodological background of this type of planning empha
sized the formulation of a plan which would constitute the
referential framework to guide and control the behaviour of
the economic system. As De Mattos suggests, this experience
progressively established a sort of orthodoxy regarding
planning procedures which made the plan the central element
of the whole process.
The mechanistic application of this type of planning in La¬
tin America has to be regarded as one of the causes of the
widespread "plan-minded planning" that characterizes the
experience of these countries.
Closely connected with this conception of planning are the
planning procedures (or techniques), which also account for
a great many of Latin American planning problems.
Planning requires a number of tools for explaining and fore
casting the behaviour of the system under study, which also
constitute the basis for defining the type of measures to
(*) The term"inductive" is used here to denote that plann¬
ing proposals are expected to induce private firms and
independent organizations to adopt a given pattern of
behaviour. As such it is to be regarded as the opposi¬
te of "compulsive planning", where all agents must
follow the plan's orientations.
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be adopted in order to achieve a set of expected goals. In
the case of adjustment and inductive planning, since what
is sought is a set of measures to improve the system's per
formance (not a structural change of the system itself) ,
planning tools (analytical techniques) were developed to
serve this objective and their satisfactory use obviously
presupposed a certain level of political, social and eco¬
nomic stability.
Without attempting an adaptation to their own socio-econo¬
mic contexts, Latin American countries adopted the whole
package of planning tools used by American and European
planners. This meant that analytical techniques created
for economic systems where private firms were strong, dyna
mic and responsible for a high proportion of productive
activities were applied to economies where none of these
conditions were met.
In fact developing economies not only are highly influenc
ed by government behaviour but are also exposed to
important structural changes as a consequence of both the
adoption of modern technologies and the development of
new productive sectors. In these circumstances develop¬
ment planning has to control a process of rapid stru¬
ctural change and the use of techniques heavily based on
extrapolations of the system's past behaviour will surely
lead to a low level of efficacy.
There are some examples of this misuse of planning techni_
ques. For instance,the use of complex macroeconomic mo¬
dels, input-output techniques and other instruments that
require sound statistical information and also assume
constancy of parameters (*) in situations where none of
these conditions were satisfied naturally led to question
able planning proposals.
(*) This assumption relates basically to political as
well as social and economic stability.
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In the specific case of regional planning the extensive use
of regional multipliers, interregional input-output analy¬
sis, gravity models, etc., constitutes clear examples of
the inadequacy of planning techniques to deal with highly
unstable systems.
Finally, there is a third source of problems which explains
the blueprint planning tendency exhibited by Latin American
countries. It concerns the way planning agencies were creat
ed and introduced into the public administration of each
country.
Although as early as the forties some Latin American coun¬
tries began to use planning, there was a sort of official
reluctance to accept this idea, based mainly on the assum¬
ption that there was a strong link between planning and
socialism.
It was not until the "Punta del Este Conference" (*)that
planning was officially accepted as a tool for promoting
national development (**). This acceptance of planning,
strongly reinforced by foreign aid agencies, led Latin Ame
rican governments to set up planning boards either by su¬
perimposing a new organism on to the existing administra¬
tive structure or by reorganizing some departments of the
public administration. Both ways entailed the introduction
of a highly technocratic agency into an already highly bu¬
reaucratic administration.
The results of such experience are not surprising. On the
one hand, planning boards were engaged in producing highly
detailed development plans (urgently required for obtain¬
ing foreign aid), while the administration continued act¬
ing in the traditional way, on the other. This created a
(*) This conference held in 1961 constituted the starting
event of President Kennedy's Alliance for Development
Programme.
(**) See DE MATTOS, 1978; and WATERSTON, 1965.
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divorce between planners and decision-makers, since plans
formulated in such a way were more likely to be the end
product of a theoretical exercise than a guide for proper
action, (See FOXLEY, 1975; FABER & SEERS, 1972) ,
On the whole,this approach to planning did not fit the
Latin American context, mainly because its application en¬
tailed the use of adjustment tools for promoting develop¬
ment where structural changes were needed, and also becau
se of the failure of planners (owing to their theoretical
background) to provide adequate proposals to deal with
short-term problems.
As mentioned above, these criticisms are also valid for
regional planning but in this case planning deficiencies
have been compounded by a weaker substantive theory.
In fact, the recognition of regions as "open systems" has
important implications for regional planning since it
means that many of the elements that foster regional de¬
velopment are beyond the control of regional actors,
(SIEBERT, 1969; HILHORST, 1971),
As a result, regions must negotiate with other regions and
with the central government in order to obtain the basic
external conditions for their development. Since the social
welfare and economic growth of a given region are determin¬
ed in such a way by the external parametric framework, re¬
gional authorities and planners have only a limited degree
of freedom for formulating development policies.
It follows that regional planning ought to be a very fle¬
xible tool for providing decision makers with adequate in
formation for negotiation.
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Since negotiation in its turn aims for a compromise between
conflicting interests, there is no room for static and hi¬
ghly detailed plans which become obsolete as soon as an a-
greement about the parametric framework is achieved.
In this perspective some procedural deficiencies of regional
planning become clear. These deficiencies have been attribut
ed by some authors to the fact that regional planning is an
heterogeneous aggregate of economic planning techniques con¬
ceived to serve other purposes, (LASUEN et al., 1974). The in¬
adequacy of regional planning for solving regional problems
arises, in this view, from the ambiguous character of its
methodology which is the result of a compromise between ur¬
ban and economic planning.
As in urbanism, inversely to what happens in economics but
with similar results, what is relevant for the city (the ele
ment) does not apply to the region (the system); regional
planning becomes the incoherent aggregation of irrelevant
sets of urban planning techniques and the techniques of
economic planning which are applied to the region due to the
lack of proper techniques.
Although this is a quite radical view of procedural problems
affecting regional planning, it focuses^ the main issue, na¬
mely the need for methodologies capable of providing region¬
al planning with tools for integrating the economic, social,
political and physical dimensions of regional reality.
With less scepticism Boisier (BOISIER, 1979) distinguishes
three main methodological problems underlying the practice
of regional planning in Latin America. These are the absence
of suitable planning procedures, the lack of integration be¬
tween regional strategies or plans with national ones, and
the excessively descriptive character of many regional dia¬
gnoses .
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Further analysis will concentrate on planning procedures
since the second of the above-mentioned problems can be
regarded as belonging mainly to the scope of interregion¬
al planning and the third one has to be attributed primari
ly to deficiencies in regional development theories. This
last topic will be discussed in Section 1.2.
The inadequacy of procedures used by regional planning de
rives from the fact that a sort of "all-purpose planning
process" has been directly applied to this particular
field without regard to its own characteristics. As many
authors suggest, application of planning (whatever its pur
poses) generates many activities which form a process.Al¬
though the bibliography emphasizes that the planning pro¬
cess is a "continuum" which is presented only for methodo¬
logical purposes as an interrelated sequence of activities,
regional planning practice is full of examples of the ri¬
gid application of processes consisting of a series of
self-contained and successive stages which lead to the
plan as the final product. (*)
As the theory of regional development is imperfect,for the •
purposes of this thesis an adequate planning procedure will
be understood as an assembly of activities (involving the
use of specific techniques) capable of fulfilling the
instrumental requirements of regional planning, without
creating restrictions (additional to those derived from
lack of theoretical knowledge) resulting from operational
simplifications.
(*) Davidoff and Reiner attribute the weaknesses of plann
ing procedures to a wrong orientation of planning stu
dies. Although they specifically refer to urban plann
ing their view can safely be applied to regional plann
ing.
These authors argue:"It is our conviction that contem¬
porary urban planning education has been excessively
directed to substantive areas and has failed to focus
on any unique skills of responsibility of the planner...
Planning education until now, has paid little or no
attention to methods of determining ends and relating
ends to means. And although some tools of effectuation
are studied,their relation to a planning process is
largely neglected". (DAVIDOFF & REINER, 196?; p. 11 4)
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Since planning (and obviously regional planning) is primari
ly concerned with decision-making, any assessment of proce
dures will necessarily involve the evaluation of the extent
to which such procedures satisfy decision-making require
ments.
Since a decision (output) may be regarded as the choice of
a course of action from several alternatives, the decision¬
making (process) can be understood as a set of criteria for
guiding this type of selection.
Decision-making involves both a set of values and a certain
degree of control over the decision-making situation. Values
are inescapable elements of any decision and can be expressed
as moral statements, statements of preference, of criteria,
or of ends; more particularly as goals. (DAVIDOFF & REINER,
1962).
The capacity to control the environment, in its turn,relates
to the power of decision-makers to determine the future beha
viour of some important variables of such environment. It
determines the scope of decisions and becomes one of the cru
cial issues of decision-making with regard to open systems.
This is particularly relevant for regional planning which has
to provide development proposals for specific regions within
the framework defined by national decisions and strategies.
In general terms this question has been stated as: "To what
extent can social actors determine what their course will be,
and to what extent are they compelled to follow a course set
by forces beyond their control?" (ETZIONI, 1967; p.217).
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As Etzioni suggests, there are three basic approaches to de
cision-making that give varying importance to the degree of
control over the environment on the part of the decision-maker.
These are the rationalistic approach, the incrementalist
approach and the mixed scanning one.
A brief characterization of these approaches will be pre
sented below in order to provide a basis for defining plann
ing procedures capable of satisfying regional planning re
quirements.
1.1.3. Decision-Making Models and Regional Planning.
Rational decision models assume that a rational choice is
the one made after evaluating the consequences that would
result from all courses of action open to the decision-maker.
Selection is then made using a criterion that reflects the
objectives being pursued. In accordance with the importance
attributed in this conception to the evaluation of all po£
sible consequences resulting from alternative choices , a
simplified model for decision-making becomes: "a) the de
cision-maker lists all the odortunities for action open to
A,
him; b) he identifies all the consequences which would follow
from the adoption of each of the possible actions; and c) he
selects the action which would be followed by the preferred
set of consequences", (BANFIELD, 1959;p. 140).
Banfield recognizes that it is almost impossible for a deci
sion to be perfectly rational since there is not enough
knowledge (or time) to study even a fraction of the existing
options. Nevertheless, a decision can be regarded as rational
if the alternatives and consequences are considered as fully
as time and available resources permit.
According to this line of thought,a plan is regarded as a
decision about a course of action. It follows that the pro
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cedure for making a rational plan is essentially the same as
that required for any rational choice.
This approach has been criticized because its assumptions
are excessively restrictive. On one hand, a high degree of
control over the situation constitutes a basic condition for
this view.
Although it can be argued that forces beyond the decision
maker's control may be introduced by reducing the list of
opportunities open to him, this would constitute a static
consideration of such forces and does not invalidate the
fact that this approach concentrates on the management of a
controlled environment.
On the other hand, the requirements imposed by this model in
terms of time and resources for evaluating possible implica
tions of each course of action are so great that it is diffi
cult to find a decision-maker able to afford them.
Finally, this model implies a static formulation of goals
which are used as criteria for guiding a rational choice.
Constancy of goals derives from a sharp distinction between
values and facts (ends and means), without allowing any inter¬
action between them (see LINDBLOM, 1959; and ETZIONI, 1967).
These criticisms are strong enough for not recommending this
approach as the decision model underlying regional planning,
or for the planning of any complex open system. Although its
internal logic has not been questioned so far, the inadequa
cy of this approach for fulfilling planning requirements
lies in its inability to handle situations involving a large
number of variables.
As the number of possible courses of action (and of consequen
ces) to take into account rises almost exponentially as the
number of variables increases, the complexity of any social
system makes it somewhat infeasible to use rational models
as a tool for decision-making.
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A similar view is held by Lindblom who has written that this
"approach has been strengthened by the attention given to,
and successes enjoyed by, operations research, statistical
decision theory, and systems analysis...
But these advanced procedures remain largely the appropr_i
ate techniques of relatively small-scale problem-solving
where the total number of variables to be considered is small
and value problems restricted" (LINDBLOM, 1959; p. 153).
The second approach to decision-making, the incrementalist
approach, also known as the method of "successive limited
comparisons" or the "branch method" , was proposed by
Lindblom as an alternative to rational models (*).
Starting from the fact that decisions can never be perfectly
rational due to the impossibility of meeting the requirements
posed by rational models, this method tends to adapt decision¬
making procedures to the "limited cognitive capacity of deci¬
sion-makers and to reduce the scope and cost of information
collection and computation" (ETZIONI, 1967; p. 219) .
Basic characteristics of this less demanding model have been
summarized in the following set of six propositions:
"1) Rather than attempting a comprehensive survey and evalua
tion of all alternatives, the decision-maker focuses only
on those policies which differ from existing policies.
2) Only a relatively small number of policy alternatives
are considered.
3) For each policy alternative, only a restricted number of
"important" consequences are evaluated.
4) The problem confronting the decision-maker is continually
redefined: Incrementalism allows for countless end-means
A
and means-ends adjustments which, in effect, make the
problem more manageable.
(*) A first version was presented in LINDBLOM, 1959; further
developments may be found in BRAYBROOKE & LINDBLOM,1963,
LINDBLOM, 1965, and others.
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5) Thus, there is no one decision or "right" solution, but
a "never-ending series of attacks" on the issues at hand
through serial analyses and evaluation.
6) As such, incremental decision-making is described as re
medial, geared more to the alleviation of present, con
crete social imperfections than to the promotion of fu
ture social goals" (ETZIONI, 1967; pp. 219-20,extracted
from LINDBLOM, 1965; pp. 144-8).
This approach disregards the idea that values (goals) should
be defined in advance of the examination of alternative po
licies, since it is recognized that to a great extent values
and facts (ends and means) are closely related (*).It follows
that by virtue of not having a permanent element against
which decisions could be compared, the branch method relies
upon "agreement" as the basic measure of the quality of de
cisions.
The incremental approach drastically reduces the amount of
studies required for decision-taking by the limitation of
policy comparisons to those policies that differ to a re la
tively small extent from policies currently in effect. The
final distinctive element of this method is that comparisons,
as well as the choice of policy, proceed in chronological
series.
(*) Davidoff & Reiner reinforce this idea saying:
"The separation of fact and value in itself requires
certain assumptions and possibly violation of the die
tates of reason. Let us considered some of the ways in
which fact and value may be related:
1) Factual statements and their analysis invariably
reflect the values of their makers, if only in the
importance attached to them or the sequence in which
they are studied.
2) Our personal experiences show that our values are
coloured by our understanding of facts.
3) We can make factual assertions about values, for example
their distribution in a given group. Conversely, one
can make value assertions about facts, as does the
city planner who desires to counter the.fact of public
apathy about a public program".(DAVIDOFF e REINER, 1962;
p. 167).
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"Policy is not made once and for all; it is made and re-made
endlessly. Policy-making is a process of successive approx_i
mation to some desired objective in which what is desired
itself continues to change under reconsideration" (LINDBLOM,
1S 5 9; pp. 164-5).
There are many criticisms of this method and suprisingly,
they are devastating. The violence of the criticisms can be
explained by Lindblom's claim to present incrementalism as
a normative model for pluralistic societies as opfosed to the
master planning of totalitarian societies (ETZIONI, 1967;
FALUDI, 1973; BOULDING, 1964).
Criticisms are centered upon two major issues: the first one
concerns the replacement of "validity" by "agreement" as the
criterion for decision-making, while the second one deals
with the conservative character of decisions based primarily
on small variations of existing policies.
Lindblom argues that the root method (rationalistic approach)
is based on agreement about the ends pursued since "objecti
ves themselves have no ultimate validity other than they are
agreed upon" (LINDBLOM, 1959; p. 160). Since a controversy
about ends would necessarily entail a good deal of philoso
phical debate without there being any guarantee that an
agreement could be reached on such terms, Lindblom shifts
the argument to a field where agreement can be found, name
ly to concrete policies.
Critics argue that as political or economic power is uneven
ly distributed among citizens, decisions adopted by consent
among partisans would represent the interest of the most po
werful, while demands of the under priviliged and political,
ly unorganized would be under-represented (ETZIONI, 1967).
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The other line of criticism emphasizes that the way in which
the incrementalist adopts decisions invariably leads to the
avoidance of decisions involving fundamental changes since
they focus primarily on the short run and on a few marginal
changes to existing policies. The central point here is
whether or not a series of small incremental decisions could
lead to "large or fundamental" decisions involving major so
cial changes. Although it is possible to conceive of cases
in which this situation does occur, incremental decisions
in such cases, can be viewed as following a definite path
set by a strategy leading to the fundamental change. It
follows that either incremental decisions are defined within
the context set by the implicit strategy (which in itself
constitutes a fundamental decision), or they lead to the
major change by chance.
Since this approach does not contain any specific procedure
to ensure that further decisions will be adopted in the
right direction, Boulding's opinion that according to the
iicrementalist approach "we do stagger through history like
a drunk putting one disjointed incremental foot after another",
seems pertinent (BOULDING, 1964; p. 931, quoted in ETZIONI,
1967; p. 221).
Adoption of this model as an implicit decision-making frame
work for regional planning would imply a sort of "evolutio
nistic view" of regional development. Regional development
is basically the end product of continuous changes in the
structure of regional economies (i.e. the introduction of
new branches of industry, increasing the range of export in
dustries, etc.), or changes in the status of regions as a
result of their obtaining a different position with regard
to public investment, etc. As such, regional authorities are
frequently required to engage in major negotiations aimed at
creating external conditions that would improve the prospects
for development for their regions.
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It follows that a decision-making approach relying too much
on existing policies would seem inadequate for fulfilling
the requirements of policy-making on this scale. Although it
can be used for a good many administrative decisions, a com
plementary approach is needed for dealing with structural
matters.
The third model is known as mixed-scanning and was proposed
by Etzioni as a description of decision-making procedures
actually used in many fields and also as a strategy to be
adopted for dealing with complex systems. This approach uses
the potentialities of rationalistic and incremental models
while trying to reduce their weaknesses by defining the con
text in which each 'model is to be preferred.
Societal decision-making is seen as requiring two sets of
mechanisms: "a) high order, fundamental policy-making pro
cesses which set basic directions and, b) incremental pro
cesses which prepare for fundamental decisions and work them
out after they have been reached" (ETZIONI, 1967; p. 223).
As such, mixed-scanning endeavours to use a rationalistic
approach to study all the major alternatives open for funda
mental decisions but avoids concerning itself with details
in order to make an overview feasible. Incremental decisions
are made within the framework defined by fundamental ones.
Although this procedure does not eliminate the possibility
of missing an important course of action (only a limited num
ber of alternatives are taken into account), it is less like
ly than muddling-through to disregard an obvious non-tradi.
tional policy and more efficacious than the rationalistic
models since detailed considerations are avoided for minor
decisions and for fundamental ones analysis is simplified.
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Scanning can be performed at many levels (not only two) de
pending on the complexity of the system under consideration,
and the efforts (resources) allocated to each level may vary
according to circumstances.
"Effective decision-making requires that sporadically, or at
set intervals, investment in encompassing (high-coverage)
scanning be increased to check for far removed but "obvious"
dangers and to search for better lines of approach"(ETZIONI,
1967; p. 224). These periodic reviews may induce new funda
mental decisions providing mixed-scanning with a built-in
mechanism for exploring longer-run alternatives.
This model assumes that decisions can be evaluated although
evaluation is not performed as fully as in the rational approach.
It is recognized that a policy may serve simultaneously one
primary goal and a number of secondary ones, or it can be
assessed against the achievement of a small number of prjL
mary goals. Evaluation then proceeds by means of simple
ranking procedures which allow the construction of numerical
indexes either entailing an informal scaling of values (the
former case) or giving identical weight to all the primary
goals (the latter case).
Finally, since allocation of resources for scanning at diffe
rent levels is left to the decision-maker's judgment, this
model is flexible enough to be adapted to situations which
may differ in terms of the decision-maker's capacity to con
trol the system as well as the effectiveness of the initial
decisions adopted. In fact, a highly incremental approach
is to be preferred for stable systems, where previous deci
sions were yielding adequate results, and in situations where
the control capacity is limited. Conversely, a more rationa
listic model is required in the opposite situation.
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These elements enable Etzioni to conclude that "there seems
to be no one effective decision-making strategy in the ab
stract , apart from the societal-environment into which it
is introduced" (ETZIONI, 1967; p. 228).
To the extent that this model stands midway between pure ra
tionalism and muddling-through it benefits their poten
tialities and also shares some of their weaknesses. As has
been mentioned, the limitations of rational and incrementalist
models are significantly reduced in mixed-scanning by de
fining the context in which each is to be applied. It must
be recognized, however, that this model is still far from
perfect.
The three types of model presented differ among themselves
in the power position assumed for decision-makers, as well
as in the procedure to be followed. In terms of regional
planning rationalistic models seem unpractical while incre
mentalist ones are regarded as conservative and short-run
oriented. Mixed-scanning appears to be the most satisfactory
of them all, since it can be easily adapted to the morpholo
gical characteristics of regional development, and also to
the type of considerations that regional authorities are
constantly required to take into account.
As pointed out by Faludi, this third approach also "includes
the acceptance of elements of risk which action involves and
thus complements a view of man as stamping his image on an
uncertain world, transforming himself during the process and
deriving the impetus for yet more learning and growth from
the unintended consequences of his actions" (FALUDI, 1973 ;
p. 124) .
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Before discussing specific planning procedures for fulfilling
regional planning requirements, it seems necessary to have a
quick look at the strengths and weaknesses of substantive
theory. Thus, an appraisal of the state of regional develop
ment theories will be presented in next section, leaving for
Chapter 2 the task of deriving specific planning procedures
from a joint consideration of substantive and procedural
aspects of regional planning.
1.2 THE SUBSTANTIVE FRAMEWORK.
Regional planning was characterized in Section 1.1.1. as a
set of actions oriented towards rationalizing decision-making
with reference to the process of social and economic change
in a spatial system. Accordingly, it follows from this that
the obvious subject matter of regional planning is the com
prehensive development of spatially defined systems, whilst
a theory of regional development will constitute its substan
tive framework. The terms substantive framework or theory
will be used here to refer to the set of partial theories and
fragmentary knowledge usually known as regional development
theories.
1.2.1. Basic Concepts.
The concept of development has received great attention in
the social sciences, being traditionally used to denominate
a sort of "desired future state" of society. As such, its
real meaning is not clearly specified, being usually fully
charged with political and ideological values and referring
to human activities in practically all fields of social sig
nificance (see FRIEDMANN, 1973; and SUNKEL & PAZ, 1970).
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The theoretical improvement of the social sciences has in
creased the comprehensiveness of the concept of develop¬
ment, both by including new variables and by broadening
its meaning. For analytical as well as practical reasons,
the inclusion of the variable space into the concept of
development has acquired great relevance opening onto a
broad field of study known as "regional science" (ISARD,
REINER), "regional economics" (RICHARDSON, MEYER, BOUDE-
VILLE), or simply "regional planning" (FRIEDMANN).
A good characterization of the emergence of regional de
velopment as a relevant line of thought has been given by
Friedmann and Alonso who hold that "While the link be
tween space and planning is as familiar to the urbanist
as the link between planning and development is to the
economist, the joining of "space" to development is only
now coming to be acknowledged as a significant extension
of traditional ways of thinking" (FRIEDMANN & ALONSO,1964;
p.17) .
Although a comprehensive view of society underlies the
concept of development, it is in the context of economics
that it has been mostly studied. Accordingly, current the
ories of development are highly economics oriented and
this characteristic is also shared by regional develop -
ment theories.
However, it must be recognized that theories of regional
development have incorporated (one way or another) into
-theif subject matter elements such as: the valuation of
natural resources as regards their renewable or non-renew
able character; environmental improvement and conserva¬
tion; decentralization and participation; economic growths-
integration and national security; urbanization and indus;
trialization, etc.
In spite of this, it must be acknowledged that there are
not,as yet, any theories comprehensive enough for regional
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development or rather, for the inclusion of the spatial va
riable as a determinant element of development options open
to a socio-economic system. Current theories are mostly par
tial, emphasizing the treatment of fundamentally economic
variables or centering upon functional urbanistic approa -
ches.
This means that in practice social, political and environ¬
mental aspects are treated as by-products of either econo¬
mic growth or physical development, whichever happens to
be the basic reason for planning.
1.2.2 A Typology of Regional Development Theories
Although the aforementioned lack of comprehensiveness of
regional development theories may be regarded as their ma¬
jor deficiency, it is necessary to provide a closer charac
terization of such theories in order to analyse their
strengths and limitations.
In doing so, a selection of relevant theories is required,'
since in Section 1.1.1 the subject matter of this thesis
was defined as being restricted to the regional and intra-
regional scales. This being so, an important body of know¬
ledge, perhaps the most developed in theoretical terms ,
will be ignored and analysis will be concentrated on theo¬
ries dealing with the spatial dimension of development.
Any typology of theories involves a danger of oversimpli¬
fication. However, it seems necessary to run such a risk
in order to obtain an overview of the state of current
knowledge on the subject.
There are many classifications of theories and models of
regional development, each of them constructed to serve
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specific purposes and based on different criteria (*).Due
to the similarity of objectives and also because of its
analytical rigour, Wrobel's typology seems to be the most
appropriate for the purposes of this thesis. This author
concentrates exclusively on theories that explain region¬
al growth differentials and proposes a fourfold classifi¬
cation of the numerous theoretical works on the subject.He
distinguishes:
"1) "Economic base" type models and related "stages of
growth" models, designed to explain how a region grows,
2) Regional income inequality models, explaining how
growth is transmitted between regions,
3) Constructions based on the concept of "poles of growth",
4) Center-periphery model developed later into a "theory
of polarized development" (WROBLL, 1971; p. 3) .
A brief summary of the basic features and limitations of
such theoretical bodies is presented in the following pa¬
ges .
The economic-base theory or export-base theory (**) distin
guishes two groups of activities in any particular region¬
al economy. In terms of the market area which each econo¬
mic activity serves, this theory defines the "export or
basic sector" as an aggregate of those productive activi¬
ties producing to satisfy regional, as well as, interregion
al demand. "Domestic, non-basic or secondary sector", on
the other hand, refers to all those activities producing
for the regional market.
(*) See for example, FRIEDMANN, 1973; FULLERTON & PRESCOTT,
1975; HOLLAND, 1976; WROBEL, 1971; etc.
(**) NORTH, 1955; TIEBOUT, 1956; HOCHWALD 1958,-ISARD, 1960.
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This theory postulates that regional growth depends on the
behaviour of the export sector, North summarizes the dyna¬
mic role of the export sector as follows:"... The success
of the export base has been the determining factor in the
rate of growth of regions ... The importance of the export
base is a result of its primary role in determining the
level of absolute and percapita income in a region, and
therefore in determining the amount of residentiary,second
ary and tertiary activity that will be developed" (NORTH,
1955; in FRIEDMANN & ALONSO, 1964; p.254).
This approach to regional growth problems has been develop
ed further, and constitutes the basis for the economic ba¬
se multiplier and other types of interregional multipliers
(see NOURSE, 1968; Chapter 7).
Closely connected with this line of thought is the theory
of economic sectors, which emphasizes the role of internal
determinants of regional growth. It was established on
the basis of Clark's empiric observations about the rela¬
tionships between the sectoral structure of employment and
the level of income per capita.
Starting from the premise that productivity as well as in¬
come-elasticity of demand for industrial goods and servi¬
ces are higher than those for the primary sectors, this
theory holds that regional growth is basically explained
by changes in the relative importance of different econo¬
mic sectors (CLARK, 1951; PERLOFF et al., 1960). This type
of reasoning finds its expression in a model of economic
growth consisting of a sequence of five interrelated sta¬
ges .
Similarly to Rostow's stages of economic growth (ROSTOW ,
1960), regional growth has been understood as a gradual
process characterized by the following sequence: 1) sub¬
sistence economy; 2) growth through exports of primary
goods; 3) growing expansion and diversification of an
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export base by the development of secondary activities;4)
greater industrial diversification based on internal in¬
dustrial linkages and growing income; and 5) a widely di
versified economy, including highly specialized services.
This model, originally based on historical generalizations
concerning the development of the Pacific North West of
the U.S.A., has been criticized as lacking sufficient ge¬
nerality to explain regional development in other coun¬
tries. From a different viewpoint Holland argues that ex-
port-base theory is misleading inasmuch as it assumes
that regions v/ill be able to adapt their export structure
to that of the rest of the economy, and thus diversify
their export and residentiary base in a self-sustaining
process, implicit in this assumption lies the idea that
long-run factor mobility would lead to more interregional
equalisation of per-capita income and a wider dispersion
of production.
This neglects the asymmetry observed in factor flows,with
capital and labour outflow tending to be one way and not
balanced by counter inflows of direct investment in search
of lower costs and more available labour. A peripheric re
gion may never achieve a breakthrough from agriculture to
higher income and productivity in non-agricultural activi
ties on a scale sufficient to ensure a convergence of' re¬
gional income levels without significant government inter
vention (HOLLAND, 1976; p. 90).
Export-base theory has also been critized because it ex¬
plains regional growth in terms of the behaviour of ex¬
ports, which is merely "one aspect of a general theory of
short-run regional income determination" (TIEBOUT, 1956),
and because it is demand-oriented, thereby neglecting to
consider the supply side as a determinant of regional in¬
come (SIEBERT, 1969).
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The second line of theoretical thought, referred to by
Wrobel as the "regional income inequality theory", is bas
ed on the notion that unbalanced regional growth is inevi^
table and constitutes a basic condition for growth itself.
Although for many authors the roots of unbalanced growth
theories may be found in Weber, Myrdal, Perroux and Hirch-
man's works, Holland claims that they were first develop¬
ed by Marx in the mid-nineteenth century. The rationale of
such a proposition lies in the fact that the concentration
of economic activities in social, economic and spatial
terms is inherent to the functioning of capitalism. Marx
foresaw many problems derived from the rise of capitalism
which were later incorporated into the theories of Myrdal
and Perroux. As Holland points out "...one of the key
factors which Marx grasped was the extent to which the
spatial concentration of production in particular areas
was not caused primarily by raw material deposits or the
need to reduce transport costs but by the sectoral concen
tration of production" (HOLLAND, 19 76; p. 36) .
He also saw rural-urban labour transfer as the spatial
foundation of the division of labour on which advance in
the productivity of means of production is based. " The
foundation of every division of labour that is well-deve¬
loped, and brought about by an exchange of commodities,is
the separation of town and country. It may be said that
the whole economic history of society is summed up in the
movement of this antithesis" (MARX, quoted by HOLLAND,1976;
p. 38) .
Another relevant element contained in Marx's work is the
effect of migration on labour demand and labour costs in
industries where profits, demand for labour and wages are
rising.
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Without an explicit recognition of Marx's contributions,the
se topics were incorporated in the works of Myrdal, Perroux
and Hirschman. The basis of this line of thought lies in
the observation that economic progress does not appear every
where at the same time and that once it has appeared power¬
ful forces make for a spatial concentration of economic grow¬
th around the initial starting points (HIRSCHMAN, 1958).This
statement finds support in Weber's analysis of the "agglome
ration factor" in the location of industries, which in its
turn rests on the Marshallian concept of external economies
later developed by Scitowsky (WROBEL, 1971; SCITOWSKY,1954).
These elements enabled Myrdal (MYRDAL, 1957) and, shortly
afterwards, Hirschman to formulate their theories of region
al imbalance.
Accepting that economic growth must occur only in some ra¬
ther than in all areas of geographical space, these authors
concentrate on the analysis of the way in which growth is
transmitted between regions.
Two counteracting groups of forces are distinguished as
constituting interregional relationships. On the one hand,
there are "backwash" effects (Myrdal) or "polarization"ef-
fects (Hirschman) leading to further accelerated growth of
the more developed region at the expense of the backward
one. These effects include flows of labour and capital and
also trade profits, which tends to reinforce economic grow
th in the developed region and to reduce growth potential
in the other. Myrdal sees these forces as cumulative and
strengthened by increasing internal and external economies
in the faster-growing area.
On the other hand, "spread" effects (Myrdal) or "trickling
down" effects (Hirschman) tend to reduce regional imbalan¬
ce by bringing the less developed region the benefits of
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the progress in the developed one. For Hirschman by far the
most important of these effects is the increase in the rich
er area's purchases and investments in the poorer region.
Although the concepts utilized by these authors are identic
al, there are considerable differences in their analyses
that lead to different conclusions (see HIRSCHMAN, 1958;p.
187) .
In fact, Myrdal demonstrates the mechanism of the process
of "cumulative causation" leading to ever greater differen¬
ces in the level .of economic growth of regions and concludes
that "the play of forces in the market normally tends to in
crease rather than decrease the inequalities between regions"
(MYRDAL, 1957).
Hirschman, in his turn, is more optimistic and foresees that
the trickling-down effects would eventually overcome the po
larization ones, but he recognizes that the achievement of
such a state of affairs requires specific economic policies.
These theories have been refined by Siebert (SIEBERT, 1969),
who proposes a regional growth model that identifies a num¬
ber of growth factors affecting aggregate supply and demand
ir*T a regional economy.
As Wrobel points out, Siebert's work constitutes the most
comprehensive attempt to date to formalize and systematize
regional economic growth theory, embracing the field of pre
vious studies on the lines of the economic base approach as
well as production linkages and models of regional trans¬
mission of growth.
This approach sees regional economic growth in a situation
of mixed economic order as the interaction of internal and
external determinants (*). Internal determinants of regional
(*) A revised version of Siebert's model, enlarged by the
introduction of the behaviour of the public sector,can
be found in ORDONEZ, 1977.
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growth are basically increments in the availability of pro
ductive factors, improvement in applied technological know
ledge, and increases in saving and investment propensities,
resulting from endogenous changes in the regional situation.
The principal external determinants, on the other hand, are
the interregional movement of commodities and productive
factors (including government investment and expenditure),
and interregional transfers of technology. Both internal and
external determinants of regional growth can produce positi
ve as well as negative changes in the level of economic acti
vity of a particular region, depending on the direction in
which they operate.
The third line of studies on regional development includes
a vast amount of work based on the concept of growth poles.
Growth pole theory, first formalized by Perroux, is based on
a special conception of space. For this author the "static,
rigid, three-dimensional conception of space has led to un¬
necessary pathological evaluations and psychophathic nation¬
al policies in Europe. To avoid these consequences he propo_s
ed that this three-dimensional concept of space should be
replaced in economics by a type of abstract, topological
space" (LA.SUEN 1969; p. 138). It refers exclusively to the
universe of economic relationships that take place among eco>
nomic elements and has no connection with three-dimensional
geographic space, except for the fact that economic elements
are located in it.
These economic spaces can be reduced to three basic types:1)
space as the planning area of the decision units, 2) space
as the field of forces acting upon the decision units; and
3) space as the field of homogeneous objects. -'
Perroux's basic idea is that growth does not appear every¬
where at the same time, showing itself rather in certain,
points or growth poles which transmit impulses of growth to
the rest of the economy (PERROUX, 1961; p. 155).
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The most distinctive elements of this theory are the con¬
cepts of the growth pole and polarization. There are many
definitions of a growth pole and this concept has also
been the subject of varied interpretations. For the sake
of simplicity one of Perroux's characterizationswill be
adopted here. Growth poles (or development poles) are (sim
pie or complex) dynamic units capable of increasing the
product, modifying structures, inducing changes in the ty¬
pes of organization, originating economic progresses or
favouring economic progress (translated from PERROUX,1961;
p. 189) .
As such, this concept corresponds to the dynamic sector of
the economy (firms) exerting dominance, by means of input-
output relationships, over other sectors and firms. It is
to be seen as a logical derivation of the second type of
Perroux's abstract spaces (LASUEN/ 1969; p. 139).
Polarization, on the other hand, is the process by means of
which growth of a given firm or industry- induces growth in
other activities through external economies. It has been
frequently associated with the effects described by Myrdal
and Hirschman.
Growth pole theory has gained enthusiastic supporters and
during the last twenty five years has come to constitute
the main inspiration for a large number of regional plans
and policies throughout the world. It has also been strong
ly criticized on theoretical grounds as well as in terms
of its applicability, since many policies and plans based
on such a theory have proved disappointing. Although the
theory was primarily conceived as applying to an abstract
space, it has been widely applied to the study of spatial
aspects of economic growth.
This has to be regarded as an important source of confusion
and controversy since, as Wrobel points out, the rules for
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the transformation of one kind of space into the other have
never been satisfactorily formulated.
The application of the growth pole concept to geographic
space owes a great deal to the work of Boudeville (BOUDEVIL
LE, I960, 1966). For this author, economic space is linked
to geographic space by means of a functional transformation
that describes the properties of economic processes.
Hermansen (HERMANSEN, 1969) holds that the interpretation of
geographical growth poles as functional growth poles loca -
lized in geographic space is more difficult than the primiti
ve concept, since such a concept implies a double polariza¬
tion, namely functional polarization together with geographic
polarization.
Boisier (BOISIER, 1972) goes farther in this respect saying
that the punctual interpretation of the concept of pole
seems adequate to the extent that the analysis is limited to
abstract space, but that when geographic space is consider¬
ed what is required is an areal interpretation of pole.From
this perspective this author argues that geographic points
(urban centers) that are able to internalize the effects of
polarization for the spatial subsystem they define,constitu
te a correct translation of the abstract concept of pole to
the geographic plane. Such points are known as growth cen¬
ters. It follows that a growth center is an urban center
which contains one or more growth poles and which also ful¬
fil s certain conditions that make it possible to preserve
for its spatial system the effects of polarization (*).
Lasuen provides a good characterization of the general feel
ing about growth cole theory and some related concepts when
he says that it "... has become an idea in 'good currency'.
(*) A good synthesis of such conditions can be found in
LEGNA, 1978.
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It is referred to widely in the social sciences,..., and
enjoys the privilege of all mythic catchwords: on the one
hand, it sounds like a useful concept for social policy;
on the other, being loosely defined, it is not easily su¬
bject to meaningful tests. When the concept is used in
planning, the failures of the policies centred upon it are
normally attributed to the ways and means by which it has
been implemented, never to the adequacy of the concept it¬
self" (LASUEN, 196 9; p. 137).
The attractiveness of presentation of this theory has led
to an overestimation of its potentiality for policy purpo¬
ses. For Holland there are several factors that explain
this overestimation which go beyond the advisability of
the implementation of growth poles in particular areas
(HOLLAND, 1976; p. 50-4). For him,one of the most relevant
of these concerns the importance attributed by management
to locational benefits. In practice firms try to maximize
short-term profits at the cost of other, long-term factors,
thus neglecting the theoretical assumption that they will
react rationally in the presence of locational incentives
derived from a politically-designed growth pole.
A second factor relates to the importance played by external
economies in location decisions when compared with other
sources of abnormal profits available to medium and large-
sized firms. Since the theory relies only on external econo
mies, it overestimates their role as criteria for industrial
location.
Finally, the decreasing incidence of transport in total pro
duction costs, together with the fact that only a minor pro
portion of total investment takes the form of investment in
entirely new plant (*), leads to the conclusion that the
forces attracting firms to a localized growth pole are not
so strong as the theory presumes.
(*) Only about one-fifth of total net investment in indus¬
trialized economies (HOLLAND, 1976; p. 52)
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In spite of all criticisms and misunderstandings nobody de
nies the value of Perroux's contribution, but it is a matter
of fact that further theoretical development is needed.This
situation has been pointed out by Holland when he says that
"the tendency to reiterate rather than extend Perroux's ini¬
tial analysis has led to the claim that the main elements
of polarization theory amount to no more than 'enunciations',
and in some cases the claim is not without foundation (HOL¬
LAND, 1976; p.50; quoting PARILLO, 1963).
Wrobel's fourth line of theoretical work on regional develop
ment deals with the center-periphery model developed later
into a theory of polarized development.
The main exponent of this line of thought is Friedmann who
tries to find an adequate theoretical foundation for regional
planning. For him the most satisfactory theory for this ty¬
pe of planning "is one that would set forth and explain sys¬
tematic interrelations between development and space, a theo
ry, in other words, of the development process in its spa¬
tial dimension" (FRIEDMANN, 1973; p.41).
Friedmann shares with Lasuen a view of development as a pro¬
cess of adaptation of successive sets of innovations. He
starts by using Dahrendorf's conflict model of social chan¬
ge (DA.HRENDORF, 1959) for explaining development of spatial
systems by means of authority-dependency relationships.
Friedmann distinguishes development from growth. The former
refers to an "innovative process leading to the structural
transformation of social systems", while the latter is un¬
derstood as a by-product of this complex process and cha¬
racterized as "an expansion of the system in one or more
dimensions without a change in its structure" (FRIEDMANN,
1973; pp. 43-5).
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After discussing six conditions favourable to innovation it
is concluded that such conditions are generally met by lar¬
ge and rapidly growing urban systems which become "centers
of change". Such centers of innovative change in a given
spatial system are called "core regions", while the other
areas are termed "peripheral regions". The process of develo£
ment in its spatial dimension is then studied within the
framework of the evolving "authority-dependency" relation¬
ships between core and p eripheral regions, resulting in a
hierarchical order of spatial systems.
As its author points out, "this theory treats economic grow¬
th as a function of changes in the structures that inevitab¬
ly limit a system's, capacity for expansion and, in the spe¬
cific case of growth based on the application of science to
problems of economic production, also the system's capacity
for the continuous generation and absorption of innovations.
This formulation assigns a decisive influence to the institu
tional and organizational framework of society and, specifi¬
cally to the patterns of authority and dependency that result
from the unusual capacity of certain areas to serve as cra¬
dles of innovation" (FRIEDMANN, 1973; p. 57).
Undoubtedly Friedmann's contribution constitutes a serious
attempt at integrating social, economic and spatial dimen¬
sions of development into a general theory. It should be
noted, however, that it contains certain flaws. Perhaps the
most important shortcoming deals with the lack of integra¬
tion of this theory with relevant pieces of other theories
of regional development. In fact, although Friedmann holds
that contemporary regional growth theory (e.g. as presented
by Siebert) constitutes a special case of his general theory,
the way of integrating both theoretical bodies has not been
explained.
This means that Friedmann's theory remains an explanatory
a.
(inductive) and too general construction , which provides a
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wide view of the elements that intervene in the develop¬
ment process but without answering practical needs. As
Wrobel points out, the very concept of development as an
innovating process, while demonstrating the obvious in¬
adequacy to deal with regional economic development pro¬
blems exclusively in economic terms like the efficiency
of investments, is in no way connected with, the important
process of capital formation.
1.3 FINAL COMMENTS
Now that existing theories of regional development have
been reviewed in broad outline^ an appraisal of the state
of the art seems necessary. This is not an easy task sin
ce the classification scheme adopted is only a partial one
and under no circumstances can it be regarded as compre¬
hensive, nor has the review been exhaustive.
Bearing in mind the partial nature of this review it is
possible to agree with Wrobel when he concludes that the
state of the theory is far from satisfactory. This is pro
ved by the fact that the theory is not able to answer
many practical problems, although it might indicate the
general orientation of policies and makes it possible, to
a certain extent, to avoid some well-known errors in the
history of regional development planning.
It is necessary to bear in mind that the adoption of any
theory as the substantive one for planning purposes leads
to the implicit acceptance of such a theory as the crite¬
rion for selecting the variables to be considered as stra
tegic in the formulation of development policies, as well
as for defining the instruments by means of which such
policies are to be implemented.
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In other words, a theory conditions the model of develop¬
ment to be adopted and also determines crucial aspects of
the path to be followed in order to achieve the objecti¬
ves. Consequently, the shortcomings of regional develop¬
ment theories are to be seen as a source of the limited
efficacy of regional planning.
In general, it is possible to conclude that a great many
of the problems regional planning is facing now can be
explained as the consequence of the weaknesses exhibited
by substantive theories together with the deficiencies in
its procedural framework.
These limitations tend to reduce the planner's capacity to
control the systems that constitute the subject of region¬
al planning. This is so because, on the one hand, imperfect
knowledge of the structure and behaviour of regional sys¬
tems will necessarily introduce some uncertainty into the
results of planning. On the other hand, deficiencies in
planning procedures are responsible for introducing un¬
expected distortions into regional systems through the
instruments used for modifying their structure and behav¬
iour. This means that results of a given set of policies
may differ from the expected ones owing to the fact that in
efficient procedures might lead to intervention in the
system in a different way than was planned.
It follows that a more flexible approach to regional plann¬
ing is required in order to avoid undesirable end results.
Such an approach must include as many feedbacks from imple¬
mentation to decision-making as possible, in order to en¬
able planners and decision-makers to take into account the
experience obtained from previous decisions and actions.To
achieve this, "blueprint planning" has to be eradicated
and a sort of strategy approach to planning seems to be a
reasonable way to overcome some of present problems.
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This view of regional planning, developed further in
Chapter II, combines the mixed scanning approach to deci¬
sion-making with the use of simulation techniques ( as
opposed to optimization techniques) for studying possible
reactions of the system to exogenous interventions
resulting from policy implementation; it is complemented
by the study and formulation of specific investment pro¬
jects which constitute the vehicle for translating plann
ing proposals into real interventions in regional
systems.
CHAPTER TWO
TOWARDS A MORE FLEXIBLE
PLANNING PROCESS
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2. TOWARDS A MORE FLEXIBLE PLANNING PROCESS
Chapter one explains some of the shortcom ings of regional
planning resulting from the excessive rigidity of planning
•tde¬
procedures on one hand and the limitation of current theoA —
ries of regional development on the other. Obviously the pro
blems regional planners face nowadays may be attributed to
a combination of both types of factors.
This chapter concentrates on the procedural deficiences of
regional planning and proposes a flexible approach based on
cybernetics and systems theory that aims at a major integra
tion of planning with the decision-making process. Such an
integration is expected to contribute to the increased effi¬
cacy of planning by simplifying its procedures and permitting
a greater approximation of planners with decision-makers and
executives in charge of implementation.
From this angle planning has to be regarded as a tool for
the assessment of both structural and incremental decisions
and also as a permanent source of new alternatives for action.
For this the mixed scanning approach to decision-making has
to be adopted as the basic strategy for guiding planning ac
tivities.
This chapter is organized in four sections. The first contains
a brief summary of the basic concepts of systems theory and
cybernetics that constitute the theoretical framework for
the approach proposed in the second section. This, in its
turn, is a combination of the mixed-programming strategy
developed by Chadwick and Hilhorst's cybernetic view of
planning.
Owing to the fact that the formulation of development strat
egies and the simulation of models constitute two basic ele
ments of the proposed planning procedure, sections three and
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four are devoted to analysing in some depth their meaning
and main implications.
2.1 THE FOUNDATIONS OF FLEXIBLE PLANNING
Regional planning has been characterized so far as a tool for
improving decisions regarding the structure and behaviour of
regional systems. As decisions constitute the first stage of
a process of regulation of a system's performance and since
they cannot be separated from subsequent action, regional
planning is to be seen as the control mechanism of regional
systems. Thus any attempt to improve its performance will
require some knowledge of the structure and functions of
such a control mechanism as well as the relationships that
exist between the regional system and its control system.
The theoretical background for studying the control or regu
lation of complex systems is to be found in systems theory
and cybernetics.
Systems theory has been defined as the science of totality.
In fact, the recognition that the whole is bigger than the
sum of its parts means that there are some characteristics
of complex systems that are not present in their components.
This idea constitutes the leitmotiv of systems thinking which
has emerged as an attempt to overcome the incapacity exhi.
bited by isolated causal series and by partial approaches to
solving theoretical problems ^specially in the bio-social
sciences), as well as practical problems raised by modern
technology. (V. BERTALANFFY, 1950).
For this author general systems theory is to be seen as an
extension of an organic conception of science. It is a con
ception that emphasizes the study of certain phenomena as
the result of a dynamic interrelation of objects and events
the behaviour of each being subject to specific laws.
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Boulding provides a clear characterization of the scope of
General Systems theory and its relationships with other diss
ciplines. He argues that this theory does not seek ''to es
tablish a single, self-contained general theory of practi
cally everything which will replace special theories of par
ticular disciplines. Such a theory would be almost without
content, for we always pay for generality by sacrificing
content, and all we can say about practically everything is
almost nothing. Somewhere, however, between the specific
that has no meaning and the general that has no content there
would be, for each purpose and at each level of abstraction,
an optimum degree of generality": (BOULDING, 1956; pp. 198-
199) .
To the extent that general systems theory aims at the achieve
ment of such a degree of generality, it constitutes an im
portant part of the obvious theoretical framework of planning,
which is to be viewed as a general method independent.' of
the particularities of the field within which it is practised.
Cybernetics, in its turn, is concerned with the control and
regulation of complex systems. For Beer it is "the science
of control and communication - wherever these occur in what
ever kinds of system. The core of cybernetic research is
the discovery that there is a unity of natural law in the
way control must operate, whether the system controlled is
animate or inanimate}physical or biological, social or eco
nomic". (BEER, 1966; p. 239).
As such, operational aspects of this science are related to
any field of study: engineering, biology, physics, sociolo
gy, etc. Formal aspects of cybernetics attempt to provide a
general theory of control abstracted from all fields of
application and appropriate to all of them. (BEER, 1959).
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Cybernetics has been especially designed for controlling adapt
ive, probabilistic and highly complex systems. As such, it
is expected to help planning to deal with complexity and to
provide adequate control mechanisms for each type of system.
The next sections contain a brief review of same basic con
cepts of systems theory and cybernetics that constitute the
core of the conception of planning to be presented later.
2.1.1 Basic Concepts of Systems Theory
The obvious starting-point for such a review is to define the
concept of system. There are many definitions of systems,each
of which respond to specific purposes. Aiming for generali
ty, a system can be defined as "an integrated assembly of
interacting elements, designed to carry out cooperatively a
predeterminated function". (GIBSON, 1960; p. 58), or as " a
set of objects together with relationships between their ob
jects and between their attributes". (HALL & FAGEN, 1956;p.
18) .
The definition of a particular system for the sake of anal,
ysis is always an arbitrary task, largely governed by the
researcher's objectives.
For Chadwick, a system, like beauty, lies in the eye of the
beholder, since it is possible to define a system in an in
finite number of ways in accordance with the interests of
the analyst and his purpose. However, once the interests
have been defined in terms of the objects, attributes and
relationships, it is possible to develop a rigorous analysis
in line with the requirements sought. (CHADWICK, 1971).
Flexibility for defining systems derives from the concept of
"resolution level", which is to be regarded as the parametric
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framework of a system (*)• In fact it refers to the level of
accuracy required for analysing a system's structure or
behaviour. Since the resolution level is determined by the
analyst in accordance with his purposes, once it is estab
lished the system's essential and marginal characteristics
can be defined deductively.
The resolution level of a system can be modified at anytime.
This leads to a greater or lower amplitude of the system un
der consideration. When dealing with the concept of amplitu
de of a system it is useful to remember that a system is de
fined because it contains interrelated parts or elements and,
to a certain extent, constitutes a complete whole in itself.
But this entity will surely be part of a number of systems
which in their turn are subsystems of bigger systems.(BEER,
1359).
Referring to the "scale" of a system in relation to its parts
Chadwick distinguishes:
"1. The environment of a system: the set of all sys
terns other than the one in which v/e are inter
ested .
2. The system itself: defined at a given resolution
leve1.
3. The subsystems of the system: parts of the whole
which display a certain richness of intercommu¬
nication which distinguishes them from
other parts of the system as a whole, but which
nevertheless are clearly part of the "larger"
system.
(*) Klir defines the concept of resolution level as "the de
termination of sets of those values of all observed or
given quantities to be taken into consideration,together
with a set of those time instants at which we want and
we are able to obtain the corresponding values of the
quantities". (KLIR, 1969; pp. 40-41).
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4. Elements of the system (or components): the "small
est" parts of the system, the lowest level of
detail which is to be considered: we are inter
ested in their behaviour, but not their structu
re". (CHADWICK, 1971; pp. 42-43).
Among the subsystems and elements of a system there exists
an exchange of materials, energy or information. This ex
change may also take place between the system and its en
vironment. It follows that a system is "closed" in relation
to its environment if there is no interchange between them.
Otherwise the system is to be regarded as "open".
The environment undergoes changes with time. A closed system
cannot adapt itself to the modificatxon of the environment;
at the most it might suffer internal transformations which
are not manifested. It is "dead", its possible evolution be
ing governed by the laws of reaction and equilibrium as
considered in the field of classic physics and chemistry.
(V. BERTALANFFY, 1950; p. 70).
Conversely, an open system will exchange materials, energy
or information with its environment. Because of this it will
evolve with its environment (it will survive) although .in
some cases it could reach a stationary state.
The size of a system is measured in terms of its variety,
which is in no way related to its physical size. Variety is
a measure of the complexity of a system. It is simply the
number of distinguishable elements within a set and depends
on the way in which the system was defined. (BEER, 1966) .
Variety is usually measured by logarithms to base 2, which
makes it expressible in bits.
It is very common to find in the literature many different
classifications of systems. Obviously any typology responds
to particular objectives and is entirely dependent on the
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classification criteria utilized. Perhaps the most useful
for the purposes of this thesis is that proposed by Beer,
(BEER, 1959) who uses complexity and the type of behaviour
as classification variables.
Complexity is divided into three categories (low, medium and
high) and the type of behaviour into two (deterministic and
probabilistic). This leads to a typology of six categories
of systems. Among these_, the highly complex and probabilistic
systems are of interest to us, since regional systems are
included in this category and, consequently, their control
belongs to the realm of cybernetics.
Adaptive systems posses s the capacity to react against chan
ges in the environment in a way that favours the continuity
of the systems functioning. Using an analogy with living or
ganisms, systems of this type have been referred to as "via
ble systems". For Beer (BEER, 1966) "viable systems have
the ability to make a response to a stimulus which was not
included in the list of anticipated stimuli when the system
was designed. They can learn from repeated experiences what
is the optimal response to that stimulus. Viable systems
grow. They renew themselves... They are robust against in
ternal breakdown and error. Above all, they continuously
adapt to a changing environment, and by this means survive-
quite possible in conditions which had not been entirely
foreseen by their designer".
These properties of viable systems are of great importance
for control purposes, since the maintenance of .' system
viability imposes certain conditions that must be satisfied
by the control mechanism.
Beer distinguishes three basic attributes of viable systems
that cannot be overriden without placing a definite and
easily achievable limit on the knowledge that can be obtained
from such a system. First of all, systems of this type have
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the properties listed above only if they are highly complex;
they must exist beyond a certain "complexity barrier" to be
viable. It follows that to insist on treating them through
concepts,models and controls that are deliberately of low
complexity is to rob these systems of their viability.
Secondly, viable systems maintain equilibrial behaviour only
by multiple contact with whatever lies outside themselves.
Hence, if the system is artificially isolated from its envi
ronment, it is also deprived of its survival and adaptation
capacity. Finally, if one decomposes the system into parts
in order to study them, or if the analysis concentrates on
the behaviour of bits of the system as if the rest of it did
not exist, the system ceases to function or at least begins
to behave atypically.
2.1.2 Cybernetics
As mentioned above, cybernetics studies the flow of informa
tion round a system and the way in which that information is
used by the system as a means of controlling itself.
Many authors (McLOUGHLIN, 1973; BEER, 1959; 1966; PALAO,19 76 ;
etc.) emphasize that our society has a terrifying image of
control which is usually associated with different forms of
coercion and repression. Perhaps this image has been induced
by the concept of control as used until recently in the ma
nagement sciences. In this sphere controlling is understood
as implying the "measurement of accomplishment of events
against the standard of plans and the correction of devia
tions to assure the attainment of objectives according to
plans", (KOONTS and O'DONNELL, 1976; p. 639).
This widely held idea of control assumes a static view of
the objectives or standards pursued, and also that the man
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ager has enough power to define and enforce the behaviour of
the individuals and variables involved. Mainly because of
this misconception social scientists have long resisted the
idea of control in the context of social phenomena, except
for denouncing social inequality and domination.
As Cadwallader (CADWALLADER, 1959) points out, this rejection
of the idea of control has also inhibited a more direct ap
plication of systems thinking and of cybernetics to the so
cial sciences. Fortunately, this situation has been gradual,
ly rectified, thanks mainly to the recognition of the im
portance of implicit control for governing complex systems.
In fact, fourteen years ago, Beer,referring to the concept
of control, wrote "Very soon it was realized that control is
not a mandatory exercise, in which people are bullied or
things are coerced to operate in a desired way. Rather it is
a question o^ coaxing a system toward optimal performance;
or, even better, of arranging for the system to regulate
itself'y (BEER, 1966 ; p. 253).
Implicit in the idea of control is the concept of "feed¬
back". Although this concept does nor require further ex
planation, it is necessary to distinguish between negative
and positive feedback.
Negative feedback is an error-correcting mechanism also known
as deviation-controlling feedback. This constitutes a basic
element of cybernetics and its most classical examples are
the operation of the thermostat and of the steam engine go
vernor among artificial systems, and homeostasis in living
ones.
Positive feedback is much less familiar. It is a relation
ship between two or more variables of a system that amplify
an initial deviation. The brake system of a car constitutes
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a good example of this type of feedback, since it amplifies
the force applied by the driver until it is sufficient to
stop the moving car.
Lange (LANGE, 1969), explaining the process of regulation
(negative feedback) in the example of an automatic thermostat,
concludes that a steady temperature may be obtained by means
of three different methods (or by a combination of them).
These are: the principle of compensation of disturbances;
the principle of. compensation of deviations; and the prin
ciple of elimination of disturbances.
The principle of compensation of disturbances seems to be a
simple and quick method for control purposes but it requires
a complete knowledge of the relationships between disturban
ces and the system's performance. This is very difficult to
obtain, especially when the complexity of the controlled
system increases. The second method only works when there
is a difference between the current state of the system and
the desired one. In this case the counteracting measures are
directly fed into the system, which reacts by reducing (or
eliminating) the deviation. The principle of elimination of •
disturbances implies a full command of the environment.Such
a condition is hard to fulfil, which makes it an unrealistic
method for designing a control mechanism, except for very
special and particularly simple systems.
From a different point of view Palcto (PALAO, 1976) argues that
control mechanisms can be roughly classified inUtwo broad
categories: control mechanisms external to the system con
trolled, and internal ones.
In the first type, the action of the control mechanism is
independent of the system's output; it receives information
about the environmental disturbances affecting the system
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and emits counteracting measures. For an adequate performanA —
ce this type of control requires three basic conditions.
Firstly it needs a criterion for selecting the relevant in
formation about the environment of the system. Secondly, a
perfect knowledge of the internal structure of the system is
required in order to discover how the system will react
against any external stimulus. Thirdly, it requires a high
speed of response to adapt itself to a changing environment.
This type of control mechanism is very common in control en
gineering, but its conditions are increasingly hard to fulfil
as the complexity of the system increases.
In the second type 3 the control device, receives informa
tion about the deviation of the system's output with regard
to the objectives pursued, but not about the nature and in
tensity of the disturbances that generate such deviations.
Corrective measures are based on the deviations, that is to
say, on the error and not on its causes.
The requirement for a good performance of these control mech
anismsis basically a low time of response not only in the
issuing of orders, but also in the carrying out of such or
ders by the controlled system. Both views lead to similar
conclusions, since external control mechanisms may be un
derstood as being designed according to the principles of
compensation and/or elimination of disturbances, while in
ternal control mechanisms are to be seen as strongly asso
ciated with the principle of compensation of deviations.
Cybernetics, in dealing with the control of adaptive ( vi_a
ble) systems, relies basically upon internal mechanisms of
control. The next pages will therefore concentrate on the
elements that condition the operation of such devices close
ly following Beer's line of thought. For exposition purposes
the control mechanism is presented separately from the con
trolled system, although it may be clear that both elements
are subsystems of a single viable system.
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In general, the process of controlling a system entails the
definition of another system that receives information about
the state of the controlled system and also generates ins
tructions for modifying its behaviour . Schematically, the
controlled system and its control mechanism are represented
by independent boxes. (See Fig. 2.1).
Figure 2.1
BASIC CONTROL LOOP (After Beer, 196S ; p. 276)
Between them there is a channel where information about the
state of the system flows towards the control box.The loop
is closed by a second channel that transmits to the system
orders issuing from the control. The systems we are interest
ed in are relatively isolated, possess a probabilistic pat
tern of behaviour (as opposed to a deterministic one), are
complex and adaptive. Such a type of system has been termed
"the situation" by Beer.
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To the extent that the situation is a relatively isolated
system, it interacts with its external environment. As a
result of such an interaction the situation is frequently mo
dified, that is to say, it generates a proliferation of va
riety (*). Providing that communication channels allow the
flow of sufficient information about this proliferation of
variety, it is found that control has to deal with a huge
amount of information. Beer suggests that there are basicajL
ly two approaches the control can follow to make good use of
this information for regulating the situation. "The first ,
corresponding to orthodox management practice, declares that
a study of this information will reveal patterns and trends
in the data, which will enable experienced managers to feed
instructions back to the situation through its input loop - and
thus to modify its behaviour. The second, corresponding rough
ly to the position of operational research, is more realis
tically aware of the magnitude of the problem. It says that
the human brain cannot cope with all this information, and
that the thing to do is to create an analytical model of
what is going on". (BEER, 1966 ; p. 227) . Both approaches are
quite similar, the second being a more efficient way of per
forming the job, since it entails the use of modern scien
tific techniques. These, however, require all the information
to t>.e processed before being able to provide any form of
guidance to the situation. Since managers and planners have
to deal with real situations where, besides handling the
proliferation of variety, they must take decisions (emit or
ders) with incomplete information, both of these approaches
prove to be unrealistic and inadequate.
(*) Variety was defined in section 2.1.1 as a measure of the
corrplexity of a system. Roughly, it accounts for all the
states the system may adopt. The proliferation of varie
ty, that is to say, an increasing number of states being
possible for the system, makes control a very difficult
job. Thus the controller must be provided with tools for
containing variety within manageable limits.
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In searching for a third approach Beer finds what he calls
the cybernetic answer, which is based on the law of requisj.
te variety and on the tenth theorem of the mathematical theo
ry of information formulated by Claude Shannon.
Ashby's law of requisite variety, in its simplest form, sta
tes that "only variety can destroy variety". This means that
to control a system adequately the control device must be
able to generate a variety at least equal to that of the con
trolled system.
On the other hand, an adaptation to our situation of Shannon's
tenth theorem would establish that the capacity of the commu
nication channels that connect the situation to its control
mechanism must be sufficient. for transmitting all the in
formation produced in each subsystem at its maximum level of
variety, otherwise the law of requisite variety is not ful.
filled. The same happens if part of the information trans
mitted is distorted by the existence of "noise" in the chan
nels.
Before discussing the functioning of control according to
this cybernetic approach it is necessary to have a quick look
at two basic concepts involved in this way of handling the '
problem.
Firstly, the principle of " completion from without" estab
lishes that "if a system is only relatively isolated (that
is to say, open), it has to be absolutely isolated (that is
to say, closed) by an artificial convention before its mode
of control by the natural laws of cybernetics can be dis
cussed". (BEER, 1966; p. 288). The element that makes possi
ble this artificial closure is known as the "coenetic varia
ble", which is defined as the "common causal determinant of
the state of both the environmental disturbance and the si¬
tuation at the same time " . Although in- practical terms this
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variable constitutes a mere device for closing the system,
it also has conceptual relevance. In fact, its existence is
the product of the recognition that, although the environ
ment is different from the situation, the latter is part
of the environment. Environment and situation have been se
parated only by a mental act. This means that whatever
causes produce environmental disturbances also
directly affect the system. Thus the relationships between
control, situation and environment can now be schematically
presented. (See Fig. 2.2).
FIGURE 2.2
CONTROL OF AN OPEN SYSTEM (After Beer, 1966; p. 286)
Secondly, cybernetics takes its basic control mechanism from
nature. Living organisms regulate themselves by means of
"homeostasis", which enables them to keep one or more va
riables within critical limits, thereby avoiding fluctua
tions that could generate physiological damage.
When the stability of a system has been disturbed homeosta
sis also makes it possible for the system to recover its
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stability or to reach a state (or value) in proximity
to its objective. Perhaps the most important characteristic
of homeostatic control is that it develops simultaneously
with the evolution of the entire system. As Beer clearly ex
plains: "neither biological nor artificial systems employ
homeostasis as a control device for the reason that they
wish to be static. All the systems in which we are interested
intend to learn, to evolve, to become more effective and in
general to improve themselves. They do this by making excur
sions from a state of balance with a given pay-off, and an
internal regime for the system which yields a better pay-off
that heretofore will be adopted only if it is still capable
of achieving a homeostatic steady state", (BEER, 1966;p.289)
Let us examine how the control device works. As has been said,
the situation may adopt many states. Control will accept some
of these states and will consider the others as unacceptable.
Fig. 2.3 shows a cybernetic control loop where the situa
tion and control boxes may adopt any state (represented as
any point inside the situation and control boxes), but the




THE SELF-VETOING HOMEOSTAT (After Beer, 1966i p. 291)
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The diagram shows that while in the situation f state A is
acceptable, in the control box; state B is not. This subsyjs
tem has to decide a trajectory for guiding B to any state
inside the circle. Its decision is transmitted to the si
tuation as an order trying to transform state A into another
state inside the circle. If everything goes right the trans
formation operated in the situation will lead point B into
the set of desired states from the control's point of view
and homesostasis will have been achieved. Let us assume that
the initial orders generated in the control box take point
A out of the region of desirable states. In this case the
situation informs control of the new state of affairs, which
in its turn will induce control to alter the planned tra
jectory, thereby giving rise to new messages. This process,
which may be repeated several times, involving the vetoing
of control's order by the situation and of the situation' s
states by control, is known as the "self-vetoing homeostat".
In the event of an external disturbance affecting the situ
ation and altering its internal equilibrium the problem be
comes more difficult because the proliferation of variety
generated by the disturbance can lead the situation to a
state that no one (neither the situation, nor the control)
understands. Even in this case equilibrium can be restored
since, provided that control has requisite variety, it has
the capacity to go on vetoing every unacceptable B, and con
sequently to force A to change its state (even within its
own circle) until B is also acceptable. The time that con
trol takes to reach such equilibrium is important. If it is
longer than the average interval between environmental diss
turbances, the system will be in permanent oscillation.
Having briefly reviewed some basic concepts of cybernetics
it is possible to conclude that the systems that constitute
the subject of regional planning, as distinct from the peo
pie and things they are comprised of,are likely to behave
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organically. Like living organisms their parts interact so
that local objectives are thwarted by incompatible objectjL
ves elsewhere. Systems of this type also have the capacity
to learn from their own experience, to recognize patterns
in their own circunstances and therefore to develop strate
gies for improving their future behaviour.
The best way to control such systems consists ef helping them
towards self-regulation, the self-vetoing homeostat being
the formal device that accounts for this characteristic. It
is necessary to bear in mind that in implicit control mech
anisms "arrangements are not made to record every possible
state of the system and every best answer to every state.
Arrangements are instead made to ensure that the system will
be able to find, or to learn to find, the answers to problems
it is set", (BEER, 1966; p. 302).
2.2 A "STRATEGY— PROJECTS" APPROACH TO REGIONAL PLANNING
From what has been discussed in previous sections it is now
clear that regional planners have to deal with the control•
of open regions which must be seen as highly complex viable
systems with adaptive behaviour.
In dealing with such a system regional planners have to over
come great difficulties arising basically from imperfect know
ledge of the system itself and also from a lack of adequate
theories for explaining the process of regional development.
They also have to manage a proliferation of variety generated
by the interactions occurring between regions and the national
system of regions to which they belong, and all this has to
be done with scarce resources and time. As has been said,the
game has to be played in a taxi with the meter running. Under
such conditions optimal solutions seem impossible,except by
chance.
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Although the situation is certainly very complex,planners can
devise some tools for dealing with it.
In fact, in these circumstances there is no practical capacity
for analysing all possible courses of action; therefore, po
licies and decisions have to be formulated on the basis of a
process allowing for a selective analysis of existing options,
that is to say, by means of the mixed scanning approach pre
sented in section 1.2.
Such an approach enables the management of great quantities of
information through an iterative process, which, although not
guaranteeing optimal decisions, at least reduces the possibj.
lity of making serious mistakes. The mere fact that planning
proposals may be formulated on the basis of a systematic con
sideration of all available antecedents constitutes a pro
mising way for improving their efficacy.
From another point of view, from cybernetics we know that the
regulation of highly complex systems has necessarily to rely
on the system's capacity for controlling itself, and this
can be monitored through a self-vetoing homeostat-like devi.
ce, even when knowledge is incomplete.
This is confirmed by Lowry when he argues that "it is unnec
essary to seek the optimal because of people's adaptive be
haviour, and that the solution span in practical situations
is much more constrained than in theoretical circumstances,
so solutions tend to overlap. In short the preparation of
plans is an activity system which is bounded by our re
cognition of the nature of the situation, by the purpose of
the plan, by its time scale, and by the resources available
both for its preparation and its implementation" (LOWRY ,
1965, quoted in CHADWICK, 1971; p. 337).
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2.2.1 Current Formalizations of Flexible Planning
Our problem now consists «4 deriving a planning process start
ing from a mixed scanning approach to decision-making, sys
terns theory and cybernetics. In doing so, no originality can
be claimed since similar, although partial efforts have been
made by some authors. Among them, the work of Chadwick and
Hilhorst seems most pertinent to the objectives of this the
sis.
Chadwick translates the mixed scanning approach to decision¬
making into his "mixed-programming strategy" in an attempt to
provide a flexible view of planning which makes v**. use of
some modern techniques such as modelling, dynamic simula¬
tion, network programming, PPBS, etc., compatible with a syas
tematic view of planning.
The mixed scanning approach is used as a means of systematiz
ing planning activities in order to enable planners to proc
ess a great quantity of information in their formulation of
development policies and projects. As such, the "mixed - pro
gramming strategy" is composed of four levels of activities.
The first one, denominated "strategic level of consideration
of alternatives", includes the analysis and evaluation of the
main alternatives open for decision-making. Such an analysis
entails an examination of these alternatives in terms of their
political, social and economic feasibility, which naturally
leads to the rejection of a good many of them.
This task normally involves the sim: ulation of 'alternative
policies and a selection of the best ones, bearing in mind
the objectives pursued and the social cost inherent in each.
Here , network programming comes into play. In the case of re
gional planning at this level,an analysis of the compatibi.
lity between each alternative regional policy with the national
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development policies is performed, which leads to the selec
tion of a regional development strategy.
The second group of activities, called "Pre-Implementation
Programme" deals with disaggregating the regional development
strategy into specific investment projects and admininstrati
ve actions. In doing so, Chadwick recommends four criteria
that should be followed in order to ensure that the implemen
tation of the programme be carried out as intended when it
was designed. These criteria (rules) are:
When possible, fragment implementation into
several sequential steps (an administrative
rule).
When possible, divide the commitment to im
plement into several serial steps (a politjL
cal rule).
When possible, divide the commitment of assets
into several serial steps and maintain a
strategic reserve (a utilitarian rule).
If possible, arrange implementation so that
costly and less reversible decisions will
appear later in the process than those which
are more reversible and less costly" (CHADWICK,
1971; p. 338).
Thus, the end product of this stage consists of a detailed
programme for gradually implementing the selected strategy.
Here, PPBS, operations research and other techniques maybe used.
The third stage, "Implementation Review Programme or Progress
Review" , includes a permanent assessment of implementation.





highly detailed scanning for checking the way in which the
system reacts to the measures adopted or the projects imple
raented, as well as wide-angle scanning for evaluating how
the strategy works. Both activities may be improved by using
some evaluation techniques. Broad scanning will provide use
ful information for any possible strategy reformulation.
Finally, Chadwick's planning process considers an overall
"Programme of Resource Allocation". This programme relates
exclusively to resources for studies alone and has no rela
tion to resources for investment projects. It entails the
formulation of a rule for the allocation of assets and time
among the various levels of scanning that constitute the
whole decision process. Chadwick's planning process is sche
matically presented in fig. 2.4.
Hilhorst in his turn uses basic concepts of cybernetics to
explain the way in which^planning of complex systems is to
be organized. The systems considered by this author are adapti
ve and able to modify their own objectives; his approach is
thus especially designed for handling high variety and,as such,
constitutes a realistic scheme for implementing flexible plan
ning at the regional scale.
The activities involved in the guidance of a system (a region)
are performed by various organisms which, grouped together,
constitute the "control box" shown in fig. 2.1.Schematically,
Hilhorst divides these activities into five basic functions
each of which is allocated to a specialized unit. These units
are the receiver (R) , selector (0), effector (ej, memory (iv^) ,







CYBERNETIC CONTROL SYSTEM ( After Hilhorst, 1978; p. 43 )
£
The receiver (R) has the function of collecting, stocking and
processing information about the state of the situation, the
state of the environment, the interactions between situation
and environment, and also about the measures being taken by
the regional authorities for modifying the state of the s_i
tuation.
Information is collected through channels 1,2,3 and 4 (fig.
2.5), processed by (R) and sent to other units in the form of
statistics, reports, etc.
The memory (M) is the part of the control system responsible
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for: i) the formulation of images and models of the situation,
including the effects of the relationships between situation
and environment; ii) the formulation and evaluation of alter
native operative measures consistent with the objectives being
pursued; and iii) detailed programming of the operative meas
ures adopted by the selector.
These functions are very broad and correspond in the real world
to those to be carried out by a planning agency (in our case
the regional planning board). This organism receives informa
tion about the state of the situation from the receiver (through
channel 5) as well'as from other organisms of the regional
and national administration (*). Its relationships with re
gional authorities (selector in Hilhorst's terminology) are
very close, receiving from them information regarding objec
tives, policies, tools, and decisions adopted (via channel 8)
and sending them policy and action proposals.
For an adequate fulfilment of its functions,M, besides a good
knowledge of the state of the situation (including its inter
actions with the environment), needs to be aware that there
exists a time-lag between the moment in which the information
was collected, the moment in which the memory itself is taking
notice of the state of affairs, and the moment in which any
measure may change the state of the situation.
This is a very important aspect. In fact, the situation is
likely to change its state (due to its dynamic and adaptive
behaviour) from the moment in which the problems were detected
until the time when the situation is effectively affected by
(*) It is necessary to bear in mind that usually regional plan
ning agencies rely heavily upon the research made by lo
cal universities and other organisms for improving their
knowledge of the situation. To this extent such universi
ties and organisms may be regarded as forming part of the
memory.
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the counteracting measures adopted. If this happens, action
may be oriented towards problems that no longer exist, render
ing the measures useless, or to problems of higher complexi^
ty, the solution of which would demand another type of action.
In order to avoid such problems the memory has to rely on
analytical models for explaining the situation's structure and
behaviour (including the cause-effect relationships linking
the main variables) and also for forecasting its future sta
tes.
The next unit of the control system is the selector (D), which
examines the proposals formulated by M and their consistency
with the objectives sought and chooses among alternative cour
ses of action. Such a selection is translated into operati_
ve instructions to the effector (via channel 10).
In practice D is composed of regional authorities, including
top executives of public agencies responsible for policy for
mulation and decision-making.
Subordinated to D is the effector (E), which comprises all
elements involved in direct action. This means the whole ad
ministration apart from its top executives. E is the unit
in charge of putting into practice the course of action de
fined by D. It is also the one that intervenes in the situa
tion by means of direct action (via channel 11) and that in
forms R about the actions undertaken (channel 2).
As the system under consideration is capable of modifying its
objectives, Hilhorst accounts for this characteristic by de
fining a special unit devoted to such a function (P) .The exact
composition of box P will depend on the characteristics of
the system studied. In the western world the functions of
the goal's adaptor are performed at the national level by
the parliament, the representatives of social organizations
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such as trade unions, corporation leagues, etc., and other
groups and institutions. A similar structure may be found at
the regional level although it can take various forms.
P defines the objectives of the system, periodically reviews
their relevance and defines new ones.In doing this, the goal's
adaptor receives information from R (via channel 6)regarding
policy proposals. Another source of information for P derives
from its own constituent members who are supposed to be re
presentative of certain segments of the population. As such
they incorporate the expectations of different social groups,
resulting in a major social acceptability for the objectives
established, as well as their periodic modifications. The de
cisions adopted by P are transmitted to the selector ( via
channel 7), which either gives instructions to E for immediate
action or informs M for further analysis.
The two schemes so far presented constitute serious attempts
to make planning compatible with the principles underlying
decision-making, systems thinking and cybernetics. Although
they require further improvements before becoming operational,
they propose a dynamic and flexible view of planning that
seems to be more adaptable to the requirements of real-world
policy formulation and decision-making than traditional plan
ning processes.
In fact, Chadwick proposes a method for increasing the flex
ibility of planning activities while Hilhorst describes the
organization for guiding complex systems (including the func
tions of planning), taking into consideration the system's
capacity for self-regulation. t
2.2.2 The Proposed Procedural Framework
It should be clear by now that each of these approaches con
stitutes a. "blade" of the pair of "scissors" we are searching
for. Obviously, what is needed now is to assemble these two
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blades and discuss how the scissors are to be used for satis
fying the requirements of regional planning.
Before presenting an adaptation of these schemes for dealing
with regional planning it is necessary to have a quick look
at some elements that characterize this activity.
As is well-known, the outcome of regional planning must con
sist of a set of decisions regarding the way in which availa
ble policy instruments will be managed, together with a set
of projects involving direct action on the part of the regional
administration.
When performing their job regional planners have to be fully
aware of the dynamic character of the regional system, the
limitations of their capability for controlling the system
and the fact that their proposals have to be translated into
feasible projects before implementation. Let us examine these
aspects in turn.
a) The dynamic character of regional systems is the
consequence of their "openness", complexity and adaptive be
haviour. Because of this the state of such systems is liable
to change in response to a wide range of stimuli. These sti
muli can be grouped roughly into three categories:
i) Processes endogenous to the system
ii) Environment1'disturbances, and
A
iii) Implementation of specific policies and actions.
The first type of change-inducing stimuli comprises processes
derived from modifications of elements of the system, which
through interactions with other elements and subsystems may
induce incremental as well as structural transformations of
the situation. These processes are difficult to foresee and
control, mainly because planners and authorities have only
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limited and imperfect knowledge of the system and also be
cause of the limitations of the instruments they have for in
tervening in the system.
Environmental disturbances are generated outside the system
and their control is entirely beyond the capacity of planners
and regional authorities.
The third type of stimuli to which the regional system reacts
constitute6 . the actions and measures taken by the re
gional administration. Assuming that the administration be
haves rationally such actions and measures are to be regarded
as stimuli wholly controlled by regional planners.
Therefore, in guiding the regional system towards a desired
future state,authorities and planners can handle only a few
instruments with limited effects. The recognition of this s_i
tuation is very important, since the existence of uncontrol¬
lable environmental disturbances and internal processes clear
ly reduces the degree of command of the system on the part
of planners, and this in its turn establishes at least two
basic conditions to be met by the regional planning system.
On the one hand, regional planning has to be organized on
the basis of the "principle of compensation of deviations" be
cause the incapacity to control the environment and the in
sufficient knowledge of the system itself renders the pr.inc_i
pies of compensation and elimination of disturbances inade
quate. This means that planning must take the form of an in
ternal control device that maximizes the use of the system's
capacity for self-regulation.
On the other hand, effective planning requires some estima
tes of those uncontrollable disturbances and processes, as
well as their probable impact on the system. The availabili.
ty of these estimates is important not only for making possible
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the study in advance of possible counter measures but also for
reducing the time-response lag. Here, systems modelling and
dynamic simulation constitute the basic tools for producing
such estimates.
b) The second aspect to be considered deals with the
limitations of planner's capacity for controlling the -regional
systems, which can be viewed as basically determined by the
type of policy instruments available for intervening in such
systems.
The concept of policy instruments comprises all laws, norms
and regulations the regional government is able to use for
orienting the behaviour of the elements of the regional syjs
tern, as well as all actions it can undertake directly. Siebert
(SIEBERT, 1969), working with policy instruments for promoting
regional economic growth, concludes that they can be classi.
fied according to three different criteria: i) in terms of
the determinants of regional growth they affect, ii) in terms
of the size of the area over which they are applied, and iii)
in terms of the intensity of their interference in the market
mechanism. As we are interested in studying the degree of
control that regional planners can exercise over such policy
instruments the second and third criteria seem particularly
pertinent.
In fact, according to the size of the area over which the
instruments are to be applied they can be roughly classified
into regional and national instruments, and their control can
be understood as belonging to the realm of the regional and
national governments respectively.
The degree of interference in the market mechanism leads in
its turn to the identification of five types of instruments.
These are:
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i) Direct action by the government. This includes
the provision of basic social services, produc
tive activities, normal government activities,
etc.
ii) Direct controls. These comprise the control of
monetary variables (prices, interest rates, ex
change rates, etc.) as well as that of other
real variables such as sectoral levels of pro
duction, interregional transport, etc.
iii) Indirect controls. The most common instruments
of this type are taxation, incentives,purchasing
powers, regulating stocks, etc.
iv) Information measures. Instruments of this type
tend to influence the decisions of private agents
by improving the quality of the information on
which decisions are taken.
V) Measures of moral persuasion. These include all
types of activities and measures implemented by
the government in order to obtain support for
its policies.
A combination of both classification criteria would lead to
a disaggregation of the five types of instruments already
presented into national and regional ones and would define
more precisely the type of tools regional planners can avail
themselves of for achieving their goals.
The amplitude of the use of each policy instrument at the
regional scale is not fixed and depends to a large extent on
the capacity of the region for bargaining with the central go
vernment. This is also valid for the allocation of certain
instruments between the regional and the national governments.
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Regional authorities and planners, therefore, not only have
to define to what extent and how each policy instrument is
to be managed, but must also negotiate with the central go
vernment in order to obtain a major control over such instru
ments, as well as a wider range of action. This is perhaps
one of the most important results to be expected from region
al planning, since these negotiations define the parametric
framework for regional development.
c) Finally, regional planners have to bear in mind
that their proposals have to be expressed in the form of
feasible interventions in the system before decisions and or
ders for implementation may be issued. In fact, induced chan
ges in the system's structure and behaviour are to be seen
as the outcome of specific actions (investments, administra
tive measures, special activities , etc.) undertaken either
by the public administration or private agents. Therefore, to
the extent that proper action constitutes the real stimuli to
which the regional system reacts, their identification and
study (namely the formulation of projects) becomes one of the
central aspects of effective planning.
From an administrative point of view, the organisms in charge
of the formulation and implementation of the projects included
in any strategy for regional development can be grouped into
four categories:
i) Organisms belonging to the■central government
ii) Organisms belonging to the regional government
iii) Regional private firms and institutions, and
iv) Private firms and institutions external to the
region.
The capacity of regional planners for controlling such orga
nisms varies with the category to which they belong: according
ly, the instruments required for influencing their behaviour
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may differ from one category to another.
It can be safely assumed that organisms of the regional ad
ministration can be fully controlled by the regional planning
board. If this is so, planners can undertake or supervise (de
pending on the organization of the regional government) the
identification and formulation of projects and also regulate
the issuing of operative instructions for implementation.
In the case of projects under the jurisdiction of central go
vernment agencies, regional planners only can negotiate cer
tain technical and political aspects of their formulation
whilst assuming a more active role in the implementation pro
cess.
The involvement of regional planners in the formulation of
projects to be carried out by private institutions from the
region varies inversely with the level of development of the
region under consideration. As is widely-known, regional
backwardness is strongly associated with lack of enterpreneurial
and technical capacities. The weaknesses of these elements
tend to reduce the sensitivity of the regional economy to the
effects of traditional policy instruments that operate through
the market and also inhibit the generation of innovations and,
therefore, of projects. In these circumstances regional de
velopment is highly dependent on the capacity of the public
sector for inducing new activities, as well as for promoting
technological change.
From another point of vieWjfor avoiding interregional leakages
a development strategy for a backward region will certainly
rather
favour the strengthening of resident firmsAthan rely on na
tional or multinational ones for the required level of invest
ment. Such a policy leads regional agencies to engage in the
identification and formulation of projects and to develop a
strategy for inducing the private sector to carry them out
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with the financial and/or technical help of the regional go
vernment.
These reasons are sufficient. / to justify a deep involvement
of regional planning boards in the formulation of investment
projects for the region's private sector.
The role to be played by planners in promoting projects to
be implemented by extra-regional firms and institutions is
of a different nature. In this case the region must negotiate
with foreign firms in order to persuade them to locate their
businesses in the area and also to obtain net transfers of
capital and technical skills and to minimize the leakages to
the rest of the country that such investments may generate.
Thus, planners trying to rationalize and dynamize the process
of regional development have to be careful to harmonize di¬
rect public action with induced private action, and also to
ensure that specific actions and projects are compatible with
the general policy framework. This last aspect involves a
compromise between two frequently divergent views of develop
ment planning, namely the macroeconomic and microeconomic
approaches to planning, usually known as "planning from a
bove and planning from below"_, (GARCIA-AYAVIRI, 1978).
Planning from above is made at the top decision-making levels.
It starts from general goals and objectives and entails the
formulation of strategies to achieve them, which are further
specified in terms of policy instruments and investment pro
jects. It is primarily concerned with balancingAprogramme of
regional investment and also with achieving an efficient al
location of resources. Planning from below, on the other hand,
emphasizes the identification of specific investment projects
and their study until they reach a feasibility stage. It
assumes only partial knowledge of the system's goals as ex
pressed by the objectives of a particular investment project.
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Projects are then aggregated into regional plans subject to
budgetary constraints.
The harmonization of both approaches gave rise to a special
procedure termed "comprehensive investment planning", (See
TINBERGEN, 1967). Although this comprehensive view derives
from development planning at the national scale, it is highly
relevant for regional planning since at this level tools for
ensuring the compatibility of specific projects with general
strategies are urgently required. Thus, in designing a plan
ning system for dealing with regional development special
allowance has to be made for incorporating the formulation
and negotiation of investment projects into the set of acti¬
vities to be carried out by such a system.
To return to the main theme of this section, a joint conside
ration of the characteristics of regional planning already
discussed and the concepts of decision-making, systems think
ing and cybernetics reviewed earlier leads us to conclude
that effective planning at the regional scale has to be or
ganized on the basis of a flexible arrangement of activities
for allowing negotiation with private and external agents ,
must be strongly connected with the decision-making process
in order to obtain a high speed of response and, above all ,
requires a set of tools that provide it with requisite varie
ty for matching the complexity of the regional system.
As mentioned above, such a planning process may be obtained
by combining Chadwick's mixed-programming strategy with
Hilhorst's cybernetic arrangement of planning activities, as
presented in fig.2.6.
The proposed planning process is organized according to the
cybernetic conception of control and is thus composed of three
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The five elements included in Hilhorst's control box are groug
ed into three administrative levels represented by three
sectors of the box. The top part corresponds to the decision¬
making level and includes the selector and goal's adaptor
units. The intermediate sector comprises the receptor and
ivtfor
memory while the bottom^corresponds to the effector.
The solid arrows connecting control, situation and environ
ment are the same as in Hilhorstsscheme(See fig. 2.5).
The process begins with the reception of information regard
ing the state of the situation, the state of the environment,
and the interrelations existing between them.
After processing this information the receiver sends both to
the decision makers and to the planning agency. With these
antecedents and other information collected, directly or in
directly, goals are formulated at the decision-making level Dry*
simultaneously, the situation is scanned and modelled by the
planning board, which also engages in the identification of
policy instruments available for intervening in the system
and in the study of possible projects.
The study of policy instruments may lead to the conclusion
that negotiations with the central government may be under
taken in order to increase the regional government's capa
city for controlling or intervening in the situation. Such
negotiations would lead to a redefinition of the region's pa
rametric framework, which in turn allows the specification
of the policy instruments at the command of the regional go
vernment and the level at which such command may be exercised,
for example, the level of public expenditure and investment,
the amount of subsidies to be granted, taxation, etc.
On the other hand, specific projects are identified in ac
cordance with a planning from below approach. The end product
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of such a task may consist of a list of possible projects
which must be further studied by regional agencies or negot_i
ated with the central government or private firms.
At this stage, established goals, tentative projects and pol.
icy instruments are used for studying alternative courses of
action, which are further analyzed by simulations on the mo
del of the situation. After several interactions and feedbacks
from simulation this activity may lead to the definition of
a set of strategies for regional development. The selection
of the preferred strategy is made at the top level of the
regional government and may involve some negotiation with
national authorities (national-regional compatibilization of
strategies).
All these activities roughly correspond to Chadwick's "stra
tegic level of consideration of alternative", except that
here a special commitment of planners is established for the
study of projects and policy instruments.
Once the strategy has secured political agreement, it is
further specified in the planning unit. Such specification
involves two aspects. On the one hand, investment projects
and concrete actions are selected for meeting the requirements
of the strategy. On the other hand, available policy instru
ments are made compatible with specific projects and actions,
which at this stage have already been studied in full detail
or negotiated with the organisms in charge of their implemen
tation. The specified strategy will,then, consist of a set of
projects and actions to be implemented together with the po
licy instruments and administrative measures required to car
ry them out.
Since the strategy is usually formulated for several years
it has to be disaggregated into short-term or annual pro
grammes of action, giving rise to budgetary programming and
the chronological ordering of actions.
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In Chadwick's scheme these activities are included in the
"pre-implementation programme" and the rules he defines are
obviously valid here also.
The implementation stage includes the issuing of orders for
action by decision-makers and their execution by the units
belonging to the effector's level. Although a lot of adminis
trative procedures are involved in this process it does not
present any important features for planning purposes except
for the fact that the time for carrying out such orders has
to be minimized for the sake of efficacy.
Implementation gives rise to an important flow of information
which constitutes the basic element for improving planning
proposals. This flow contains at least three different types
of antecedents.
Firstly, information regarding the difficulties that arise
when putting projects and actions into operation flows through
the dotted arrow to decision makers and planners. Such infor
rnation may lead to the issuing of new operative instructions
or to the reformulation of the implementation programme or
even to the exploration of new alternative strategies.
A second type of information concerns the actions and projects
being implemented and flows from the action arrow to the re
ceiver as feedback loop external to the control box. These
antecedents are used for evaluating the progress of implemen
tation and may therefore induce some modifications to the
strategy, implementation programme or operative instructions.
The third type of information is concerned with the state of
the situation and its changes arising from actions being im
plemented and/or environmental disturbances. It is transmit
ted by the arrow connecting the situation and receiver and
constitutes the basic element for evaluating the performance
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of the strategy and is responsible for major modifications to
planning proposals. This evaluation stage corresponds to
Chadwick's Progress review and it is here that the criteria
derived from the mixed-scanning approach are most directly
applied, although they underlie the whole planning process.
As can be easily inferred, the possibility of simulating al
ternative courses of action open to the regional government
through a model of the situation constitutes the main feature
of this conception of planning. Dynamic simulation is a quick
and easy method both for studying the possible consequences
that may result from choosing a particular course of action
and for evaluating the impact of specific activities and pro
jects. As such, it is of great help to authorities in nego
tiations with the central government or other agents, since
it allows a quick evaluation of the alternatives and thereby
reduces the time required for decision-making.
On the other hand, strategies, when directly linked with the
decision-making process, constitute a good substitute for de
tailed plans which, apart from their rigidity, take too much
time in being formulated. The integration of strategies and
decision-making requires an efficient system for processing
feedbacks from implementation, since incremental decisions
have to be adopted on the basis of a good knowledge of the
state of the situation (including the changes resulting from
©r\
previous decisions) andean assessment of their potential con
tribution to the strategy's aims. Here again dynamic Simula
tion plays a major role in providing an up-to-date view of
the state of the situation and in making possible the assess
ment of the probable effects of new decisions. In the case of
structural decisions new strategies must be studied by going
back to the initial stages of the planning process.
It should be recognized that although model simulation pro
vides a good many of the potentialities of this scheme , it
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also constitutes its major source of weakness. As is known ,
model building is a difficult job and is highly dependent on
the state of the theory utilized for explaining the structure
and behaviour of the system under consideration. Thus, imper^
feet theories of regional development would necessarily lead
to imperfect regional models which in their turn would intro
duce distortions into the strategies for development as well
as the decision-making process.
Although this is a major criticism it does not invalidate
the scheme since shortcoiru ings of regional development theo
ries deeply affect the formulation of detailed plans as well.
The right conclusion to be drawn from this is that model si
mulation cannot be viewed as the end product of the whole
planning process but as a mere tool for improving decision -
making and that the quality of the information produced by
such a tool, may always be judged according to the circum. ss
tances. As far as this thesis is concerned the scheme just
presented has to be seen as a proposal for a procedural fra
mework for regional planning that would enable this activity
to overcome same of the difficulties it is facing now, parti^
cularly in Latin America.
Owing to the fact that modelling constitutes the critical part
of the whole process, a deeper discussion of this subject is
to be found in the following chapters, which contain a model
for a particular region and also some simulation experiments
in an attempt to show how the model works and how its results
are incorporated into the wider planning process.
For the sake of presentation, however, the next two sections
of this chapter are devoted to a deeper analysis of the mean
ning and implications of the concepts of strategy and simu
lation, which are also important elements of the proposed
procedural framework.
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2.3 THE FORMULATION OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
Paradoxically, despite the great popularity that the word
"strategy" has lately acquired, only a few authors have re
ferred to it systematically. Because of this, we will first
define its meaning more precisely and study its utilization
later in the context of regional development planning.
2.3.1 The Concept of Strategy
One of the fields in which most attention has been paid to
the concept of strategy is that of games theory Where
it is characterized as a conditional plan, which indicates a
pre-determined decision vis-a-vis any eventuality.
Von Neumann and Morgenstern define the concept in the follow
ing way:
"Let us imagine that the players, instead of making
each of their choices at the moment it becomes ne
cessary, consider in advance all possible contin
gencies, in. other words, player k begins to play with
a complete plan, stipulating which choice he is to
make in every possible situation and. for every pos.
sible body of current information that he may possess
at the moment under the rules of the game. We shall
call such a plan a strategy. We observe that the re
quirement that each player start his play with a
plan of this kind in no way restricts his freedom of
action. Specifically, we do not force him to make
his decisions on the basis of information less com
plete than he will practically have available at
the time of making each move. This is true because
the strategy is supposed to specify each individual
decision as a function of the exact bundle of infor
mation available at the moment the decision must be
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made. The only additional obligation our assumption
imposes on the player is the intellectual labor of
working out a rule of behaviour for all contingen
cies - although he will actually have to deal only
with a few of them".
(VON NEUMANN & MORGENSTERN, 1957).
Inherent to the concept of strategy is the idea that it op
erates in situations where decisions must be taken bearing
in mind the reactions (responses) of the system being af_
fected. Thus, strategies must be formulated in general terms
so as to be adaptable to a wide range of circumstances.
The concept of strategy, when applied to the context of so
cioeconomic development, coincides with the characteristics
already presented. It refers to a general and flexible sequen
ce of actions to be carried out in order to obtain a given
set of objectives.
Boisier (BOISIER, 1975) holds that in visualizing regional
development at the national scale as a situation of conflict
ing interests between "center and periphery" the situation
is very much like a game, particularly the kind of zero-sum (*)
game. In this way the conception of strategy deriving from
games theory acquires full relevance to the subject of our
present concern.
Gilbaud (GILBAUD, 1952) criticises the use of the term'strat
egy when the economic agent faces a passive opponent such as
nature. From his point of view, the term should be restricted
to cases in which "the player is faced with an active oppo
nent, with a will opposed to his own: an opponent he must
fight".
(*) This statement is to be regarded as valid in the short run
only especially when the annual allocation of public funds
to specific projects is under negotiation. In the long run
it does not apply, since the possibility of increasing the
productive potential of the economy would surely lead to
higher levels of investment capacity thereby enabling both
centre and periphery to obtain positive gains simultaneously.
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Accepting Gilbaud's viewpoint, development strategies must
be understood as a set of general rules for defining courses
of action (leading to the achievement of a desired situation),
taking into account the reactions of the socioeconomic syjs
tem to deliberate alterations produced in the system by exo
genous decisions(and actions).
Matus has suggested that strategies in the context of deve
lopment are made up of two basic elements: i) the structure
and behaviour the socioeconomic system is desired to achieve
in the futiare and ii) the trajectory, which is a temporal
arrangement of actions and projects with a view to attaining
such a structure and behaviour of the system in question,
(MATUS, 1972).
For our purposes, development strategies constitute wide de
finitions of the future course of the process of regional de
velopment that sets up a group of goals and objectives to be
achieved as well as the chronological ordering of actions lead
ing to the attainment of these goals and objectives. Strate
gies comprise all aspects of regional life and are made up
by a coherent set of policies concerned with specific sub
jects (*) .
Since strategies take into consideration the reaction of the
system to the actions performed with the aim of modifying its
structure and behaviour, they are specific to a particular
(*) A policy is a collection of principles and rules whose ob
jective is guidance of action towards the achievement of
determined objectives (See Miller and Starr, 1967,chapter
3 and 4). For our purposes policies relate to specific
aspects of development, i.e., polic y of economic growth,
employment, technology, etc.
reality (in our case, a particular region at a given time) ;
in other words, they cannot be transferred to a different
reality without modifications. As such, the formulation of
strategies of regional development entails the simulation of
the responses of the regional system to an initial set of
actions in order to define the subsequent ones.
The development of a regional system, like that of any viable
system able to modify its own objectives, has to be seen as
an endless process of growth and improvement of its capabi
lities. This means, that, although for practical reasons
strategies are formulated for a given time horizon,the final
state of the system does not constitute a stationary state.
Accordingly, the regulation of this type of system involves
a set of decisions to be taken over a period of time and a
strategy for such regulation will require a set of criteria
for guiding specific decisions taking into account the state
of the system and the objectives pursued at the moment each
decision is adopted. This is what has been termed an option-
open strategy.
This situation can be schematized using Chadwick1s adaptation
of Kaufmann's decision-chain (KAUFMANN, 1968) .
Figure 2.7
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF AN OPTIONS-OPEN STRATEGY
( After Chadwick, 1971, p. 347 )
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Fig. 2.7 shows one such strategy as a decision-chain ( dec^
sion tree) upon a network of other potential strategies. The
effects of chance may be regarded as comprising the responses
of the system to previous decisions, as well as the effects
resulting from endogenous uncontrolled processes and environ
mental disturbances.
2.3.2 Basic Options for a Development Strategy at the
Regional Scale
While strategies contain a set of general criteria that guide
the adoption of specific decisions, these criteria are formu
lated on the basis of an "image objective" previously deter
mined. As such, strategies reflect normative judgement and
are consequently subject to ideological influences.
On the other hand, it is necessary to point out that normati
ve judgements determine the form and range in which a set of
variables will be controlled or modified, the selection of
which is based upon the positive knowledge of the structure
and behaviour of real systems.
Accordingly, the formulation of a strategy for regional de
velopment depends as much on theories explaining the structu
re and behaviour of regional systems as it does on a set of
normative judgements which determine that structure and
behaviour.
As discussed earlier, regional development theories are far
from perfect. and to a greater or lesser extent reflect an
economist's view of regional development, and therefore lead
to a partial understanding of and intervention in the system
subject to planning. The shortcomings of these approximations
have been considered to be responsible for the poor results
obtained in Latin America from the implementation of plans
for regional development based upon partial theoretical views,
(See UTRIA, 1974).
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On the other hand, having defined the subject matter of re
gional planning as the organization of the resulting struc
ture that stems from the spatial conformation of the social
and economic subsystems, it is clear that the options to be
considered in the formulation of a strategy are physical in
character, even though their achievement requires the manipu
lation of social, economic and political variables.
From the dependence of spatial variables upon socioeconomic
ones it can be inferred that the greater or lesser compreherr
siveness of the strategy will determine the type and quantjL
ty of non-spatial variables to be manipulated. Thus, the
basic options (which include judgements of normative charac
ter) establish the form and degree in which the behaviour of
the independent variables (socioeconomic ones) will be condi¬
tioned in order to attain the desired spatial structure.
Boisier states that the formulation of strategies involves
an evaluation of the maximum possibilities of change ( exo
genously induced) that a system can stand. There is a complex
technical and political process involved in the evaluation of
this limit which from a technical viewpoint, consists
selecting a set of actions from various classical dichotomous
alternatives. Leaving aside the global and institutional op
tions (which are decided upon at a national level) , Boisier
holds that the truly regional options would be choosing be
tween balanced or non-balanced development, polarized versus
non-polarized development (see section 1.2.2),vertical versus
horizontal development, etc. (*). This last option refers to
(*) These options derive from the theory of economic growth
adopted for explaining regional development. Here planners
can adopt a theory of balanced growth as those developed
by Nurkse, Lev/is, Resenstein-Rodan, etc. or a theory of
unbalanced regional growth following Hirschman, Myrdal ,
Perroux's points of view; (see section 1.2.2).
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the t * between reinforcing growth in areas that pre
sent some degree of concentration of population, economic ac
tivities and infrastructure or stimulating the creation of
new growth centres in order to incorporate marginal spaces
into production, enlarging, irv this way, the production possi.
bility frontier of the economy, (MATUS, 1969).
De Mattos (de MATTOS, 1976) reduces the number of options to
three types that are somehow related to the classical dilemma
of "efficiency-equity".
Implicit in this approach is the idea that the spatial options
consist ultimately the determination of the degree of geo
graphical dispersion (or concentration) of the population as
well as the economic activities most likely to achieve a
coherent set of economic, social and political objectives.
Thus, if in strictly economic terms the main objective is to
maximize the rate o' growth, the most likely spatial option
will be the permanence and^ strengthening of existing central
areas (metropolitan), on the assumption that these do not
present an excessive degree of congestion and that there are
no structural obstacles to their growth.
On the other hand, an objective such as the reduction of re
gional disparities (interregional equity) will mean the sti¬
mulation of growth in peripheral zones, along with resource
transfers from central areas.
There are obviously several intermediate alternatives between
these options, a typical case of a third option being the
alternative known as "concentrated dispersion".
Finally, it is necessary to remember that the deadline for
the attainment of the objectives (the plan's horizon) is an
element which may introduce a certain degree of relativity
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into the relationships described between spatial alternatives
and non-spatial objectives. For example, doubling the coun
try's or a region's per capita income in ten years will pro
bably lead to the favouring of investment projects with short
maturity periods which can take advantage of existing exter
nalities. Since pecuniary as well as non-pecuniary externali
ties basically derive from the concentration of population,
economic activities and infrastructure , they are spatially
concentrated and also present a low level of mobility. There
fore, a strategy relying on the maximization of the use of
externalities will surely tend to reinforce the spatial con
centration of the system.
If, on the contrary, the objective of doubling income per ca
pita is to be reached over a period three of four times Ion
ger than the aforementioned one, it is quite likely that
the strategy will emphasize the full use of the potential of
available natural resources along with the strengthening of
the secondary and tertiary sectors. In spatial terms this
may lead to a different scheme for the use of the territory,
according to the type, volume and location of natural resour
ces.
The reasons for this sort of incompatibility between short
and long term strategies may be found in the different per
ception of the social cost of overcoming urban congestion
and infra structure thresholds which are undoubtedly far more
relevant in the long run.
2.4 MODEL SIMULATION
Doubtless, the comprehensive approach of regional planning
requires that as many aspects of reality as possible be ac
counted, for. This means that the highly interdependent and
complex systems (which are the subject of planning) must be
modelled in order to give the planner the opportunity to
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understand their structure and behaviour. In this type of si_
tuation, simulation is a practical solution for handling big
and complex models, not only for solving them, but also in
order to allow for a great variety of analysis, which will
ultimately lead to a better solution of regional problems.
For our purposes, the main contribution expected from the
simulation of regional models is to help in the decision -
making process in those aspects characterized by a lack of
information. A great number of variables must be manipulated
in activities such as the formulation of objectives and the
definition and evaluation of strategies and development poli.
cies (many of them scarcely known) which makes it virtually
impossible to analyze them all simultaneously inadequate depth.
The use of models to represent these variables and the pop
sibility of simulating the behaviour of the system under di_f
ferent conditions, will certainly not bring the final solu
tion; it will, however, be a positive step to improving the
decisions taken within the context of these activities.
Simulation techniques seem to be especially important in the
formulation of comprehensive strategies of regional develop
ment, owing to the great number of variables to be'considered
and the need to study the possible reactions of the system
when faced with interference caused by the actions implied by
the different strategic options.
For the sake of clarity some comments on the use of models in




"Model" has been defined as:
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"a simplified and generalized statement of what seem
to be the most important characteristics of a real
world situation; it is an abstraction from reality
which is used to gain conceptual clarity to reduce
the variety and complexity of the real world to a
level we can understand and clearly specify".
(LEE, 1973; p. 7).
As such, models can be understood as an artificial conceptual
construction designed to obtain specific information about
the main characteristics of behaviour or the structure of a
system. Its principal traits are basically defined by two
factors: the characteristics of a system to be modelled, and
the purposes for which the model is being constructed.
It is necessary to keep in mind that models are not substitu
tes for the theories on the characteristics or behaviour of
the systems that are the subject of planning. Models are
based on existing theories and as such they reproduce ( and
perhaps amplify) the weaknesses of such theories. Many of the
limitations of available models are explained in terms of a
lack of theoretical development of the disciplines involved.
Since models are auxiliary tools which help the user under
stand the characteristics and behaviour of real systems,they
constitute a great help to planners in their attempts to pro
duce adequate orientations to modify the structure and behaviour
of a real system.
Hester (HESTER, 1970) holds that there are two.basic objec
tives in the utilization of models in planning. The first one
concerns its use to describe or explain the behaviour of real
systems, the control of which will be the purpose of planning.
The second objective is related to the use of models to spe
cify the future state of the described systems, so as to an
ticipate or influence the course of development according to
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predetermin ed policies. These two objectives are broad enough
to include most of the reasons for the use of models in plan
ning.
However, it is necessary to include a third objective that
does not seem to have been sufficiently emphasized by Hester's
characterization. This third objective could be defined as
the use of models for the purposes of optimization. Planners
generally have to spend a great part of their time selecting
"the best way" of allocating resources, or the "best strategy"
for achieving a definite set of goals. The use of models for
this purpose is quite different from the other two objectives
and entails a particular type of model (or a particular capa
city of models) that, generally speaking, coincides with Low
ry's definition of planning models (*).
The advantages of the use of models in planning stem from
their main characteristics, that is they constitute a useful
tool for increasing the ability to understand the system that
.[$>'■ the subject of planning as well as permitting the use of
quick and low-cost methods (computers) for solving big and.
complex problems. Even though the importance of these ele
ments for planning is enormous, it seems unnecessary to dijs
cuss in detail their obvious advantages. For the time being,
it is more important to be aware of the weaknesses of the
models and of the danger of their indiscriminate use in plan
ning.
In addition to the limitations of the models stemming from
the theories which support them, it is necessary to keep in
(*) Lowry maintains that a model can be classified in any one
of three categories "depending upon the interest of the
client (user) and the ambition of its maker.In increasing
order of difficulty these are: descriptive models, pre
dictive models and planning models'^ (LOWRY, 1965; p. 159)
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mind that models are imperfect and simplified representations
of real systems. As such, they do not contain all the elements
(or relationships) that these systems present and the actions
or decisions based upon their predictions will therefore pro
bably lead to different results from those expected. Accord
ingly, the proper use of models requires a full awareness of
the conditional character of their results or solutions.
On the other hand, the usefulness of models in planning is
seriously limited by the availability of data. This aspect
is particularly serious in underdeveloped countries, where
the quality and volume of information is generally low.
Finally, Lowry gives us a good synthesis of the use of models
in planning. Even though he refers to the use of models to
be solved by computers in the specific case of urban planning,
tha author points to a more general and relevant problem when
he states that:
"the growing enthusiasm for the use^computer models
as aids to urban planning and administration derives
less from the proven adequacy of such models than
from the increasing sophistication of professional
planners and a consequent awareness of the inade
quacy of traditional techniques", (LOWRY, 1965; p.
158) .
2.4.2 Simulation
Simulation must be understood as a way of using a model.
One of the essential characteristics of simulation is exem
plified by the observation that a model "represents a pheno
menon, but simulation imitates it,... models are photographs
and simulations are motion pictures", (ACKOFF, 1962; p.346).
The use of models for simulation purposes requires a particular
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method of solution which is generally known as "simulation"
in the sense that it is different from the analytical solu
tion (LOWRY, 1965). It is utilized when the analytical solu
tion is too expensive or simply impossible to apply. This is
quite a common situation, since the conditions required by
the analytical solution are frequently so restrictive that
the results obtained by such a procedure easily become un
realistic.
The advantage of simulation is that it constitutes the quan
titative method that sets up the smallest number of restric
tions in the representation of a problem. Practically the
only requirement is that the variables be quantifiable and
the relationships among variables be defined (HAMILTON, et
al, 1969). These characteristics of simulation have made it
a useful tool for helping the formulation of policies for
governing real world systems.
Although the formulation of policies and strategies for re
gional systems requires a comprehensive view of the variables
involved, it has been in the context of economic policy that
simulation has been most commonly utilized. For this reason
an economic policy approach will be adopted in order to cha
thc-
racterize^theoretical as well as practical implications that
simulation imposes on model building, notwithstanding the
fact that a regional model aims at comprehensiveness.
Naylor (NAYLOR, 1970) identifies three different approaches
for evaluating the effects of alternative economic policies
on the behaviour of an economic system. These are the Theil
approach, the Tinbergen approach, and the policy simulation
approach.
These approaches assume that an econometric model of the eco
nomy to be investigated is available.
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This model is supposed to be of the following type:
"AX, + BY + r~" B . Y . + CZ, + D = U,
t t 0 t-j t t
Where: X^_ =an m x 1 vector of exogenous variables
=an n x 1 vector of endogenous variables
Y^__ .= an n x 1 vector of lagged endogenous variables-1 when j=l, . . . , p.
Z =a q x 1 vector of policy instruments
=an n x 1 vector of stochastic disturbance terms
A, coefficient matrices whose parameters have
been estimated by standard econometric tech
niques."
(NAYLOR, 1970; p. 263).
The structure of this model is quite simple. Exogenous vari.
ables and lagged endogenous ones are to be regarded as input
data for a particular run. Parameters are quantified by means
of econometric methods and policy instruments are given pre
cise values either by policy makers or by the research team.
The value of endogenous variables constitutes the output
of the model and it is highly (and uniquely) dependent on
the values assigned to policy instruments.
In this way we obtain in each run the situation- (expressed
in terms of endogenous variables) the system is likely to
achieve as a result of a given policy (represented by a set
ii
of values of policy instruments).
From this starting point Theil assumes as given a social wel
" ) —
fare function of the policy maker which can be expressed as




Obviously, the policy maker will try to maximize this tunc
tion by finding appropriate values for and Z^, bearing in
mind the constraints derived from the econometric model and
the given values of , YJ . and U. .3 t t-j t
One of the major weaknesses of this approach is the difficul
ty of defining and quantifying the social welfare function .
This problem becomes almost impossible to resolve since, as
Naylor points out, "... in the real world we simply do not
know the parameters or even the functional form of W for
governmental policy makers." (NAYLOR, 1970; p. 264).
The Tinbergen approach avoids the problem of maximizing a so
cial welfare function by assuming that the policy maker has
specified a fixed target value for each of the endogenous
variables (NAYLOR, 1970). Thus, the equations of the econome
trie model are simultaneously solved for the set of the poli.
cy variables Z^_ that is consistent with the targets for gi_
ven values X^. Y. . and U..t' t-j t
The problem now becomes one of matching the number- of poli_
cy variables with the number of targets (endogenous varia
bles). Thus, if the number of policy variables is smaller
than the number of targets, the quantity of unknowns in the
model becomes smaller than the number of equations, and a
solution is impossible except in special cases.'Inversely,if
the quantity of unknowns is greater than the number of tar
gets an infinite number of solutions will be possible.
<
In the framework of the Tinbergen approach the problem of
balancing the number of equations and the number of policy
instruments can be solved either by increasing the number of
policy variables or by reducing the quantity of target varia
bles until there is an equal number of unknowns and equations
in the system.
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Although this problem may be regarded as a serious lirnita
tion of the Tinbergen approach, Naylor considers another pro
blem to be an even more serious limitation. In fact, Naylor
believes that it is very doubtful that policy makers will
commit themselves to defining specific sets of target values
for the endogenous variables. For this author, this task be
comes quite similar to the specification of a social welfa
re function, although it may prove to be a simpler task.
Finally, there is a third approach to the problem of evaluat
ing the effects of alternative economic policies on the b£
haviour of the economy. This is the policy simulation approach
and it does not assume any prior knowledge of a social welfa
re function, nor of the targets of the policy maker.
By means of simulation techniques (.*) this approach sets out
to solve the set of simultaneous equations of the model for
Y^_ in terms of X^_, Y^__^ , Z^_ and U^_ and to generate the
time path of Y^_ for a given period of time. The exogenous
variables (Xfc) are fed into the computer as data. The lagged
endogenous variables (Y .) are read as input data for the
t 1
base year and then generated by running the model for the
first period and fed back into the model in the next period.
Policy variables (Z ) are specified by the analyst and the
P
stochastic disturbances may either be suppressed or generated
by an appropriate computer subroutine (NAYLOR, 1970).
Assuming a linear form for the econometric model presented
above, its solution in terms of the policy simulation approach
becomes:
(*) Simulation is to be defined as a "numerical technique for
conducting experiments with certain types of mathematical
models which describe the behaviour of a complex system
on a digital computer over extended periods of time. The
starting point of any computer simulation experiment is
a model of the system to be simulated"y (NAYLOR,1971; p.2).
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Yt = -B"1
Here the main difficulty consists obtaining B (the in
verse of B). However, given the digital computers available
today this operation can be carried out in a matter of seconds.
Since the main aim of this procedure is to help policy makers
in the process of policy formulation, two basic questions ha
ve to be answered in order to solve a particular policy pro
blern. In terms of -Naylor these questions are:
i) What output variables are of particular interest
to the policy maker? and
ii) What set of policy variables appears to be poli¬
tically feasible?
By answering these questions the analyst is able to simulate
fchc-
the model and then show the policy maker^ consequences of the
proposed policies. This procedure obviously allows experimen
tation with different sets of policies and, consequently,the
attainment of a wide range of alternative policy options.
Finally, Naylor makes a good assessment of the approaches to
the policy problem already described in the following words:
"In summary, while the Theil-Tinbergen approaches may
be of considerable interest to economists from a pu
rely theoretical standpoint, neither of these ap
proaches provides operational solutions of policy
problems. Therefore, policy simulation experiments
may present the only methodology currently available
for obtaining practical solutions to real world po
licy problems."
(NAYLOR, 1970; p. 265).
P
AX, + > B . Y . + CZ^ + D - Ut L J t-J t
j=l
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This policy simulation approach is similar to Johnson's "Gen
eral System Simulation Approach" (JOHNSON et al, 1971),which
may be regarded as a more general means of solving policy pro
blems. These authors set forth a second equation to measure
how well the simulated variables (Yt) correspond to the real
world data (Y ) .
0
(t) = f(V V
Where 9^ is a set of intermediate output variables which
indicates how well the model's outputs represent reality ,
and corresponds to any of the usual "goodness - of - fit"
measures (WILSON, 1974).
There is a third equation proposed in this approach which
is used for evaluating different policies. This assessment
is made by using a set of output variables which measures the
system's simulated attainment of various "goods" and avoidan
ce of various "bads", e.g. profit, income rates of growth ,
per capita income, unemployment, etc. This proves to be as'
controversial as Theil's social welfare function or Tinber
gen's target variables, and obviously presents similar weak
nesses.
For the purposes of this thesis the policy simulation ap
proach will be applied, together with Johnson's procedure for
measuring how well the model represents the regional socio
economic system. This second element will be used mainly for
calibrating and testing the model, and these operations will
be carried out separately from the simulations themselves.
PART TWO




Hie second part of the thesis is devoted to the application of the
proposed procedural framework for regional planning 'in a real
situation in order to test its potentialities and shortcomings.
Ibis enpirical work was carried out within the context of the
Integrated Study for the Development of the Upper Paraguay River
Basin ( EDIBAP ) in Central-West Brazil.
EDIBAP is a joint programme of the Brazilian Government, the
Organization of American States ( OAS ) and the United Nations
Development Programme ( UNDP ) (*).
Although the case study presents some limitations ( as a result of
the institutional and political context that gave rise to EDIBAP )
that prevented a comprehensive assessment of the proposed methodology,
it did at least make it possible to test the methodology in
question on a global basis.
The application of the "strategy-projects" approach to this
particular situation entailed both the formulation of a socio¬
economic model of the regional system and the organization of seme of
the studies required for the formulation of a regional development
plan according to the guidelines of the proposed methodology. This
second part of the thesis comprises seven chapters ( Chapters 3 to
9 ) which are complemented by three technical appendices.
Chapter Three is devoted to a general description of the regional
system and to an overview of the model.
Chapters Four to Seven contain a technical presentation of the model
and of the econometric work done for its calibration.
(*) The author works for OAS and formed part of the technical staff
of EDIBAP.
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Chapter Eight presents the results of the simulations carried out on
the model, both for estimating the future regional situation if no
special development policies are undertaken and for quantifying the
probable effects of a particular development strategy.
Finally, Chapter Nine is devoted to. an assessment both of the
proposed procedural framework and of the model's performance. On
the basis of this evaluation seme ways of improving the "strategy
projects" approach are explored.
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3. BASIC FEATURES OF A SIMULATION MCDEL FOR THE UPPER PARAGUAY
RIVER BASIN
This chapter contains a general description of the model, its
theoretical foundations and also a rough characterization of the
main features of the Upper Paraguay River Basin. This overview
of the model and its spatial context is complemented by a brief
review of other regional models that heavily influenced this work.
The model is to be understood as an artificial conceptual construc¬
tion built for the purpose of obtaining specific information about
the main features of the structure and behaviour of this particular
regional system. Its characteristics are basically defined by the
particularities of the Upper Paraguay region and the purposes for
which the model was constructed.
As is widely known, modelling is a complex, iterative and sometimes
highly intuitive task. It involves empirical observations,
theoretical formulations and, above all, requires a great amount of
time to be devoted to a trial and error procedure for matching theory
and empirical facts. Because of this our model, like any other,
cannot be regarded as definitive. Its present form has been judged
acceptable for the purposes for which it was designed, bearing in
mind the limitations of time, resources and the quality of available
information.
For a satisfactory presentation of the model within this particular
regional system a progressive way of exposition was adopted.
Accordingly, this chapter is restricted to a discussion of the
background of both the model and the region, whilst the technical
aspects of the model and a detailed consideration of the regional
system are presented in subsequent chapters.
This chapter is composed of four sections. The first provides an
overview of the Upper Paraguay River Basin and a brief characteriza¬
tion of its recent process of development.
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The second section defines the purposes of the model and summarizes
its theoretical foundations. Section three is devoted to a general
description of the model while section four contains a review of
other regional simulation models.
3.1 THE REGIONAL SETTING OF THE STUDY
The "Upper Paraguay River Basin" comprises the northern part of the
/
River Plate Basin, which is delineated by the Paraguay, Parana and
Uruguay rivers. The Upper Paraguay River Basin covers nearly 470,000
square km, 350,000 of which are in Brazilian territory, the rest
belonging to Bolivia and Paraguay. The region that concerns us here
is the Brazilian part of the basin. Since the borders of administrative
territorial entities ( municipios ) do not coincide with the geographic
basin, the study was defined as comprising 46 municipalities with an
2
area of 403,633 km . It includes part of the States of Mato Grosso
and Mato Grosso do Sul with a population of 1,589,045 in 1980.
The study area's northern and eastern limits correspond to the
watersheds separating the Amazon, Araguaia and Parana river basins.
To the south the region borders on the Republic of Paraguay and to the
west the Amazon basin and the Republics of Bolivia and Paraguay ( see
Maps 3.1 and 3.2 ).
For planning purposes Brazil is divided into five major geo-econcmic
regions which comprise a varied number of states and in seme cases
(*)
territories 7. The study area forms part of the Central West Region
which covers the States of Goias, Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul and
the Federal District. Although we are concerned primarily with the
hydrographic basin, for the purposes of the model building and
policy formulation a wider reference area including the whole States
of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul was considered. Two kinds of
reason account for the delimitation of this greater area.
(*) A territory is a part of the country that because of lack of
population and other political reasons has not yet achieved the
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Firstly, the federal system of government in Brazil makes the state
the basic unit for public action as well as for the formulation of
development policies. In spite of the highly centralized character
of the Brazilian institutional system, the state government
comprising the Governor, the state assembly and the state counterparts
( secretarias ) of all ministries is vested with quite important
administrative powers and creates a clear "decision-making space"
which has to be taken into account for regional planning purposes.
Secondly, the state level is a very important unit -for data collection,
especially information related to regional accounting (public
expenditure, taxes, experts, imports, etc.). In addition, the basin
was initially divided into eight programme areas and this spatial
disaggregation oriented the work carried out by the project team.
Since eight observations were too few to be a significant cross-section
it was deemed necessary to introduce four new programme areas
comprising those areas of both states not forming part of the river
basin ( see Map 3.3 and Table 3,1 ). Thus the study is concerned
primarily with the Upper Paraguay River Basin and secondarily with the
whole area of the States of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul.
A brief characterization of the recent process of regional development
and potentially limiting factors presented in the following pages.
A
3.1.1. FACTORS EXPLAINING RECENT REGIONAL DEVELOFMENT
Frcm an economic point of view the basin is to be regarded as an area
recently incorporated into the Brazilian economic space which has
exhibited great dynamism over the last decade. The high rates of
economic growth are explained by the great flows of capital and
population coming from the most developed states of Brazil, attracted
by the exploitation of natural resources and also by government
incentives.
In fact, the existence of a vast endowment of land for agriculture
and cattle-raising as well as mineral deposits in the proximities of
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area for colonization. Consequently, its recent development is to
be seen as externally induced. A satisfactory explanation of this
process requires a consideration of various factors, the most relevant
being:
- the increase in the national demand for agricultural land, the
location of the basin and its endowment of natural resources;
- the land tenure system, and
- public sector action.
Let us examine these in turn:
i) National demand for agricultural land, the location and productive
potential of the basin
National demand for new agricultural land derives from the difference
between the rates of growth of the demand for food and that of land
productivity. Historically land productivity in Brazil has grcwn at
has
a rate of 1% per year, while demand for food^registered annual rates
of not less than 3.5%. Thus, the need to meet the requirements of
internal danand alone has generated an expansion of the agricultural
frontier at a rate greater than 2.5% per year over the last decade.
This has meant the incorporation of more than 800,000 hectares per
year in addition to the land required by the expansion of cattle
related activities.
This increasing demand for agricultural land together with that derived
from primary exports (which have also been expanding), led to the
exhaustion of the productive frontier in the traditional agricultural
regions of the South-East and South. As a result, agricultural
expansion reached Mato Grosso do Sul, at the end of the sixties, and
Mato Grosso shortly afterwards.
This process was encouraged by the abundance of land and also by the
proximity of the study area to the States of Parana and Sao Paulo,
both of which already practised highly dynamic agriculture and
intensive cattle raising. This proximity also guarantees good market
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conditions for regional products in major centres of the country.
Two additional factors are of importance for explaining the develop- .
ment of the study area. On the one hand, its location in relation
to Paraguay and Bolivia gives the area special geopolitical
relevance and also creates good conditions for international trade.
This latter factor is a very important bargaining tool in the hands
of state governments since Brazil suffers frcm a chronic deficit in
its balance of payments and desperately needs to increase exports.
On the other hand, its position as an intermediate region between the
industrialized states of the South and South-East and the Amazon
region makes the study area an important bridgehead for the future
process of incorporating the Amazon region into the mainstream of
Brazilian life. This constitutes one of the country's most important
geopolitical objectives.
ii) Land tenure system
Ownership and land tenure are important elements for explaining the
productive structure of agriculture, the utilization of geographic
space, labour capital relations and also the distribution of income
in rural areas.
The study area was first colonized by peasants migrating frcm the
south who were primarily interested in clearing snail pieces of land
in the virgin forest for cultivating subsistence crops ( mainly rice ).
This process is highly labour intensive. Normally however, intensive
cropping of this nature is not supported by the use of fertilizers
and after a few years land productivity falls. This creates serious
difficulties for families engaged in this type of subsistence agricul¬
ture, who are then often compelled to sell their small properties and
move on, only to start the process over again in a new location.
The now "cleared" land left behind is incorporated into bigger farms
where it is utilized for large scale agriculture with intensive
technologies ( and consequently low labour requirements ) or for
extensive cattle raising.
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Thus, the basin is characterised by a high degree of concentration
of land ownership. In 1975, 78.7% of farmers owned only 2.6% of the
total area covered by the census, while 6.8% owned 86.2% of the
total land. Gini's coefficient of concentration rose frcm 0.88 in
1959 to 0.94 in 1975 ( EDIBAP, 1979 ).
This process has had significant implications for investment and
development in this area. On small farms agriculture is the most
important activity while extensive cattle raising prevails on the
bigger ones. A considerable underutilization of land can be seen on
farms of all sizes. On the smaller ones this is mainly due to a
lack of machinery ( low capital/labour ratio ) and to the difficulty
of access to bank credit and official channels of corrmercialisation.
Underutilization of land on the bigger farms generally derives frcm
the speculative character of productive investments, which leads
to a preference for extensive cattle raising. This activity requires
low operating costs and a small labour force, both highly
functional conditions for absentee landlords.
The expansion of the agricultural frontier has behaved like a great
wave moving frcm the South to the North-West ( in the direction of
the Amazon region ), the advance of which is represented by thousands
of migrating subsistence farmers who clear the land and then transfer
it to big landowners, thereby consolidating the incorporation of land
into the market economy. Since investment in infrastructure follows
the "wave" but with a certain time lag, its effect on land value
benefits the big farmers with scarcely any benefits going to the
people who really open the frontier.
iii) Public sector action
The urgency felt by the country to increase food production and to
devote new areas to the production of alcohol from sugar cane ( the
latter is a national commitment arising from the great impact of the
current oil prices on the Brazilian economy ) has inspired a policy
of public incentives for the expansion of the agricultural frontier.
These incentives include investment in infrastructure, special
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development prograrmies and above all a large number of highly
subsidized loans for agriculture, cattle raising and related industry.
Thus, Federal and State Government behaviour, expressed in the level
and structure of public investment and current expenditure, is to be
regarded as a decisive element for explaining regional development
in the study area.
Public investment has grown progressively over the last 15 years.
It has been concentrated in physical and social infrastructure
projects ( transport, carmunications, energy, education and health ).
Important resources have also been allocated to agricultural
experimentation and extension as well as to the improvement of the
ccnmercialization of agricultural products and inputs.
The most impressive impact of public action can be seen in the road
network. In 1965 paved roads in the basin did not amount to 100 km,
all of which were concentrated around Campo Grande, the rest being
of such a low quality that they could only be used for a few months
of the year.
By 1978, however, there were over 1500 km of paved roads and the
remainder of the network amounted to more than 8000 km of other roads
of reasonable quality.
Although the contribution of this type of public investment to the
gross regional product is relatively small, it has considerable
multiplier effects, creating good conditions for attracting private
investment into the region. This incentive combines with the
attractions of the highly subsidized long-term loans for investment,
and rural electrification which, besides their direct effects,
all increase land value and, thus, make possible the generation of
great profits through land speculation.
These three development-inducing elements together with other
particular regional factors have accelerated the incorporation of new
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lands into productive use, giving rise to a sizeable inflow of human
and financial resources from other regions. It is necessary to
point out that land speculation constitutes, perhaps, the central
element for attracting private initiative and capital into the
region.
3.1.2 FACTORS LIMITING FUTURE REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Although the type of development described has been particularly
efficient for promoting economic growth, it has nevertheless impor¬
tant deficiencies which may inhibit its future dynamism.
In the first place, the process leads to a high concentration of land
ownership and consequently income. Hence big farms, exploited with
capital intensive technologies, co-exist with large sectors of the
regional population engaged in subsistence agriculture on very small
farms. Obviously, this situation creates social problems that may
beccme acute in the near future, especially in view of the process of
political liberalization taking place in the country.
Secondly, current land use practices are frequently in conflict with
the maintenance of an ecological equilibrium. Since this conflict
occurs throughout the area regardless of the size of farms it is
possible to foresee a significant fall in average land productivity
in the medium term. If no corrective measures are taken soon, regional
growth potential will be severely curtailed and the recovery of
fertility may necessitate substantial investment.
Ihirdly, the speculative character of most of the agricultural and
cattle raising investment suggests that landlords are more interested
in the increase in the value of their lands resulting from public
investment ( roads, electrification, etc ) and in the benefits of
using subsidized loans than in increasing land productivity. This
is reflected in the great dependence of any increase in cultivated
area upon agricultural loans and also in the fact that a large
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(*)
proportion of the land belongs to people resident in other statesv ,
Obviously this is one great weakness of the regional economy, since
these facts demonstrate that it is entirely dependent on external
resources.
Fourthly, rural development has been an extensive and to a certain
extent explosive process which, in spite of a considerable effort on
the part of the government, has made it difficult to provide the
population with basic services ( health, education, water supply,
justice, etc ) and has also inhibited the consolidation of an inte¬
grated system of urban settlements. This contributes to an increased
social imbalance between rural and urban areas and stimulates the
spontaneous growth of the main urban centres ( Campo Grande and
Cuiaba ).
Finally, the exogenously induced character of regional growth has
affected the behaviour of local industry, especially that related to
agriculture, which constitutes a strategic sector of the regional
economy.
In fact, the meat industry, rice processing plants and other important
industries are subsidiaries of national firms located in the most
developed states. As a result, the level of activity of these
industries in the region is determined mainly by the objective of
maximizing the overall profits of such firms rather than by the
promotion of regional primary production or the expansion of their
activities in the study area. In specific terms this means that they
act as a monop olies, their primary objective being to ensure low-cost
inputs for their main factories ( usually located in the State of
(*) Recent studies carried out by SUDECO ( SUDECO, 1978 ) demonstrate
that in the period 1970-76 the value of ( highly subsidized )
loans for agriculture granted by the Banco do Brasil in the States
of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul rose progressively from
22.5% of the total agricultural product to 94%. With regard to
land ownership Di Sabbato ( DI SABBATO, 1976 ) holds that in the
middle seventies 40% of the area of both states ( 50 million
hectares ) was owned by pieople who were residents of the State of
Sao Paulo.
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Sao Paulo ) so that the processing of such inputs in Mato Grosso,
becomes a matter of secondary importance.
Taken together, all these considerations enable us to conclude that
although the region has exhibited impressive rates of economic
growth in recent years, it is very unlikely that these rates can be
maintained in the future, especially when one bears in mind that the
crisis now facing the Brazilian economy ( 120% inflation,
US$3,5 billions deficit in the balance of payments in 1980 ) has
compelled the government to adopt drastic measures for reducing
public expenditure and investment programmes and to a severe cutback
on bank credit. From another point of view it is possible to foresee
that the process of political liberalization will bring strong
pressure to bear on the government to reduce social inequality. Since
the elements that induced regional economic growth simultaneously
increased the concentration of land and income, any attempt to modify
such factors in order to reduce social inequality will inevitably
bring about a slackening of the expansionary tendencies in the
economy, at least in the short run.
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3.2 PURPOSES AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE MCDEL
In order to formulate a development plan for the above region, the
Brazilian Government, through its Ministry of Interior, requested
the technical assistance of the Organization of American States and
the financial aid of the United Nations Development Programme giving
rise to the Integrated Study of the Upper Paraguay River Basin
( EDIBAP ).
This joint project established that the study must lead to the
formulation of a comprehensive plan for the utilization of the natural
resources of the region. Such a plan should emphasize the following
aspects: development of agriculture and cattle-raising, manufacturing
of regional materials, regulation of the main water courses,
transportation, expansion of the supply of energy, ecology, human
resources and urban development ( EDIBAP, 1979; p.10 ).
The study was divided into two phases. The first was devoted to
basic studies of natural resources, socio-econcmic diagnosis and
preliminary identification of investment projects. The second phase
included sectorial programming, detailed studies of projects and the
formulation of the regional development plan with recommendations for
its implementation.
Because of the nature of the studies and a lack of published
information, the first phase required a vast amount of field work.
This, together with the diverse disciplines involved in such studies,
led to the formation of a number of relatively independent technical
groups. The outcome of this first phase consisted of detailed
studies of hydrography, vegetation, soils, infrastructure and a very
complete socio-economic survey that represented a considerable
increase in the knowledge of the region.
In spite of these achievements, at the beginning of the second phase
it was felt that the whole study lacked integration and that too much
effort was being devoted to basic studies of natural resources at the
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expense of the analysis of specific development proposals. Since
at that.time it was clear to the technical team that the end product
of the study should be a regional development strategy complemented
by sectorial policies and specific projects ( rather than a rigid
and detailed regional plan ), a revision of the overall methodology
of the study was undertaken.
After reviewing current planning methodologies and the experience of
similar regional studies, "the strategy-projects" approach was
accepted as a sensible procedural framework for orientating the
second phase of the work. This implied the construction of a
simulation model of the regional system, the study of policy instruments
available at the regional level, greater emphasis on the study of
specific investment projects and also the exploration of possible
development strategies.
In this context, it was decided that the main purpose of the model
was to integrate several partial studies to enable the quantification,
by means of simulation techniques, of the probable effects on the
regional system that would derive frcm the implementation of
different policies and specific projects.
The model is basically an econcmic-demographic one of spatial
activity change, that emphasizes the role of agriculture and cattle
raising as the most dynamic sectors of the regional economy.
For a better understanding of the model a brief review of its
theoretical background is presented in the following sub-sections.
This involves both a discussion of seme characteristics of the model
imposed by the procedural framework used in the overall study and an
overview of the theory of regional development that constitutes its
substantive framework.
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3.2.1 THE PROCEDURAL FRAMEWORK
The institutional context in which EDIBAP operated is one of the
elements that most decisively determined the overall structure of
the model since it guided the selection of the methodological
approach to the whole study. In fact, to the extent that EDIBAP was
created as a project of technical assistance to the Brazilian
Government it had a temporarily limited existence and it did not
form part of the permanent Brazilian planning system.
This means that EDIBAP had to deal with a complex and highly dynamic
regional system without direct involvement with day to day decision
making. It was not to participate in monitoring the implementation
of development proposals. In these circumstances the most important
contribution of the technical assistance project was to transmit to
regional authorities and permanent planning agencies a philosophy of
regional development and a procedural framework for planning
activities involving mechanisms for monitoring the implementation
and reformulation of development proposals.
In the context of the adopted procedural framework ( the "strategy-
projects" approach ) the regional development plan proposed by EDIBAP
is to be seen as a minimum set of measures and investment projects
for generating the initial phase of a long term process of regional
development. These should be complemented by new actions as soon as
the initial measures and investment projects achieve their objectives
or fail to generate the expected effects.
The moment at which complementary actions are to be implemented, as
well as their intensity and orientation, must be defined in accordance
with the outcome of the continuous scanning of the regional system
to be performed by permanent planning agencies. The model is expected
to play an important role in such assesanents by enabling rapid
comparisons between actual and expected behaviour. It must also
contribute to the design of new interventions in the system by helping
the study of probable effects that may derive from the implementation
I
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of alternative courses of action.
In order to fulfil such functions the model must meet at least four
basic conditions. First, it must have "requisite variety" to
match the complexity of the regional system. The model must be able
to manipulate a large number of variables linked with diverse types
of relationships and also disaggregated in various spatial units.
In fact, a region as large as the Upper Paraguay River Basin
presents a complex demographic pattern with significant spatial
variations in the factors affecting population growth. For example,
life expectancy is significantly less in remote rural areas than in
the main cities; migration causes increases in the population living
in zones of the agricultural frontier and decreases in areas where
agriculture is increasing its level of mechanization. The regional
economy comprises several sectors of activity, each with a different
spatial pattern and where growth is the outcome of different types
of stimuli. Thus, to represent a region of such complexity
accurately, a few aggregate variables are not enough; rather it is
necessary to define specific sectors and subregions with their own
set of variables, parameters and equations.
Second, the model must properly reproduce the main feedback
relationships that are observed in the regional system. A typical
example of feedback in regional systems is the interdependence
fchfc-
between population growth and^ growth of employment ( frequently
measured in terms of unemployment rates ). An increase in job
opportunities in a given area is an attraction for people living in
other areas. Such migration leads to abnormal population growth
which ( after a period of time ) will generate an additional demand
for new jobs. If the area fails to meet such new levels of employ¬
ment, unemployment rates will rise and feedback will induce
emigration to other areas. In the event that job supply satisfies
the greater demand feedback will tend to reinforce immigration,
exaggerating the problem. The presence of such feedback relation¬
ships enables the model to be used as part of a cybernetic system of
planning.
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Third, the model must provide an explicit treatment of the main policy
instruments to be employed for promoting regional development. Thus
special equations are incorporated in the model to reproduce the
effects of any alteration of the variables controlled by regional or
national authorities, such as public expenditure, public works and
loans.
Fourth, the model must be dynamic. It must be able to reproduce the
temporal evolution of the main variables.
In order to satisfy all these conditions the model inevitably contains
a large number of variables, time lags, non linearities, constraints
affecting sane variables, and special procedures for spatial
disaggregation.
In summary, the characteristics of the procedural framework adopted
led to the formulation of a relatively complex economic-demographic
model of spatial activity change to be used for policy simulation
purposes. It is necessary to bear in mind that the model was
conceived as a part of a general methodology for regional planning
activities. Although it was utilized a few times during the study,
it is expected that its major use and consequently improvements and
reformulations will be performed by permanent agencies that deal with
the region.
3.2.2 THE SUBSTANTIVE FRAMEWORK
In designing a model for a regional economy it is necessary to bear
in mind that regional growth theories deal with economic systems that
are very "open", in contrast with national income theory, which deals
with relatively "closed" economies.
National economic growth models, with varied emphases, make
investment the central element, and obviously actual growth will
depend on the ability of the national system to meet the requirements
of investment with internal or external resources.
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At the regional level the situation is different, mainly because of
the greater relative mobility of production factors and of goods
and services. Thus a small region is faced with what is essentially
a perfectly elastic demand for the most of its products, with the
result that it can sell all it produces as long as it is able to
produce at competitive prices.
Due to the interregional mobility of productive capital, medium and
long-run regional potential output is not limited by the current
stock of production factors and their rate of change, but by its
capacity to attract those factors from other regions.
Thus, regions vie with one another to attract new productive invest¬
ment and skilled labour, their "attraction elements" being the
nature and quality of the natural resources with which they are
endowed, infrastructural facilities and other particular conditions
which increase the profit expectations of private entrepreneurs.
These broad considerations constitute a general framework for
selecting a theory of regional development to be adopted as the
basic structure of the economic submodel.
As later explained in section 3.3 our model is actually composed of
three submodels: demographic and employment, economic, and
environmental and physical. Of these, the second is dominant in that
it provides a theoretical background which embraces the other two
submodels ( see Fig. 3.1 ). The following pages explain how the
study derived the theoretical background of the economic submodel.
From the theories of regional development briefly reviewed in
Chapter 1, Siebert's contribution ( SIEBERT, 1969 ) was adopted as
the theoretical framework of the economic submodel, since it is one
of the most comprehensive attempts to formalize a regional development
theory.
However, a lack of reliable statistical data and the general
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orientation of EDIRAP resulting from the conditions of the programme
of technical assistance that gave rise to this study, impose serious
limitations on this theoretical conception of the economic submodel.
Thus, the theory actually utilized is to be regarded as an "hybrid"
formulation derived from Siebert's original work.
For a better understanding of the theoretical background, a brief
summary of the main features of Siebert's contribution is presented
below. The following pages also explain the assumptions made and
the modifications performed on the original formulation for matching
the characteristics of the study area, policy orientations and the
availability of information.
Siebert distinguishes two separate groups of elements that explain
the increase in regional output ( internal and external determinants ).
The first group includes net internal investment, increase in labour
and technological improvements as the elements affecting the supply
side of a regional economy, and consumption and demand for investment
working on the demand side. The external determinants of regional
economic growth are interregional trade ( affecting aggregate demand ),
interregional movements of production factors, and technology
( operating through the supply side ). Siebert postulates that in
regional economies, in contrast with national ones, it is not true
that the optimum rate of growth is that which equalizes the rate of
growth of aggregate demand with that of aggregate supply. This is
because monetary equilibrium is a goal of national policies, not of
regional ones. It follcws that, equilibrium not being the main
concern at the regional level, the real rate of economic growth for
a particular region will be equal to that rate of growth of
aggregate demand or supply which presents the lowest value ( SIEBERT,
1969; p.119 ).
let us now have a quick look at the main determinants of both sides
of a regional economy, following a version of Siebert's model
enlarged by introducing the public sector ( for greater detail see
ORDONEZ, 1975 ).
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The rate of growth of aggregate demand depends on the behaviour of
interregional flows of financial resources ( demand for investment ),
interregional trade, the behaviour of the government, and on marginal
propensities to save and invest.
In mathematical terms this can be expressed as follows:
AY,D
D s+gt-Am^-b-^Cl-ct^)
AY11 («2 b2 - *012) + AG
D
where
YD = Aggregate Demand of a particular region
Y11 = Aggregate Demand of the rest of the country
G = Government expenditure in the region ( current and capital
expenses )
s = regional marginal propensity to save
g = regional marginal tax propensity
m^ = regional marginal propensity to import
= marginal propensity of the rest of the country to import from
the region under consideration
X - coefficient indicating obstacles to interregional trade
= 1, means that no spatial friction exists
= 0, means that interchange costs are so high that no trade
can take place
b-^ = regional marginal propensity to invest
b2 = marginal propensity to invest in the rest of the country
= coefficient indicating the proportion of regional induced
investment that is attracted by the rest of the country
a2 = coefficient indicating the proportion of induced investment in
the rest of the country flowing into the region
A = denotes marginal increments.
The expression in brackets represents the proportion of the increase
in income generated in the rest of the country and of the increment
of public expenditure that flows into the region. The fraction, in
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its turn, is a modified version of Keynes' multiplier.
For explaining the rate of growth of aggregate supply it is assumed
that the production function of the regional economy behaves like a
"Cobb Douglas" function (*).
On the assumption of constant technology, the rate of growth of
aggregate supply at the regional level depends on increases in the








AP + 6 (P+AP) + 69 (pTC+AP11)
Y = regional aggregate supply
o
k = regional stock of capital
k11 = stock of capital in the rest of the country
P = regional population
P11 = population of the rest of the country
E^ = coefficient indicating proportion of capital generated in the
region that flows to the rest of the country
E2 = idem, but flowing in the opposite direction
61 = rate of emigration
= rate of irrmigration62





Y = regional aggregate supplys
h = level of technological knowledge
K = stock of capital
L = labour force
c = production elasticity of capital
1-c = production elasticity of labour









As mentioned above, since the achievement of an equilibrium rate
of growth has no sense on a regional scale, the real growth rate will
coincide with that rate of growth of aggregate demand or aggregate




Such a growth rate does not necessarily imply full employment,
although it can be expected that mobility of labour will allow





There is another aspect that requires sane carrraent. In an open
region, the effective rate of growth may be affected not only by the
factors already discussed, but also by the behaviour of interregional
terms of trade.
If export prices rise faster than those of imports, the region will
be able to increase imports without having to reduce other items of
expenditure. As regional income is a measure of the set of
carmodities available to a region, improvements in the terms of
(\
trade must be regarded as rising regional income. Consequently, any
deterioration in the terms of trade reduces the level of regional
income.
Thus, the effective rate of growth of a regional economy becomes:
aY = min ayd , aYs
d
Ys
Where —y— represents the positive or negative variation in the
overall rate of growth due to variation in the terms of trade.
Thus, this approach explains regional economic growth as the result
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of the interaction of several factors. Economic growth at the
national level, just like the growth of a national economy, is
greatly influenced by variations in:
i) availability of production factors
ii) technology
iii) government behaviour
iv) foreign trade behaviour, and
v) saving and investment propensities
Due to the greater "openness" of regions, sane variables achieve a
strategic importance affecting the regional growth rate and, in
spite of being included in sane of the variables already mentioned,
it is necessary to list then as separate items.
As Czamanski points out, regional growth is partially explained by
the improvement of internal conditions, but it has traditionally
been more dependent on the capacity of the region to attract dynamic
elements from the rest of the country. As such, both the volume of
production factors susceptible to interregional transfers and
interregional price differentials of commodities and their relative
degree of mobility, become key elements in explaining the rate of
growth of a particular region.
Thus, in the case of regional growth, our list of determinants has
to be enlarged to include:
vi) national growth rates
vii) interregional price differentials of commodities and
production factors, and
viii) degree of mobility of commodities and factors of production.
Consequently, any economic growth policy should be oriented to the
regulation of same ( or all ) of these elements by means of
specific policy instruments. In order to adapt this theoretical
formulation to the particularities of the integrated study for the
development of the Upp>er Paraguay River Basin the following procedure
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was adopted.
Firstly, policy instruments available at the regional and national
levels were defined and adopted as the basic explanatory variables
of the economic submodel. Secondly, by means of fragmentary
historical data, the behaviour exhibited by aggregate supply and
demand during the last twenty years was analysed in order to
pinpoint the limiting factor of regional development. Thirdly, the
role allocated to the region by Brazilian development policies was
used to select the fundamental variables of the model frcm those
that operate through the limiting factor of regional development
just defined. Finally, this set of variables was further assessed
in terms of the accuracy of quantification that available statistical
information would allow.
Let lis consider the conclusions obtained by these means.
To analyse the policy instruments utilized in Brazil for promoting
regional development, the typology proposed by Siebert ( SIEBERT,
1969, p.193 ) was adopted. This author classifies instruments of
regional growth policies according to three different criteria:
(1) the determinants of regional growth which they influence,
(2) the size of the area which they are intended to affect, and
(3) the intensity of interference with the market economy.
Of these criteria the first was the most appropriate one, in our
case. Five types of policy instrument were distinguished. Let us
examine them:
a) Labour-supply measures. This category includes all
policy variables which influence regional labour-supply
both in quantitative and qualitative terms.
In the study area the public sector only influences
labour supply through the traditional programmes of health,
education and professional training with a view to
improving the quality of labour, and through colonization
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programmes acting on the quantitative side.
b) Capital-supply measures. Traditionally regional develop¬
ment in Brazil has been highly dependent on this type of
measure. In fact, public investment in infrastructure,
federal transfers to specific industries ( e.g. the
alcohol industry for substituting petroleum ), tax reduc¬
tions for investment in the region, subsidized credits for
investment and financial capital, etc. must be considered
in this category.
c) Instruments for technical progress. The most important
instruments for improving technology in the region are the
research programmes in agriculture and cattle raising
carried out by EMBRAPA ( Brazilian Agricultural Research
Corporation ) and the programme of technical assistance to
farmers implemented by EMBRATER ( Brazilian Institute for
Technical Assistance ). Both are linked to the Ministry of
Agriculture and operate in the region in conjunction with
their state counterparts.
d) Demand-influencing instruments. Under this heading are
summarized all measures that increase internal or external
demand for regional products. In the study area the amount
of public expenditure is a very important determinant of
internal demand. In addition to this quite obvious
instrument the purchasing power for agricultural and cattle
products monitored by CEP ( commission for production loans )
and the officially controlled commercialization systems for
coffee, sugar and alcohol, should be mentioned.
e) Location and mobility instruments. This category includes
the instruments classified in the first three groups but
defines particular criteria for their use. The most
important elements are the location decisions for public
works ( especially the design of the road network ) and
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services ( health, education, storage, etc. ), subsidies
to attract industries, settlement programmes, etc.
Thus, so far as the model is concerned, these policy instruments
were selected as the basic explanatory variables, since the function
of EDIBAP is to provide the Federal and State Governments with
guidance and advice on the most appropriate use of these instruments.
Once the most important policy instruments to be manipulated through
the model had been defined, attention was focused on the historic
behaviour of aggregate supply and demand in order to identify which
was the limiting factor of regional growth. Frcm aggregate demand
determinants, public expenditure, exports, and interregional
transfers of financial resources were studied; the remaining factors
were assumed to behave in a similar fashion to that of their
national counterparts ( saving, investment and tax propensities and
coefficients referred to mobility of financial capital and
commodities ).
Public expenditure in the region is channelled in three different
ways, namely through Federal Government agencies and special
programmes, State Governments and municipalities. State Government
expenditure was selected as representative of the whole public
expenditure since a great proportion of federal resources are
transferred to agencies of the State Government to be applied in
specific programmes and appear in consolidated balances of the
State Government. Municipalities represent a small part of total
expenditure and the most significant part of their resources
consists of transfers from the State Government.
Table 3.2 shows the evolution of State Governments' expenditure
from 1965 to 1978. Total expenditure grew at a rate of 23.7% during
that period and at a rate of 23.8% between 1970 and 1978. Since
the average rate of growth of regional product between 1959 and 1980
wJcrs 8.7% per year, it can be concluded that, as far as public
expenditure is concerned, there have been no limitations to a
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greater rate of growth.
TABU] 3.2
STATES OF MATO GROSSO AND MATO GROSSO DO SUL
EVOLUTION OF STATE GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE (1965-1978)
(MILLION CRUZEIROS-CURRENCY APRIL 1980)
YEAR CURRENT CAPITAL TOTAL
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
1965 605 279 884
1966 792 147 939
1967 1,189 439 1,628
1968 1,258 595 1,853
1969 1,301 1,159 2,460
1970 1,552 984 2,536
1971 1,880 673 2,553
1972 2,300 2,162 4,462
1973 3,027 2,332 5,359
1974 3,739 3,688 7,427
1975 5,091 3,831 8,922
1976 6,197 5,246 11,443
1977 7,269 3,414 10,683
1978 8,458 5,575 14,033
SOURCE: ANUARIOS ESTATISTICOS DO BRASIL (STATISTICAL YEARBOOKS OF
BRAZIL)
Although the region presents a negative balance in its interregional
trade, exports have been highly dynamic. To assess the future
contribution to the growth of aggregate regional demand,the expected
growth rates of demand for regional products in the national market
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need to be analyzed. The region specializes in agricultural and
cattle products and the country as a whole is a net importer of
such goods. It follows that there are few restrictions on the
expansion of regional exports and they cannot be regarded as
limiting further growth of aggregate demand.
In the case of interregional transfers of financial capital the
situation is quite ccmplex. Here a lack of information makes it
difficult to reach a clear conclusion. On the one. hand a great
proportion of land belongs to people resident in other states.
Since this transfer of ownership occurred on a massive scale daring
the seventies there is a basis for estimating an important inflow
of capital for the purpose of land acquisition.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from studying the behaviour of bank
credits, especially those highly subsidized loans for agriculture
and cattle raising ( see Table 3.3 ).
On the other hand sane studies suggest that a large proportion of fcq&-
credit granted for agriculture and cattle raising is diverted to
more profitable investments in other regions ( HOLANDA, 1979;
EDIBAP, 1980 ). This assumption is based on the fact that while
rural credit represented 22.5% of rural output in 1970, this propor¬
tion grew to 94.0% in 1976. Since other significant investments
implemented during that period have identifiable sources of resources,
the hypothesis of those redundant resources directed to rural
activities being transferred to other states cannot be disregarded.
Since a part of the investment capacity generated within the region
may move in the same direction ( industries that are subsidiaries
of firms located in other states, etc. ), it was assumed that
interregional flows of financial capital play a neutral role as a
determinant of aggregate demand growth.
These elements lead to the conclusion that aggregate demand
presented a higher rate of growth than regional product during the
last two decades and consequently a development plan for the region
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must emphasize the expansion of aggregate supply. The next step
consisted of studying the orientation of current policies for
regional development and the specific purposes that the EDIBAP
study was expected to serve.
Fran the Third National Development Plan and current regional
development policies the following functions for the Upper Paraguay
River Basin can be drawn:
a) To provide the national market with significant
quantities of food, raw materials, minerals and timber,
and also to export products derived fran agriculture and
cattle raising.
b) To act as a receiver area of interregional migration
and as an area of expansion of the national agricultural
frontier.
c) To constitute the basis for the process of incorporating
the Amazon Region into the Brazilian socio-economic
system.
Thus, the regional development plan under formulation ( and
consequently the simulation model ) is expected to generate guide¬
lines for increasing food production, orientating the expansion of
the agricultural frontier and for consolidating an efficient and
dynamic regional economy. In this way available policy instruments,
the objectives defined by Brazilian authorities, historic
behaviour of the regional economy and the quality of information,
necessarily resulted in an orientation for the economic submodel
that emphasized the expansion of aggregate supply.
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3.3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE MCDEL
Having described the main features of the development of the
Upper Paraguay River Basin during the last decade and having
reviewed the theoretical foundations of the simulation model, this
section now provides a synoptic view of the structure of the model
and later outlines sane technical aspects of its estimation and
validation.
This section is divided into three main parts. The first of these
defines the problem the model is designed to solve. The second
contains a description of the model's structure, whilst the third
discusses, from a theoretical point of view, its estimation and
validation. The main features of the computer programme utilized
for simulating the model are presented in Appendix 1.
3.3.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem EDIBAP faced was the formulation of development strate¬
gies for a particular region. As such, the model's subject matter
is primarily defined by the set of variables which determine the
feasible strategic options for the orientation of the region's
canprehensive development.
Due to the complexity of the regional system and because of the
scarcity of reliable statistical data to estimate behavioural
equations, policy variables were reduced to:
a) Credits for agriculture and cattle-raising
b) Agricultural prices policy
c) Public current expenditure
d) Public incentives for export industries ( Tax exemption policy )
e) Public investment in roads and housing, and
f) Public investment in social sectors ( health and education ).
The model, therefore, was designed to simulate the effects that one
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or more governmental policies or strategies, relating to the above
variables, might have on a) regional income;- b) employment; and
c) regional savings gap.
Policies and strategies are represented by a set of values ( of
policy variables ) which are fed into the model which is run for a
given time period. Each simulation produces a time series of
values for each endogenous variable. Several runs must be performed
in order to explore a reasonable number of possible decision-making
options.
3.3.2 STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
Perhaps the most important characteristic of the model lies in the
fact that it is not a tool for maximizing production ( or any other
variable ), rather it is a vehicle for performing experiments to
determine the cause and effect relationships between policy options
and response variables such as regional product, income per capita,
unemployment rates, etc.
Although the model does not contain any built-in optimization
function, repeated simulations allow one to develop sets of policies
in which employment objectives, goals of economic growth, ecological
constraints and the area's investment capacity are all compatible.
In this way the model is designed to help policymakers to draw
together the various, previously disparate elements, into a
harmonious regional strategy.
By combining aspects that are normally treated separately, the
model enables one to test the degree of exogenous alteration that
the variables regulating regional development can tolerate, while
still producing feasible and internally consistent development
strategies.
In order to accomplish this, the model integrates some widely
recognized submodels. For further clarity, and in addition to the
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background to the economic submodel provided earlier, each of the
submodels is now briefly described below; the explanation of how they
are interrelated is left until the end. A synoptic view of the
model is presented in Fig. 3.1.
i) Demographic and employment submodel
This submodel predicts the volume and composition of regional.popula¬
tion, and then derives the availability of human resources. In order
to provide an adequate framework for the study of spatial phenomena,
all predictions are disaggregated at the subregional level
( programme-area ).
Demographic projections are made by means of a cohort-survival
method. Firstly, the effects of natality, mortality and migration
are determined ( either exogenously or by means of specific behaviou¬
ral equations ) and then introduced into an accounting structure.
This adjusts the base year population of each sex and age cohort by
inflows ( births and immigration ), outflows ( deaths and
emigrations ) and places than into the relevant new cohort during
the forecasting period.
The projected population is then disaggregated into urban and rural
using a behavioural equation. This is followed by calculation of
the urban and rural labour force and the corresponding job require¬
ments. The labour force is derived frcm applying participation rates
to the urban and rural population, disaggregated by sex and age, and
the job requirements for these areas are determined by utilizing
maximum acceptable unemployment rates which represent the objectives
of employment policy. The most important feature of the demographic
submodel is the treatment given to net migration. This is estimated
through a set of behavioural equations which explain net migration
rates as a linear function of total employment growth rates. Such
a relationship makes it possible to introduce a feedback relation¬
ship into the composite model which explains net migration rates for





econcmy during the previous year,
ii) Economic Submodel
The main function of this submodel is to estimate the sectorial
production and labour demand ( jobs generation ) resulting from the
implementation of specific economic policies, such as price policies
for agricultural products, monetary measures, modifications on
current fiscal policies, etc.
According to the theoretical view of regional economic development
presented above, this submodel focuses on variables affecting the
supply side of the regional econcmy on a sectorial basis. It
identifies four basic sectors: a) agriculture, b) cattle raising,
c) industry, and d) civil construction together with tertiary
activities. Consistent with the characteristics of the Upper
Paraguay River Basin and with the role defined for this region by
Brazilian regional policies, agriculture and cattle raising received
priority attention. Let us have a brief look at each of these
sectors.
a) Undoubtedly, the most salient features of the agricultural
sector of the economic submodel are the behavioural equations
which explain the expansion of the agricultural frontier and the
evolution of the area devoted to rice and soya ( two of the
four basic regional crops ) and then allow the determination of
the production and employment generated.
The first function explains the increase of the area under
cultivation and pasture, in terms of the expansion of the road
network and the amount of credit granted for agriculture and
cattle-raising. Since both independent variables are fully
controlled by State and Federal governments ( and also constitute
traditional policy instruments for promoting regional develop¬
ment ), this function permits an endogenous treatment of this
important and complex phenomenon. It also determines the amount
of land devoted to pasture each year, which is then fed as an
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input to the cattle-raising sector.
The amount of land devoted to rice and soya, is explained by
means of an agricultural supply function that incorporates the
concept of "expected normal price". In order to estimate such
a behavioural equation from time series data, a special
transformation ( KOYCK's Transformation ) was used which
replaces the unknown "expected price" with a combination of
lagged values of dependent variables and observed past prices.
The introduction of time lags into the equation leads on the one
hand to relatively stable projections ( because of the high
incidence of past observed values of both dependent and
independent variables ), and on the other hand makes the model
iterative.
The area to be devoted each year to crops and pasture is
constrained by an ecological limit reflecting the objectives of
environmental policy. Such a constraint is exogenous to the
agricultural sector and is later defined in the so-called
physical and environmental submodel.
After quantifying the area to be devoted to each crop, the model
determines physical production, gross value of production and
permanent and temporary employment. Production estimates are
obtained by applying physical productivity coefficients to the
number of hectares allocated to each crop and then multiplying
by market prices.
A lack of information prevented an endogenous treatment of
physical productivity. However it can be treated as a critical
variable and used for special experiments.
On a monthly basis, employment is quantified by means of a set
of coefficients representing labour requirements per hectare
of each crop and then disaggregated into permanent and temporary
jobs. These coefficients are determined exogenously but an
equation for combining mechanized and manual technologies for
rice and soya crops was introduced into the model.
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The cattle-raising sector contains a set of cohort-survival
relationships for projecting the evolution of the stock of
cattle. Natality and mortality rates are determined exogenously.
The model only accounts for the extraction of animals for
slaughter and for transfers of live cattle between programme
areas.
Hie behavioural equations for explaining extraction rates are
similar to the supply function utilized for rice and soya. They
express extraction rates for a given year as a linear function
of past observed extraction rates, historical market prices of
meat and credit granted to this activity. Such functions are
estimated for the whole region and it is assumed that they are
valid for all programme areas.
Cattle transfers between programme areas are estimated by means
of a double logarithmic function in which the independent
variable is a cattle/pasture ratio. For determining this ratio
for each year of the simulation period the area devoted to
pasture in each programme-area is obtained frcm the agricultural
sector.
Ctice the cattle stock ( and its sex and age structure ) is
established the model derives the gross value of production
and employment generated by this activity. The gross value of
production comprises growth of stock, animals sold for slaughter
and net transfers of cattle between programme-areas. The
quantification of production is a rather straight-forward
procedure that consists of multiplying the number of animals
( extracted for slaughter, transferred between progranme-areas
and increases in stock ) by the average weight of each category
( sex and age ) and by market prices.
Employment, in its turn, is obtained by applying an exogenously
defined coefficient to the cattle stock thus deriving labour
requirements per animal.
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c) The industrial sector comprises four branches of activity:
mining, export, timber and other diverse industries.
The level of activity of the mining and export industries is
defined exogenously and fed into the model as a policy objective.
This treatment is justified by a lack of information with which
to estimate behavioural equations and also because the Federal
government has a strong influence in determining their level
of operation either through tax incentives ( export industry )
or by granting concessions for mining.
Timber production is explained in the model as a linear function
of the area deforested each year. This is the difference
between the area devoted to agriculture and cattle raising in
one year, as compared with figures for the previous year.
Although this provides reasonable results in programme areas
where the agricultural frontier is expanding it does not explain
properly the situation in areas where agricultural expansion has
ccme to a halt. In order to avoid this problem a lower constraint
( value ) was fixed for this variable.
By adopting a traditional economic base approach, the employment
generated by other diverse industries is explained as a linear
function of the urban population obtained frcm the demographic
submodel.
Once the level of activity ( added value ) of each industrial
branch is established, the level of employment is determined by
means of the inverse of the average productivity of labour. In
the case of diverse industries the employment generated is
obtained from the behavioural equation and the added value is
then obtained through the average productivity coefficient.
d) The fourth sector of the economic submodel comprises three
activities: civil construction, commerce and services and
government.
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A lack of information has resulted in a very rough treatment of
civil construction and government activities. In fact, the
behavioural equations for explaining the added value of these
sectors are mere hypotheses of linear functions fitted with
only two observations. As such they cannot stand up to any
statistical testing and must be regarded as assumptions under¬
lying the model.
Ccnmerce and services are assumed to constitute, together with
diverse industries, the domestic ( non basic ) sector of the
regional economy. It follows that their level of production is
determined by the size of the local market. As in the case of
diverse industries, total employment generated by caimerce and
services is explained in the model as a function of urban
population. In this case, however, a simple linear function
was utilized.
iii) Environmental and Physical/Infrastructural Submodel
In its present version this submodel forms a very marginal part of
the whole model but fulfils two specific functions. Firstly, it is
a means for explicitly introducing into the model the goals of a
policy for the preservation of the environment in the form of norms
for the use of natural resources. Secondly, it determines the
investment entailed by the pursuit of social strategies simulated
by the model.
This submodel provides a static consideration of environmental poli¬
cies by introducing a set of constraints for agriculture and cattle-
raising. This is done by means of a traditional methodology
utilized in surveys of natural resources which leads to the deter¬
mination of the activities best suited for each combination of soil
quality, temperature and rainfall.
Since the agricultural sector of the economic submodel is mainly
designed to explain the allocation of land to a few crops,
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environmental constraints are determined by the maximum area to be
devoted to crops and pastures and the recaimended carrying capacity
of the latter. In this way, the adoption of productive practices
derived from environmental policies such as techniques for conserva¬
tion and improvement of land productivity, crop rotation practices,
selection of adequate varieties of plants, etc., is assumed to be
represented by coefficients of land productivity and the cattle/
pasture ratio.
Due to the fact that land productivity is defined exogenously and
that land potential is fixed for a given technological level,
environmental constraints were determined outside the model and then
introduced as constraints.
With regard to the physical investment required for the attainment of
social, spatial and infrastructural objectives, three basic
components were distinguished: education, health and transportation.
The investment requirements of education and health services were
calculated by a simple set of identities. The number of students
per school and the size of the population to be served by each health
facility were established. The net requirement of physical facilities
for both education and health services was then obtained by comparing
existing provision with that required to satisfy the projected
population forecast by the demographic submodel. The stock of
physical units increases each year, their number and location consti¬
tuting policy objectives.
The most important type of transport investment in the region is the
construction or improvement of rural roads. Because of this, the
transport sector of the model refers exclusively to the expansion of
the road network.
Since the road network was utilized as an independent variable for
calibrating the behavioural functions of the agricultural sector,
and since decisions on the allocation of resources for roads in
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Brazil are usually taken by the Federal government, it was decided
that this sector of the model should assess the priority to be given
to alternative road projects. This sector of the model contributes
to define the way in which an exogenously defined amount of
resources will be allocated to road investments.
The present version of this sector of the model is the outcome of a
research project carried out by GEIPOT ( Brazilian Transports
Corporation ) sponsored by the World Bank. It is based on the
producer surplus method for appraising road projects, and its esti¬
mation is linked to Von Thunen's agricultural location theory. To
the extent that the function of this transport sector is to give
priority to road projects it has no direct relationship with the
rest of the model ( the agricultural sector utilizes the extension
of the existing road network measured in kilometers and civil
construction uses the amount of investment in roads ) it was judged
preferable to run it independently from the model and to introduce
its results through the policy variables of agriculture and civil
construction.
Thus, after deciding that the transportation and environmental
sectors will be processed independently, the environmental and
physical/infrastructural submodel was reduced to a few identities
concerned with physical investments in education and health, and with
environmental constraints on agriculture. In order to simplify the
canputer progranme the education and health sectors were included in
the progranme of the composite model thus avoiding a separate
submodel, and the environmental constraints were included in the
agricultural section of the economic submodel.
iv) The composite model
The composite model integrates the various submodels, drawing together
their results to provide a coherent view of the behaviour of the
regional socio-economic system. It also provides certain indices
for assessing both the feasibility of the strategies simulated and
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their expected impact on the regional system.
Since each submodel and even each sector of the economic submodel
was constructed and estimated independently, their integration
entails seme theoretical and practical problems.
On the one hand the composite model has to deal with the control of
the procedures used for transferring variables between submodels
( and between sectors ) as well as frcm one year of the simulation
period to the next. These transfers constitute one of the basic
characteristics of the whole model since they make the model
"cybernetic", i.e. different frcm a purely linear additive model,
in which sectors are separable and the whole is simply the sum of
the parts. Thus designing and monitoring such relationships
becomes a central part of the modelling process since they are
responsible for the way in which the model reproduces the dynamic
behaviour of the regional system.
A detailed description of these transfers of variables and the way
they are monitored is presented in Chapter 7 and Appendix III.
On the other hand, there is a problem of aggregation. This involves
both the aggregation of sectorial variables to generate global
results and the aggregation of subregional variables to generate
regional ones. In the former case there are difficulties with the
conceptual differences of the variables estimated in each submodel
or sector. An example of this problem is represented by the fact
that the agriculture and cattle-raising sectors generate estimates
of gross value of production and direct employment ( indirect jobs
such as that involved in administration tasks are neglected ) while
the other sectors lead to estimates of added value and of total
employment. Thus to obtain estimates of these variables for
programme areas ( or the whole region ) some adjustments are
required. In these cases special coefficients are applied to the
variables generated by the agriculture and cattle-raising sectors
in order to make aggregation possible.
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The aggregation of subregional variables to obtain regional
estimates requires a careful consideration of the conceptual content
of the variables involved. For example, net migration is quantified
at the programme area level. This means that a person coming to
programme area A from another area of the region is treated in the
same way as a person coming from another region. In this way the
aggregation of net migration will be an overestimate at the regional
level as it includes flows of people that constitute intra-regional
migration.
3.3.3 Model Estimation and Validation
The composite model contains 101 equations, 19 of which are
behavioural, the rest being identities or definition equations.
On the whole they comprise endogenous variables, lagged endogenous,
exogenous and policy instruments.
Behavioural equations were quantified by means of the ordinary least
squares method ( OLSQ ) which yield acceptable results ( except
three equations that required the use of a special procedure for
eliminating serial correlation in the error term ). Since the model
has no simultaneous behavioural equations it was not necessary to
use two stage or three stage least squares methods.




Y = a, + + a2^ + E
Y = dependent variable
X-jXg = independent or explanatory variables
a^a^a^ = parameters
E = error term
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E comprises three basic sources of error. They are error to the
linear approximation of some other implicit functional form,
variation in the dependent variable not explained by the dependent
variables utilized, and the combined influence of some non-
measurable variables. For practical purposes .E is assumed to be
a random variable following a normal distribution with zero mean
2
and constant variance ( N(0,cr )).
The presence of E in any behavioural equation implies that the
function is probabilistic ( as opposed to a deterministic
mathematical function ). This means that the proper use of this
function for predictive purposes requires the determination of a
confidence interval for the forecast variable.
In simulation experiments, instead of a confidence interval a
randan variable, generated by special computer sub-routines is
used. Thus exogenous variables ( including those utilized as
policy instruments ) are given precise values and the model is
run for a defined period. For each run of the model the canputer
prints a series of values taken by the endogenous variable in
each time period. By running the model several times ( with the
same set of values for the endogenous variables ) a sample of
the time series is obtained. These series differ according to the
effect of the randan variable utilized for simulating the error
term.
The sample is then studied by means of standard statistical
methods to make inferences about the overall behaviour of the
system in question. This data analysis in simulation experiments
is usually carried out by means of analysis of variance (*).
Naylor ( NAYLOR, 1971; pp. 29=34 ) suggests that for special cases
of analysis of variance it is necessary to use the F-Test, multiple
comparisons, multiple rankings, spectral analysis, sequential
(*) Regression Analysis can be used in absence of qualitative factors.
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sampling or nonparametric methods.
In our case the model contains 19 endogenous variables quantified
by a similar number of behavioural equations. These variables are
used in a number of identities either as additive terms or
multiplied to other variables. The new values obtained from such
identities are frequently used as lagged endogenous variables in
successive years of the simulation.
The inclusion of the error term in each behavioural equation can
be expected to lead to uncontrollable results in the simulation
of the composite model. In fact, since such error terms are summed
and even multiplied many times in each simulation, the final error
of the model may become so big that the results would become highly
unstable.
In order to avoid these problems and also to make the use of the
model easier, error terms ( or random variables ) were omitted (*).
In this way, the model becomes deterministic. That is, for each
set of values for exogenous variables the model generates only one
set of results which does not allow any test of statistical
significance.
Although the supression of random variables can be regarded as a
limitation of the model, the advantages provided by such a
procedure in terms of operationality and stability are adequate
compensation.
To the extent that our model is to be used for deterministic
simulations its results are to be regarded as conditional statements
(*) Suppression of randan variables in a linear model does not
constitute a problem for simulation purposes since the expected
mean of such variables is zero. Thus the mean of a big sample
would tend to be equal to the results of deterministic
simulations. When the model has non linear functions emission
of random variables is to be regarded as a source of differences
between the expected mean and deterministic results.
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of the expected regional situation for a given set of exogenous
variables and policy instruments. It follows that a sensitivity
analysis of parameters, exogenous variables and policy instruments
is required for assessing both the stability and quality of the
model's results.
With regard to validation it is necessary to bear in mind that a
model is a complex hypothesis about the structure or behaviour of
a given system. In the case of a simulation model-comprising a
large number of functional relationships ( each of which
represents a specific hypothesis ) its complexity is so big that
traditional statistical techniques become inadequate for properly
testing the whole set of hypotheses.
Thus, when modelling complex systems it is preferable to use
validation instead of statistical testing. Underlying this practice
is the idea that the concept of validation has a less rigorous
connotation than the statistical testing of hypotheses.
Validating a model implies the use of a set of special procedures
that enable the researcher to determine if the model is a
reasonable approximation to the real syston it is designed to
represent, if its results are acceptable, etc. In this way)the
validation of a model may lead to the conclusion that either it
is satisfactory for the purpose it is designed to serve, or that
further study and improvement of the model is required.
Frcm another point of view it is necessary to bear in mind that
model validation is a lengthy and complex process which involves
at least two basic stages. The first step consists of determining
if the model is consistent in a logical and programming sense.
The second step refers to the determination of the extent to which
the model represents the phenomena it should represent, in other
words, this second step involves the generation of a set of
variables that could be compared to empirical observations. ( See
GOLDBERGER, 1964; Holt ( HOLT, 1965 ) ).
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The first step usually requires a set of simulation runs specia¬
lly designed for detecting errors in the logical structure of
the model.
To verify if the model adequately represents real world phenomena
( second step ) it is necessary to simulate the model and to
compare its output with available empirical observations.
Appendix III contains the outcome of the validation of the model
and also a sample of the sensitivity tests carried'out.
3.4 REVIEW. OF OTHER REGIONAL MODELS
In specifying the structure of the model/ same concepts and
elements of a number of available simulation models were utilized.
In fact our model owes a great deal to Forrester's Industrial
Dynamics and Urban Dynamics Models, to Hamilton's Susquehanna
River-Basin Simulation Model, to Fullerton and Prescott's Economic
Simulation Model for Regional Development and to the Simulation
Model for Agriculture in Nigeria developed by Michigan State
University. It also incorporates some elements of sectorial
models developed in Brazil.
Forrester's Models ( FORRESTER, 1961 and 1969 ) and Naylor's
reader on the design of simulation experiments ( NAYLOR, 1969)
provided us with a good introduction to the methodological back¬
ground of model simulation. Their contributions were very helpful
in the initial stages of modelling when decisions regarding the
overall structure of the model, type of feedback loops, relation¬
ships between submodels, etc. were required. Although Forrester's
work constitutes the main source of inspiration for formulating
a simulation model for the Upper Paraguay River Basin, its current
version shows greater similarity with other models also inspired
by his pioneer work in dynamic simulation.
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Because of the similarity of objectives, the study of the
Susquehanna River Basin undertaken by the Battelle Memorial
Institute ( HAMILTON et al, 1969 ) and the econcmic simulation
model for regional development carried out by Fullerton and
Prescott ( FULLERTON and PRESCOIT, 1975 ) heavily influenced the
structure of our model. Because of this, a deeper review of
these models is presented below.
Another simulation model reviewed in our work is the model for
agricultural sector analysis developed by a team from the Michigan
State University for Nigeria. This model was the outcome of a
Research project financed by AID ( Agency of International Develop¬
ment ). Its main design objective was "to develop an aggregate
model ( useful in many countries ), capable of being partitioned
and extended to include additional, detailed submodel components
which would handle more detailed decision making and policy problems
of concern to agricultural development agencies", ( JOHNSON, G. et
al, 1971; p.3 ).
The outcome of such an ambitious project was a very complex model,
iUe.
composed of four major submodels, hardly compatible with^restric¬
tions of statistical data that characterize under-developed
countries. For our purposes, however, it provided a useful
insight into seme problems affecting agriculture and cattle raising
in tropical countries and also of the way they can be modelled.
As mentioned above, seme Brazilian sectorial models were also
utilized in the modelling process. The cattle-raising sector of
our model was improved by seme elements of the simulation model
for cattle-raising in the swampy area of Mato Grosso ( EMBRAPA,
1978 ) and of the econometric model of beef cattle in Brazil
( MASCOLO, 1980 ). In fact, the first model provided a very good
explanation of the factors affecting the evolution of the cattle
stock- in Mato Grosso while the second inspired the inclusion of
the relationship between extraction rates and expected market prices
. through the cattle-cycle mechanism.
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The transport sector of the model was developed by the Brazilian
Transport Planning Corporation as part of its research project on
the impact of local roads (GEIPOT, 1981 ). Here, the main
conceptual contribution concerns the utilization of the producer
surplus approach for evaluating the impact of road projects in
areas where current traffic is low and where the project is
expected to induce an increased level of econcmic activity.
3.4.1 THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN MCDEL
Sponsored by a group of electric^utility companies interested in
the economic development of the Susquehanna River Basin, in 1962
the Battelle Memorial Institute set up a four year research
CL
project aimed at developing and refining^new methodology for the
better understanding of regional and water resource phenomena in
that basin.
These studies involved the formulation of a computer simulation
model of the basin. Such a model was designed for serving the
following objectives:
a) to determine the future adequacy of water resources in the
region and what factors might alter demand;
b) to assess the extent of future needs for dams and other
facilities affecting the quantity and quality of water
available;
c) to estimate the impact that various proposed systems of river
works might have on the economy of the Susquehanna River
Basin.
Since traditional analyses of federal water resource development
programmes are based upon long-term projections of fifty or more
years, in order to assure comparability with such analyses the
model was designed to simulate the regional system over periods
of fifty years.
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The model comprises three sectors dealing with demographic,
employment arid water resources.
The demographic sector is composed of a cohort survival model for
population forecasting that includes behavioural equations
explaining birth rates as a function of unemployment rates, net
migration rates in terms of unemployment rates and the reciprocal
of population, and participation rates as a function of employ¬
ment and population ratios. Death rates are defined exogenously
because of their low incidence in explaining regional demographic
behaviour.
The employment sector explains the behaviour of the regional
economy in terms of job supply. The model emits variables such
as income, value added or output. This sector of the model is
based on the export-base theory and distinguishes three major
groups of economic activity: export industries, business
serving activities and household serving ones. This theoretical
framework is complemented by Isard's industrial location theory
which enables the classification of these groups of economic
activity in relation to the factors influencing their location
in the region. The factors considered were,access to market,
access to raw materials and production costs including wages.
In this way,household and business serving activities are assumed
to be oriented to regional markets. Consequently, growth of
employment in household serving activities is explained as a
linear function of total population of each sub-region and that
of business serving activities as a linear function of the
employment generated by the other sectors of subregional economies.
Both functions are quantified by means of ordinary least squares
performed on a sample of eight cross section observations for
1960.
Export activities in their turn comprise manufacturing industries,
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mining and agriculture. In a special category are government,
education and military services. The model refers primarily to
manufacturing industries, treating the other activities separa¬
tely ( exogenously ). Manufacturing industries were further
classified into four groups that were relatively homogeneous with
respect to the importance of the three locational factors
defined. Thus the following groups of activities were established:
capital-intensive processors, labour-intensive processors, durable
fabricators and nondurable fabricators.
The rate of growth of employment generated by these activities
is explained as a function of market growth and relative costs.
Relative cost indices incorporate measures of the weighted
importance of the different factors of production ( labour,
transportation and capital ) to each industry group. These
weights are combined with measures of the relative cost of obtain¬
ing these factors in the region. These indices are adjusted up
or down in relation to a low- or high-cost subregion by an
amount proportional to the cost elasticity of each industrial
group. Market growth-rates, in their turn, constitute an exogenous
input of the model.
Finally, the water sector is defined as a technical sector
designed for simulating the conditions in the river relating to
both water quality and quantity. It has a partial scope excluding
seme aspects of water resource development such as navigation,
irrigation, hydropower and flood control.
Feedback loops link the demographic and employment sectors and
each sector affects the water sector separately. Possible feed¬
back frcm the water sector to economic growth in the basin was
excluded because it was judged negligible. The model is
disaggregated into eight subregions and typical runs were designed
for simulating 50 year periods.
The model's equations were written using the DYNAMO notation.
DYNAMO is a special compiler that translates a model, frcm an
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easily understood equation language using simple mnemonics to
machine language, runs the model and produces tabulated and
plotted results. The model is estimated using conventional econo¬
metric techniques such as ordinary least squares but it was
necessary to design quite complex procedures for quantifying
access factors that are included in the relative costs indices.
Qi the whole more than 200 major simulations on the model are
reported and a number of experiments were conducted for testing
specific properties of the model and also for testing the model's
validity.
Although no explicit test of the overall performance of the model
is reported, partial sensitivity tests lead to the impression
that the model's results are reasonable, stable and significant.
As far as the formulation of our model is concerned, the
experience of the Susquehanna study was both highly suggestive
and very useful for solving sane practical problems. In general
terms it provides a good orientation for the whole modelling
effort, especially with regard to the iterative nature of model
building, the way to handle the spatial disaggregation problem,
and the design of sensitivity tests, etc. Specifically, the type
of behavioural equation used for household serving employment was
taken and used for explaining the behaviour of diverse industries
and of commerce and services.
3.4.2 THE IOTA STATE MCDEL
This model was developed by Herbert Fullerton and James Prescott
of the Iowa State University for providing projective econanic
and demographic information for the State of Iowa and for various
preselected combinations of its contained subareas.
It is the outcome of a research project aimed at extending the
information base for regional planning in the state subject to
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the constraint of spatial and temporal consistency between the
reference economy ( the State ) and its smaller components
( countries and cities ).
The specific objectives of the study were defined as follows:
1. Construct a balanced simulation model of the recursive type,
which can be used to provide projective economic and demo¬
graphic information for the reference region and alternative
combinations of its subareas ( river basins, economic areas
and critical demand areas ).
2. Determine the extent to which indices of impact and development
are sensitive to selected data and policy related alternatives.
3. Determine the extent to which these indices are influenced
by alternative subarea delimitations ( FULLERTON and PRESCOIT,
1975; pp.7, 8 ).
The result was a dynamic simulation model of the deterministic
type containing six major component sectors comprising 90
computer equations altogether.
The model can be broken down into major component sectors or blocks
which can be simulated in isolation. Naturally, for partial
simulations, values for the exogenous and lagged endogenous
variables generated by other sectors must be provided.
The model is recursive. This is to say that time-lagged and
sequential dependence occurs among variables within and among
component sectors. Model outputs become model inputs in the
recursive sequence from block to block and frcm one time period
to the next.
Another characteristic of the model is that its forecasts are
balanced spatially. Aggregate model outputs are obtained by
suirmation where they are generated at the standard area level.
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Conversely, spatially disaggregated model outputs generated at
the reference area level are forced to be consistent with their
aggregated counterpart.
As mentioned, the model comprises six major component sectors:
demographic, interindustry, capital, labour, income and water
sectors.
Hie demographic sector is composed of a traditional cohort
survival structure containing only one behavioural function for
determining net migration rates. They are explained as a linear
function of the net employment effect, the proportion of employ¬
ment in service activities and locational influences. This last
variable is characterized by means of two dummy variables, one
indicating the presence in the standard area of a city with a
population of 10.000 in 1960 and the other indicating the
presence of a major educational institution. Fertility and
mortality rates are defined exogenously and the transition among
cohorts is assumed to be equal to one-fifth of the population in
any given cohort.
The model produces annual population forecasts for 120 standard
areas disaggregated by sex and 16 age cohorts for a twenty-year
period.
In the interindustry sector, structural characteristics of the
reference economy are depicted in an input-output framework.
This sector comprises 15 interacting industries and five categories
of final demand with associated primary inputs, gross outlay and
gross output.
Final demand is composed of personal consumption expenditures,
capital accumulation, Federal Government expenditures, exports
and state and local government expenditures.
Transactions, direct purchases and direct and indirect requirement
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matrices were estimated for the state econcmy in 1960. The
technical structure of the regional economy represented by the
matrix of direct and indirect requirements is assumed to be
constant for the whole simulation period.
The capital sector estimates gross investment, depreciation on
capital stock and capital accumulation. These variables are
estimated for the regional economy on a sectorial basis,
starting from the projected levels of activity provided by the
input-output model. Such projected levels of activity are
transformed into sectorial requirements of capital by means of
capital-output ratios. Gross investment is then deteimined by
subtracting the existing stock of capital from sectorial require¬
ments and adjusted by depreciation of current stock.
In the labour sector, estimates of the available labour force
( supply ) and the required labour force ( demand ) are
calculated. Labour supply is determined by applying participa¬
tion rates to the population forecasts provided by the
demographic sector. Labour demand estimates are calculated at
both the state and standard area levels. These estimates are
based on realized gross output and output-employee ratios at the
state level and on industry occupational profiles for standard
areas. With these estimates unemployment rates are determined
for the regional economy.
The income sector provides estimates of total personal income,
disposable inccme, per capita disposable income, per capita
personal income and added value, at both the state and standard
area levels. This part of the model is merely an accounting
framework without any behavioural equation.
Finally, the water sector determines the water requirements for
human and industrial consumption for the whole region and for
each standard area.
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Initial simulations of the model revealed two main problems.
On the one hand, the model generated disparate growth rates in
labour supply and demand after 1970. Labour demand rose at
such a rapid rate, that after 1975 the model generated negative
unemployment (*). For solving this problan an upper bound was
placed on investment demand establishing a maximum rate of
growth per year of 15% including depreciation. Such a con¬
straint also dampened growth rates in per capita disposable
income because this variable is indirectly dependent on
investment demand. On the other hand net migration rates tend
to underestimate positive inmigration for population between
15 and 34 years of age in standard areas with major educational
institutions. In order to solve this problem, net migration
rates for these cohorts were multiplied by an adjustment
factor for the standard areas with special educational infra¬
structure .
After these adjustments the model output became satisfactory
from a theoretical point of view and consistent with available
empirical data.
The experience of the Iowa state model was very helpful in the
formulation of our model. In fact the structure of the demo¬
graphic sector was adopted and applied with small variations.
Perhaps the most significant difference between this sector
and our demographic submodel is the structure of the behavioural
function for explaining net migration rates.
The determination of labour force, the demand for labour and
unemployment rates are also calculated in rather similar ways.
Another significant contribution obtained frcm the Iowa model
(*) This problem also occurred in the Upper Paraguay River Basin
Model. See Appendix III.
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4. DEMOGRAPHIC AND EMPLOYMENT SUBMODEL
This chapter describes the demographic and employment se¬
ctors of the composite model. This, like any other part
of the model is composed of two types of relationships,
namely identities and behavioural equations. The former
are conceptual definitions, expressed in mathematical
terms, regarding the way in which two or more variables
are related.
Behavioural equations, on the other hand, are mathemati¬
cal functions that define the value of some critical va¬
riables in terms of policy instruments or exogenous va¬
riables and are quantified by standard econometric metho
ds.
The demographic and employment submodel predicts the volu
me and composition of regional population and derives the
number of jobs that satisfy the utilization of the region
al availability of human resources, given an exogenously
defined employment policy.
For ease of exposition demographic and employment sectors
A
of this submodel will be presented separately.
4.1 THE DEMOGRAPHIC SECTOR
As is widely known, population growth is the outcome of
three basic processes: births, deaths and migration. The
contribution each of these processes makes to explaining
population changes varies according to the size of the
area and the volume of population under consideration.
In fact, when predicting the behaviour of big populations,
let us say of a country, great care should be taken in the
analysis of natality and mortality. Conversely, net migra¬
tion becomes a crucial factor when attention is focussed
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on small areas. This accounts for the fact that, on the one
hand, births and deaths are proportional to the volume of
population, and obviously acquire greater importance as the
population base increases.
On the other hand, it has been empirically demonstrated
that there exists an inverse relationship between the num¬
ber of migrants and the distance of their movements(ISARD,
1960). This empirical relationship leads us to the conclu¬
sion that as the size of the region under study increases
the importance of interregional migration for explaining
population growth decreases since, for a constant propen-
sion to migrate, a greater proportion of such movements
will take place inside that region.
A quick look at the demographic behaviour exhibited by
the states of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul will re¬
veal that net migration constituted an important factor )t\
population growth. It represented more than 34% of total
growth in both states during the sixties and 39% in the
seventies, involving nearly 600,000 persons in the last
twenty years (see tables 4.1 and 4.2). Although net migra¬
tion rates for that period are lower than those of vegeta¬
tive growth (birth rates minus death rates), their impor¬
tance for prediction lies in the fact that they show great
differences between programme areas while natural growth
i-s fairly stable for whole region. Thus, any attempt to
explain the spatial behaviour of regional demographic dyna
mics requires a close look at migration.
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table 4.1
states of mato grosso and mato grosso do sul
total population 1960 - 1980
programme areas 1960 1970 1980
1) alto paraguay 21,031 50,027 91,974
2) caceres 27,726 85,699 161,878
3) cuiabA 157,148 222,687 477,171
4) rondonOpokes 70,978 . 170,029 200,409
5) barra do garcas 31,423 52,350 122,670
6) diamantino 11,909 18,089 94,208
state of
mato grosso 320,215 598,881 1,148,310
7) alto taquari 34,537 65,732 85,933
8) campo grande 112,400 199,171 352,680
9) bodcquena 56,174 78,500 94,862
10) corumbA 95,651 118,382 124,138
11) trfis lagqas • 80,023 136,899 163,673
12) dourados 193,413 399,547 540,309
state of .mato
crosso do sul 572,198 998,231 1,361,595
upper paraguay
river basin 575,645 990,227 1,589,045
source: fibge, i960, 70, 80
7
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These quite general ideas constitute a set of basic cri¬
teria for designing a demographic model or for selecting
one from the wide variety offered by demography. In our
case this second approach was adopted due to the fact
that satisfactory formulations are available with the ad¬
vantage of having already been tested. After analysing
several types of models (*) it was decided that the most
suitable ones for the purposes of the thesis were those
based on the cohort-survival method.
There are two main reasons for such a selection. On the
one hand this type of model enables a high degree of disa
ggregation of the variables explaining the demographic be
haviour, and this makes the determination of the interrela
tionships with the other submodels easier. On the other
hand it provides highly detailed information regarding the
sex and age structure of population for each forecasting
period, urban and rural condition^ etc, which is of great
importance for regional planning purposes, since it im¬
proves the accuracy of policy formulation, especially in
aspects such as education, health, housing, etc.
Cohort-survival models forecast the population of an area
by disaggregating the total base year population into seve
ral age-strata (cohorts), each of which is adjusted by in¬
flows (births and immigration) and outflows (deaths and
emigration) as well as by the ageing process during the
forecasting period.
The model adopted is similar to that used by Fullerton and
Prescott (FULLERTON and PRESCOT, 1975), distinguishing ma
le and female populations which are further disaggregated
into 15 cohorts of five years each. It is calibrated for
each programme area and its general formulation comprises
ten identities and seven behavioural equations. Let us now
examine them in turn.
(*) See, for example Rees and Wilson (REES and WILSON,1973);




Total population of a given programme area for year "T"
can be expressed as the sum of all cohorts for both se¬
xes in that year.
(DEM - 1) POP (A, T) =y— y— POP (S,E,A,T)
Where
POP (A,T) = Total population, programme area "A",year "T".
POP (E,S,A,T) = Population sex "S", age group "E", pro¬
gramme area "A", year "T" (*)
The population in any age group (E) of each sex (S) in
year "T" will be composed of all those belonging to that
cohort the previous year, plus those entering the age
group (E) in year (T) minus those entering the upper co¬
hort that year minus those who die, plus the effects of
net migration. Deaths are expressed by means of survival
rates. Thus we can write:
(DEM-2) POP (S , E, A, T) = [POP (S , E ,A,T-l) +GI (S,E,A,T)-
GO (S , E,A, T)j *SUR (S , E , T) +
NMIG (S , E,A,T)
Where
GI(S,E,A,T)=Population passing from cohort E-l to E in year T
GO(S,E,A,T)^Population passing from cohort E to E+l in year T
SUR(S,E,T) =rate of survival,sex S, cohort E, year T (survival
rates are equal for all programme areas)
NMIG (S,E, A,T) = net migration sex S, cohort E, programme are A,
Year T.
(*) Age cohort: E-l (0-4 years)
E=2 (5-9 years)
E~14 (65-69 years)
E-15 (70 years and over)
Sex: S=l, Male; S=2, Female
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The population entering the first cohort is composed of all
those who were born during the year. The number of births
is obtained by multiplying the female population within the
limits of child-bearing age groups in the previous year by
specific fertility rates. Since mortality is usually very
high for children under one year of age a specific survival
rate is applied to the number of births. Finally, surviving
children are disaggregated by sex using a masculinity rate.
Thus, population entering the first cohort becomes:
(DEM-3) GI(1,1,A,T) = / POP(2,E,A,T-l)*FERT(E,T) *MASR*
E=p
BSUR(1,T), and




FERT(E,T) = rate of fertility
p,q = age-group limits for the child-bearing
cohorts (*)
MASR = rate of masculinity at birth
BSUR(S,T) = rate of survival for children under one year of
age, sex S, Year T.
The number of persons entering the other cohorts (i.e. all
except the first one) is assumed to be one fifth of the
population in the previous age group during the year T-l.
Although it can be argued that population is not homoge¬
neously distributed between the ages comprising > a cohort,
this assumption was adopted for simplifying calculations.
As a matter of fact, this assumption involves an overesti-
mation of the number of persons entering one cohort for a
one-year forecast since, within any cohort, the size of the
population decreases as age increases. However, this over-
estimation in a one year forecast is compensated by the
(*) It was assumed that the child-bearing age varies from
15 to 49 years of age. Thus p=4 and q=10.
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overestimation of the population leaving the cohort. For fore
casting periods equal to the amplitude of the age group inter
val (5 years) this problem almost disappears because all co¬
horts (except the last) are wholly transferred to the next age
group. This gives us:
(DEM-5) GI(S,E,A,T) =POP (S,E-1,A,T-1)/5
E£l
Similarly, population leaving any cohort (except E=15) beco¬
mes :
(DEM-6) GO(S,E,A,T) = POP (S,E,A,T-l)/5
for E=l, 2, 14
(DEM-7) GO(S,E,A,T) = 0
for E-15
Net migration, in its turn, is obtained by multiplying the po
hGXs UA
pulation of each sex and ^cohort the previous year by a net
a *
migration rate.
(DEM-8) NMIG(S,E,A,T) = POP(S,E,A,T-l)*NMR(S,E,A,T)
Where
NMR(S,E,A,T) = rate of net migration, sex S, age group E, pro
gramme area A, Year T
Finally, rural and urban components are determined by using a
rural coefficient which is allowed to vary through time.
(DEM-9) POPR(S,E,A,T) = POP(S,E,A,T)*RC(A,T), and
(DEM-10)POPU(S,E,A,T) = POP(S,E,A,T) - POPR (S,E,A,T)
Where
POPR(S,E,A,T) = rural population, sex S, age group E, progra¬
mme area A, Year T
POPU(S,E,A,T) = urban population, Sex S, age group E, progra-
ib
mme area A, Year T
RC(A,T) = rural coefficient, programme area A, Year T.
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4.1.2. Behavioural Equations
In strict academic terms the demographic sector of the model
should contain a function for explaining each one of the pro
cesses affecting the population of a given cohort,i.e. birth
rates, survival rates, net migration and the variation of
the urban/rural coefficient.
Birth and survival rates will probably vary during the pe¬
riod for which the composite model will be used.Therefore,
equations predicting their future behaviour should be intro
duced into the submodel in order to dynamize it. The spe¬
cific shape of such equations should be determined by re¬
gression analysis of historical data or by correlation with
other relevant variables. Lack of information made the spe¬
cification of these functions impossible in our case, but
available estimates of such rates based on empirical studies
were adopted as reasonable substitutes. Thus fertility ra¬
tes were taken from Costa (COSTA, 1976) while survival ra
tes were extracted from United Nations Life Tables (UNO,1978) .
For the reasons given above,especial effort was made to for
mulate and specify the explanatory functions of migration
and also those of the process of urbanization.
Before discussing the specific functions let us examine so¬
me of the basic features of these processes.
Migration has been considered within the context of region¬
al analysis in many different ways. Isard (ISARD, 1960;ch.
2), groups the basic methods of migration forecasting into
two broad categories: projection of historical trends, and
theoretical models.
The first category includes a wide variety of statistical
procedures which do not explain the cause-effect relation¬
ships that generate migration, but enable the estimation
of future miaration by mathematical methods.
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Theoretical methods, on the other hand, emphasize the explana
tion of the underlying forces that govern migration and by
forecasting the future behaviour of these forces (which beco¬
me independent variables) it is possible to estimate the main
features of future migration. Obviously, this second approach
is more useful in our situation.
Siebert (SIEBERT, 1969) explains migration (he refers explici_
tly to mobility of labour) as the final stage of an individu¬
al's process of information gathering and decision making.The
elements considered in this process are basically:
i) Level of dissatisfaction with regard to the socio¬
economic environment;
ii) Level of information about the situation in other
areas;
iii) Search processes and migration decisions;
iv) Degree of mobility.
Siebert's approach is very clear, logical and comprehensive,but
it requires a large quantity of data, most of which is very
difficult to estimate.
For this reason a simpler set of explanatory relationships will
be adopted in accordance with the scheme developed by Hamilton
and his colleagues (HAMILTON et.al., 1969) who explain migration
as a function of the relative availability of jobs at the re¬
gional scale.
Although the relationship between employment and net migration
is perfectly obvious, the direction of such a cause-effect re¬
lationship could be regarded as dubious. In fact, it is possi¬
ble to argue that some areas (especially metropolitan regions)
may exhibit growth in total employment as a consequence of the
extraordinary growth of their internal markets induced by im¬
migration .
In this case the growth of total employment is clearly a conse
quence of net migration and not its cause. Although this is a
valid argument it is likely to be true only for explaining the
growth of commerce , service industries and some other
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activities heavily influenced by the size and behaviour of
local markets (non basic activities as defined by the eco¬
nomic-base theory), since development of export activities
or heavy industries depends on a wider set of variables.
Recent economic growth of the study area, however, is based
on the expansion of primary activities and was strongly in¬
duced by official policies (see Section 3.2.2). As public
incentives were granted basically for expanding the agri¬
cultural frontier it can be safely assumed that, at least
during the last twenty years, the growth of basic activities
has attracted population to the states of Mato Grosso and
Mato Grosso do Sul, and not the contrary.
This assumption is also useful since it permits the quantifi
cation of future migration as a consequence of the achieve¬
ment of the employment goals defined for each programme area.
In spite of accepting this cause-effect relationship for ex¬
plaining net migration, the economic sector of the simulation
model also accounts for the induced economic effects result¬
ing from the concentration of population by using urban popu
lation as an independent variable that determines the level
of activity of some urban sectors (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5).
The first problem in specifying the net migration function
is the specification and quantification of the dependent va¬
riable. Migration in a defined area comprises two flows of
people, those entering and those leaving the area in a given
period. Since in open regions there is no written record of
such movements, the only feasible way to estimate these flows
is by a comparison of two censuses. If the information is
adequately disaggregated, estimates of immigration and emi¬
gration can be performed independently. In our case
available information only made possible the estimation
of net migration (immigration minus emigration) for
*T f
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the period 1960-1970 (*).
The estimation process began by forecasting base year po¬
pulation by sex and age-strata with observed birth and
death rates. This leads to an "expected population" for
each programme area in 1970. Net migration (by sex andacp,
cohort) was obtained by subtracting this expected popula¬
tion from that of the 1970 census, and then converting it
into accumulative annual rates. For simplicity,age-strata
were grouped into three categories (0-14; 15-49; 50 and
over).
The independent variable was defined as the rate of grow¬
th of total employment during 1960-1970 (**) (see table
4.3). Thus by means of regression analysis on cross—section
data for 12 programme areas, six explanatory functions we
re obtained which showed a considerable statistical consis
tency (see table 4.4).
(*) Quantifying the net migration function for the period
1970-80 was rather hazardous because there is no re¬
liable information regarding actual birth and death
rates nor about employment for this period. These data
will only be available when the findings of the 1980
census have been completely processed. In spite of
this limitation the function was calibrated for the
period 1960-70 and then tried in the model for predi¬
cting the population for 1980 with satisfactory re¬
sults .
(**) Four independent variables were tried. After analysing+%
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TABLE 4.4


























































N.B. : Values in brackets correspond to the "t" statistics (student
test)
(*) Although these functions were calibrated on data representing
averages for the 1960-70 period, in order to introduce a dyna
mic feedback loop into the model it was assumed that net mi¬
gration rates were a linear function of total employment growth
rates registered in the previous year. Thus the general form
of these functions becomes:
NMR(S,E,A,T) = -a + b *CREMP(A,T-l)
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On theoretical grounds these functions are also valid.The
graphic representation of the relationship between the ra
te of total net migration and the rate of growth of total
employment is consistent in its critical values (see Fig.
4.1). In fact the net migration rate is zero when total
employment grows at a rate of 3.03%. Since this rate is
fairly close to that of vegetative demographic growth ,
this means that if the economic system provides jobs for
the new contingents of population that enter the workfor
ce each year there will be no significant population seek
ing employment in the other areas, and this situation will
not create any incentives for outsiders to migrate to the
area.
At lower rates of growth of employment (which means that
unemployment of residents will increase), migration rates
become negative, that is to say people will begin to leave
the region. Finally the marginal rate of migration (with
regard to •employment) is positive and lower than one ,




RATE OF GROWTH OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT (CREMP) %
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The other behavioural equation deals with the long-term va
riation of the rural coefficient.
This allows the incorporation into the model of at least
two elements, which enhance its conceptual value.
The first of these elements refers to the direction of the
intraregional migratory flow, since on determining the va¬
lues of population, workforce, employment, etc., for the
urban sector, by calculating the difference between the
total values and those corresponding to the rural sector,
it is clear that the availability of human resources in
the urban zone is influenced by the situation prevailing
in the rural areas.
The second element, which is reflected in the rural coeffi.
cient and in its long-term variation, is the process of
urbanization. The analysis of this process in the context
of the formulation of a development plan is important be¬
cause of the close relationship between the concentrated
growth of the urban population, and economic development
based on industrialization.
Economic as well as urban literature provides us with some
elements for defining a behavioural equation for the rural
coefficient. As mentioned in section 1.2.2 the theory of
economic sectors holds that the sectoral structure of em¬
ployment varies with the level of income per capita.Clark's
empirical observations show that the proportion of employ¬
ment in primary sectors decreases as the level of income
increases and this is explained by the fact that producti
vity and income elasticity of demand for industrial goods
and services are higher than those for the primary sectors
(see CLARK, 1951; PERLOFF et al., 1960).
Literature regarding urban development, in its turn, empha
sizes that urban growth maintains a direct and strong rela
tionship with the development of industry and services,
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and there is a wide variety of empirical studies confirming
such a relationship, (BERRY, 1958; TIEBOUT, 1956; ARTLE,
1962) .
On this conceptual basis, the rural coefficient of our mo¬
del (rural population/total population) was expressed as a
function of the proportion of total employment generated by
primary sectors (primary sector employment/total employment).
Initially, a linear function was tried and reasonable results
were obtained. However, after a deeper analysis it was aban¬
doned because the shape of the functions was in conflict with
theoretical considerations. In fact, as shown in Fig. 4.2(A)
the linear function does not pass through the origin and cuts
the RC axis in its negative segment.
Figure 4.2
RURAL COEFFICIENT FUNCTIONS
PRIMARY EMPLOYMENT/TOTAL EMPLOYMENT (PEP) °/o
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At the other extreme it also presents a certain inconsis¬
tency, showing more than 100% of rural population when to¬
tal employment is provided by primary activities. Because
of these weaknesses an exponential function passing through
the origin and through the point (100, 00) was preferred
since it also provided better statistical results (see Fig.
4.2 (B)).
Regression analysis using ordinary least squares (OLSQ) was
performed on a double logarithmic version of this function
and the following results were obtained:
LCPR(A) = -0.55 + 1.118 * LPEP (A) (*)
(-0.94) (7.83)
LCPR(A) = natural log. of rural coefficient, programme area
A
LPEP(A) = natural log. of proportion of total employment ge
nerated by primary activities, programme area (A).
F = 61.35
R2= 0.83
Adopting a similar criterion as in the case of net migra¬
tion functions, a time lag was also introduced in this func
tion. Thus we have
(DEM-17) = CPR(A,T) = 0.576 *(PEP (A,T-1)1,12
(*) Although the "t" statistic for the intercept may be re¬
garded as rather low, it does not create any conceptual
problem, since it indicates that the intercept is not
significantly different from zero. This reinforces our
assumption that the function has to pass through the
origin and this becomes more apparent in equation(DEM-17)




This part of the submodel determines the volume and stru¬
cture of the demand for jobs derived from the amount of
labour available in the region and from employment objecti
ves determined exogenously. As such it entails two basic
steps: the first consists in determining the availability
of human resources in rural and urban areas of the region,
while the second establishes the supply of labour.
Once the total population is known, together with its com¬
position as regards sex and age and its potential growth,
it is necessary to determine the availability of human re¬
sources. This is taken to include the number of people
able to work in any fixed period who are fulfilling or
could fulfil productive roles, either through their own
free will or as a result of changes in the prevailing eco¬
nomic, social and political conditions.
To convert the population totals obtained in the previous
section, participation rates are used. "Participation rate"
may be defined as the relationship between the workforce
and the total population. These rates can be calculated on
an overall basis, or for each sex or age group.
The activity rate and thus the workforce is affected as
much by demographic as by socio-economic and cultural fa¬
ctors. With regard to the activity rate, it should be no¬
ted that sex and age define the active part of the popula
tion, from which the workforce is drawn. The elements
which condition the demographic factors of population si¬
ze and age-structure were described above. The incidence
of non-demographic factors in the participation rate will
now be analysed.
Generally, there is a difference between rural and urban
participation rates. In the case of male population in
the rural zones, people start work sooner and retire later.
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This means that the rate of participation for adult males
both in general terms and in the marginal age-groups (un¬
der 20 and over 65 years of age) is higher in the rural
areas (ELIZAGA, 1965).
The situation is different with the female population.Par¬
ticipation rates for single women are appreciably higher
than those for married women, both in general terms and
for age-groups and it is usual to find the activity rates
decline as the number of children increases. Care of the
children and the demands of the home prevent many married
women (particularly between the ages of 25 and 35) from
applying for paid jobs.
Another factor which influences the level of female acti¬
vity is connected with the expansion of opportunities
which occurs at different levels of urbanization. In a
highly urbanized area there is a wider range of economic
activities with increased opportunities for women, since
there is a greater chance of employment "in activities
which require this type of labour. Jobs will also be more
accessible (in terms of distance), enabling housewives and
mothers to get to work. For a detailed assessment of the
availability of human resources, different participation
rates with regard to sex and the urban/rural situation
will be used.
Participation rates can be explained in terms of other va¬
riables, but since the formulation of employment policies
involves economic as well as non-economic considerations,
it is preferable to leave them as a matter of the formula
tion of objectives. Table 4.5 contains estimates of the
participation rates prevailing during the seventies in
Brazil. Thus, the employment sector of the model has no be
havioural equation, being composed only of eight identities.
TABLE 4.5
BRAZIL: PARTICIPATION RATES BY SEX AND '
URBAN-RURAL CONDITION - 1970(PERCENTAGES)
AGE URBAN RURAL
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE
10-14 8 7 34 3
15-19 44 32 82 12
20-24 81 38 90 11
25-29 95 32 88 8
30-39 90 29 95 9
40-49 82 28 96 10
50-59 67 22 96 12
60-69 38 8 92 15
70 and
over 20 3 70 8
SOURCE: LEWIN, 1975
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Rural and urban labour forces can then be expressed as the
addition of the product between the rural and urban popu¬
lations and the respective participation rate for each
strata of active age. For our purposes the limits
of active population will be fixed at 15 and 64 years of
age. Thus, we have:
(EMP-1) RLF(A,T) = y— POPR(S,E,A,T) *RPR (S,E,T)
S=1 E=4
(EMP-2) ULF(A,T) = TH 5Z7 POPU(S,E,A,T) *UPR(S,E,T)
S=1 E=4
Where
RLF(A,T) = Rural labour force, programme area A
ULF(A,T) = Urban labour force, programme area A
RPR(S,E, T) = Rural participation rate, sex S, cohort E
UPR(S,E,T)= Urban participation rate, sex S, cohort E
Clearly, total labour force of a given programme area is
the addition of rural and urban availability.
(EMP-3) TOTFL(A,T) = RLF(A,T) + ULF(A,T)
Once the availability of human resources ■ has been esta¬
blished, the preliminary objectives of employment must be
formulated. These are determined by considering the avai¬
lability of human resources together with certain factors
which are included in the general policy of employment
and are implicit in the objectives of the development stra
tegy.
The next step deals with the specification of the employ¬
ment objectives in terms of maximum acceptable rates of
unemployment.
The rate of total unemployment consists of the rate of
actual unemployment (open unemployment) and that of work
done at less than full capacity (underemployment).
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Underemployment is taken to be the difference between how
much those people who declare some form of unemployment
are willing to work and the work they actually do.This is
reduced to the concept of the number of unemployed by
means of a quotient constituted by what is regarded as a
normal working time. It is important to note that under¬
employment includes both those people who work less than
a normal working time and those who do a job which requi¬
res less skill than they possess as well as those whose
marginal productivity is practically zero.
In order to measure the amount of underemployment one of
the basic aspects to be defined is what is understood by
a normal working time. In the model this is taken to be a
norm of what must be the work for a whole day, detailing
hours per day, days per week and weeks per year (MYRDAL ,
1968).
Open unemployment refers to those persons who are able
to work and, although actively looking for work, are un¬
able to find any. Thus, total regional rate of unemploy¬
ment for year T can be expressed as the addition of the ma
ximum acceptable rates of open unemployment and underemploy
ment for that year.
(EMP-4) TUNEM(T) = TOPEN (T) + TUNDE (T)
Being
TUNEM(T) = total unemployment rate, year T
TOPEN(T) = open unemployment rate, year T
TUNDE(T) = underemployment rate, year T
The urbanization process was explained in the demographic
sector as a function of the proportion of total employ¬
ment provided by primary activities. Implicit in this for
mulation is the idea that the existence of unemployment
in rural areas beyond a certain limit will generate a
flow of rural-urban migrants, besides the normal one de¬
termined by structural, economic and social changes. It
ft
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follows that for controlling this process great care has to
be taken to guarantee a given level of rural employment and
it is clear that this matter must be a subject of the for¬
mulation of specific objectives.
Thus, we have:
(EMP-5) RTUNE(T) = RUEMP(T) + ROEMP(T)
Where
RTUNE(T) = rural total unemployment rate, year T
ROEMP(T) = rural open unemployment rate, year T
RUEMP(T) = rural underemployment rate, year T
As will be seen in the next chapter, the aggregate supply
sector of the economic sub-model is divided into two parts,
the rural and the urban. For the reasons presented above,
as well as for other reasons of an operational nature,ur¬
ban unemployment rates are determined as the condition of
compatibility between demand and supply of labour in the
A
composite model.
Thus, this sub-model concludes by determining the demand
of jobs (supply of labour) in rural and urban areas,as well
as at the regional level.
Total jobs required in the region for satisfying.the re¬
quirements derived from the availability of human resour¬
ces and employment goals can be expressed as:
(EMP-6) TJOBR(A,T) = TOTLF(A,T) *(1-TUNEM(T))
By a similar procedure the number of rural jobs required
becomes:
(EMP-7) RJOBR(A,T) = RLF(A,T) * (1-RTUNE (T) ) . .
Finally, the number of urban jobs required is the differen
ce between total regional requirements and rural ones.
(EMP-8) UJOBR(A,T) = TJOBR(A,T) - RJOBR(A,T)
|
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A graphic summary of the demographic and labour supply sub
model is presented in the flow chart of the computer pro¬
gramme shown in Fig. 4.3. The details of the computer pro¬
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This submodel has been designed for predicting the behaviour
of the regional economy and for estimating the impact on
the region that could result from the implementation of dif
ferent economic growth policies.
The structure of this part of the model has been strongly
conditioned by Brazilian regional policies and the limita
tions of available statistical information. Thus , it has
to be seen as an attempt to harmonize theoretical considers,
tions on regional development with the role the study area
is expected to play in the development process of Central-
West Brazil and with reliable statistical data.
As explained in section 3.3,this submodel is based on a mo
dified version of the theoretical view of regional develop¬
ment proposed by Siebert ( SIEBERT, 1969). However, lack of
statistical information and the general orientation of
EDIBAP resulting from the conditions of the programme of
technical assistance that gave rise to this study made it ne¬
cessary to introduce some simplifying assumptions to Sie-
a
bert's original work. SuchAtheoretical approach to regional
development explains the increase of regional output as the
final effect induced by two separate groups of factors, na¬
mely internal and external determinants. These factors are
disaggregated into those affecting the behaviour of aggre¬
gate supply and those operating through aggregate demand.
The terms of reference of EDIBAP emphasize that the study
must lead to a set of investment projects and specific
actions aiming at increasing food production, manufacturing
of regional raw materials, supply of energy, etc. This
orientation together with the study of the evolution of the re
gional economy during the last 15 years led to the conclu¬
sion that current limiting factor for regional development
was aggregate supply. Therefore the economic submodel was
designed for explaining the expansion of the supply side
of the regional economy.
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In order to increase the comprehensiveness of the model a
few variables operating through aggregate demand were uti
lized as independent variables in some behavioural equa¬
tions. This submodel comprises four major economic sectors.
Because of the importance of agriculture and cattle rais¬
ing in the region these sectors were treated with greater
detail. The third sector deals with manufacturing indus¬
tries and the fourth includes civil construction, commerce
and services and government.
For east of explanation this chapter is divided in four sec
tions devoted to the description of the sectorial components
of the regional economy. They also explain the econometric
work done for calibrating the submodel.
5.1 AGRICULTURE
Agriculture is highly dependent on natural conditions like
climate, quality of soil, availability of water, etc. Be
cause of the tropical climate of the study area, its altr
tude and its rather poor soil conditions, potential land
for agriculture is a relatively small part of its geographi
cal area (8.8%). Of the rest 59.4% is ecologically recom
mended for cattle-related activities and 21.4% is to be
devoted to forestry. In spite of these limitations agricul
ture hasjnowadays, a great potential for growth, since in
1978 only 22% of available land for cropping was utilized
for that purpose. This means that Mato Grosso and Mato
Grosso do Sul can increase nearly fivefold the volume of
their agriculture before coming up against any ecological
constraints.
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Natural conditions of the Region, together with its loca
tion with regard to the national markets and the way in
which the region has been integrated into the Brazilian
economy, explain why its agriculture should be mainly devo
ted to annual crops, rice being by far the most important
individual crop (64.8% of the total cultivated area in
1978. See table 5.1). This highly specialized pattern of
crops allowed us to follow a simplified procedure when mo
delling the behaviour of this sector. Four different crops
were defined. Rice and soya beans were taken as one crop
since their production is characterized by relatively si.
milar yields, labour requirements and production practices.
Although the total production of coffee and sugar cane in
the area is very small (less than 2% of the total cultivated
area), they were taken as separate crops. The reasor. for
this decision is that both crops are traditional Brazilian
export products and are controlled by separate agencies(IBC
and IAA - Brazilian Coffee Institute and Sugar and Alcohol
Institute) which define their own policies and possess spe
cific financial mechanisms. Besides these particularities
coffee and sugar cane are destined to play a major role in
the agricultural development of the region both by increa
sing regional exports and because the area is expected to
make an important contribution to the national programme
of petroleum substitution.
The fourth identified crop is a mixture of many products
that characterize subsistence farming (mainly corn,beans ,
cotton, etc). Although these simplifying assumptions may
induce some estimation and forecasting errors, they seem
reasonable in view of the high representativity of the crops
chosen. Moreover the selection of a crop that accounts for
nearly 80% of the cultivated area made possible a more
thorough treatment of the factors that influence their beha
viour, since serious agricultural and economic studies were
available for these regional products.
TABLE5.1
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5.1.1 General Considerations
Underlying the agricultural submodel there is a basic pre
mise which requires some comments. It concerns the way
in which land, product and employment are related for a
particular crop and can be explained as follows.
The output obtained from a crop is a function of the fer
tility of the land, which in its turn depends on soil con
ditions, quality of inputs utilized (breeds, fertilizers ,
pesticides, etc) and also on climate. Soil conditions and
climate are given and, in normal situations, they have to
be regarded as fixed or exogenous for policy formulation
purposes. Thus, the management of the quality of inputs be
come the only available way to increase land productivity.
Land productivity being thus dependent on factors that re
gulate fertility and vegetal cycles, it is quite risky to
determine the labour requirements for agriculture by means
of the labour productivity concept. In fact natural factors
such as the amount of rainfall are likely to affect yields
and production to a great extent without bringing about
any changes in the manpower required for carrying out the .
activities involved in the productive process.
Thus, it is necessary to use a land-labour ratio in order
to avoid the afore mentioned difficulties. This ratio is
related to the physical productivity of labour under cer
tain conditions. For a given crop the land-labour ratio
equals the inverse (reciprocal) of physical labour product!
vity if both the input mix and the factors affecting fer
tility remain constant.
7^ 6and-labour ratio represents the manpower required for cul
tivating one unit of land. As such it is inversely related
to the degree of mechanization of agricultural activities.
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It follows that no relationship is recognized between aggre
a
gated agricultural output and mechanization, unless short
A
age of labour is a limiting factor.
In accordance with this approach it is found that the amount
of land allocated to crops is the basic element that deter
mines both agricultural output and employment. Thus, in
building the model special care was taken to give an ex
plicit treatment to those variables considered by farmers
in their land allocation decisions.
As is usual in economics, any attempt to derive a supply
function starts from the assumption that entrepreneurs
(farmers in our case) - try. , to maximize profits.
Since land available for crops and technology are fixed for
individual farmers in the short run, the only variable left
under a farmer's control is the amount of land to be alio
cated to each crop. It follows that profits will be a di
rect function of the behaviour of prices and highly depen
dent on land allocation decisions. Obviously these decisions
are greatly influenced by the past behaviour of prices.
Since farmers do not know the exact price they will receive
for their future production at the time when they have to
decide the amount of land to be allocated to each crop,this
decision is adopted on the basis of certain assumptions
about the future behaviour of agricultural prices. Such
assumptions, usually called "expected normal prices" have
been widely studied and formalized into lagged linear mo
dels (NERLOVE, 1958; COX, 1975).
Nerlove applied this concept for the specification of agri_
cultural supply functions. He expressed the amount of land a
farmer allocates to a given crop as a linear function of
the "expected normal price" and a random disturbance:
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(i) Y (t) = a+b • P*(t) +E (t)
Where:
Y(t) = land devoted to a given crop, year t.
P*(t)= expected normal price, year t.
E (t) = error term
a,b = parameters
He also assumed that farmers adjust the expected normal
price each year in proportion to the discrepancy between
the observed price and the expected normal price in the
previous year.
(ii) P*(t) - P* (t— 1) = B (P(t-l) - P* (t-1) ) , or
P*(t) = P*(t-1)+ B (P(t-l) - P* (t-1) )
Where: O ^
and P* (T-1) = expected normal price, year t-1
P (t-1) = observed market price, year t-1
B = expectancy variation coefficient
By means of some algebraic manipulations the expected nor
mal price can be expressed as a linear function of a series
of past observed prices (*). Thus we can write:
(iii) P*(t) = BP(t-1) + B(l-B) P(t-2) +B(1-B)2P(t-3)+..
(*) The mathematical procedure can be described as follows:
P*(t) - (l-B)P* (.t-1) + BP (t-1)
P* (t-1) = (1-B)P*(t-2) + BP (t-2)
P*(t-2)= (1-B)P* (t—3) + BP(t-3)
After some reordering we have
P*(t) - BP(t-1) + B(l-B) P(t-2) + B(1-B)2 P(t-3)+..
+ B(l-B)n-1 P(t-n) + (1-B)n P* (t-n)
since 0<f"B^l, if n~>00; (l-B)--^>0 and obviously the term (1-B)j?*t-n
will tend to zero.
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Substituting equation (iii) for P*t in equation (i) the
following supply function is obtained.
(iv) Y(t)=a+b BP(t-1)+B(1-B)P(t-2)+B(1-B)2P(t-3)+ .
+ E(t)
Applying the Koyck transformation (See THEIL, 1971)to this
equation a very simple supply function arises:
(v) Y(t)=aB+bBP(t-1)+(1-B)Y(t-1)+ E (t)- (l-B)E(t-lj
This supply function explains the amount of land allocated
to a particular crop as a linear function of the market
price observed the previous year, the area cultivated that
year and a random disturbance. It can be easily quantified
by using regression analysis if time series data are avai
lable, although some problems of serial correlation in the
error term may arise. In order to avoid this problem the
BOX and JENKINS iterative technique was used when calibra
ting the model.
5.1.2 The Agricultural Sector of the Model
As mentioned above, agriculture in the study area has shown
high growth rates during the last decade. Since there is
still a huge potential for further expansion of the culti.
vated area, the agricultural sector of the model starts by
defining a behavioural function for explaining this expan
sion of the agricultural frontier. From the studies deve
loped by EDIBAP it was possible to deduce that land devoted
to crops and pasture grows as a function of the expansion
of the road network and also of the behaviour of the amount
of loans granted for agriculture and cattle raising.
The rational use of natural resources, in its turn,imposes
a limit to the amount of land to be devoted to these acti_
vities. Thus, utilized land cannot be greater than the area
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ecologically recommended for crops and pasture . Such an
ecological limit is determined in the physical and environ
mental submodel.
This behavioural function was quantified by means of ordi.
nary least squares (OLSQ) on time series data (see table
5.2) and the following results were obtained:
(AGR-1) SAPP(T)=; - 4991159 + 603.5*REDV(T) + 65.65*CRAP (T) ^PCTAPP
(-2.76) (5.86) (4.77)
Where
SAPP(T) = total land devoted to crops and pastures,
year T
REDV(T) = Road network in the states of Mato Grosso
and Mato Grosso do Sul, year T
CRAP(T) = Amount of credit granted for agriculture
and cattle raising, both states, Year T
(millions of constant cruzeiros)






The - contribution of each programme-area to this land alio
cation is determined by means of a coefficient indicating the
level of utilization of each area's territory. Such a
level of utilization should be proportional to the population
and to the road network of each programme-area. Land devoted
to crops and pasture at this subregional level is also cons
trained by an ecological limit. OLSQ performed on cross - sec
tion data produced the following results:
TABLE 5 .2
STATES OF MATO GROSSO AND MATO GROSSO DO SUL. DATA UTILIZED











1969 4,820,531 15,674 2,275.0
1970 5,368,417 16,548 3,059.0
1971 5,901,036 17,724 3,936.3
1972 6,598,748 18,468 6,944.5
1973 7,388,187 19,484 9,961.4
1974 8,196,802 20,455 12,624.3
1975 9,335,698 20,988 24,511.3
1976 10,886,251 21,911 38,458.6
1977 12,098,277 23,140 38,265.9
1978 12,986,991 24,224 51,649.4
SOURCE: Anuarios Estatlsticos de Mato Grosso (Statistical
Yearbooks of Mato Grosso)
DNER (1979) and BANCO CENTRAL DO BRASIL (Central
Bank of Brasil) 1979
(*) Million Cruzeiros of April, 1980.
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(AGR-2) CDIST (A,T) =2.508 + 1.415*10 5*POP (A,T-l)+0.001979+ REDV(A,T)
(-1.40) (1.17) (3.42)
CDIST(A,T)=% of crops and pasture-, programme-area A, year T.
POP(A,T) = total population, programme-area A, year T




(AGR-3) SAPP (A,T) = SAPP (T) *CDIST (A,T) ^POTAPP (A)
Where
SAPP(A,T)=Land devoted to crops and pasture , programme-area A,
year T
POTAPP(A)=Ecological limit for agriculture and pasture , pro
gramme-area A
Once the amount of land to be utilized in agriculture and in
tensive cattle raising has been defined, the land for each
one of the crops selected should be determined. In so doing
special care was taken to make an accurate quantification of
the supply function of rice (including soya beans)because of its
great importance for regional agriculture. In order to minimi
ze forecasting errors a single supply function was defined
for the whole area and was later disaggregated at the subre
gional level. (*)
(*) If estimates are made for each programme-area, the error
in the overall estimation may become too big. This is due
to the fact that, on the one hand, subregional regressions
produced larger errors than the overall estimation, and
on the other, that such errors are added in when calcula
ting the total area devoted to rice and soya.
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Thus, the total land devoted to rice and soya beans was de
fined as a function of the land utilized in the previous
year, observed market price in year T-l and the amount of
credit granted for agriculture in the current year. (*)
For quantifying such a function;OLSQ on time series data
was used (see table 5.3).




HA(1,T) = land devoted to rice and soya, both states, year T.
PREC(1,T-l) = price of rice, year T-l





As expected, this function provided a significant statisti
cal fit but presented problems of serial correlation in
the error term (D.W=2.01). Autoregression in this type of
function is a serious problem since the equation has a
lagged dependent variable on its right hand side. Because
of this the traditional Durbin-Watson test proves to be un
satisfactory and a special test developed by J. Durbin (DUR
BIN, 1970) is recommended. Unfortunately this new test only
provides reliable detection of serial correlation for big
samples, so a more laborious procedure had to be adopted.
The BOX and JENKINS method is an iterative technique that
eliminates serial correlation in two stages: the first iden
tifies an autoregressive model by processing the residues
(*) Initially prices for both products were included in the
function but regression analysis led to inconsistent re
suits. Thus, as this type of function refers to a single
product, the price of rice was adopted as representative
for the whole set.
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TABLE 5.3
STATES OF MATO GROSSO AND MATO GROSSO DO SUL. DATA UTILIZED










1965 312,495 - -
1966 252,501 380.85 -
1967 220,566 419.35 -
1968 208,383 432.20 -
1969 251,217 375.00 409.57
1970 327,118 330.16 526.08
1971 332,070 439.50 717.13
1972 413,514 471.80 1,957.51
1973 558,475 469.08 2,272.62
1974 654,452 387.15 3,777.61
1975 967,275 698.36 11,561.26
1976 1,684,375 411.94 24,156.81
1977 1,958,785 373.54 28,335.89
1978 2,017,911 488.58 41,468.73
SOURCE: Anuarios Estatisticos de Mato Grosso (Statistical Yearbooks of
Mato Grosso); CEP, 1980; Banco Central do Brasil (Central Bank
of Brazil), 1979
(*) Price per 60 kg of rice, expressed in currency of April 1980.
(**) Million cruzeiros of April 1980
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of the original regression; the second is devoted to the
estimation of the autoregressive model identified in stage
one. In our case the identification procedure led to a
fa-
function with variables lagged two periods, which provided
satisfactory results.
(AGR-4*) HA(1,T) =-454,489 + 0.9 88*HA(1,T-1)-0.536 *HA(1,T-2)
+1,465.7*PREC(1,T-1)+113.8*PREC(l,T-2)
+12.73*CRAG(T)+9.8*CRAG(T-l)
To estimate the amount of land devoted to rice and soya in
a
each programme area quite^complex procedure was adopted.
Firstly, supply functions for each subregion were estima
ted by OLSQ (see table 5.4). Secondly, a coefficient re
presenting the contribution of each programme-area to this
new total was calculated. Finally these coefficients were
applied to the land devoted to rice and soya thoroughout
the region (equation AGR-4*). In this way we have:
(AGR-5) HHA(1,A,T)=a+b*HHA(1,A,T-l)+c*PREC(1,T-1)+d*CRAG(T)
Where
HHA(1,A,T)= land devoted to rice and soya, programme area A,
year T (auxiliary variable) . Regression coeffj.
cients of this family of equations are presented
in table 5.6.
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(AGR-6) PHHA(1,A,T) = HHA(1,A,T)/ 5 HHA(1,A,T)
fel
PHHA(1,A,T) = % of land devoted to rice and soya,programme-
area A, year T
(AGR-7) HA(1,A,T) = PHHA(1,A,T)*HA(1,T)
HA(1,A,T) = Actual land devoted to rice and soya,programme-
area A,year T
Land devoted to coffee and sugar-cane is determined exoge
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one for the purpose of increasing the flexibility of the
model for representing the policies that IBC and IAA may
define. The low incidence of both crops in . regional
agriculture and the considerable dependence of their pro
duction on official policies justify this simplified treat




HA(2 , A, T) = land devoted to coffee, programme-area A,year T
HA(3,a,T) = land devoted to sugar-cane, programme area A,year T
+he.
In the case of supply function for other products (fourth
selected crop) an erratic pattern of behaviour was observed
with regard to past market prices. This is explained mainly
by the fact that this crop includes several products,which
makes it difficult to define a price representative of all
of them. It is also due to the fact that, to a great extent,
this crop represents subsistence farming which does not ne
cessarily follow market laws. In confirmation of this sta
tement a negative elasticity of this supply function was
found with regard to the amount of credit for normal agri
cultural expenses (excluding credit for investment) (*).
(*) The relation between land devoted to subsistence crops
and bank credit is:
HA(4,T) = -85086 + 1.401*HA(4,T-1)-10.48*CRCA(T)
(1.77) (4.48) (-2.88)
Where
HA(4,T) = land devoted to subsistence crops, year T.
CRCA(T) = amount of credit granted for normal agricultural




This means that to the extent that financial resources for
agriculture increase, the proportion of subsistence crops
decreases, since a greater amount of land is devoted to a
market agriculture.
For this reason and after some empirical studies a new type
of supply function was adopted that explains the amount of
land allocated to this crop in terms of the rural popula
tion of each programme-area. It was quantified by means of
OLSQ on cross-section data (see Fig. 5.1).
(AGR-10) HA(4,A,T)= 8,395+0.4057 POPR (A,T-1)
(1.01) (5.54)
HA(4,A,T)= land devoted to other crops, programme area A,year T




EXPLANATORY FUNCTION OF THE LAND DEVOTED TO OTHER CROPS







Total cultivated land in each programme-area is obtained
by . s the land allocated to each crop. Land devoted to
pasture: is the difference between total cultivated land
and that resulting from equation AGR-3
(AGR-12) SPP(A,T) = SAPP(A,T) - HA(A,T)
HA(A, T) = total cultivated land, programme-area A,year T
SPP(A,T)= land devoted to pasture , programme-area A, year T
Once the use of productive land has been defined the next
step deals with the quantification of the level of produc
tion and employment. As previously explained physical land
productivity depends on soil conditions, quality of inputs
and also on climate. For policy purposes climate and soil
conditions have to be regarded as fixed; thus land produc
tivity is to be expressed as a function of the input mix
(breeds, fertilizers, pesticides, etc). The quality of in
puts actually utilized by farmers depends on their techni.
cal knowledge, their attitude towards innovation and ob
viously on the relative cost of the inputs. Due to the de
pendence of the input mix on technical, economic and even
socio-cultural factors, it is not possible to expect signi.
ficant changes in the productivity of land within a short
period of time.
Although these comments suggest that land productivity is
likely to present great stability, the explosive growth of
the agricultural frontier in the region under study is to
be seen as a factor that may lead to significant modifica
tions of this technological parameter.
In fact, in a process of expanding the agricultural fron
tier that entails the incorporation of more than 250,000
hectares each year there exists the possibility of incorpo
rating highly productive lands or cultivating land unsuitable
(AGR-11) HA(A,T)
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for cropping. Because of the quantitative incidence of the
area incorporated each year into the total cultivated land,
any significant difference between marginal and average pro
ductivity is likely to produce alterations in average pro
ductivity more marked than those derived from modifications
to the input mix. For this reason it was judged rather rijs
ky to define a function for explaining land productivity
in terms of the quality of the input mix or of input costs.
Thus, for purposes of simplicity, it was decided to leave
this variable for exogenous determination.
In this way^ physical production of each programme-area is
obtained by multiplying the amount of land devoted to each
crop by its respective physical productivity. The value of
production results from applying market prices to the phy
sical production.
(AGR-13) PRFAG(C,A,T) = HA(C,A,T)*PF(C)
(AGR-14) VBPAG (A, T) = ^— PRFAG (C, A, T) *PREC (C , T)
C= 1
PRFAG(C,A,T) = Physical production, crop C, programme-area A,
year T
PF(C) = Physical productivity, crop C
VBPAG(A,T) = Value of agricultural production,programme-area
A, year T
PREC(C,T) = Market price, product C, year T
For determining the employment generated by agriculture it
was assumed that the process of mechanization mainly affects
the production of rice and soya beans with only a small im
pact on the other crops. In fact, the production of coffee
and sugar cane has achieved an almost standard technology
which has been introduced by means of an intensive techni¬
cal assistance programme to farmers. Since financial aid
granted by official agencies for coffee and sugar cane is
subject to the approval of the government body in charge of
*» s
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technical assistance it is reasonable to assume that there
will be no significant difference in labour requirements
among programme-areas.
In the case of other crops the situation is different becau
se their production is carried out by a great number of
small farmers. The level of mechanization on this type of
farm is very low and this is explained by the scarcity of
capital and also because it is not profitable to introduce
machinery into small and highly diversified holdings. Thus
it was assumed that labour requirements for these crops
will remain constant throughout the region in the near fu
ture.
After some empirical analysis it was established that the
production of rice and soya beans was mechanized wherever
there was one tractor per 120 hectares of crops or less ,
and the production of these crops was considered as manual
where there was one tractor per 500 hectares or more (*).
For intermediate situations a proportion between both tech
nologies was defined, as shown in table 5.5.
Labour requirements per hectare for each crop were deter
mined by means of the coefficients shown in table 5.6 and
were then transformed into permanent and temporary jobs by
applying the median to the monthly series. The median was
utilized because it is the central tendency statistic that
minimizes deviations in absolute terms. Thus we have:
(*) Although the presence of a tractor does not guarantee
that harvesting and other activities are carried out by
means of mechanized procedures, this assumption was
adopted after ascertaining that in the study area the
use of agricultural machinery (harvesters)' shows a high
correlation with the number of tractors. Using OLSQ on
cross section data the following function was obtained:
HARV= -85.19 + 0.26 *TRACT
(-3.02) (2.51)
HARV = number of automatic harvesters; TRACT=number of
0 tractors
R = 0.98 F = 57.23
TABLE 5 - 5
RICE AND SOYA BEAN CROPS. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AVAILABILITY







500 and over 100 -
200 to 499 80 20
121 to 199 50 50
120 or less 20 80
TABLE 5.6
MONTHLY LABOUR REQUIREMENTS PER HECTA.RE OF CROPS (MAN/DAYS)





JAN 2.43 0.24 2. 20 4.16 3.24
FEB 4.36 0.42 2.99 4 .16 3.23
MAR 6.04 0.60 3.83 4.16 1.58
APR 3.74 0.31 2. 58 4.16 0.95
MAY 0.30 0.04 5.30 0.00 8.65
JUN 0.30 0.04 4.64 1.24 8.65
JUL 0.30 0.04 0 .16 21.12 8.67
AUG 0.80 0.10 0.36 21.12 8.37
SEP 0.80 0.10 0 . 76 10 .76 8. 37
OCT 1.90 0.20 1.95 4.12 8.58
NOV 4.20 0.32 1.42 5.24 0.25
DEC 4.53 0.25 0 .88 3.72 1.97
SOURCE: EDIBAP
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(AGR-15) EMPAG (1,A,M,T) = HA (1, A,T) * C< * [RM0A (M) + (1- ) *RMOB (M)]
(AGR-16) EMPAG (C,A,M,T) = HA(C,A,T)*RMO(C,M)
C = 2,3,4
4
(AGR-17) EMPA (A,M, T) = y~ EMPAG (C,A,M,T)/22













= labour requirements, cropC , programme-area A,
month M, year T (expressed in man days)
= labour requirements per hectare, rice and
soya bean crops, manual crop, month M
= labour requirements per hectare, rice and
soya bean crops, mechanized crop, month M
= coefficient for combining manual and me
chanized technologies (derived from table
5)
= labour requirements per hectare , crop C ,
month M
= agricultural employment, programme-area A,
month M, year T (expressed in man-months)
permanent agricultural employment,
me-area A, year T
program
temporary agricultural employment, program
me-area A, year T (Sum of positive devia
tions. Expressed in terms of equivalent full
employment).
Finally, a synoptic view of the structure of the agricultural
sector of the model is provided by the flow-chart of the com
puter programme shown in Fig. 5.2.
QSTART)
Figure5.2 FlowChart
EconomicSubmodel-AgriculturalSector PMHA(K,N)•HH R,N)/HHAA(N) HAT(R,M)•,11}»OK,NAPWfHAC(P
o <Z3ZZ> KMPAT(I,N)*KMPA(I,M,N)-IMPAP(I|N) •IMPA(I,N)*II PA(l,N)4MAT(l )
•c
J
PRrAQI(l,N)■MA(l, )HPLOI N)/I000. VBPASI{I.Nl.PHrAO(I N)*PRECI(N)/«00O0. PRfAQ2ll,N)"HAO(IN)-HPL( )/IOOO. VBPAQ2(I,N)>PRAQZ(I,N)MPREC2(N)/C0000< PRFAQ3(L,N)•MAf(l,N)NPLO( )/I000. VBPAQJ(I,N>«PRFAQ3 I,N)RPHfCS(Hl/BOOOO. PAFAQ4il,N)'H C{l,N)APLO«< )1000. VBPA44(l,N)«PRFAQ(l.H)MPRKC4(N)/«0OOO.
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5.2 CATTLE RAISING
Cattle related activities represent one of the most impor¬
tant and dynamic sectors in the study area. Although this
sector grew at a rate of 17.9% per year during the sixties,
Of"
it still presents a. < character low techno-
A
logical levels. As a result it is possible to foresee that
cattle raising has ample scope for increasing its level of
activity without adversely affecting the growth potential
of agriculture. In fact, available land with the potential
for this activity may support herds of cattle more than
three times greater than that existing in 1980, even with¬
out considering any technological improvement (see Table
5.7) .
Cattle raising in the states of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso
do Sul is mainly devoted to beef production, although the¬
re is some dairy farming near the state capitals of Cuiaba
and Campo Grande and in the south. Because of the small in
cidence of dairy farming on a commercial scale throughout
the area, this activity is regarded, as far as the model is
concerned, as a by-product of beef production. Thus no allow
ance is made for explaining the behaviour and particularities
of milk production.
If viewed from an economic standpoint the stock of cattle
seems to be a particular type of asset. It can be regarded
as a capital asset that produces milk, calves and meat. It
can also be seen as a finished product for consumption(meat).
Due to the dual role that cattle herds play in the economic
behaviour of this activity, the explanation of the evoluti¬
on of the cattle stock becomes the central element of this
sector of the model. Once the volume and structure of the
cattle stock have been established it is possible to deter¬
mine the product and employment generated each year by this
activity.
TABLE5.7





































































































At the microeconomic level potential herd size is limited
by the size of the farm, its technological level (cattle-
land, ratio) and also by available capital. Actual herd si¬
ze, for its part, depends on the level of use the farmer
makes of available resources which in the final analysis
will be a function of the expected rate of return of cattle
raising as compared with those rates of return associated
with alternative land uses.
A farmer can increase the size of his herd by buying cattle
in the market, reproducing from his own herd or in both the
se ways. Conversely, he can reduce his herd by selling ca¬
ttle to other farmers or slaughter-houses. At the regional
or national levels, however, increasing the cattle stock be
comes basically an endogenous and gradual process which ta¬
kes a certain period of time. (*)
Since meat consumption tends to follow a similar pattern of
behaviour to that of population (no change in the distribu¬
tion of income is assumed) and as reproduction is regulated
by strict biological laws that require definite periods of
time, under normal market conditions big changes in the size
and composition of the regional cattle stock can not be ex¬
pected in the short term. Thus, it is possible to conclude
that aggregated behaviour of the cattle stock is likely to
follow medium term fluctuations of profit expectations ra¬
ther than short-term ones. Assuming as constant the elements
that determine the cost function of this activity, it is
found that its expected rate of return depends on the far¬
mer's expectation concerning the future behaviour of beef
prices. Thus farmers, trying to maximize profits, basically
manipulate the rates of extraction and reproduction, there¬
by affecting the volume and structure of their herds.
(.*) This is due to the fact that at these scales (national
and regional) normal cattle transactions consolidate
among them without affecting the size of the cattle
stock.
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The historical relationship between the rates of growth of
the cattle stock and beef prices has defined a particular
type of behaviour known as the "cattle cycle".
Let us take a brief look at the main features of the cattle
cycle, summarising the findings of a recent study carried
out for the state of Goias in Central-West Brazil (COMPA-
NHIA DE DESENVOLVIMENTO DO ESTADO DE GIOAS, 1979).
Between 1954 and 1977 beef prices exhibited a cyclical pa¬
ttern of behaviour but with a tendency towards growth.Fig.
5.3 shows that beef prices rose to a certain limit (A) and
then fell to a minimum level (B), repeating this behaviour
with varied intensity throughout the period in question.
Figure 5.3
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The amplitude of the cycle (horizontal dimension; is condi¬
tioned by biological factors and can also be affected by
economic variables. In biological terms the cattle cycle in
Brazil lasts nearly 7 years, which is the time that elapses
between the birth of a cow and the moment ab which its
first calf reaches the age and suitable weight for slaugh¬
ter.
The intensity of the cycle (vertical dimension), for its
part, reflects the impact on market prices derived from
the behaviour adopted by farmers as a result of their pro¬
fit expectations.
In normal conditions farmers extract from their herds
adult males, low productivity cows and the proportion of
heifers that guarantee the maintenance of a defined group
of reproductive cows. Tne rate of extraction is regulated
by the objectives pursued by tne farmer. That is to say,
the rate of extraction can be regulated for keeping a
constant number of animals (i.e. rate of extraction equals
the herd's rate of growth), for increasing the herd or
for reducing it.
Due to the interrelationships that exist between cows and
future calves, the value farmers attribute to cows (refle¬
cting their investment propensities) depends on future ex¬
pectations concerning beef prices. Thus, if prices tend to
decrease (*) profit expectations fall and there is no in¬
centive for increasing breeding. This situation encourages
farmers to increase the extraction of bullocks and cows.
This process leads to an increasing supply of cattle which
generates a further depression of beef prices which in
turn confirms an increased rate of extraction that will
then severely affect cows and even calves.
(*) These price expectations are explained in similar terms
to those of agricultural products. See Section 5.2.1.
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Each cowfheifer and calf extracted corresponds to a diminu
tion in the future supply of adult animals. Prices will on
ly rise again two or three years after the beginning of
the phase of depression and this will happen when the beef
market feels the lack of those animals withdrawAfrom the
supply as a result of slaughter of cows and young cattle.
Increasing prices lead to optimistic expectations on the
part of farmers, who react by trying to increase their
herds. This entails the retention of cows and young animals,
which leads to a reduction in supply which, in its turn,will
force prices to rise. This process lasts until the new ca¬
ttle reach the age of slaughter. At this point the increase
in supply derived from the previous retention of cattle cau
ses prices to show a downward tendency and the cycle begins
again (see Fig. 5.4 and 5.5).
Figure 5.4
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The financial implications of the cattle cycle are very im
portant. During the ascendant period farmers tend to con¬
tract debts (in order to finance the increase in their
herds and investment in pasture:, and productive facilities)
and they usually have serious liquidity problems during the
downward period. This situation provides a good framwork
for designing specific policies for controlling the process.
In fact, increasing credit, during the downward phase will
tend to reduce cattle liquidation whereas a reduction of
such credit^ in the rising period may encourage farmers to
keep on selling, in order to obtain money for setting their
financial commitments. Another possible measure for reducing
the impact of tne cycle is the implementation of special pro
grammes for introducing technological changes with the aim
of achieving a higher precocity of cattle, this is for redu
cing the length of the rearing period.
Figure 5.5
STATE OF GOIAS EVOLUTION OF BEEF PRICES




The cattle raising sector of the simulation model adopts
these ideas as a conceptual framework. It explains the
evolution of cattle stock by means of a cohort-survival
model (similar to the demographic one) where slaughters
and transfers of cattle are represented by behavioural e
quations which consider expected prices, credit and a
cattle-pasture ratio as exogenous variables.
Product and employment generated by this activity are de¬
rived from the cattle stock using equations that take into
account the average productivity of cattle and labour res¬
pectively. Let us now examine the structure of this sector
of the economic submodel.
The total head of cattle of each programme-area is obtained
by the aggregation of six groups defined in terms of three
cohorts for both sexes.
(CAT—1) GADO (A, T) =J~ YZ GADO(E,S,A,T)
fn=i S=1
GADO(A,T) = total head of cattle, programme-area A, year T
GADO(E,S,A,T)=cattle age cohort E,sex S,programme-area A,
year T
E = 1(0-1 year of age); 2(1-2 years of age); 3(over 2 years
of age)
S = 1 (Male); 2 (Female)
The first cohort includes only animals up to one year of
age, thus this group is formed by the calves born the pre¬
vious year minus those who die. Initially, a behavioural e
quation was tried in order to explain the reproduction pa¬
ttern of cattle in terms of farmers' profit expectations.As
the results were inconclusive and after some empirical ana¬
lyses such a function was disregarded, since in extensive
cattle raising (as is practised in tbe study area) there is
no important control of reproduction on the part of farmers
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In this way the number of calves under one year of age is
obtained by multiplying the number of cows by an average
rate of reproduction. Due to lack of empirical evidence the
number of animals of each sex was assumed to be equal.Thus
we have:
(CAT— 2) GADO(1, S,A, T)=0.5*GAD0( 3 , 2 ,A,T-l)*TNAT(T)*TS0B(1,S,T)
Where
TNAT(T) = Birth rate, year T
TSOB(1,S,T) = Survival rate, cohort 1, sex S, year T
Cattle between one and two years of age equals the stock of
the previous cohort in year T-l, adjusted by mortality and
transfers to other programme-areas.
(CAT-3) GAD0(2,S,A,T)=GAD0(1,S,A,T-1)*TSOB(2,S,T)*TRANSF(A,T)
TRANSF(A,T) = Rate of transfer between programme-areas, pro¬
gramme-area A, year T
Cattle over two years of age in year T are represented by
the number of animals in this cohort the previous year mi¬
nus the cattle extracted (for slaughter or exported to other
states), plus the animals in the second cohort in year T-l."
All adjusted by mortality and transfers to other programme-
areas .
(CAT-4) GADO (3,S,A,T) = (GADO (3 , S ,A,T-l) * (1-PEXT (S ,T-l) +
GADO (2 , S ,A, T-1 j] *TS0B (3 , S , T*TRANSF (A, T)
PEXT(S,T—1) = Rate of extraction, cattle sex S, year T-l
The number of jobs generated by this activity in each pro¬
gramme-area is determined multiplying the stock of cattle
by a coefficient of labour requirement per animal.
3 2
(CAT-5) EMPEC(A,T) = y- ^ GADO(E,S,A,T) * RQMPE(T)
E=1 S=1
EMPEC(A,T) = Cattle raising employment,programme-area A,
year T
RQMPE(T) = Labour requirement per unit of cattle,year T
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Gross production in extensive cattie raising devoted almost
exclusively to beef production equals the number of animals
extracted (for slaughter, live export or transfer to other
programme-areas), plus the increase in the stock multiplied
by the average weight of animals and by price of live cattle.
The transfer coefficient is 1 wnere there are no transfers,
nigner than 1 where the programme area receives cattle
and less than 1 where it sells. This way of constructing the
coefficient makes it necessary to subtract transferred ca¬
ttle for calculating gross product i*). Thus we have:
(CAT— 6) VPPEC(A,T) = y~ EXT(3,S,T) *PM ^3,S)*PREC(TJ +
VPPEC(A,T) = Gross product of cattle raising, programme area
A, year T
PM(E,S) = Average weight, cattle cohort E, sex S
PREC(T; = Price of beef to the farmer, year T
As mentioned above the benavioural equations of this sector
of tne model refer to tne rates of transfer and extraction.
t *)This is due to the fact that wnen a programme area sells
cattle it shows a negative balance in its transfer account.
Since tnese transferred animals constitute production of
tne seller's programme area, it is necessary to add these
animals to tne cattle stock in order to calculate its
gross output. This is done by subtracting the complement
of the transfer coefficient multiplied by the head of
cattle over one year of age. It is assumed that there is






Cattle transfers Between programme areas originate from
two main factors. Firstly, programme areas present di¬
fferent degree^of specialization in cattle activities.So
me are specialized in breeding while others are mostly
engaged in growing calves until they reach the age and
weight for slaughter or for live export. Tnis specializa
tion largely depends on the quality of pasture , progra¬
mme areas with low quality pasture being preferred for
cattle breeding (i.e. Corumba).
The second factor that generates cattle transfers is the
process of agricultural frontier expansion. In fact the
capacity to support cattle increases faster than cattle su
pply derived from the natural growth of existing herds.Thus,
programme areas with nigh rates of growth of pasture beco
me net buyeis of cattle in order to bring about an equili¬
brium between their support capacity and their herds.
Due to the scarcity of reliable information regarding trans
fers of cattle an indirect estimation procedure was follow¬
ed. Starting with the cattle stock for each programme area
provided by the 1970's agricultural census, the herd was
projected for 1975 using observed rates of birth, death,and
extraction. Net transfers for each programme area were then •
calculated as the differences between that projection and
the cattle provided by the 1975 census.
Programme areas that received transfers registered positive
balances while the selling ones presented a negative balan
ce. Net transfers were expressed as average annual rates
for the period ly70-75 constituting the dependent variable
of the behavioural equation. After trying some 'independent
variables the cattle-pasture ratio for the period ly70-75
was selected (see Table 5.8 ). Regression analysis perform
ed on a double logarithmic function produced the best fit.
Thus we have:
(CAT-7) LOG(TRANSF(A)) = 0.0586-0.1211 LOG(ANPP(A))
(3.53) (-4.03)
TABLE5.8
STATESOFM TOGROS ONDMATGRO SODSUL























































































































(*)CattlestockinCorurribawasreducedby523277animalsbetween19 0and9 5,bec useofhefl o st atccurredd ringthatpe iod.I ordertavoiddistortionsC umbawaxcludedf mthsa ple.
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Where
LOG(TRANbF(A))=log transfer coefficient, programme area A
J-.OG (ANPP (A; ) =log cattle/pasture ratio, programme area A
F = 16.27
R2= 0.64
In this way the behavioural equation to be introduced into
tne model presents an inverse relationship between this
transfer coefficient and the cattle/pasture ratio (see Fig,
5.6). Its numerical expression is:
1,0604(CAT-7 *) TKANSF (A,T) =
(ANPP (A, T) )
0.1211
Figure 5.6








































CATTLE PASTURE RATIO (ANPP)
(*) The cattle/pasture ratio is expected to change over
time. Since the model is able to reproduce its beha¬
viour m each run, it was preferred to include the
time dimension in this function.
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Cattle extraction rates, for their part, reflect the pro¬
portion of animals over 2 years of age that are extracted
4o
each year^form the herd for slaughter or live export to
other states. Because of some inconsistencies between data
from different sources, quantifying these rates was quite
hard and some estimates were necessary.
It was assumed that extracted cattle, were utilized for
local consumption, exported alive or exported as frozen
meat. Live cattle exported was estimated from interregio¬
nal commerce statistics (*). After checking the consisten
cy between meat export statistics and data on slaughtering
under Federal control it was assumed that the latter data
correspond to the export of frozen meat. Finally internal
consumption was estimated on the basis of studies carried
out by EDIBAP and some official publications (**).
Obviously, this estimation procedure involved some risk of
error. For example, it was detected that interregional co¬
mmerce statistics underestimate the number of cattle expor
ted alive since they do not include the movements of cattle
not constituting official commercial transactions.
In order to minimize such estimation errors the cattle se¬
ctor of the model was simulated for reproducing the evolu
tion of the regional stock of cattle between the agricultu
ral censuses of 1960, 1970 and 1975. These simulations we¬
re performed using average rates of reproduction and morta
lity and preliminary extraction rates. Starting with the
stock of cattle provided by the census of 1960, an expected
stock for 1970 v/as obtained by means of such rates.The di¬
fference between actual and expected stock for 1970 was
used to recalculate extraction for live cattle exports and
for internal consumption. This process was repeated for
the period 1970-1975.
(*) FIBGE, COMERCIO POR VIAS INTERNAS (Commerce by internal
ways).
(* *)EMATER, 1977; SUPLAN, 1972; CEPA-MT, 1978-79
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Once a time series for the States of Mato Grosso and Mato
Grosso do Sul for the period 1960-79 has been constructed,
extracted cattle was expressed as an average annual rate
for both sexes (see Table 5.9 ).
According to the cattle cycle explained above these rates
of extraction were expressed as a function of observed
market prices and credit granted to cattle raising.In the
same way as in the agricultural sector of the model a
lagged function was tried using a two year lag the de-
Ct 4
pendent variable and prices and credit withrone year lag.



















extraction rate, cattle cohort 3,sex S,year T
price of beef to the farmer, year T-l
total loans granted to cattle raising in both
states, year T-l
loans granted for normal expenses of cattle
raising in both states, year T-l (excluding
loans for investment).
TABLE5.9

























































































































































































































































































































































As expected these functions presented problems of serial co-
(K13?
rrelation. Since these functions^have " the dependent va¬
riable lagged in two periods^the BOX and JENKINS method was
utilised for identifying and estimating the autoregressive
models. Thus two new functions containing a greater lag of









These new functions imply a reduction of the problem of
auto regression (94% and 87.6% respectively) and are consis
tent with empirical observations on the cattle cycle. They
were therefore regarded as acceptable for the purposes of
the model.
The main features of the structure of this sector of the mo
del are schematically presented in the flowchart of the com




Due to a lack of statistical information about its past be¬
haviour this sector of the economic submodel has been deve¬
loped at a much more general level than the previous ones.
Not only does regional industryjnowadays, make a lower con¬
tribution to regional product and employment than agricultu
re and cattle raising, but also its role in future develop¬
ment of the States of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul
has not been sufficiently emphasized by national or regional
development policies. In spite of this adverse situation,the
development strategy designed by EDIBAP for the Upper Para¬
guay River Basin attributes to the industrial sector a major
role for dynamising the regional economy. Consistent with
this approach to regional development, the model treats the
industrial sector as accurately as the limited information
available permits.
Thus, in terms of the role this sector is expected to play
in future regional development, as well as the variables
that explain its behaviour, four industrial branches were
defined for the purposes of modelling. These are timber re
lated industries, mining, export orientated industries and
residentiary industries (see Tables 5.10 and 5.11).The tim¬
ber industry is one of the most important individual indus¬
trial activities (*) of the region both in terms of output
and employment. However, it presents a special type of be¬
haviour. The timber industry consists of small factories
(on average lower than 10 persons per firm in 1975), basi¬
cally engaged in the primary transformation of native wood
and characterized by low technological levels.
6
Empirical studies carried out by EDIBAP demonstrated that
this activity is strongly linked with the deforestation
process that results from the expansion of the agricultural
frontier. This means that the level of activity of the tim¬
ber industry increases with agricultural expansion and
(*) According to the Standard Industrial classification
TABLE5.10




















































































































































































SOURCE:(DemographicCensus1970,IndustrialCen u es1970nd5).to(*):BecauseofaninconsistencybetwDemographiandI dustr alCen usesf r1970,248j bweretransf rredfromTimb rI dustry-JintheProgramme-areaofD uradostocivilconstruction.
table5.11

























































































































































































source:censosindu triales1970;5(indu trialn uses1970,5)'
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decreases when this process comes to an end (see Fig.5.8).
Since timber is an important inputjn civil construction
and also constitutes raw material for local service indus
tries, it is assumed that when deforestation comes to an
end the level of activity of the timber industry is reduced
to a level that matches the requirements of local markets.
For this reason the model explains the behaviour of this
branch of industry as a function of deforestation subject
to a minimum constraint. This constraint is defined as the
product per capita of the timber industry at the national
level multiplied by the population of each programme-area.
Following this criterion a behavioural function was quanti¬
fied by means of OLSO on cross-section data derived from
the agricultural and industrial censuses of 1975.
(IND-1) VAMAD (A, T) =- 56 . 4S+0 . 0101*DESMAT (A,T)>POP (A, T) *PPNIM
(-4.69) (20.9)
VAMAD(A,T) = added value of timber industry, programme area
A, Year T.
DESMAT(A,T)= deforested area, programme area A, Year T (ex¬
pressed in hectares)
POP(A,T) = total population, programme area A, Year T






EXPLANATORY FUNCTION OF THE LEVEL OF


































VAMAD (A,T)=-56,49 + 10,14 DESMAT (A,T )
•
•
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
ANNUAL DE FORESTED AREA ( DESMAT)- I 000 HECTARES
Employment generated by this activity is obtained by mul¬
tiplying the added value by a labour requirement coeffi¬
cient. This coefficient represents the inverse of the ave
rage productivity of labour and is expected to change with
time. Owing to the lack of historical data no function for
explaining variations of labour productivity could be de¬
fer




ENIMA(A,T)=employment generated by timber industry,progra¬
mme area A, year T
REOMO(1,T)=labour requirements per unit of product,timber
industry, year T
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Mining is a special industry in the study area.It represents
a significant level of activity but behaves as an enclave in
the regional economy. In fact the mining industry consists
of a few big firms engaged in extractive activities with a
low level of transformation in the region. Its products are
•for I'j^icA
exported to other regions except chalk is partially
^
A
utilized for improving land productivity in the area.
The level of activity of mining industries is controlled by
the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy which authori¬
zes the exploitation of mineral deposits by granting special
concessions. Because of this, the model assumes that the
level of activity of these industries follows the objectives
defined by sectoral policies. Thus, the added value of mi¬
ning is expressed as the level registered in the base year
modified by a rate of growth exogenously defined.
Employment is determined in a similar way to that of the
timber industry. Thus, we have:
(IND-3) VAMIN(A,T)=VAMIN(A,T-l)* (1+METMIN(A,T))
(IND-4) EMIMI(A,T)=VAMIN(A,T)*REQMO (2,T)
added value of mining industries,programme area
A, year T
rate of growth of mining industries, programme
area A, year T (objective)
employment generated by mining industries,pro¬
gramme area A, year T
labour requirements per unit of product,mining
industry, year T
The third subsector of regional industry was defined as
export industry. Although timber and mining industries
also export their products to other regions (and even to







identifying a group of industries engaged in the transfor¬
mation of primary products originating in the region. As
such these industries are complementary to the regional
economic base and their products are mostly exported.
Although this type of industry was quite insignificant in
1975 (it represented only 6.6% of industrial employment
and 9.3% of regional industrial product), it was deemed
necessary to treat this subsector independently from the
rest of industry due to the fact that the strategy defines
an important role for these industries in the future de¬
velopment of the region.
Industries engaged in the processing of regional primary
products are assumed to benefit regional development in
two principal ways. On the one hand they must generate
purchasing power for agricultural and cattle products
which may lead to higher and more stable prices for far¬
mers. The increased prices received by farmers is assu¬
med to be the result of a reduction in transport costs
between farm and industry, while greater price stabili¬
ty may derive from the complementarity that may exist
between primary and secondary activities. This price
effect is expected to stimulate agriculture and cattle
raising activities.
On the other hand, export industries lead to a greater
value of exports which increases regional import capaci¬
ty, and also, expands the level of activity of the re¬
gional economy though the export base multipliers.
Since the current level of activity of these industries
in the region is very low, any significant increase will
mean an addition to productive capacity many times great
er than the existing one. For this reason it was consider
ed too risky to try to explain the future behaviour of
this subsector by means of a behavioural equation based
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on historical tendencies. Thus, its future development is
assumed to be the outcome of specific policies.Consequen¬
tly, the model explains the behaviour of export industry
in the same way asj^fnining industry.
(IND-5) VAIEX(A,T) = VAIEX(A,T-l)*(1+METIEX(A,T))
(IND-6) EMIEX(A,T) = VAIEX(A,T)*REOMO(3,T)
VAIEX(A,T) = added value of export industry, programme
area A, year T
METIEX(A,T) = rate of growth of export industry, programme
area A, year T (objective)
EMIEX(A,T) = employment generated by export industry,pro¬
gramme area A, year T
REOMO(3,T) = labour requirement per unit of product,ex¬
port industry, year T
The rest of regional industry consists of a great variety
of small firms (with an average of less than 6 employees
each in 1975), mainly engaged in serving local markets.As
such, this industrial subsector together with commerce and
services, constitutes what export-base theory refers to as
the domestic and residentiary sector.
This theory establishes that the behaviour of domestic se
ctors depends on the rate of growth of the regional market,
which for its part is a function of the behaviour of the
export sector. Due to^lack of information about the histo¬
ric behaviour of the export sector and this sector of di¬
verse industries, an indirect procedure was followed for
estimating a behavioural function.
The size of the internal market of each programme area is
a function of its population, the level of income and its
pattern of distribution. Since there is no information re
garding income distribution at the regional level and as
estimates of income were highly unreliable, population was
taken as the independent variable. After a few trials
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employment generated by diverse industries was expressed
as a double logarithmic function of urban population of
each programme area (see Fig. 5.9).
Figure 5.9
EXPLANATORY FUNCTION OF THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY
OF THE DIVERSE INDUSTRIES SECTOR
URBAN POPULATION ( POPU ) - INHABITANTS
(IND-7) LOG(EMIOU(A,T))=-4.803+1.045*LOG(POPU(A,T-l))
(-5.08) (11.62)
LOG(EMIOU(A,T)) = log. employment generated by diverse in
dustries,programme area A,year T





Consequently, the equation to be incorporated into the mo
(ma
del is obtained by applying^antilogarithm to the results
of eauation (IND-7). Added value of the diverse industries
sector results from multiplying the level of employment by
the average productivity of labour. Thus, we can write:
(IND-7*) EMIOU(A,T) = 0.0082*POPU(A,T-l)1 * 045
(IND-8) VAIOU(A,T) = EMIOU(A,T)/REOMO(4,T)
Where
VAIOU(A,T) = added value of diverse industries sector, pro
gramme area A, year T
REOMO(4,T) = labour requirement per unit of product,diverse
industries sector, year T. (This coefficient
equals the reciprocal of average productivity
of labour)








5.4 CIVIL CONSTRUCTION, COMMERCE, SERVICES
AND GOVERNMENT
This sector of the economic submodel comprises a group
that, although very important for the regional econo¬
my in quantitative as well as qualitative terms, wci<b
treated in a relatively marginal way by the model. This
rough treatment is primarily due to a lack of informa¬
tion and to a lesser extent to the fact that development
proposals formulated by EDIBAP exclude these sectors.
Thus, the inclusion of these activities into the model
has to be seen mainly as an attempt at completing the
scope of the economic submodel and consequently reprodu-
cing regional accounts, rather than,an attempt to explain
their behaviour for planning purposes.
Available information about these sectors consists of the
findings of the Censuses (1960 and 1970) and some estima¬
tes of the sectoral product for 1975 (see Table 5.12).
For explaining the behaviour of civil construction it was
assumed that this sector is highly dependent on the beha¬
viour of public works ^specially the construction of
roads) and residential building.
The volume of resources devoted to public works is defi¬
ned politically at the national level since they are al¬
most wholy financed through the Federal Budget.Residential
building for its part is greatly influenced by the finan¬
cial resources channelled by the Federal Government



























































































































































SOURCE:Employment,Dem graphicCensus1970;Sectoraladdedvalue,estimat sfDIBAP.NOTE:Employmentfcivilconstructionitheprogrammea eafD uradosinclud2,148j bh ttcen usco sidershti berndustry.
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Due to the fact that the Brazilian Government is applying
a strict anti-inflation policy, it is reasonable to assume
that both variables (public investment and housing loans)
will be strongly controlled at the national level, and con
sequently their behaviour will reflect national policies
rather than regional objectives.
In this way the level of activity of civil construction in
the region is explained as a function of the loans granted
by the National Housing Bank plus public investment in
roads. Since the only available data consisted of the secto
ral product for 1970 and 1975 and a historical series for
housing loans and public investment in roads, the behaviou¬
ral equation for this sector was quantified by means of the
equation of the straight line that passes through two points.
Once the sectoral added value for the whole region had been
quantified, it was disaggregated at the programme area le¬
vel using a coefficient that represents the spatial objecti
ves of housing and transport policies. Employment generated
by civil construction is obtained by applying the recipro¬
cal of the average productivity of labour to the added
value of each programme area. Thus, we have:
(CSG-1) VACON(T) = 3,229.1 + 0.5456*IHARO(T)
(CSG-2) VACON(A,T) = VACON(T)*CODIl(A,T)
(CSG-3) EMCON(A,T) - VACON (A,T) * RMOCO(T)
VACON(T) = added value civil construction, year T
IHARO(T) = loans granted by BNH and public investment in
roads in the States of Mato Grosso and Mato Gro^
so do Sul, year T
CODII(A,T) = coefficient for spatial distribution of added
value, civil construction, year T
EMCON(A,T) = employment generated by civil construction,pro
gramme area A, year T





In the case of the sector^commerce and services the proce¬
dure adopted was similar to that used for diverse indus¬
tries because it was assumed that both activities formed
the "domestic sector" of the regional economy. Thus secto
ral employment is expressed as a function of the urban
population of each programme area (see Fig. 5.11).In this
case a linear function was quantified using OLSQ on
cross-section data.
(CSG-4) EMCSE(A,T) = -326 + 0.186*POPU(A,T-l)
(-1.80) (33.3)
EMCSE(A,T) = employment generated by commerce and services,
programme area A, year T







THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY
AND SERVICES
URBAN POPULATION ( POPU) - 1000 INHABITANTS
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Sectoral output is obtained by applying the average produ
ctivity of labour to the employment generated by this se¬
ctor .
(CSG-5) VACSE(A,T) = EMCSE(A,T)/RMOCS(T)
VACSE(A,T) = added value generated by commerce and servi¬
ces, programme area A, year T
RMOCS(T) = labour requirements per unit of product,co¬
mmerce and services, year T. (Reciprocal of
average productivity of labour).
Finally, the economic behaviour of Government at the re
gional level is explained in similar terms to that of
civil construction. In this case it was assumed that
sectoral added value is a function of the behaviour of
dUv
current expen of state governments. Thus, we have:
A
(CSG-6) VAGOB(T) = 7.78* (GCEST (T) )0 * 823
(CSG-7) VAGOB(A,T) = VAGOB(T)*COD12(A,T)
(CSG-8) EMGOB(A,T) = VAGOB(A,T)*RMOGO(T)
Where
VAGOB(T) = added value of government, year T
of
GCEST (T) = current expenditure state Governments of Mato
Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul, year T
CODI2(A,T) = coefficient for spatial distribution of
added value, sector government, year T
EMGOB(A,T) = employment generated by the government,pro¬
gramme area A, year T
RMOGO(T) = labour requirements per unit of product,go¬
vernment, year T
An overview of the structure of this sector of the econo¬
mic submodel is presented in the flowchart of the computer
programme contained in Fig. 5.12.
Figure 5.12
FLOW CHART






6. PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUBMODEL
This part of the model fulfils two specific functions. In
the first place, it is a means for explicitly introducing
into the model the goals of a policy for the preservation
of the environment in the form of norms for the use of na
tural resources. On the other hand, it determines the in
vestments entailed by the pursuit of the social and spatial
aims of the strategy.
With regard to the environmental impact of the occupation
of space there exists a need to organize social and econo
mic activities in such a way as to avoid the impairment of
the natural ecosystems. To this end it is necessary to pla
ce restrictions on the exploitation of natural resources
and set standards for regulating the process of urbaniza
tion, industrialization and large-scale engineering works.
With regard to the physical investments required by social
and spatial policies, two factors have to be considered.In
the first place, it is important to define the quantity of
these investments accurately in order to permit a subse
quent assessment of the financial feasibility of the stra
tegy. On the other hand, the strengthening of the network
of urban centres, the building of schools and hospitals,
the extension of the road network, etc, are regarded as
elements that condition the spatial functioning of the re
gional system. As such, their design and location should be
defined in terms of the goal of spatial integration postu
lated by the strategy.For this purpose the model provides
a spatial disaggregation of the shortages, which helps to
enhance the accuracy of the decisions relating to the loca
tion of new investments.
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6.1 THE ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR
The incorporation of environmental goals into a strategy
for regional development requires as its starting point
that the relationships linking the physical environment
to the social and economic systems operating in it be made
explicit. These relationships,which are on the whole fairly
clear, are based on the fact that social and economic acti
vities require certain types of soil at particular geogra
phical locations, and manifest different forms of spatial
behaviour, whilst their operation modifies (both positive
ly and negatively) the environment.
From another viewpoint, the interrelationships between the
environment and the socio-economic systems that affect it
generate a hierarchy that determines that the physical chan
ges are a response to the requirements of the social and
economic activities.Thus, human activities operate in the
context • of a physical structure which may be adapted to ma
ke possible the pursuit of its goals.
For the purposes of the model the deterioration of natural
ecosystems was assumed to be the result of a series of
factors, outstanding examples of which are predatory agri
culture and cattle-raising and extractive activites, un
controlled urban expansion, the insufficient treatment of
industrial waste, and also certain deficiencies in the de
sign of engineering works (dams, roads, etc,).
The study area has a low population density and also a mark
ed under-use of land. For this reason an explicit conside
ration of restrictions on urban expansion was omitted, sin
ce the latter does not present any possible conflict- pro
ducing situations in the short or medium term.
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On the other hand, as is argued in the chapter on environ
mental restrictions and precautions in the final report of
EDIBAP, the contamination of surface water caused by urban
and industrial waste is not at present a serious problem in
the area, except in the case of the River Coxipo at Cuiaba.
This problem could, however, become more acute in the event
of the planned alcohol - related industries not being pro
vided with satisfactory systems for the treatment of waste
matter. Given that existing legislation on the preservation
of the environment is considered to be sufficient to pre
vent these problems, the control of water contamination in
the area should result from an improved surveillance of
ancj Pios
the enforcement of the regulations in force, " does not
A
justify explicit treatment in the model.
Similarly, the prevention of cases of ecological disequi^
librium arising from the construction of engineering works
should be incorporated as a set of standards to be taken
into consideration in the design of the projects in question.
As regards the use of natural resources for economic ends,
maintaining the whole of the productive land under a use
congruous with its potential capacity is presumed to cons
titute an obvious environmental (and economic) goal. Conse
quently, the submodel establishes a series of restrictions
on land use that derive from potentiality studies of the
natural resources.
The productive potential of the land is a result of the com
bination of physical, chemical and environmental characte
ristics associated with the soil. Determining this potential
requires a series of basic studies concerning climatology,
geology, vegetation, hydrology and drainage, physiomorpho
logy, etc.
In general the aptitude of land depends on four basic fac
tors that synthesize its principal physical, chemical and
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environmental attributes. These are fertility, degree of
humidity, susceptibility to erosion and limitations on me
chanization. (*)
Fertility is a measure of the availability of macro and mi
cronutrients, and also includes the presence or absence of
toxic substances such as aluminium, manganese, soluble salts,
etc. The level of fertility is determined from the results
of analyses carried out in a soil laboratory. The main in
dicators used are: capacity for cationic exchange, base sa
turation, saturation of aluminium, sum of the exchange ba
ses, assimilable phosphorus, organic matter content, carbon-
nitrogen relation, saturation of sodium, acidity and content
of soluble salts.
The degree of soil humidity, for its part, concerns the
availability of water in the soil in relation to the growth
cycle of plants. This indicator depends on the rainfall ,
evapotranspiration and the water retention capacity of the
soil. Its measurement is carried out by means of water de
ficiency indices and others concerning excess of water or
lack of oxygen.
On the other hand, susceptibility to erosion is a yardstick
of the possible loss of productivity of the soil associated
with exploitation carried out with no regard for conserva
tionist measures. This indicator is composed of a series
of physical variables, the chief examples of which are re
lief, vegetation, severity of climate, morphological sta
bility, water retention capacity,etc.
(*) For further details see "Identificagao, Caracterizagao
Ambiental e Potencial Agrlcola de Zonas Prioritarias
para o Desenvolvimento Rural" (Identification, Environ
mental Characterization and Agricultural Potential of




Finally, the impediments to mechanization interpret the phy
sical qualities of the land in relation to the possible use
of agricultural machinery and tools. The main characteris
tics considered in the indicator are the form and gradient
of the slopes, natural drainage, surface stoniness and rocki
ness, and the depth, texture and clay type of the soil.
Each of these indicators may assume three values (low, me
dium and high), which are subsequently synthesized (*) by
means of a standard methodology (**) that permits the iden
tification of agroecological units which, in their turn ,
are associated with specific productive uses.
The evaluation of the aptitude of the land was carried out
for what is termed "level of developed management". This
level of management is characterized by the intensive appli
cation of capital, land management technology and measures
for the improvement and conservation of the quality of the
land.
The system of classification defines six groups of aptitude.
The first three groups (I, II and III) cent? ia systems of use
based on cultivation, and almost always -owiv: - pasture and
forestry. Group IV identifies lands suitable for pasture.Group
V comprises non-arable land that, owing to its supply of
natural pasture ,permits cattle-raising activities and also
forestry. Group VI consists of land unsuited to agriculture
that is usually found in morphologically fragile environ
ments, subjected to external geodynamics of moderate to
(*) Soil humidity is excluded from this form of measurement,
being the result of a combination of three indicators
of lack of water and three others of oxygen deficiency.
This generates nine possible values.
(**)Group models and types of agricultural aptitude of land,
developed by FAO/UNDP and adapted for Brazil by SUPLAN/
EMBRAPA.
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great intensity. This land requires rational management in
order that the landscape, flora and fauna may be preserved.
Table 6.1 contains a synthesis of the aptitude of the soils
in the study area.
Once the suitability of the soils has been determined the
next task is to establish the recommended uses for each
group. To do this the land constituting indigenous reserves
is deducted from the total surface area of each group, gi.
ving the total land area available for agriculture,cattle-
raising and forestry. The second step consists in defining
the areas devoted to forestry (Group VI) and the forest re
serves in accordance with existing legislation.
The remaining surface area is subsequently disaggregated
into three categories of use: crops, pasture and natural
pasture.
The basic studies of natural resources made in the basin
have established that to maintain the productivity of soils
suited to crops a constant application of organic matter is
required. Owing to the high cost of this operation, the ro
tation of crops and stock-breeding on artificial grassland
is recommended. The frequency of the rotation varies accor
ding to soil quality. Thus, it is recommended that type I
soils should be given over to crops for 5 years and then to
planted pasture for a further 5 years. Type II soils should
be devoted to agriculture for 4 years and subsequently to
cattle-raising for 6 years and those of type III to the
same activities for 1 and 9 years respectively. In this
way the potential agricultural surface area is:
«
3
(ENV-1) POTAGR(A) = S SOLO(G,A) * IROT (G)
G=1
table6.1








































































































































POTAGR (A) = Potential agricultural surface area,programme
area A
SOLO (G,A) = Soil, group G, programme area A
IROT (G) = Rotation index, group G soils. The values of
IROT (G) are 0.5; 0.4; and 0.1 for type I, II
and III soils respectively.
The potential agricultural surface area is introduced into
the agricultural sector of the economic submodel as a limit
on the expansion of crops in each programme area.
The potential surface area for planted pasture is made up
of the proportion of type I,II and III soils not suitable
for crops plus those type IV and V soils that present con
ditions favourable to this activity. These soils are added
to the potential agricultural surface area in order to de
fine an economic limit to both these activities, which is
also utilized as a restriction in the agricultural sector
of the model:
3 5
(ENV-2) POTPPL (A) - "S SOLO (G,A) * (1-IRCT (G))+) SOLO (G,A) *CPP (G)
G=4
(ENV-3) POTAPP (A) = POTAGR (A) + POTPPL (A)
POTPPL(A) = Potential surface area for planted pasture ,
programme area A
CPP(G) = Coefficient indicating potentiality for planted
pasture, soil type G.
POTAPP(A)= Potential surface area for agriculture and planted
pasture, programme area A.
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The soils suitable for natural pasture are obtained by sub
tracting the total surface area of type IV and V soils from
that of the other uses specified above. For operational rea
sons a special equation for natural pasture , was omitted ,
since the restrictions it implies were established by means
of the maximum cattle stock that each programme area is able
to support. The potential land uses established on the basis
of this methodology are summarized in Table 6.2.
In order to calculate the cattle-raising potential of each
programme area the potential surface areas for natural and
planted pasture; are multiplied by an animal capacity per
hectare index. This index varies according to the soil groups
and their recommended use. (See Table 6.3). The cattle rai
sing potential is subsequently used in the corresponding sec




(ENV-4) GANPOT (A) - YZ S0L0 (G'A) * (1-IROT (G)) * CAPP (G) +
G=1
r SOLO (G,A) * CPP(G) * CAPP (G) +
G=4
/ SOLO (G,A) * (1 - CPP (G)) * CAPN (G)
G=4
Where: GANPOT (A) = Maximum supportable cattle stock, pro
gramme area A
c
CAPP (G) = Animal coefficient per hectare of planted
pasture, soil type G
CAPN (G) = Animal coefficient per hectare of natural
pasture, soil type G
TABLE6.2
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6.2 THE PHYSICAL SECTOR
This part of the physical and environmental submodel is based
on the assumption that decisions on the location of the
economic and social infrastructure condition the future spa
tial behaviour of the regional system.
The investments in infrastructure are intended to pass par
ticular thresholds considered vital for the expansion of the
socio-economic system in question. Of these,the ones that
most strongly influence the spatial structure of the system
are those relating to the extension and amelioration of the
transport network, power supplies, and those designed to
increase the region's ability to meet its basic social needs
such as housing, health and education.
Investments in transport and energy tend, on the one hand,
to extend the levels of activity each area is able to support
and, on the other, to incorporate new areas into the regio
nal system. Investments in social infrastructure for their
part tend to improve the living conditions of the population
and to reduce the inequalities in living standards found
amongst the different areas of the regional system.
Each of these investments establishes definite patterns of
human settlement, thereby defining the spatial dimension of
a regional development strategy.
As is natural, the model incorporates only those variables
over which the development plan assumes some kind of control
on the part of the relevant authorities. For this reason in
vestments in energy and housing are excluded from the model.
In the case of energy two fundamental activities are identi
fied, the production of alcohol to replace petroleum and
the supply of electric power. Alcohol production is being
developed within the framework of a national plan that assigns
..,
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specific goals and loans to the study area. These goals are
explicitly incorporated into the agricultural (surface areas
devoted to sugar cane) and industrial (export industry) sec
tors, and it would consequently be superfluous to incorpora
te them into this sector of the model
The situation is different with regard to electric power.De
cisions involving significant extensions of both generating
capacity and long-distance transmission lines are taken cen
trally within the sphere of the Federal Government and are
adopted not only on the grounds of regionally inspired an
tecedents but also in terms of a national energy strategy.
On the other hand, the program of the Ministry of Mines and
Energy provides for the extension of transmission lines to
meet the increases in short-term demand (1987). In the me
dium term the construction of the Manso Power Station has
been decided upon with a view to increasing energy supplies
in the State of Mato Grosso, which in principle will
solve the problem until 1993.
The building of a power station at Corumba in the State of
Mato Grosso do Sul is under study.
Owing to the fact that the projects to be implemented were
already practically defined and the fact that the decisions
on their financing fall within the jurisdiction of federal
government agencies it was considered preferable to exclude
this sector from the model.
The housing sector was studied by EDIBAP only in terms of
diagnosis, and its proposals are therefore of a general cha
racter excluding the identification of specific investments.
It can be inferred from the above that the physical sector
of the model deals only with investments in health, educa
tion and transport.
6.2.1 Health
In the case of the health sector the most serious problems
of the region concern the scanty cover provided by the health
services, particularly in relation to the rural population,
which is scattered out over very extensive zones. For this
reason official policies postulate the territorial expan
sion of simplified schemes of health care as a fundamental
goal.
The need to strengthen the structure of the more complex
health services that should exist in the main urban centres
is also recognized. This goal, however, is not a first prio
rity for two reasons: not only does private medical practi.
ce play an important role in providing this type of servo,
ce, but also the deficiencies in treatment at this level
are not so serious as those found at the level of primary
health care.
The policy of territorial expansion of the health services
distinguishes four levels of health care in addition to the'
services provided by specialist hospitals. These levels are
spatially distributed according to the politico-administra
tive structure. This structure is periodically adjusted in
accordance with the growth of the population, which guaran
tees the maintenance of a certain proportionality between
the volume and quality of health services and the popula
tion.
The most rudimentary level of health care is provided by
community workers who, duly trained and supervised, are ex
pected to perform immunizations, notify outbreaks of disea
se, gather information and undertake activities in the fields
of health education, improvement of the environment, basic
sanitation, etc. Their action is directed at the dispersed
rural villages and small settlements.
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The level immediately above this is that of the Health Post
situated in the administrative centres of each district and
intended to serve a population of between two and three
thousand. The post is run by two auxiliaries, its activity
is centred on basic primary health care and constitutes a
means of access to more specialized services.
In the administrative centre of the municipalities is loca
ted the Health Centre which, in addition to providing pri
mary health care, is equipped to give more complex forms of
treatment and possesses a laboratory for clinical analyses,
a radiology department and facilities for dental treat
ment, etc. The Health Centre supervises the activities of
the municipal health posts and is staffed with one general
practitioner, one dentist, four auxiliaries and three a£
sistants.
The health unit of greatest complexity within the simpli
fied health system is the Mixed Unit, which is located in
the largest urban centre of each programme area. It performs
the same activities as the Health Centre and, in addition,
is able to admit patients for treatment (up to 50 beds) .
Its functions include the provision of full treatment in
t
the basic specialties, appropriate treatment in emergencies
I
and strategic specialties, public health activities, and
the training and supervision of human resources.
As is to be expected, the implementation of a system like
this calls for the simultaneous creation of a network of
health units and the strengthening of the institutions res
possible for their operation. In this respect the training
of qualified staff is the critical element.
The simulation model is concerned with the quantification
of the physical investments needed to ensure a complete co
verage of the service in accordance with standards described
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tb&ir
above and to determine location. The normal operating
/\
costs of the system must be included in the current budget
of the corresponding state departments of health, for which
reason their determination is beyond the limits of the mo
del. In this way the shortage of health posts is obtained
by comparing the number of districts in each programme area
with the existing quantity of posts. In the case of the
health centres the comparison is made between the existing
number of centres and the number of municipalities that
make up each programme area and a similar procedure is
applied with the mixed units. Thus we have:
(PHY-1) DEFPS (A, T) = NDISTR (A, T) - STPS(A,T-1)
(PHY—2) DEFCS(A,T) = NMUNIC(A,T) - STCS(A,T-1)
(PHY— 3) DEFUM(A,T) = 1-STUM(A,T-1) (*)
Where
DEFPS(A,T) = Shortage of health posts, programme area A, Year T
DEFCS(A,T) = Shortage of health centres, programme area A,Year T
DEFUM(T) = Shortage of mixed units, Year T
NDISTR(A,T)= Number of districts, programme area A, Year T
NMUNIC (A,T) = Number of municipalities, programme area A, Year T
STPS(A,T-1)= Number of existing health posts, programme area A,
Year T
STCS(A,T-1)= Number of existing health centres, programme area A,
Year T
STUM(T-l) = Number of existing mixed units, Year T-l
Once the shortages of the health units have been quanti
fied the time required for their elimination and the priori.
ties for the building of new units (location and type of
unit) should be defined. This is obviously a political de
cision that must be made, bearing in mind the available fi
nacial resources of the bodies in question. For the purposes
(*) Since one mixed unit is postulated per programme area,
STUM(A,T) may have the value 0 or 1.
©
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of the model it is assumed^, the number, type and location of
the units to be built are defined exogenously.
(PHY-4) STPS(A,T) = STPS(A,T-1) + POSTO(A,T)
(PHY-5) STCS(A,T) = STCS(A,T-1) + CENTR(A,T)
(PHY-6) STUM (A, T) = STUM(A,T-1) + UMIX(A,T)
POSTO(A,T) = Number of health posts to be built, programme
area A, Year T (OBJECTIVE)
CENTR(A,T) = Number of health centres to be built,programme
area A, Year T (OBJECTIVE)
UMIX(A,T) = Mixed units to be built, programme area A,
Year T (OBJECTIVE)
The quantity of investments is obtained by multiplying the
units to be built by the estimated unit costs.
(PHY-7) INVSA(A,T) = POSTO(A,T) * COSPO + CENTR(A,T)*
COSCE + UMIX(A,T) * COSUM
COSPO = Unit cost, health post
COSCE = Unit cost, health centre
COSUM = Unit cost, mixed unit
INVSA(A,T) = Total investments, construction of health units,
programme area A, Year T.
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6.2.2 Education
The region has serious educational shortcomings, resulting
in a high incidence of illiteracy and a low level of formal
education on the part of the literate population. This si¬
tuation is the result of the insufficient development of
education services, which at present are characterized by
a lack of facilities and by serious deficiencies in the qua
lity of the services provided.
The situation is significantly more serious in the rural
zones, where the rate of school attendance in the first year
of primary education represents only 39% of the population
of school age (90% in urban areas). The diagnosis also re
veals that the problems of the State of Mato Grosso are more
acute than tnose of the State of Mato Grosso do Sul.
The primary education network is insufficient to cater for
the whole of the school age population and has high rates
of truancy and of pupils repeating a year, in addition to
a marked distortion in terms of age/course (only 17% of
those enrolled in primary education are of the appropriate
age) .
Secondary education in the region is practically confined
to the urban areas of the municipalities. Even so, not all
municipalities possess secondary schools. Thus, the number
of places in secondary education in the region is limited,
which explains why, according to 1970 data, only a small
part of the population who did attend school completed the
secondary course.
«
The qualifications of the teaching staff in the region are,
in general, low. According to 1974 data, only 25.9% of tea
chers had undergone teacher training and only 15.2% had
completed a universit3' y level course. In rural schools the
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teaching staff was even less qualified, for only about 6%
of the teachers had completed a teacher training course.
More recent estimates, still to be confirmed, seem to indi_
cate that educational standards in the region had improved
markedly by the year 1980. En all events there is a clear
need to widen the opportunities of access to education, to
improve the school's ability to retain their pupils and to
raise significantly the quality of teaching. To this end
EDIBAP proposes a series of measures designed to widen the
coverage of the education system and improve its standards.
As in the health sector the model deals with the quantify
cation of the shortage of schools and the investments need
ed to eliminate it in accordance with the standards fixed
for the region.
Thus, it is held that the need for schools in each program
me area is equal to the school age population multiplied by
a standard of pupils per establishment. Given that the afo
rementioned standard is different for rural and urban zones
(the low rural population density requires the creation of
small educational establishments in order-to facilitate ac










REQESU(A,T) = Need for schools, urban zones, programme area Ar
Year T
REQESR(A,T) = Need for schools, rural zones, programme area A
Year T
CESU = Standard of pupils per school, urban zones (OBJECTIVE)
CESR = Standard of pupils per school, rural zones (OBJECTIVE)
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The shortage of schools is obtained by subtracting the num
ber of existing schools the previous year from the required
number determined above.
(PHY-10) DEFESU(A,T) = REQESU (A,T) - STESU (A,T-1)
(PHY-11) DEFESR(A,T) = REQESR (A, T) - STESR (A,T-1)
DEFESU(A,T) = shortage of schools, urban zones, programme
area A, Year T
DEFESR(A,T) = shortage of schools, rural zones, programme
area A, Year T
STESU(A,T-1)= existing schools, urban zones, programme area A,
Year T-l
STESR(A,T-l)= existing schools, rural zones,programme area A,
Year T-l
The schools to be built and their location reflect the goals
of education policy. As such these goals are defined exoge
nously and then introduced into the model.
(PHY-12) STESU(A,T) = STESU(A,T-1) + ESCU(A,T)
(PHY-13) STESR(A,T) = STESR(A,T-1) + ESCR(A,T)
ESCU(A,T) = number of schools to be built, urban zones, pro
gramme area A, Year T (OBJECTIVE)
ESCR(A,T) = number of schools to be built, rural zones, pro
gramme area A, Year T (OBJECTIVE)
The investments entailed by the pursuit of the goals are de
termined by multiplying the number of schools to be built
by their respective unit costs.
(PHY—14) INVED(A,T) = ESCU(A,T)*COSEU + ESCR(A,T)*COSER
INVED(A,T) = total investments, construction of schools ,
programme area A, Year T
COSEU = unit cost, urban-type school
COSER = unit cost, rural-type school
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6.2.3 Transport
As mentioned above the region under study has low population
density and has ample scope for incorporating new areas into
production. This means that there is great flexibility for
designing the projects of physical infrastructure that will
condition its future spatial structure and behaviour.
Since the transport network is one of the elements that most
decisively affect the spatial structure of a regional system,
special care was taken to define a particular sector of the
simulation model for'~*studying the economic effects to be ex¬
pected in the region as a consequence of the improvements
in the road network proposed by EDIBAP.
The studies carried out in the Upper Paraguay River Basin
led to the conclusion that the major deficiency in the re¬
gional road network was the lack of rural roads (*) able to
support permanent traffic. Since this situation also consti_
tutes a limiting factor to agricultural development, the
study of transport projects was designed specifically to
meet the requirements of roads in rural areas. Therefore,
the transport sector of the model was oriented to the eva¬
luation of the impact of such investment projects.
In conceptual terms there are two basic approaches for
appraising road transport projects. They are the "road users'
savings" and the "producer surplus" methods which utilize
different procedures for quantifying the benefits associated
with the project. A brief characterization of both approa¬
ches is presented below based on the main findings of the
report of the Department of Transport of the World Bank
(CARNEMARK, C. et.al., 1976). The road users' savings me¬
thod, or demand for transport approach, determines a demand
(*) Rural roads are defined as low traffic roads in agricul
tural areas.
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for transport function and then quantifies the reduction in
the operational costs of vehicles derived from specific in¬
vestments (road improvements, construction of a new road,etc.)
and estimates its effects on the total demand for transport.
The benefits of the project are measured as the difference
of total expenditure on transport in current conditions and
the expected expenditure after the project's implementation.
The producer surplus method for its part tries to measure
the benefits attributed to the project in terms of the in¬
crease in the level of economic activity it may induce.The
benefits are quantified as the increase in the producers'
benefits resulting from the road improvement, assuming that
all reductions in transport costs generated by the project
are transferred to producers in the form of increments of
received prices and reductions in input costs.
The first method is recommended when normal traffic (or its
expected growth) is high and the economies in transport
costs constitute a reasonable measure of the project's be¬
nefits. This is the case with already developed regions
where road improvements are not likely to induce further
growth but to reduce overall costs of transportation. The
producer surplus method is most applicable to underdevelo
ped regions where current traffic is low and where it is
expected that the implementation of specific development
programmes would induce an increased level of economic acti¬
vity. In these circumstances transport savings,as regards
actual traffic, are negligible and analysis must concentra¬
te on the induced effects of the road project, e.g., the
open ing of a new agricultural area, the complementing of
set of programmed investment projects, etc.
For a better understanding of these methods a schematic
view of the way the benefits of a project are quantified
by both approaches is presented below. An underdeveloped
rural area is assumed where the road under study consti¬
tutes the only way to transport agricultural produce
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from farms to the market and inputs for that produce in the
opposite direction. It is also assumed that all reductions
in transport costs are transferred to farmers (as higher
prices for agricultural production and lower costs of in¬
puts) who devote these additional resources to increasing
their level of activity.
The demand for transport approach starts by determining the
volume of traffic under normal conditions. Thus, before any
improvement in the road total demand for transport is repre
sented by curve Dl (Fig. .1A) and the cost of transporting
one ton of agricultural produce (or inputs) per kilometre
is Cl. This defines the current volume of transported goods Tl.
The improvement in the road resulting from the implementation
of the project under consideration, reduces the operational
cost of vehicles, which leads to lower transport costs. Ac¬
cording to the assumptions made, the induced reduction in in
put cost stimulates a greater agricultural production, which
in turn generates an increased demand for transport for this
activity. This effect is represented by the movement of the
demand curve from Dl to D2. If measured in terms of the ori¬
ginal cost of transport (Cl) the benefits derived from the
lower cost of inputs are represented by the area between Dl
and D2 and above Cl, T2 represents the new volume of trans¬
port .
Figure 6.1
SCHEMATIC VIEW OF THE DEMAND OF TRANSPORT
AND PRODUCER SURPLUS APPROACHES
A B
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As established, the project also transfers the transport sa
vings to farmers by proportionally increasing the price of
their produce (CI - C2).
These higher prices stimulate a further increase in produ¬
ction and consequently in the demand for transport.The final
volume of transported goods is T3 and the benefits for far¬
mers derived from higher prices are represented by the area
to the left of Dl and between CI and C2. The area between
Dl - D2 and CI - C2 corresponds to the benefits of the pro¬
ject attributable to the joint effects of input cost redu¬
ction and higher prices. Obviously, the total benefits of
the project are the sum of these three effects. The producer
surplus method, for its part, starts by determining the nor¬
mal level of activity before the improvement in the road.
As shown in Fig. 6.1.B, normal production (Ql) corresponds
to the point where marginal cost function (MCI) equals mar¬
ket price (PI). In this situation the producer surplus is
the difference between the total income of producers (0P1*0Q1)
minud production costs (area under MCI, between 0 and Ql).
As mentioned above the project increases the producer sur¬
plus both by reducing input costs and by increasing the
prices received by farmers.
Input cost reduction entails a decrease in total production
costs at any level of activity. This is represented by the
movement of the marginal cost function from MCI to MC2.Hi¬
gher prices, in their turn, lead to a new price line P2.The
new level of activity is Q3 and the producer surplus cor¬
responds to the area between P2 and MC2. The rise in the
producer surplus induced by the project is composed of be¬
nefits derived from cheaper inputs (diagonally shaded area),
benefits attributable to higher prices (horizontally shaded
area) and the joint effects of cheaper inputs and higher
prices (squared area).
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Although both methods for appraising road projects lead to
similar results, the selection of one rather than the other
is largely conditioned by the socio economic context of
the project and by the quality of available information.Sin
ce the study area has a low level of economic activity and
has ample scope for incorporating new areas into agricultu¬
ral production, the producer surplus approach was adopted
as the conceptual framework of the transport sector of the
model. The final form of the transport model resulted from
the findings of a research programme carried out by GEIPOT
(Brazilian Transport Planning Corporation), where the Upper
Paraguay River Basin was utilized as a case study for test¬
ing an econometric model for assessing the impact of invest
ments in rural roads. (*)
Such a model quantifies the benefits of a road project in
terms of the increased agricultural production it induces
in its area of influence. It is assumed that the value of
agricultural production is a function of the amount of
available land, its quality and its accessibility. Thus ,
the assessment of the project's impact is carried out by
comparing the current level of agricultural production
with that expected under the higher accessibility resulting
from the proposed investment.
Relationships between the quantity and quality of availa¬
ble land and the value of agricultural production are per
fectly obvious and can be regarded as defined by the te¬
chnology utilized. However, the role of' accessibility as
an explanatory variable of such a function requires some
comment.
Due to the special spatial behaviour of agriculture (space
can be regarded as playing the role of a productive factor),
transport costs constitute a decisive factor in determining
(*) GEIPOT, Pesquisa sobre impacto de Rodovias Vecinais ,
(Research on the impact of local roads), Brasilia,1981
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the amount of land that can be economically devoted to pro¬
duction. Von Thhnen's agricultural location theory explains
the spatial distribution of production by defining the inco¬
me from one unit of land as a function of distance (*):
R = E*(p-a) - E*f*k
Where
R= income from one unit of land
E= land productivity
p= market price per unit of agricultural produce
a= production cost per unit of produce
f= transport cost
k= distance
The graphical representation of this function (Fig.6.2.A)
shows that in the market place (k=0) the income from one
unit of land equals the productivity (E) multiplied by
net income per unit (p-a). Because of the negative slope of
the function (-E*f), the income per hectare decreases as
production moves far from the market and becomes null when
k-^~a . This means that no production can economically take
Figure 6.2
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DISTANCE DISTANCE
(*) A good analysis of Von Thtinen's work can be found in
MELCHIOR, E., 1975
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place at a distance from the market higher than OB, since
beyond this point the income from the land becomes negat_i
ve.
When a second product is incorporated into the analysis se
lection between productive options in each location is made
according to the principle of income maximization, leading
to the definition of the spatial distribution of its produ¬
ction. The income function of product I is represented by
the line AB (Fig. 6.2.B) while line CD corresponds to the
income function of product II.
For any piece of land located between 0 and J product I ge¬
nerates a higher income than product II. Therefore, the
production of I will be preferred near the market and up
to the distance at which its income is equal to its margi¬
nal opportunity cost (J). Beyond this point product II be¬
comes preferable. In spatial terms this means that the cir
cular area of ratio OJ is devoted to the production of I
and the ring of length JD to product II. (*)
(*) Melchior establishes that this analysis is correct inso
far as the following conditions are met:
i) E(I)*(P(I)-a(I)> E(II)*(P(II)-a(II)> 0, and
ii) Kj. (for R=0)> Kn (for R=0) (MELCHIOR, 1975; p.45)
Figure 6.3
VON THUNEN S AGRICULTURAL LOCATION SCHEME
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If the parameters of the income function for a number of pro
ducts are known, the optimum land use pattern can be esta¬
blished. This will situate each crop on a concentric ring
around the market, as shown in Fig. 6.3.
Although this analysis led Von Thtinen to some unprecise ge
neralizations (see CORAGGIO, 1973; and MELCHIOR, 1975), it
constitutes a highly simplified but valid attempt to explain
land income differentials attributable to the spatial loca¬
tion of agricultural production units.
For the purposes of our model reductions in both transport
costs and travel time resulting from the implementation of a
road project are to be seen as having the same effect as
moving a production unit to a ring closer to the market.This
is shown by Fig. 6.3 where an improvement in the road con¬
necting point A with the market (M), reduces transport costs
and in this way makes it possible to produce in A certain
goods that without such a project could not be produced far
ther from the market than B. Obviously, this reduction in
transport costs leads to a higher income per hectare at
point A and at all farms located within the area of influen
ce of the road. Thus, the inclusion of accessibility as an
independent variable of the rural production function of
the model was the procedure adopted to define a relationship
between spatial variables and economic ones.
The transport sector of the model was calibrated by means of
OLSQ on cross-section data using a sample of 25 municipali¬
ties .
The value of agricultural production (VAP) was measured in
cruzeiros (of April 1980) and includes the results of agri¬
cultural and cattle-raising activities and also the production
of the rural industry. As such this dependent variable repre¬
sents the total production of non urban areas of each spatial
unit, excluding extractive activities (namely mining and
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forestry) which can not be explained properly by the indepen
dent variables selected. Accessibility (ACC) represents the
locational position of the spatial unit of analysis (munici¬
pality) with regard to the system of urban centres. It was
measured in terms of the reciprocal of travel time between
the main town of the municipality and the other urban centres.
This was a quite complex procedure which involved some opera
tional assumptions. Firstly, a hierarchy of urban centres
was defined on the basis of the findings of a recent study
carried out at the national level (IBGE, 1980) that defined
the area of influence of 1416 cities throughout Brazil.This
provides a basic hierarchy for defining the transport route
from the most remote rural areas in the region to the nation
al metropolitan centre of Sao Paulo. Secondly, the road net¬
work was identified by distinguishing four types of roads
according to their quality (minor, earth, stabilized and
paved) each of which was associated with an average travel
speed.
Thirdly, all distances in the road network were measured and
then transformed into travel times through the average speed
for each type of road and expressed as an accessibility in¬
dex (1/travel time - expressed in minutes) . Finally accessj.
bility indexes were classified in three categories according
to the urban centre to which they referred. They are:a) ac¬
cessibility to the metropolitan centre of Sao Paulo (ACC 1),
b) accessibility to the State capitals (ACC 2; Cuiaba in
Mato Grosso and Campo Grande in Mato Grosso do Sul) and c)
accessibility to the main town of each programme area (ACC 3).
Each of these sets of accessibility indexes was used inde¬
pendently for calibrating the model. The accessibility of
municipalities to the main town of programme areas was dis¬
regarded because it yielded poor levels of significance.
The second independent variable, land available for agricul
ture (LAN), represents the amount of land able to support
agriculture and cattle-related activities, and was obtained
from the agricultural census.
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The last explanatory variable, land quality index (LQI) is
a measure of land productivity. Since a high incidence of
this variable was expected in the explanation of rural pro
duction, it was simultaneously studied from two different
points of view. On the one hand, starting from the studies
of natural resources carried out by EDIBAP (see Section 6.1),
potential agricultural production (including cattle-raising)
was determined and expressed as an index of the potential
productivity of land. On the other hand, an indirect metho¬
dology developed by GEIPOT was tried and finally adopted
because it provided better statistical results. This metho¬
dology assumes that the value of land is basically determined
by its potential productivity and its location with regard
to the urban system. The agricultural census provides the
value of land ( excluding all investments and improvements);
thus LQI was obtained as the residual of the regression be
tween land value (LVA, dependent variable) and accessibility
determined as explained above (Fig. 6.4 explains the con¬
ception of LQI utilized).
Figure 6.4
CONCEPT OF LAND QUALITY INDEX (LQI)
ACCESSIBILITY
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OLSQ performed on a logarithmic version of this function
provided the following results.
(PHY-15 ) LLVA (M ) = 17 . 8 4 5 + 2.546 LACCl (M)
(4.71) (4.70)
Where
LLVA(M) = log. land value, municipality M
LACCl (M)=log. accessibility index municipality M with re¬
gard to the metropolitan centre of Sao Paulo
R2 = 0.49
F = 22 .10
Thus, the part of the land value not explained by this re¬
gression (51% of land value) is considered as the land qua
lity index and utilized as an independent variable of the
rural production function. Thus, LQ1 is defined with the
following equation:
(PHY-15*) LQI(M) = LVA(M) - 56,23,194 *(ACCl(M))2'546
Once the variables were quantified, a regression analysis
was carried out for determining the final form of the rural
production function. Since there were many possible combi¬
nations of independent variables,(three acessibility inde¬
xes) the stepwise procedure was utilized and the following
results were obtained





LVAP(M) = log. value of agricultural production,municipality M
LLAN(M) = log. land available for agriculture,municipality M
LLQI(M) = log. land quality index, municipality M






Thus the function to be included in the model is
(PHY-16*) VAP (M) —2 .199 * (LAN (M) ) °*845*(LQI (M) ) ° ' 89 3* (ACC2 (M)) °'261
A sample of the type of results provided by this version of
the transport sector of the model is presented in Table 6.4.
Since the transport sector of the model thus designed consti¬
tutes a tool for giving priority to road projects, it is
different in nature and purpose to the other sectors of the
model. For this reason it is to be run independently of the
simulation of the general model and its results are to be
utilized as a criterion for selecting the combination of
road projects to be financed by the funds granted for this
purpose and also used for determining the level of activity
of civil construction (see Section 5.5). The particular cha¬
racter of the transport sector and the static nature of the
environmental sector (which is used only for determining en¬
vironmental constraints on the utilization of natural resour
ces for economic purposes), mean that it would be pointless
to design a flowchart for them.
Nevertheless, in order to give an adequate treatment to the
health and education sectors, they are included in the flow¬










































































































































































7. THE COMPOSITE MODEL
The composite model is the integrating framework of the
partial submodels. As such, its function is that of compa
tibilizing the aforementioned submodels in such a way that,
taken together, they lead to a coherent view of the fun¬
ctioning of the regional socio-economic system. In addition,
it provides certain indices for assessing the impact that
would result from the implementation of the projects and
specific actions entailed by the simulated strategies, as
well as the economic feasibility of the strategies in que_s
tion. Accordingly, what is termed "composite model" is a
methodological instance of the model that contains a series
of operative norms for regulating the calculation sequence
of the submodels, transferring partial results from one sub
model to another and subsequently eliciting some results of
a general nature. This methodological instance does not con
tain behavioural equations but it is the element controlling
the general algorithm of the model.
In order to make this part of the simulation model easier
to understand this chapter is divided into three sections .
The first deals with aggregation of partial results, the
second discusses the procedures used to determine the eco¬
nomic feasibility of the simulated strategies, and the
third is devoted to a review of the problems involved in
the operation of the model.
7.1 AGGREGATION OF PARTIAL RESULTS
The first stage in the integration of partial submodels en-
tails^aggregation of sectorial estimates of product and em¬
ployment for obtaining global results at the programme area
level and also some indices about the behaviour of subregio
nal economies. Global regional estimates are then determin
ed by aggregation of these subregional variables.
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Firstly the model determines employment generated in each
programme area in both the rural and urban sectors.
Rural employment is obtained by adding permanent and tempora
ry employment in the agricultural sector to that generated
by stock-breeding.
Due to the form of calculation used, this total refers exclu
sively to direct employment generated by the above-mentioned
activities. In order to obtain total employment in rural zo¬
nes it is necessary to multiply these figures by a coefficient
that takes into consideration indirect employment.
Thus we have:
(GRL-1) EMPLR (A, T) ={EMPAP (A ,T) +EMPAT (A,T) +EMPEC (A,T)]*CEIND (T)
Where
EMPLR(A,T)=total rural employment,programme area A, Year T
EMPAP(A,T)^permanent employment in agriculture,programme
area A, Year T
EMPAT(A,T)=temporary employment in agriculture,programme
area A, Year T(*)
EMPEC(A,T)-employment in cattle-raising, programme area A,
Year T
CEIND(T) =total employment/direct employment coefficient for
the rural sector, Year T
(*) Temporary employment in agriculture is a measure of the
number of persons exhibiting some form of underemploy¬
ment. It is expressed as the number of equivalent jobs,
which allows it to be added to permanent employment in
order to determine total employment in agriculture.
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Urban employment is obtained by adding the number of jobs in
each of the economic sectors. In this case sectorial jobs
were calculated as total employment, for which reason no sub
sequent adjustments are necessary. The total employment of





EMPLU(A,T) = total urban employment,programme area A,Year T
EMIMA(A,T) = employment in the timber industry,programme
area A, Year T
EMIMI(A,T) = employment in the mining industry,programme
area A, Year T
EMIEX(A,T) = employment in the export industry, programme
area A, Year T
EMIOU(A,T) = employment in diverse industries, programme
area A, Year T
EMCON(A,T) = employment in the building sector, programme
area A, Year T
EMCSE(A,T) = employment in commerce and services,programme
area A, Year T
EMGOB(A,T) = employment in the public sector,programme area
A, Year T
EMPTOT(A,T) = total employment, programme area A, Year T
With these elements the growth rate of total employment per
programme area and the proportion of total employment gene¬
rated by the primary sector are calculated. Both elements
constitute input for the demographic submodel in Year T+l.
EMPTOT(A,T)







CREMP(A,T) = Growth rate of total employment,programme area
A, Year T
PEP(A,T) = Percentage of primary employment, programme
area A, Year T
In the employment sector of the model the demand for jobs is
determined by applying an employment goal to the available
labour force.
The formulation assumes that mobility of labour will lead to
regional full employment if there is an equilibrium between
labour supply and demand at the national level, or to an e-
quitable distribution of a labour surplus (or shortage) in
the case of structural imbalance.
This approach was adopted, especially in view of the high in
cidence of migration in the rate of population growth in the
study area. Thus, the demographic submodel explains net migra
tion rates as a function of the behaviour of employment. How¬
ever, since relocation costs in Brazil are relatively high
(mainly due to the vastness of the country) and also because
of an imperfect labour market it can not be expected that mi¬
gration alone will guarantee full employment in the region.In
fact, it is found that some regions face severe unemployment
problems while others suffer from a labour shortage. This ob¬
viously leads to important differentials in regional wages
that remain for long periods.
In an earlier version of the model a special subroutine was
created for adjusting the level of economic activity in or¬
der to ensure the pursuit of the employment goals. This cons
tituted quite an elaborate process since it was necessary to
recalculate the activity levels of all the programme areas
and for every one of the years included in the simulation
period.
This procedure was abandoned, as it frequently led to unvia¬
ble strategies and also because it made it difficult to vi¬
sualize the effect that the proposed strategies would
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normally produce. In these circumstances it was considered
preferable to use indicators of the performance of each stra
tegy in the generation of employment.
Thus, full employment is introduced into the composite mo¬
del as a policy objective and the conditions for its achie¬
vement are defined by means of specific simulations.
In order to assess the performance of the strategy in this
respect the expected rates of rural, urban and total unem¬
ployment are calculated and compared with the intended obje
ctives. In the event of significant discrepancies between
the two unemployment rates it is possible to perform simula¬
tions of the model in order to determine the additional a-
mounts of sectorial investment needed for attaining the ini¬
tial goals.
(GRL-6) DESRUR(A,T) = 1-





(GRL-8) DESTOT(A,T) - 1- EMPT0T(A'T)
REMPT (A, T)
The next step consists of determining the rural, urban and
total product and usual indicators of the evolution of the
level of economic activity.
In the case of the agricultural and cattle-raising sectors
the respective models determine the gross value of production
and not its added value. In order to calculate the added va¬
lue of these activ"5 ties a coefficient relating both concepts
is used. This coefficient, which is periodically calculated
by the Getulio Vargas Foundation, shows a downward tendency
in time. (See Fig. 7.1) (*)
(*) In spite of the availability of a coefficient for the who
le of the cattle-raising sector it was considered prefe¬
rable to use independent estimates for agriculture and
cattle-raising. These estimates were obtained from the
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SOURCE'. Fundapao Getulio Vargas
As is argued in the agricultural sector of the model, a si¬
zable part of the increase in land productivity is accounted
for by rises in the quantity and quality of inputs per hecta
re of cultivated land. This means that the incidence of the
inputs in the value of production increases with the rise in
agricultural productivity and, as a result, the proportion
represented by the added value of this sector falls. A simi¬
lar pattern of behaviour is assumed in the case of the cattle
raising sector, since the productivity of the land for pastu
re is dependent on the same factors as far crops and the
productivity of the cattle herds is also enhanced through im
provements of inputs.
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In accordance with the above, the added value of agriculture
and cattle-raising of each programme area is equal to the va
lue of agricultural and cattle-raising production, multiplied
by the respective added value/production value coefficient.
(GRL-9) PROAG(A,T) = VBPAG(A,T)*CVAG(T)
(GRL-10) PROPE(A,T) = VBPEC(A,T)*CVPE(T)








= agricultural product,programme area A,Year T
= cattle-raising product,programme area A,Year T
= rural product, programme area A, Year T
= gross value of agricultural production,programme
area A, Year T
= gross value of cattle-raising production,progra¬
mme area A, Year T
= added agricultural value/gross value of agricul¬
tural production coefficient, Year T
= added cattle-raising value/gross value of cattle
raising production coefficient, Year T
The urban product is equal to the sum of the added value of
the secondary and tertiary activities identified in the model.
The total product of each programme area obviously corresponds




PROURB(A,T) = urban product,programme area A,Year T
VAMAD(A,T) = added value of timber industry,programme area A,
Year T
= added value of mining industry,programme area A,
Year T
= added value of export industry,programme area A,
Year T
= added value of diverse industries,programme area
A, Year T







VACSE(A,T) = added value of
area A, Year T
VAGOB(A,T) = added value of
Year T
PROREG(A,T) = total product,
commerce and services,programme
public sector,programme area A,
programme area A, Year T
Once the level of total activity of each programme area is
known the growth rate of added value and per capita product
are calculated. These constitute traditional indicators for
assessing the behaviour of an economic system that, in our
case, allow an evaluation of the strategy's capacity to sti¬
mulate the economic growth of the area.
(GRL-14) TXCREC(A,T) = PR0REG(A,T) _ ±
PROREG(A,T—1)
(GRL-15) YPC(A,T) = PR0REG(A,T)
POP(A,T)
TXCREC(A,T) = annual growth rate of product,programme area A,
Year T
YPC(A,T) = per capita product,programme area A,Year T
7.2 . ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
In operational terms a development strategy can be defined
as an internally coherent set of goals and objectives, to¬
gether with a set of policies, investment projects and actions
specifically designed to achieve them.
As such, the formulation of a development strategy entails
the temporal and spatial ordering of an harmonious set of
actions and investment projects, each of which requires a
special allocation of resources.
It follows that the strategy is feasible in economic terms
only if the resources necessary for the implementation of de
fined actions and projects are supplied in quantity and volu
me and at the moment and place required. Since thus defined
strategies constitute a first approach to a subsequent more
detailed development plan, their feasibility need only be
measured in terms of the volume of resources required for
each year of the forecasting period. Required resources are
expressed as total investments implied by the strategy,whi¬
le available resources are composed of internal savings ,
net inflow of capital from the rest of the country and
public investment.
In our case required resources were divided into private in
vestment requirements and public ones. The required amount
of private investment was obtained by adding the net invest
ment necessary to achieve the projected sectoral growth. Se¬
ctoral net investment results from applying the marginal ca
pital - product ratio to the expected increase in each se¬
ctor's output. These ratios were obtained from the invest¬
ment projects formulated by EDIBAP for agriculture, cattle-
raising and export industry. For the other sectors estimates
made for the whole country were utilized. Thus we have:
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CVACSE (A, T+l) -VACSE (A,T) ) *KPRCSE|





capital-product ratio, timber industry
capital-product ratio, mining
KPRIEX capital-product ratio, export industry
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KPRIOU = capital-product ratio, diverse industries
KPRCON = capital-product ratio, civil constuction
KPRCSE = capital-product ratio, commerce and services
The public investment requirement, for its part, is composed
of the sum of resources demanded by education, health and
transport, plus the investment required by the increase in
normal government activities.
(GRL-17) PUBINV(T) - [(INVSA (A, T) +INVED (A, T) +INVTR (A, T) +
(VAGOB(A,T+1)-VAGOB(A,T))*KPRGOBj
PUBINV(T) = required amount of public investment, Year T
KPRGOB = capital-product ratio, Government
For determining the Regional savings; capacity to finan
ce these investment requirements two ways were explored. The
first consisted of determining the total investment resour¬
ces the region can generate internally and attract from the
rest of the country, both from private and public sources.
Such an investment capacity, if compared with^investment re¬
quirements resulting from (GRL-16) and (GRL-17), determines
the extent to which the processed strategy is economically
feasible.
Interregional movements of financial capital are very diffi¬
cult to estimate since they are a function of the relative
interregional differences in the rates of return and of the
cost of overcoming the spatial friction. Thus the amount of
private resources that may be attracted from other regions
must be determined exogenously.
Public investment, for its part, is determined and allocated
among regions at the national level; thus it should also be
considered as an exogenous parameter for determining the re¬
gional investment capacity.
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Because of the difficulties implied by such estimates this
procedure was abandoned.
The second way consisted of determining the conditions for
making the strategy feasible rather than producing a measu¬
re of its economic feasibility. This approach is more con¬
sistent with the procedural framework for regional planning
proposed in chapters 1 and 2.
In fact, to the extent that regional planning should be a
very flexible tool for increasing the bargaining power of
regions vis-a-vis theC-entral Government or extraregional
firms it is more important for the authorities of a particu
lar region to have a basic strategy for negotiating additio
nal resources with the Central Government or specific invest
ments with national firms than to have a modest and feasible
development strategy.
This approach is also consistent with Brazilian negotiation
practices. As mentioned above, the most important instru¬
ments used in Brazil for promoting regional development are
the capital-supply type measures, such as public investment,
federal transfers to specific activities, tax incentives
for investment in selected regions, subsidized credits,etc.
(See section 3.2) It follows that the amount of resources
a region needs for making a development strategy feasible is
not defined before the strategy is ready but is a matter of
negotiation. Obviously, the bargaining capacity of a region
increases to the extent that clear strategies and specific
projects for investment are at hand.
Thus, the model only determines the investment resources the
*
region is able to generate internally, leaving the rest to
be negotiated. In this way the model becomes easier to mani¬
pulate and better suited to regional planning needs.
Internal savings are then obtained by multiplying the income
generated in the region by the average propensity to save.
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Because of lack of information this parameter was calculated
from (available) regional accounts for 1970 and 1975 and was
assumed to be constant for the whole forecasting period.
SAVGAP (T) = private savings gap, Year T
Thus, the economic feasibility of the strategy depends on
the ability of regional authorities to obtain resources from
the Central Government for financing public investment re¬
quirements and manipulating available policy instruments so
as to attract private resources to match the savings gap de
termined in (GRL-19).
Finally, a graphic summary of the operations performed by
the composite model is presented in the flow-chart of the
computer programme shown in Fig. 7.2, which also includes
health and education sectors of the physical and environ¬
mental submodel.
7.3 OPERATION OF THE MODEL
The model thus presented is composed of 19 behavioural equa
tions and 82 identities which comprise a large number of exo
genous variables, endogenous variables, lagged endogenous va
riables, policy instruments and parameters. It was designed
as an aggregate of partial submodels which were estimated se
parately and then assembled into an overall structure.
For a better understanding of the way the model operates,this
section contains a review of some critical issues such as the
treatment of the variables in each submodel , transfers of va
riables between submodels and between time periods and the re





(GRL-19) SA.VGAP (T) = PRIINV(T) - RESAV(T)
RESAV(T) = regional savings, Year T
SAVPR = average propensity to save
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7.3.1 TREATMENT OF VARIABLES IN THE SUBMODELS
The structure of submodels and sectors was described //?
. some detail in previous chapters together with /s)forma/-/c>n
reju/rvme.nfs and the type of results generated.
In order to provide a clear view of the incidence of sub¬
models and sectors on aggregate forecasts and also of the
way in which they interact it seems necessary to summarize //fe
input - output relationships taking place in each submodel
and to identify variables being transferred between submodels
and sectors. A synoptic view of these input-output and inter
dependence relationships is presented in Fig. 7.3 .
The demographic and employment submodel requires the exoge¬
nous definition of the population of the base year per pro¬
gramme-area disaggregated by sex and age-strata, and also of
some coefficients. These coefficients^that are assumed as
constants for the whole simulation period, are: masculinity
rate at birth, survival and fertility rates by sex and age -
strata, and participation rates for urban and rural popula¬
tion also disaggregated by sex and age-strata.
Besides theseexogenous elements^maximum acceptable unemploy¬
ment rates are introduced as policy variables and rates of
growth of total employment by programme-areas (including the
proportion of total employment provided by primary activi¬
ties) are also required. These employment growth rates are
determined exogenously for the base year and generated by
the composite model for subsequent years of the simulation.
The output of this model consists of estimates of the popula
tion per programme-area for each year of the simulation pe¬
riod disaggregated by sex and age cohort. It also generates
for the urban and rural sectors of each programme-area esti¬
mates of total population, labour force and of the require -
ment for jobs derived from available human resources and the
employment policy objectives defined.
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KPRACR - capital-product ratio, sqriculture (GRL)
KPRCON • capital-product ratio, civil construction (GRL)
KPRCSE - capital-product ratio, commerce and aervlces (GRL)
KPRGOB - capital-product ratio, government (GRLI
KPRIEX - capital-product ratio, axport industries :CRL)
KPRIOU - capital-product ratio, diverse Industries (GRL)
XPRMAD - capital-product ratio, timber industries (CRL)
XPRMIN - capital-product ratio, mining industries (GRL)
KPRFEC - capital-product ratio, cattle-raising (GRL)
MASR - rata of masculinity at olrth (OEM)
PPIC) » pnysl 1 productivity, crop C (AGR)
POTAGR (A) - potential land for agriculture .AGR)
PPNIM - national product, per capita, timber Industry iINDI
REDV(A.T) - road network (AGR)
R£QMO(I,T) - labour req. per unity of prod.. Industry KIND)
RMO(C.M) " labour req. per hectar, crop C. month M (ACR)
RMOA(M) - labour req. per hectar of rice, manual crop, month
M (ACR)
HMOBtMl « labour raq. per hectar of rice, mechanized crop
RMOCOCT! - Labour req. per unity of prod.,civil c
•CSG)
RMOCS(T) — Labour req. per unity of prod.,commerc
cea (CSC)
RNOCOlT) - labour req. per unity of prod., goverr
APR(S,E.T) - rural part. rate, lex 3. age strata
RPUIS,E,T) - urban part. rate, sex S , age strata
RCMPE iT) - labour req. per unity of cattle 'CATI
SUR(S.B.T) - rate of survival .Sex S.ag
THAT IT) - cattle birth rate (CAT)
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The economic submodel , for its part, is composed of four
sectors ( agriculture, cattle raising, industry and tertia¬
ry activities) which are run independently. Aggregation of
their output takes place in the so called "composite model".
The inputs of the agricultural sector comprise the extension
of the road network of each programme-area and its expected
variations during the simulation period, monthly require¬
ments of labour for each crop and the potential area for
agriculture of each programme-area as exogenous variables.
Total and rural population for each programme-area are trans
ferred from the demographic and employment submodel.
On top of these variables the model requires precise values
t-he.
for the following policy instruments:Aamount of credit
for agriculture and cattle raising, price of rice, and the' A.
amount of land devoted to sugar cane and coffee plantations.
With these elements the agricultural sector of the economic
submodel generates estimates of sectorial employment and
the
A gross value of production for each year of the simulation pe
riod. It also quantifies other variables that are used in
other sectors of the economic submodel such as amount of
A
land devoted to planted pastures ( for the cattle raising
sector) and the amount of land deforested each year ( for
the industrial sector ) together with the amount of land
a,
allocated to rice and soyabeans wfuck is used asA lagged endo
genous variable in the proper agricultural sector.
The cattle raising sector , requires cattle
birth and survival rates, labour requirements and the. average
weight of cattle as exogenous variables. The amount of
land devoted to pastures is transferred from the agricultu¬
ral sector and potential cattle stock per programme-area is
orf*
introduced as an ecologicAconstraint. Policy inputs of this
sector of the model are the price of meat and the amount of
credit granted to this activitiy both for capital and cur
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rent expenses. Hie output of this cattle raising submodel
comprises annual estimates of total employment, gross value of
production, cattle stock and extraction rates. The two latter
variables are used as lagged endogenous variables in the same
submodel.
The industrial sector distinguishes four branches of regional
industry ( timber industry, mining, export industry and
diverse industries ). Any simulation needs sectorial require¬
ments of labour per unit of product and added value per capita
of the timber industry at the national level as exogenous
variables. It also requires the transfer of urban population
( from the demographic and employment submodel ) and the amount
of deforested land ( from the agricultural sector ), while the
rates of growth of the mining and export industries constitute
its policy inputs. The output of this sector of the model
comprises estimates of employment and the added value of each
branch of regional industry. The added value of the mining
and export industries is also used as a lagged endogenous
variable for simulating subsequent years.
The fourth sector of the economic submodel comprises civil
construction, commerce and services and government. Its inputs
include the sectorial requirements of labour per unit of
production as exogenous variables, urban population as a transfer
from the danographic submodel, and the loans granted by the
National Housing Bank ( BNH ), public investments in roads and
the current expenditure of State Governments as policy instru¬
ments. With these elements this submodel generates estimates of
added value and employment for each of these sectors of economic
activity.
As mentioned above, education and health are the only sectors of
the physical and environmental submodel included in the simula¬
tions. The transport and environmental sectors were processed
independently and their outputs were fed into the model as
exogenous variables.
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The education and health sectors utilize the cost of schools and
health facilities as exogenous variables, urban and rural popula¬
tion as a transfer from the demographic submodel, and the number
of physical units to be built each year as a policy input.
Their results are composed of the stock and deficit of education
and health facilities per programme-area and the volume of
investment required each year for meeting sectorial objectives.
The outputs of these partial submodels are integrated by the
composite model through the operations described in sections 7.1
and 7.2 above and represented in Fig. 7.3 by thick and dashed
arrows. Such operations lead to the quantification of aggregate
production and employment per programme-area and also to the deduc¬
tion of seme indices of economic performance of the simulated poli¬
cies such as income per capita, rate of growth of total production,
unemployment rates, investment requirements, savings gap, etc.
7.3.2 TRANSFERS OF VARIABLES BETWEEN SUBMODELS AND FEEDBACK
RELATIONSHIPS.
The integration of partial submodels and the simulation of the over¬
all model for several years involve a few practical problems,
transfers of variables between submodels and between time periods
being the most relevant ones. In fact, each simulation implies
running the model for twelve programme-areas and also for a period
of ten or fifteen years. Thus the amount of information to be
stored and transferred between submodels, aggregated for genera¬
ting regional estimates or used as lagged endogenous variables
for subsequent years of the simulation becanes extremely great.
Fig. 7.4 presents a synoptic view of the operations performed with
endogenous variables ( aggregation, transfers between time-
periods and transfers between submodels ).
The aggregation of partial results for generating global estimates
at the prograirme-area level or for the whole region requires
a careful consideration of the conceptual differences between
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FIGURE 7.4
RELATIONSHIPS IMPLIED BY THE INTEGRATION OF PARTIAL SUBMODELS
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the variables quantified in each submodel and sector. For
example, the agricultural and cattle raising sectors of the eco¬
nomic submodel product estimates of direct employment and of
gross value of production generated by such activities, while
the industrial and tertiary sectors forecast total employment
and added value. Thus to obtain total employment and production
per programme-area ( or at the regional level ) such variables
cannot be added mechanically'. In these cases special coeffi¬
cients for transforming direct employment and gross value of
production into estimates of total employment and added value
respectively should be utilized in order to make aggregation
possible.
Transfers of variables between time periods, for their part,
consist of the use of endogenous variables generated by any sub¬
model in year T for predictive purposes in the same submodel in
year T+l. These feedback relationships are represented in
Fig. 7.4 by dashed arrows and also described in Table 7.1.
The use of lagged endogenous variables makes the model itera¬
tive. This is to say results of simulations for a given year
depend on the results obtained for the previous year plus other
exogenous and policy variables. In this way any deviation
derived frcm errors in the estimation of parameters or from
changes of exogenous variables is repeated during the whole
forecasting period leading to a progressive amplification of the
initial deviation.
The third type of relationship entailed by the integration of
submodels, refers to transfers of variables between submodels.
Initially, sane of these transfers were designed to take place
in the same year of the simulation period. However, theoretical
considerations led to the definition of such transfers as the
use of endogenous variables generated by a submodel ( or sector )
in year T, as explanatory variables in other submodel ( or
sector ) in year T+l.
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TABLE 7.1
VARIABLES TRANSFERRED BETWEEN TIME PERIODS
VARIABLE
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Although these transfers involve few variables they are very
important for the stability of the whole model because aggregate
results are relatively sensitive to changes in sane of them.
The variables transferred between submodels are demographic
forecasts ( total, urban and rural population ), area deforested
each year, land devoted to pastures, rates of growth of total
employment and primary employment/total employment ratios
(see Table 7.2 ).
Demographic forecasts do not generate major problems because they
are relatively stable and also because sectorial results are not
very sensitive to changes of these variables. ( See section on
sensitivity analysis in Appendix III ).
However, the other variables transferred between submodels
generate significant impacts on sectorial and aggregate projec¬
tions. As mentioned earlier, behavioural equations of the model
were calibrated either on a sample of cross-section data ( each
observation corresponding to a prograirme-area ) or on time
series data representing the regional situation and then disag¬
gregated at the programme-area level. Since regional averages
tend to be more stable than observations for individual programme-
areas the model simulated at such levels of spatial disaggregation
will tend to be more stable than if inn for regional variables.
Instability derives from the fact that the distortions that may
arise in any submodel for a particular programme-area ( due to
critical values of policy instruments or exogenous variables )
will be transferred to other submodels and to subsequent years of
the simulation. In this way, feedback loops, represented by
transfers of variables between submodels and time periods, are
likely to lead to an imbalance in the model's overall structure.
Thus, in order to prevent nonsensical results, it was necessary
to calibrate the composite model. Such calibration was carried
out introducing special balancing mechanisms both into the
structure of the model and into the computer programme. Details
of these adjustments are discussed in Appendix III.
TABLE 7.2






























































7.3.3 POLICY INPUTS AND RESULTS OF THE MODEL
Once calibrated, ( i.e. behavioural equations are fitted on
empirical data and exogenous variables are given precise values )
and when all adjustments to the computer programme are finished,
the model is ready to simulate the behaviour of the regional
system under the conditions determined by the set of policy
variables fed as inputs. Each simulation of the model generates
a time series of values for each endogenous variable. This
makes it possible to establish a cause-effect relationship between
policy variables and the model's output.
Hie field of "experimental design" provides a very useful metho¬
dological framework for systematizing the type of experiments
that it is possible to carry out with a simulation model. In the
normal terminology of experimental design, policy variables are
denominated "factors" and the model's output "response".
As Naylor points out, in a situation like ours, two different
types of experimental objectives can be defined: "a) to find
the combination of factor levels at which the response variable
is optimized and b) to explain the relationship between the
response variable and the controllable factors in the experiments"
( NAYLOR, 1969; p.5 ).
Since the model was built mainly for estimating the possible
impact on the regional system that would derive from the imple¬
mentation of different development strategies and partial
policies, it was used to carry out experiments of the second type.
The model can also be used for selecting an optimum strategy or
policy but in this case a special optimisation function would be
required.
Whatever the type of experiments to be carried out using the
model two basic problems must be solved. They are known as the
"problan of size" and the "multiple response problem".
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The problem of size refers to the fact that the number of
experiments ( simulations ) required to study the effects of all
combinations of factors is the product of the number of levels
for each of the factors in the experiment. Assuming that each
policy variable of our model can only adopt three values or
levels ( high, medium and low ), a full factorial design ( i.e.
an experiment involving all possible combinations of factors )
12
for our twelve basic policy variables would require 3 simula¬
tions ( 531,441 model runs ). Obviously it is not possible nor
desirable to carry out such a job. For overcoming this difficulty
special experimental designs ( fractional factorial designs )
are used which make possible the study of the main effects and
also two-factor interactions.
In our case, the problem of size was solved by reducing the
number of factors to those policy variables that could be con¬
trolled by regional authorities, and the number of levels of such
policy instruments was reduced to a few options studied by EDIBAP.
In fact, the factors utilized in simulations were public
expenditure, credit for agriculture and cattle raising, investment
projects for export industries, public investment in roads and
social sectors ( education and health ). For each factor two
levels were established except for public investment which
comprised three levels. Additionally two hypotheses about land
productivity were tested. For the other policy instruments a
single pattern of behaviour was assumed. In this way 48
different combinations of factors ( each of which represented a
particular development strategy ) were explored plus one repre¬
senting an extrapolation of current trends. Chapter 8 analyses
the expected impact of the selected strategy as compared with the
extrapolation of historic trends.
The multiple response problan refers to the difficulty of
evaluating the effect of a factor when the model generates
many different response variables. For solving this problem
only three response variables were established
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as relevant and each simulation was treated as three diffe¬
rent experiments. Thus the impact of each strategy was asse¬
ssed in terms of income per capita, unemployment rates and /-/e
savings gap . All these indexes were calculated at the regio
nal level. Final selection was performed on the basis of in-
come per capita among a few strategies that presented accepA-
able values for the other response variables.
0
CHAPTER EIGHT
SIMULATION OF THE MODEL
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8. SIMULATION OF THE MODEL
Having, in previous chapters,briefly characterized the socio
economic and physical situation of the study area and descri^
bed the main features of the model built for estimating the
possible impact of different development policies, we proceed
in this chapter with the quantification of the effects to be
expected from the implementation of a specific development
strategy in the Upper Paraguay River Basin.
The analysis concentrates exclusively on the programme areas
included in the basin (*) and is based on the results of the
simulations performed on the model.
The formulation of the proposed strategy for regional develop
ment was a complex and highly iterative process which invol¬
ved a large number of simulations and led to significant mo¬
difications to the model. An explanation of this process and
a detailed discussion of its problems is presented in Chapter
9.
The assessment of any development strategy entails the eva¬
luation of its expected effects against the forecast regional
situation if no special measures are undertaken. Thus, in the
interests of achieving a systematic presentation of the mo¬
del's results, this chapter is divided into three sections.
(*) The model was calibrated for the whole area of the States
of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul; thus independent
variables utilized in the simulations refer to that area.
The results of the simulations are composed of informa¬
tion related to each programme area, some of which were
later aggregated at the State and Basin levels.
Since EDIBAP is concerned exclusively with the area of the
Upper Paraguay River Basin a great part of the analysis
carried out omitted any consideration of the programme
areas located outside the Basin. Thus, the programme
areas of Diamantino, Barra do Gargas, Tres Lagoas and
Dourados have been omitted from this chapter.
For easy of exposition some references are made to the
northern and southern subregions. They correspond to the
part of the river basin belonging to the States of Mato
Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul respectively.
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Section 8.1 deals with the expected regional situation and
contains a synthesis of the results of the simulations
carried out on the assumption that no special treatment is
given (by the central Government) to the Upper Paraguay
River Basin.
The following section is devoted to an explanation of the
main features of the proposed development strategy. It is
complemented by Appendix II, which presents a synthesis of
the investment projects and programmes of public action that
make the strategy operative. Finally, section 8.3 studies
the probable impact of the proposed strategy as compared with
the forecasts presented in Section 8.1. It is complemented by
Appendix III which contains a detailed discussion of the
model's results.
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8.1 THE EXPECTED REGIONAL SITUATION
It can be concluded from the previous chapters that the re¬
cent development of the region shows a high degree of depen
dence, both as regards extra-regional factors and as far as
the limits to the use of its natural resources are concerned.
For this reason, before characterizing the regional situation
forecast for the period 1985-1990 it is necessary to define
the expected behaviour of the variables that condition its
development.
8.1.1 Hypothesis concerning the future behaviour of the
variables that explain reqional development
The recent economic and demographic growth of the region,like
the development of any peripheral region, derives from a sub
stantial flow of human and financial resources designed to
consolidate the region's integration into the national econo
mic system. In the case of the Upper Paraguay River Basin
these interregional transfers are the product both of offi¬
cial policies intended to discipline the utilization of the
national land area and of the expectations generated in the
private sector by the process of expansion of the agricultu¬
ral frontier.
At this stage of development of the Upper Paraguay River Ba¬
sin the determinants of growth are exogenous, with the region
playing the role of a mere receiver of investment and contin
gents of population. This situation should be reversed in the
near future with the region proceeding to direct (particular
ly through the State Governments) both the process of utili¬
zation of its internal space and the action of the private
sector, through the identification of projects in the secon¬
dary and tertiary sectors.
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At the present time, the level and composition of public ex
penditure and the transfers of capital, together with the
possibilities of expanding the agricultural frontier and
increasing the productivity of the natural resources, are un
doubtedly the most important determinants of regional deve¬
lopment in the short term.
In order to explicate the suppositions underlying the pers¬
pective analysis, the recent evolution and expected trends
of the above-mentioned determinants of regional growth are
presented below.
a) The action of the public sector
The action of the public sector showed an extraordinary dy¬
namism during the previous decade. It is reasonable to assu
me that this trend will change in the near future owing to
the limits on public expenditure resulting from the economic
policy measures adopted by the Federal Government in 1980.
Quantifying the volume of activities and investments of the
public sector in the region is relatively complex, since
they operate at three different levels (federal, state and
local government agencies), and there are sizable transfers
of resources among agencies of all three levels. This,added
to the fact that the information concerning level of activi_
ty, current expenditure, capital expenditure, etc. is not
homogeneous as regards territorial scope of reference, has
made it necessary to adopt the state government as the re¬
presentative element of the entire public sector.
The historical trend of the government expenditure of the
former State of Mato Grosso shows high and sustained growth
rates of current expenditure, with an average rate of 21%
per annum, between 1968 and 1978 and a rather more dynamic




Current expenditure accelerated between 1968 and 1975 from
a rate of 5.8% at the start of this period to 36.6% p.a. at
the end. From 1976 this rates began to decline, falling to
16.4% in 1978.
Capital expenditure for its part registered a fall in absolu
te values in the years 1970-71 and in 1977. This difference
in behaviour between current and capital expenditure is due
to the fact that the former is difficult to squeeze since it
consists, in large part, of salaries and unavoidable opera¬
tional expenditure. Capital expenditure is usually associated
to specific works that can, in times of financial difficul¬
ties, be postponed.
With these considerations as a starting point it is possible
to postulate that current expenditure will, in the period
1981-85, register growth rates markedly lower than the his¬
torical ones and somewhat lower than the estimated rates of
population growth. It is assumed that from 1985 the increase
in current expenditure will be approximately 5% per annum.
In the case of capital expenditure it is postulated that no
major public works will be started in the next five years and
that the level of investment will be sufficient for the ter¬
mination of the projects already begun(see Fig. 8.1).
b) Credit and capital transfers
The flow of resources to finance investments in the region
is channelled fundamentally through the banking system,which
even passes on the resources destined for special government
programmes. Despite the lack of conclusive antecedents, a
number of partial elements allow one to assert that the re¬
gion has registered no significant contributions of private
net capital. Private investment has basically taken the
form of indebtedness to the regional banking system on the
part of agents resident in other states. For this reason it
is estimated that the behaviour of the interregional flows
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Figure 8.1
STATES MATO GROSSO AND MATO GROSSO DO SUL
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
HISTORICAL DATA ESTIMATED
of capital will be closely correlated with the evolution of
credit, especially that destined for the agriculture and
cattle-raising sectors.
Between 1969 and 1978 credit granted in the region for these
sectors grew at a cumulative annual rate of 41.5%, which
means that at the end of this period the sum of the lpans
granted was 22 times the initial amount, at constant prices.
This growth rate of credit bore no relation either to the
expansion of the land area under cultivation or to the growth
in stockbreeding, as there was a substantial increase both
in the credit granted per hectare under cultivation and in
the credit/added value relation.
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This situation is basically due to the relative abundance of
credit , interest rates that are actually negative, and the
lack of an efficient mechanism for supervising its applica¬
tion .
In 1979 a change in the trend was registered with a signifi¬
cant fall in the quantity of loans granted, a fall that con¬
tinued in 1980, but to a lesser extent. Bearing in mind the
measures taken by the Government in the last year to combat
inflation it is possible to predict that the downward trend,
albeit less marked, is likely to be maintained in the near
future, until it stabilizes at a level more in accordance
with the real needs of the agricultural sector.
In view of the fact that interest rates have risen simulta¬
neously with the fall in loans it is reasonable to assume
that both these factors will lead to a normalization of the
credit/added value relation. (See Fig. 8.2)
Figure 8.2
STATES OF MATO GROSSO AND MATO GROSSO DO SUL























In order to assess the performance of agricultural producti¬
vity, rice was chosen on account of it being the most repre
sentative crop (accounting in 1978 for almost 65% of the land
under cultivation in the States of Mato Grcsso and Mato Gros-
so do Sul).
An examination of the historical behaviour of the yields of
the rice crop reveals a downward trend, for both the northern
and southern subregions. Both subregions show differences
from the start of the series (1968), the fluctuations in annual
yields being greater in the south than in the north which is




Two clearly visible phenomena make it possible to estimate the
future behaviour of agricultural yields.
In the first place, an analysis of the yields registered in
the years of the agricultural censuses of 1970 and 1975 indi¬
cates that the planted area?, tend to be concentrated in the
strata of larger farms. Since production presents a lower de¬
gree of concentration than cultivated area, this means that
average yields decline as the size of farms increases (See
Fig. 8.3).
Figure 8.3
STATES OF MATO 6R0SS0 AND MATO GROSSO DO SUL
PRODUCTION AND YIELDS OF RICE
1970 1975
SIZE OF FARMS (HA)
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On the other hand, a comparison between the series of annual
yields and the year-to-year variation in the area under cul¬
tivation makes it possible to detect a marked fall in yields
whenever there is a sizeable increase in the area under cul¬
tivation from one year to the next, such as that which occu¬
rred between 1974 and 1976. Productivity levels tend to sta¬
bilize again when the area under cultivation becomes stabili
zed. This fact is explained by two probable causes:
i) Credit and price incentives tend to expand the area de¬
voted to rice, even on land not suitable for this crop,with
a view to the subsequent implantation of artificial pasture .
The low yields achieved lead to negative economic (and proba
bly financial) margins, with a resulting disincentive to the
indiscriminate expansion of the areas under rice growing. A
process of land selection, usually of new and more fertile
lands, is tnus set in train, stabilizing the whole area and
bringing about a slight recovery in average productivity.
ii) The growing of soybeans has been started in recent years
(from 1977) and with it the rotation of .rice and soy, main¬
ly in the southern area. A temporary recovery in average
yields has been seen to result from this.
Future prospects concerning the behaviour of the productive
ty of rice are connected with its tendency to expand. It can
be stated that the average yields from rice growing will fall
in the medium term, especially in the north.
The figures for the minimum economic threshold are estima¬
ted to be as follows: an average of 1.000 - 1.200 kg/ha in
the southern area and 1.200 - 1.300 kg/ha in the northern
area, given the difference in costs of the transport of in-
puts and of the product itself.
In order to quantify future trends a historical series from
1968 to 1978 was prepared for the northern and southern sub
regions and for the region as a whole (See Table 8.1 and
Fig. 8.4). A triennial average was calculated for consecu¬
tive years in order to compensate for the probable climatic
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influences. In this way a series of five three-year averages
for the period 1968-1978 was obtained for the northern and
southern sub-regions and for the region as a whole.
TABLE 8.1








1968-1970 1,940 1,593 1,883
1970-1972 1,857 1,867 1,860
1972-1974 1,777 1, 743 1,760
1974-1976 1,587 1,287 1,423
1976-1978 1,567 1,32 7 1,447
1978-1980 1,547 1,307 1,393
1980-1982 1,526 1,307 1,385
1982-1984 1, 447 1,266 1,329
1984-1986 1,373 1,225 1,277
SOURCES: EMATER, CEPA, IBGE.
It should be noted that average yields declined by 4.3% in
the northern sub-region every two years until 1974, that is
a total of 163 kg/ha in the first six years and 2.58% on
annual average for the whole period. In the southern sub-
region, for its part, the average dropped at a rate of 1.55%
every two years, with yields that were extremely unstable
and fluctuating.
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The projection of the cultivated area up to 1985 foresees a
moderate increase in rice growing until the two-year period
1981-82 (1.26% per annum in the north and 3.1% in the south).
It is expected that the corresponding yields will tend to
remain at their present levels in the south and show a
slight downward trend in the north in accordance with their
behaviour between 1976 and 1978. A sizable increase in the
rice-growing area is forecast between 1983 and 1985/6, with
yields tending to fall again at the average rate of the pe¬
riod 1968-78 in both sub-regions. For the subsequent years,
yields are expected to stabilize at the levels reached in
1985-86.
Figure 8.4
AVERAGE YIELDS OF THE RICE CROP
YEAR
d) The possibility of expansion of the agricultural frontier
Since 1970 the region has experienced a rapid growth in the
surface area under cultivation, in planted pasture ,and in
the stocks of cattle.
<»
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Between 1970 and 1975 the surface area under cultivation pra
ctically doubled and has, since 1975, registered cumulative
annual growth rates of around 10%.
These figures reflect the great expansion of agriculture in
the southern sub-region (15% annual growth during the last
decade) and a more moderate growth (9.6% per annum) in the
northern sub-region.
The chances of expanding the agricultural frontier over the
next ten years are different in the north from those in the
south. In fact, in 1980, 43% of the land with agricultural
potential was under cultivation in the southern sub-region,
whilst the corresponding figure for the northern sub-region
was only 30%. If the rates of expansion of the surface area
under cultivation noted in the period 1970-80 in the state
of Mato Grosso do Sul were maintained in the south, the
class 1 and 2 soils suitable for cultivation (with the exce
ption of the legal forest reserve) would become exhausted
in 1983 and the surface area under cultivation would in
1985 exceed the surface area ecologically recommended for
agriculture. On account both of the exhaustion of the agri¬
cultural frontier and of the difficulties implied by the
incorporation of increasingly narrow margins it is possible
to expect that the growth rate of the area under cultivation
in the southern sub-region will progressively decline until
it reaches 75% of the ecological limit in 1990.
In the northern sub-region, since the historical trend is
less marked, no difficulties are foreseen in maintaining
for the next ten years the same rate of incorporation of
lands as that of the recent past.
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8.1.2 Results of the simulation (Perspective Analysis)
In accordance with the hypotheses presented in the previous
section,a marked fall in the growth rate of the regional eco
nomy is expected. In fact, it is estimated that during the
present decade the annual growth rate will be of the order
of 5.1% as compared with the 11% registered in the previous
decade. This slowing down of the economic growth rate is li¬
kely to affect also the demographic behaviour and the rate
of incorporation of new lands into agriculture and cattle-
raising activities. This is due, on the one hand, to the
fact that the migratory process (an element of high inciden
ce in the demographic growth of the region) bears a close
relationship to the increase in job opportunities and, on
the other, to the fact that the opening up of the agricultu
ral frontier has proceeded in a northwesterly direction,
advancing beyond the boundaries of the region. This means
that a sizable proportion of the areas to be incorporated
are not situated within the region. The most relevant featu
res of the perspective analysis are presented separately,in
greater detail, below.
a) Population
During the 1970's the population of the study area grew at
the rate of 4.84% per annum, reaching 1,589,135 inhabitants
in 1980. This rate of growth is expected to fall in the
next ten years, which will mean an absolute increase of
about 650,000 persons in the period. (See Table 8.2)
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TABLE 8.2
EXPECTED GROWTH OF THE REGION'S POPULATION
1980 1985 1990
RURAL POPULATION 564,935 568,011 573,464
URBAN POPULATION 1,024,200 1,320,685 1,671,600
TOTAL POPULATION 1,589,135 1,888,696 2,245,064
% OF URBAN POPULAT. 64.5 69.9 74.5
RURAL WORK FORCE 190 ,739 193 ,631 196 , 548
URBAN WORK FORCE 330,036 430,838 550,583
TOTAL WORK FORCE 520,775 624,469 747,131
The fall in the rate of demographic growth should be greater
in the northern sub-region. In fact, during the seventies the
north grew at an annual rate of 5.8% and the south at 3.6%
per annum. For the period 1980-90 these growth rates are ex¬
pected to reach 3.9% and 3.0% respectively.
Supporting evidence for these expected falls lies in the
fact that the historical growth rates registered by the north
remained high as a result of a strong migratory process.With
the disappearance of the exceptional factors that gave rise
to this flow of people it is only natural that the rate of
growth should progressively approach those of vegetative
growth. The diminution in the dynamic^of population growth
expected in the southern sub-region is due to the decrease
in fertility rates throughout the country and also to the
expected fall-off in migration to the area.
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In accordance with the trends observed during the seventies,
the process of urbanization is expected to intensify over the
next few years, but at a declining rate. The percentage of
urban (*) population rose from 49.1% in 1970 to 64.5% in 1980
and it is estimated that by the end of the present decade
this figure will have reached about 75%. The causes of this
slackening off in the process of urbanization are to be attri
buted chiefly to the fact that population densities in the
region's rural zones are already relatively low and to the
fact that, despite the existence of a significant process of
mechanization of agriculture, the labour requirements in this
sector are increasing.
From a spatial viewpoint significant variations in the demo¬
graphic composition of the programme areas are expected.Cuiaba
is likely to be the programme area showing the highest popu¬
lation growth, with an annual rate of 4.8%, followed by Cace-
res (3.7%) and Campo Grande (3.5%) . The programme area with
the lowest population growth is likely to be RondonSpolis
with only 2% per annum (See Table 8.3).
The forecast growth of the region's work force is closely re
lated to the trend in population, although the figures are
slightly higher. This greater increase in the work force as
compared with the population (3.7% and 3.5% respectively) is
due to the fact that migration entails a proportionally grea
ter addition of working-age persons to the population than
of the non-active strata. From the urban-rural composition
viewpoint, a sizable increase in the urban work force (5.3%
per annum) and a relative stagnation in the rural zones (0.3%
per annum) are foreseen.
(*) For the present purposes, urban population was deemed
to be only that residing in towns constituting the admi
nistrative centres of the municipalities.
table8.3





























































































































From the studies carried out it can be concluded that the ex¬
pansion of the surface area devoted to agriculture and planted
pastures is closely related to the growth in the value of cre¬
dit granted to the agricultural sector and to the extension
of the road network. As mentioned in the previous section, a
fall in public investment and a freezing of credit for the
period 1981-85 are forecast, with moderate growth rates for
both from this last year. As a result the next four years are
expected to see a significant reduction in the rate of expan¬
sion of the agricultural frontier. It is estimated that this
rate will be about 2.6% per annum, instead of the 12.3% regis
tered during the 1970's. In the period 1985-90 the cultivated
surface area should grow at a slightly higher rate (3.6% per
annum), as a result of the recovery in the amount of credit
granted to agriculture and cattle-raising and the return of
public investment to normal levels.
As was seen in the seventies, the surface area under cultiva¬
tion will, between 1980 and 1990, increase more in the south
than in the north. This trend is due to the fact that the pro
portion of the cultivated area nlocatien% with a
clearly commercial orientation and therefore more sensitive
to market stimuli is expected to continue being greater in
the south than in the north. Thus, it is estimated that in
1990 the cultivated surface area in the north of the region
will reach 771,500 ha and that of the south 935,400 ha (See
Table 8.4). The greater dynamism of agriculture in the south
makes it possible to predict that at the end of the present
decade the agricultural frontier in the programme areas of
Alto Taquari and Campo Grande will have reached its limit.
Owing to the predicted fall in the productivity of the land,
agricultural production is expected to grow more slowly than
the expansion of the agricultural frontier. In fact, the




































































































































value of agricultural production should grow at an average
rate of 2.1% per annum during the decade. This figure is ma
de up of a predicted increase of 1.5% per annum between 1980
and 1985 and 2.7% for the period 1985-1990. This variation
in the rate of growth is due to the fact that in the first
period the diminution in the productivity of the land (yields
being expected to stabilize in 1985) acts jointly with the
restrictions on credit and public expenditure.
From the point of view of job creation it is estimated that
the region will register less progress than in the expansion
of cultivation, owing mainly to the mechanization of agricul_
ture. This process was seen to take place on a massive scale
in the 1970's in the southern sub-region. Over the next few
years it is likely to make a sizable impact on the northern
zone. In this zone the major impact of the process of the me
chanization of agriculture should be felt in the second half
of the present decade, when an annual fall of 1.3% in jobs
generated is expected to occur. However, at the end of the
period, the labour requirements per planted hectare in the
north are still likely to be 60% greater than those of the
south.
The combined effect of mechanization and the diminution in
the productivity of the land make it possible to predict
that the behaviour of labour productivity in the north will
be very different to that of the south. In the north it is
estimated that there will be an average increase of 0.3%
per annum between 1980 and 1985 and an annual rate of 4.2%
from 1985 on. In the south, however, a substantial fall is
expected in the first period (-1.4% per annum) followed by
an easing of this decline (the rate rising to -0.9% per
annum).
c) Cattle-raising sector
In accordance with the trends observed during the seventies
the process of an increasing concentration on cattle-raising
in the region is expected to continue during the present
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decade. In fact, a sustained increase of approximately 4%
per annum in the head of cattle is expected.This average
pattern implies a high degree of dynamism in the north (6.9%
per annum) and very low rates in the south (See Table 8.5).
The main reason for the low rate of growth expected in the
south lies in the fact that the Corumba programme area,which
accounted for 49% of the head of cattle in the southern sub-
region in 1975 is at the limit of its capacity to support
cattle.
The rates of expected growth of the cattle stock are higher
for the period 1980-85, which coincides with the period of
low growth of the areas under cultivation. These rates are
consistent with historic trends, since both activities com¬
pete for the use of deforested land, with agriculture pre¬
ceding cattle-raising.
On account of cattle-raising in the region being a particu¬
larly widespread activity and the existence of vast expanses
of land capable of being incorporated into cattle-raising,it
Ik
is assumed that the prevailing types of explo ation will be
A
maintained. This means that the labour requirements per unit
of cattle may be taken as constant for the whole period,with
the consequent expectation that the growth in the number of
jobs generated will be similar to that of the total head of
cattle.
The value of meat production is strongly conditioned by the
expected growth of the total head of cattle. However, a sli¬
ghtly higher rise in the value of production is expected
owing to the increases in productivity. The growth rate of
«
the value of meat production is estimated at 4.7% per annum,
on average, for the decade, in comparison with the estimated
































































































































It is expected that industry in the region will show a high
degree of dynamism in the next ten years, with an estimated
average annual growth rate of 9.5%. The reasons for this opti¬
mistic prognosis are the low level of activity registered by
this sector at present, the amount of investment in the pro¬
jects under study and in those being implemented, and the
increased activity of local industries concerned with meet¬
ing the needs of a growing urban population. Industry in
the south is expected to grow at a rate of 10.2% per annum;
however, the north should show growth rates slightly under
9% (See Table 8.6).
From the point of view of the structure of industrial produ
ction,a sizable expansion is forecast in the mineral pro¬
cessing industry, the agroindustry a_.d the production of al¬
cohol. These industrial branches should have growth rates of
over 14% per annum.
The timber industry is expected to register a decline in ab¬
solute terms. This trend is based on the fact that this sub
sector is composed of very small units (with an average of
less than 10 workers per business in 1975) that are engaged
fundamentally in the primary preparation of native timbers.
Since the timber industry is an activity resulting from the
process of deforestation it is expected that it will decline
to insignificant levels as this process is slowed down.
The remaining industry is composed of small firms basically
engaged in supplying local markets. Thus the dynamics of
this sector are strongly conditioned by the expansion of the
Oh
domestic market. This fact allows one to assu a that this
A
sector of industry will experience a growth rate similar to



























































































e) Construction, commerce, service industries and the
public sector
The level of activity of civil construction has historically
shown itself to be highly dependent upon public works (espe¬
cially the building of roads) and house building. As mention
ed in the previous section, a certain reduction in capital
expenditure by the government is expected, which is likely
in some way to affect loans for house buying. As a result, a
substantial fall in the growth rate of this sector is fore¬
cast for the next ten years, with expected average growth ra
tes of 2.3% per annum, compared with 6.5% in the previous
decade. In accordance with the hypothesis concerning the
behaviour of public expenditure on investment the expected
growth rate for civil construction for the period 1380-85 will
be only 1.8% per annum, a figure that should rise to 2.9% be
tween 1985 and 1990 (See Table 8.7).
Adopting the historic trend of labour productivity of the
construction sector at the national level (average growth of
1% per annum), one can expect that employment in this sector
will grow at the rate of 1.3% per annum during the present
decade in comparison with the 5.5% registered during the 1970's.
The added value of the commerce and service industries sector
should show a certain fall in its historic rate of growth in
the next few years, namely an expected annual rate of 6.6% in
spite of the sector having grown at 10.2% per annum in the
period 1970-80. This forecast is based on the slowing down of
overall economic growth in the region predicted for the next
few years. With regard to employment there are two opposing
forecasts. On the one hand, historical trends indicate a stea
dy increase in the average productivity of the sector, which
leads to a forecast in which the increase xn sectorial em¬
ployment will be lower that of the product, namely 5.3% per
annum (See Table 8.7). On the other hand, as the fall in the
economic growth rate of the region takes effect it is highly
TABLE8.7











































































probable that strong pressure on the commerce and service
industries sector will be generated in order to absorb the
unemployment that would be brought about by this process.In
these circumstances it is reasonable to assume that the ave
rage productivity will decline or at least remain constant,
tXmt that
leading to a higher rate of employment,^ this higher growth
rate would obviously give rise to a higher level of underem
ployment.
The public sector is also likely to reduce its growth rate
as a result of the restrictions imposed on public expenditu
re. Thus, a growth rate of 3.6% per annum is expected in con
trast to the annual rates of 16.2% registered in the previous
decade. This circumstance should also affect the increase in
employment, the forecast being an annual rate of only 2.6%.
f) Overall economic growth
The forecasts of sectorial trends described above allow one
to conclude that the region's economy is likely to register
a sharp fall in its historical growth rate, the expected
annual growth rate of the gross regional product being 5.1%
during the ten-year period 1980-1990. The growth of gross
product should be greater in the northern sub-region than in
the south, with expected rates of 5.5% and 4.6% per annum
respectively.
From the point of view of the sectorial contribution to the¬
se growth rates, a highly dynamic performance is forecast
for the industrial sector(9.5% per annum) followed by commer
ce and service industries (6.4%), agriculture being the
sector of lowest growth (2.1%).
In accordance with the hypotheses on which the perspective
analysis is based, the regional product is expected to grow
slowly in the period 1980-85 (4.9% per annum), but is ex¬
pected to quicken and reach 5.2% in the second half of the
decade (See Table 8.8).
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In spatial terms an increase in the degree of concentration
of economic activity in the programme areas where the state
capitals are situated is expected. In 1980 the Cuiaba pro¬
gramme area accounted for 50% of the product generated in
the north, and this figure is expected to rise to 54% by
1990. In the case of Campo Grande, this proportion should
rise from 52.3% to 53.5% in the next ten years.
The estimated growth rates of the regional product for the
present decade, together with the forecasts of demographic
trends, enable one to expect an increase of 1.5% per annum
in per capita product throughout the region. This rate should
be similar for both north and south. The per capita product
is markedly higher in the south of the region and this dis¬
equilibrium is likely to persist during the period under
study (See Table 8.9).
The Corumba programme area will be the zone with the great¬
est per capita product in the region (77,800 cruzeiros),
which is accounted for basically by its high level of cattle
raising activity, the presence of mineral processing indus¬
tries and the importance of the commerce and service indus¬
tries sector resulting from the location of Corumba-Ladario
on the international border with Bolivia. The Bodoquena and
Campo Grande programme areas will occupy second and third
places, with per capita products of 58,400 and 56,300 cru¬
zeiros respectively. The poorest programme area will be Ca-
ceres, with an estimated per capita product in 1990 of only
31,400 cruzeiros, which is 40% of the value forecast for
Corumba.
In order to estimate the future trend of unemployment rates
it was assumed at the outset that unemployed workers from
the rural zones will migrate to the urban zones or leave the
region altogether. Since the growth rate of the rural popu¬
lation is expected to be low, a fall in the underemployment
in agricultural and cattle-raising activities is to be expe
cted.
table8.9
































































































In the urban areas unemployment was estimated to be 6% (for
1980) throughout the region which corresponds to an unemploy
ment rate of 9.2% in the north and one of 2.4% in the south.
By 1990 the regional rate of unemployment is expected to fall
slightly (with, however a widening of the gap between the
north and south).
In fact, in view of the fact that the north of the region is
expected to register a growth in its urban work force of
5.9% per annum and an increase in urban employment of only
5.5% per annum the unemployment rate in the towns should
rise from 9.2% in 1980 to 12.5% in 1990. In practice, the
most likely outcome is that this level of unemployment
would be absorbed by the growth of low-productivity, margi¬
nal activities. In other words, underemployment would rise
and the forecast increases in the average productivity of
labour would not be achieved.
In the south the situation is different. Unemployment here
is expected to disappear and, in addition, the average pro
ductivity of labour is expected to increase at the rate of
0.8% per annum, in comparison with the 0.4% postulated ini¬
tially .
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8.2 MAIN FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR PROMOTING
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
In the diagnosis the region was characterized as a zone recently
incorporated into the national economic space that over the
previous decade registered a high economic and demographic
dynamism. The kind of development experienced by the area ,
despite its efficacy in stimulating considerable economic
growth, has generated quite serious problems that threaten
to nullify its dynamism in the short or medium term.
This fact, allied to the current policies limiting public
expenditure and reducing credit facilities, makes it clear
why the perspective analysis predicts a marked fall in the
growth rate of the regional economy over the next few years.
This obviously has serious implications, both from a socio¬
economic viewpoint and in relation to the role that the area
should play in the context of national and regional develop¬
ment.
In these circumstances the proposals formulated by EDIBAP
for the development of the region are part of an overall
strategy that postulates internalizing to the area the dyna¬
mic factors that account for its recent development and
establishes a set of criteria and specific measures intended
to check the negative effects of this process.
A strategy for regional development should contain a set of
criteria that will orientate the adoption of specific deci¬
sions for attaining a previously determined "goal image".As
such, the formulation of a strategy for the development of
the Upper Paraguay River Basin calls for the adoption of a
<1
theory that will account for the structure and functioning
of the region in question, as well as a set of normative
its
judgements that will determine this structure andAfun-
ctioning should be. These elements should permit the identi
fication of those variables that need to be controlled in order
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to ensure the attainment of the goals, as well as the form or
intensity in which such control should operate.
In view of the markedly "primary exporting" character of the
region's economy and bearing in mind that national development
policies ascribe to the region the role of a zone functioning
as a supplier of food and raw materials, it seems reasonable
to adopt the theory of the economic base as the interpretati.
ve and explicative element of its present and future behaviour,
This means that regional development is understood as a func
tion of the performance of the export sector (i.e. agriculture,
cattle-raising and mining), which plays a fundamental part in
the determination of the absolute and per-capita income of
the region and, therefore, in determining the amount of resi¬
dential activities (secondary and tertiary) that will be deve
loped in the region.
The normative judgements for their part are expressed in a
set of objectives and goals, and also in criteria pertaining
to their form and the time scale for their attainment. In or
der to ensure the viability of the strategy the objectives
should be compatible with national and regional development
policies and should, in addition, be strictly within the ins
titutional capacity of the entities responsible for the imple
mentation of the policies and actions designed to further the
pursuit of such objectives.
These basic concepts lead to the selection of a limited set
of actions intended to dynamize the functioning of the socio¬
economic system of the Upper Paraguay River Basin with the
aim of attaining the goals described in section 8.2.1.
It is important to stress that the proposed strategy does not
claim to act on all aspects of the regional system. In fact,
the strategy is highly selective and is intended to perform
only a limited number of actions, which were chosen by reason
©
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of their capacity to generate positive and complementary re
actions in the regional system. In this way the viability of
the strategy is increased and its implementation should cause
a significant and generalized impact on the whole range of
socio-economic activities in the region.
8.2.1 Functions of the region in the national"regional con
text and goals of the strategy.
The directives emanating from the III National Development
Plan and the prevailing regional development policies make it
possible for the region of the River Basin, at least in the
medium term, to fulfil the important functions in the deve
lopment of the country, indicated below:
a) Supply substantial quantities of foodstuffs for the Braz_i
lian market, raw materials, agricultural produce for export,
minerals and forestry products;
b) Act as a receiver area for contingents of small and medium-
size farmers from other regions of the country, since it pos
sesses sufficient areas well suited to agriculture conveniently
situated in relation to the networks of transport, storage,
service centres, fertilizer supplies and trading centres;
c) Act as a frontier for the expansion of the activity of
r
farmers and cattle-breading entrepreneurs from the neighbouring
state of Parana and Sao Paulo, which have practically exhausted
their own internal agricultural frontiers;
d) Act as a logistic base for the incorporation and selecti
ve occupation of the Brazilian Amazon region and for the con




■In order to fulfil these functions regional planning for the
Upper Paraguay River Basin should satisfy two types of objectji
ves: on the one hand, those expressed in terms of sectorial,
overall, quantitative results, basically evaluated by the in
crease in production and income; on the other, those involving
differentiated aspects and which determine a specific role to
be played by the region in the context of the country.
In terms of overall and sectorial development the ability of
the region of the Upper Paraguay River Basin to meet national
and regional objectives is mainly dependent upon the growth
potential of the agriculture and cattle-raising activities and
the harnessing of water resources. Its ability to do this en
ables the region to make a useful contribution to the govern
ment's two major sectorial priorities: an increase in the na
tional production of food and of renewable sources of energy.
From these elements are derived the following specific objectji
ves of the strategy of development:
Economic growth
i) Maintain high growth rates of the regional product ,
stimulating in particular the production of foodstuffs
and minerals.
ii) Increase the degree of inter-sectorial integration of
the regional economy by strengthening industry enga
ged in the processing of local raw materials.
iii) Reduce the external dependency of the region by
strengthening the competitiveness of local entrepreneurs.
A
iv) Achieve, in the medium term, an equilibrium in regio
nal electricity supply and demand and increase the
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export of energy products derived from the harvest
ing of vegetal biomass.
II Social development
i) Improve the population's access to the basic servi
ces of health, education and sanitation.
ii) Increase job opportunities in order to reduce the
present levels of unemployment and absorb part of the
streams of migrants.
iii) Reduce social inequalities in the rural areas through
the incorporation of small land owners and subsisten
ce farmers into a market-orientated form of agricul
ture.
Ill Improvement of the environment and spatial develop
ment
i) Succeed in using the natural resources in accordance
with their potential, with special emphasis on the
ecological equilibrium of the Pantanal and the pre
servation of the fertility of the soils in the regicn.
ii) Improve the region's internal and external accessi
bility in such a way as to enhance its interaction
with the Central West region and the rest of the
country.
iii) Streng then the system of urban centres.
In order to attain these goals the strategy of development
proposes a set of actions that can be subsumed in three basic
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policies^these are: a policy designed to strengthen and dy
namize the regional economic structure; a policy of social
development; and a policy of spatial character.
In accordance with the guidelines of the government and the
terms of the technical co-operation agreement that gave rise
to EDIBAP the proposed strategy gives priority to stimulating
regional economic growth and in addition, intends to carry out
specific actions to solve the region's social problems and
improve its spatial organization.
8.2.2 Content of the strategy
The strategy defines the future orientation of the process of
regional development and indicates both the philosophy that
should characterize the entities responsible for the implemen
tation of specific actions and projects, and the kind of inj3
truments to be used in the pursuit of the goals. As such,the
strategy contains guidelines of a general nature whose specif
fication is effected in the programmimg (see Appendix II) ,
where the investment projects and actions to put them into
effect are identified and chronologically ordered.
A Measures designed to stimulate regional economic
growth
Rural and mining activities having been recognized
as constituting the economic base of the region, attention
should be concentrated on making these sectors function more
dynamically and on the branches of industry directly linked
to them. In accordance with the suggested interpretative theo
ry it is assumed that the remaining sectors of the economy
will evolve according to the growth rates experienced by the
export activities.
In these circumstances regional development should be based
on an increase in the efficiency and level of activitiy of
its primary sectors, accompanied and sustained by a process
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of industrialization initially linked to these setors.
In accordance with what has been outlined above the strategy
postulates:
i) Fostering the development of agriculture and cattle-
raising by:
- The expansion of the surface area incorporated in
to production, observing the physical and ecological
limits of exploitation of the existing natural re
sources.
- Changing the structure of production by introducing
the rotation of crops and cattle-raising activities.
This in addition to the rise in the value of produc
tion that results from a better use of the existing
productive capacity, should lead to an increase and
stabilization of the land's productivity.
This process of expansion of the surface area exploited
and change in the structure of production will be
given impetus by the reorientation and strengthening
of the official programmes of support for.rural pro
duction, particularly those concerned with roads ,
storage, agricultural experiments, technical assis
tance and credit facilities.
In view of the existence of large numbers of small
producers who are not in a position to respond to
stimuli channelled through market mechanisms,specific
actions intended to increase and diversify production
and improve incomes in the sectors of small proper
ties and subsistence farmers are considered.
i
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All these elements, together with the previously men
tioned specific support projects, make up the pro
gramme of agriculture and cattle-raising development
that will contain various kinds of technical and
productive solutions designed for prototype farms.
ii) Solving the supply problems of electric power so as
to permit the development of significant mining pro
jects, especially iron and manganese (Corumba area )
deposits
and cement and calcareous (Bodoquena and Nobres).
A
By its very nature, the enlargement of the region's
capacity to produce electric power can only be achie
ved in the medium term.
This implies that the mining sector should show mode
rate growth rates in the short term.
Despite this limitation the strategy postulates an
increase in the production of agricultural calcareous
in order to meet, at least, the growing demands from
the region's rural activities.
iii) Accelerating the process of industrialization in the
area, giving special emphasis to the creation of an
agroindustry which, in addition to stimulating prima
ry production by means of a stable demand, will in
crease the added value of local exports.
This process should also present a "controlled" subs
titution of regional imports, preferably orientated
to the production of inputs for the primary sector.
The specific projects for the development of the in
dustry are to be identified on the basis of the need
to process the present and projected rural production
as well as of the need to supply inputs for such
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activities, the kind of economic policy instruments
necessary to ensure their implementation being indi¬
cated in each case.
These instruments should be accompanied by specific
measures designed to favour local entrepreneurs and
encourage people from other states to settle in the
area, thus preventing the drain of income and capi¬
tal that leads to^reinvestment of profits in -Other
regions which is the normal practice for national or
multinational companies.
B Measures for fostering social development
Although the main emphasis of the strategy is on sti.
mulating the economic growth of the region, a series
of social problems is recognized and measures are
therefore proposed to solve or attenuate them.
These measures are chiefly concerned with the provi
sion of basic health, education and sanitation servi¬
ces, in addition to requiring that the economic sec
tors create sufficient jobs to absorb unemploy
ment and avoid the "marginalization" of large sec
tions of the population, especially in the rural areas.
Even when, what are, strictly speaking, social actions
include some physical investments (schools, health
posts, sanitary facilities, etc) it becomes more im
portant than ever to improve the quality of the basic
services at the disposal of the population.
This necessarily entails substantial changes in the
operational level of the public bodies responsible
for providing such services.
In specific terms the strategy postulates:
■a
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i) Improving the quality of health services and making
them more widely available. This will be achieved by
- training staff;
- building health posts in rural districts and making
them operational;
- building health centres and mixed units in the ad
ministrative centres of municipalities and making
them operational.
ii) Extending the area covered by the water supply systems
in medium-sized urban centres and setting up water
supply and sewage disposal systems in 53 rural dis
tricts.
iii) Extending the coverage and improving the quality of
education services. Owing to the region's low educa
tional standards this action should be concentrated
primarily on basic education in rural districts and
secondly on the upper levels of urban schools. To
. this end the following is proposed:
- construction and equipping of educationalestablish
ments;
- training and preparation of teachers, for rural schools;
- bringing the curricula up to date in both primary
and secondary education;
C Measures for preserving the environment and improving
spatial organization
The strategy postulates an ordering of the utiliza
tion of geographic space that will make the ecologi
cal equilibrium compatible with an increased intra
and interregional accessibility.
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As far as the preservation of the ecological equili
brium is concerned, the strategy foresees the need
to guarantee increased levels of land productivity.
This implies a policy designed to integrate agricul.
ture and cattle-raising by means of a rotation of
crops and pastures, the duration of each being deter
mined according to the quality of each type of soil.
This policy is expressed in qualitative criteria that
operate through the instruments for the implementation
of the programme of agricultural and cattle - raising
development.
In spatial terms, it is intended to reconcile a re
latively dispersed pattern of settlement of the popu
lation and economic activity (made necessary by the
fact that agriculture and cattle-raising are the central
elements in the development strategy)with the infra¬
structure requirements that make it necessary both
to meet the needs of rural population and to provide
the inputs for agriculture and cattle-raising and
put production on a commercial footing.
In specific terms, it is proposed to:
Strengthen the system of urban centres by raising
the standard and increasing the variety of the servi¬
ces provided by the second and third level urban cen
tres, and improve communication systems so as to
permit a more effective integration of the different
urban centres with each other and, individually,with
their respective areas of influence.
In particular, the strategy foresees the need to give
special attention to the small units that have been
defined as the main urban centres of their programme-
areas (Tangara da Serra, Jardim and Coxim), together
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with measures to raise the quality of the services
and infrastructure in the medium-sized towns (Corum
ba/Ladario, Rondonopolis, Caceres and Aquidauana/Anas
tacio).
ii) Improve and extend the road network so as to permit
a greater freedom of movement on the existing road
network and effect an improvement in the region's in
ternal accessibility. Investment in roads is a pre -
requisite both for attaining the goals in rural pro
duction and for solving social problems. For this rea
son the selection of networks for improvement and
construction was made in accordance with the increase
in traffic forecast as a result of the production pro
grammes and estimates of population.
In this way the strategy postulates concentrating in
vestment in the priority zones for agricultural de
velopment, which in its turn implies favouring the
improvement of the existing network, and only in ex
ceptional cases will new roads be built.
iii) Co-ordinate and make compatible the sectorial pre
jects and actions at the subregional level ( program
me-areas) by means of a set of criteria for defining
the siting of the productive projects,infrastructure
and basic social services.
Although this is only a proposal of a methodological
nature, its inclusion in the strategy is justified
for two main reasons. In the first place, it is a
means of explicating the policy of land organization
entailed by the proposed measures. On the other hand,
this stage of compatibilization and coordination is
a distinctive element of the strategy.
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In fact, the proposed measures were selected from among
a relatively large number of possible options and
constitute a minimum, indispensable set of actions
required for attaining the goals. Given that the
strategy assumes that the impact of the implementa
tion of the set of measures is markedly greater than
the sum of the individual impact of each of these
options and projects, the pursuit of the desired
effects makes the co-ordination of their implementa
tion imperative at the programme-area level.
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8.3 EXPECTED IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED STRATEGY
This section contains estimations of the probable effect
to be expected in the regional system from the implemen¬
tation of the strategy presented in Section 8.2. Since
strategies are usually defined in broad terms (see Section
2.3) their evaluation is quite complex due to difficulties
inherent in the quantification of the effects derived
from policies formulated in too general terms. In fact ,
any policy can be implemented through a wide range of
projects and specific actions. Thus, in order to avoid
this problem the proposed strategy is understood as speci
fied by the set of investment projects and programmes of
public action summarized in Appendix II.
For the purposes of analysis it is assumed that the actions
and plans will be carried out in the form and within the
time-scales that were forecast, their implementation being
understood as starting as early as 1982.
As explained, the strategy is intended to act on a limited
set of selected variables, in accordance with their capa¬
city to stimulate the growth of the whole regional socio¬
economic system. In this way EDIBAP's proposals are comple
mentary to the normal policies and plans of the state go¬
vernments and federal agencies. Thus, the evaluation of
the impact of the proposed development plan should be made
by comparing the regional situation expected as a result
of the plan with that forecast in Section 8.1.
8.3.1 Economic impact
In economic terms the proposals formulated by EDIBAP are
intended to raise the standard of efficiency of the region's
basic sectors (agriculture and cattle-raising), improve the
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intersectorial integration of its economy and improve the
region's degree of competitiveness in the national context.
These improvements should be manifested in the form of
higher levels of production and productivity, a reduced de
gree of dependency on the part of the regional economy in
relation to extra-regional factors, and more stable growth
rates. For greater accuracy the sectorial impact of the plan
will be analysed first, after which its contribution to the
overall economic growth of the study area will be evaluated.
a) Agriculture and cattle-raising
The proposed models for rural production postulate a greater
integration of crops and the breeding of cattle in such a
way as to ensure, on the one hand, a land use compatible
with the limitations imposed by the ecological equilibrium
and, on the other, the introduction of organic matter into
the soils in order to raise their productivity. This techno
logical conception is complemented by increases in the sur¬
face area under cultivation, in planted pasture and in the
total stock of cattle.
In order to achieve these goals it is intended that during
the first five years about 22.7% of producers in the study
area should adopt the proposed technology, investing a to¬
tal of 25,232.8 million cruzeiros (at 1980 prices) in in¬
creasing the productive capacity of their establishements as
well as increasing by 23,720 millions their normal opera¬
ting costs. In view of the obvious benefits to every produ
cer resulting from the adoption of the proposed technolo¬
gies it is expected that after the first five years the
number of producers introducing the aforementioned techno¬
logy will progressively rise to about 35% in 1990. This
proportion of producers should cover about 59% of the cul
tivated surface area and 48% of the region's head of cattle.
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i) Productivity
The proposed production models assume significant increases
in productivity, in both agriculture and cattle-raising.In
the case of the agricultural sector the increased producti¬
vity should be the result of a better selection of lands
intended for crops, the materialization of the planned in¬
vestment in soil improvement, and the use of the recommend
ed inputs. These three elements should lead to substantial
production increases per hectare, which should vary from
33.4% in the case of rice to 105.2% in the case of maize
(see Table 8.10) .
TABLE 8.10
PRESENT AND PLANNED AVERAGE YIELDS OF THE MAIN CROPS (KG/HA)
CROPS PRESENT PLANNED % INCREASE
YIELD YIELD
RICE 1288 1719 33,4
SOY 1557 2190 40,6
MAIZE 1548 3177 105,2
BEANS 612 912 49,0
COTTON 967 1752 81,2
With regard to annual crops, the planned yields are likely
to be reached in the harvest following the adoption of the
technical recommendations, and their effects are permanent
as long as the suggested production practices are maintained.
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In this way the impact that the planned technologies will
have on average productivity in the region depends on the
speed with which farmers come to adopt the new forms of
production.
EDIBAP intends that about 46.5% of the cultivated surface
area should, in the first five years of the implementation
of the projects, incorporate the recommended technologies;
it is also expected that in the remainder of the present
decade this proportion will rise to 58.5%. The attainment
of these goals should mean, in the case of rice alone, an
increase in the region's average productivity of over 20%,
thereby reversing a downward trend, in a process of conti¬
nuous increases in yields (see Fig. 8.5).
Figure 8.5
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The impact of technological change on the volume of produ¬
ction will be quite substantial; if the planned measures
are carried out the physical volume of rice production in
1986 will be 110,000 tons greater than what would be obtain
ed over the same cultivated area through the application of
current technologies. This increase in rice production, re¬
sulting from increases in productivity, would be equivalent
to an 88,000 hectares extension of the surface area devoted
to this crop if the yields forecast in the perspective ana¬
lysis are maintained.
In the case of cattle-raising, it is expected that the es¬
tablishments that come to adopt the proposed forms of
production will increase the productivity of the cattle
stock by 163.4%. This means that their production of 16.4kg
of meat per annum per animal will rise to 43.2 kg. This in
creased productivity will be achieved as a result of the
consolidation of the activity of fattening, which implies
that the average time that the cattle remain in the region
will be greater than before.
As the number of producers who will incorporate the recom¬
mended technologies should progressively increase, reach¬
ing 35.7% of the total head of cattle in the region in 1985
and 47.7% in 1990, the expected growth of the average re¬
gional yields should lead to a production of 29.6kg of meat
per animal by the end of the present decade. This would
mean an annual growth rate of 7.7% (see Fig. 8.6).
ii) Surface area under cultivation
Historically, the performance of the area under crops and
that devoted to artificial pasture has been closely re¬
lated to the extension of the road network and the expan¬
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Since the perspective analysis was based on the hypothesis
of a restriction on public expenditure and a virtual freez
ing of credit for agriculture and cattle-raising, it was
estimated that the surface area under cultivation would
grow at a rate of 2.6% per annum between 1980 and 1985 and
at about 3.6% between 1985 and 1990.
The implementation of the plan proposed by EDIBAP assumes
both special increases in credit for agriculture and cattle
raising and an extension of the region's road network.Con¬
sequently, the growth rate of the surface area under culti¬
vation should increase to 7.1% per annum during the first
five years of the implementation of the plan, and thereafter
stabilize at 5% per annum. In this way the implementation
of the plan should mean an increase of 341,400 hectares un






figure which should be much higher by 1990. It is expected
that the total surface area under cultivation with the re¬
commended technologies will reach 743,300 hectares in 1985
and 1,325,000 hectares by the end of the decade (see Fig.
8.7) .
Figure 8.7
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iii) The cattle stock
The cattle-raising programme is intended to modify substan
tially the structure and level of activity of this sector
through the consolidation of the activity of fattening,im¬
provement of the animal -planted pasture relationship, and
increases in the productivity of the natural pasture .
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The stimulus to be given to the fattening of animals aims
to bring about a more intensive use of the existing plant
ed pasture , introduce a highly profitable activity, and
increase the added value of regional exports. This entails
reducing the removal of insufficiently developed animals,
lengthening the period in which cattle remain in the region
and bringing about a fall in the growth rate of the exist¬
ing herds.
In fact, the region's cattle stock is expected to grow at
an annual rate of 3.5% during the present decade, as com¬
pared to the 4% forecast in the perspective analysis. This
fall in the growth rate of the cattle stock will be amply
compensated for by the increases in productivity that the
proposed measures should generate, with the physical pro¬
duction of meat in 1985 expected to be 48.8% higher than
the estimates of the perspective analysis, a percentage
that is likely to rise to 73.2% by 1990. The planned phy¬
sical production will therefore increase at an annual rate
of 9.9% during the period 1980-1990, as compared with the
4.7% forecast (see Fig. 8.8):
Figure 8.8
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iv) Rural product and employment
In accordance with the aforementioned antecedents, the re¬
gional agricultural product is expected to grow at 8% per
annum during the present decade and the cattle-raising
product is likewise expected to increase at 10.5 per annum.
These figures greatly exceed the estimates of the perspective
analysis which indicate annual rates of 2.4% for the agri¬
cultural product and 4.7% for the cattle-raising product.
In the agricultural sector this change in the expected
growth rates is accounted for mainly by increases in the
surface area under cultivation (75.5% of the increase fore¬
cast for the product) and, to a lesser extent, by increases
in productivity. In the case of cattle-raising the improved
performance is based on a transformation of the mode of
cattle-raising, implying great increases in the average pro
ductivity of the cattle stock and a slight decline in its
growth rate.
Employment generated by agriculture should grow at a rate
of only 3.7% per year, as a result of the increases in la-,
bour productivity brought about by the introduction of the
proposed production models. In the case of cattle-raising
it is assumed that the labour-cattle relationship will be
maintained, which would lead to a growth in employment at
a rate similar to that of the cattle stock (see Table 8.11).
b) Industrial sector
The proposed development strategy postulates accelerating
the process of industrialization in the region through the
creation of a dynamic and efficient agroindustry prefera¬
bly orientated to markets outside the region.Accordingly,
the industrial projects identified by EDIBAP are concentra
ted on what was termed "regional export industry", which
TABLE8.11

































































is concerned with the the processing of products derived
from agriculture and cattle-raising. The expansion of the
6 0b6l"av\c£.5>
production of calcareous is likewise recommended.
A
The implementation of the industrial development proposals
formulated by EDIBAP should have a considerable impact on the
•the-
regional economy since they will affect^ kind of activity
for which the region has a high potential and which is at
present found at very low levels of operation.
In fact, the set of selected projects should lead to an ex¬
pansion of productive capacity equivalent to about 79% of
the level of activity of the whole of the region's industry
forecast for 1990. In the case of export industry the pro¬
posed projects signify the introduction of a productive ca
pacity capable of generating in 1990 a production four ti¬
mes greater than that estimated for that year in the pers¬
pective analysis.
The projects were defined in such a way.as to ensure their
adaptation to the real situation of the region, both as re¬
gards the availability of raw materials and in relation to
its technological and operational levels. Although these ele
ments in themselves guarantee the viability of the projects,
for the purposes of evaluating the economic performance of
the region it was assumed that the aforementioned projects
would operate at 60% of their capacity, a level that would
in itself guarantee real profits for private industry.
In this way, as a result of the implementation of the plan
a significant rise in the growth rate of the region's
industrial product would be observed, reaching 13.3% per
annum between 1980 and 1990, well above the 9.5% forecast
(see Fig. 8.9).
In addition to the quantitative impact, the effects of the
implementation of the selected projects should lead to an
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Figure 8.9






increase in the productivity of the industrial labour force
and to a greater integration of the regional economic sys¬
tem. With regard to the productivity of the industrial labour
force it is expected that export industry will double the
yield of its work force between 1982 and 1990 and that the
mining sector will show a growth of about 10% in the same
period.
The greater integration of regional industry with the agri¬
cultural and cattle-raising activities should, for its part,
contribute to farmers obtaining higher and more stable pri¬
ces and to the stimulation of other secondary and tertiary
activities.
In terms of employment the proposed industrial projects will
mean the creation of almost 10,000 new jobs, corresponding
to an increase of 8.8% in relation to the employment fore¬
cast for 1990.
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Moreover, as the proposed projects should be preferably loca
ted in second and third level urban centres the employment
generated by them should be a highly important element in the
consolidation of a more balanced system of urban centres.
c) Construction, commerce, service industries and public
sectors
The development strategy does not contain any specific measu
res intended to stimulate the growth of these sectors in the
region, but the implementation of the measures proposed will
inevitably lead to an increase in their level of activity.
Civil construction should feel the impact of the programmes
for extending the road network, building schools and factories,
increasing the number of health units, supplying drinking wa¬
ter, etc. This should mean a rapid growth in the year when the
construction work begins, followed by smaller increases throu
ghout the period of execution, (see Fig. 8.10)
Figure 8.10
EVOLUTION OF CIVIL CONSTRUCTION PRODUCT
( I06 CR^- 1980 )
PERSPECTIVE
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Once the construction of the planned works has been comple¬
ted the level of activity of this sector should fall to its
new level of normal activity. This will be greater than
had been forecast in the perspective analysis for the increase
in overall production that will be brought about as a result
of the implementation of the plan.
The activity of the public sector should increase both as a
result of the higher level of economic activity forecast for
the area and through the proposed expansion of the health
services, education, technical assistance, public works,etc.
This sector is thus expected to register average growth ra¬
tes of 3.9% per annum as compared with the 3.6% forecast in
section 8.1 (see Fig. 8.11)
Figure 8.11
EVOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT SECTOR'S PRODUCT
( I06 CR $ - I 980 )
PLAN.
PERSPECTIVE
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In the case of commerce and service industries, even thou
gh the strategy does not envisage any specific pro¬
jects to make them function more dynamically, a higher
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level of activity is expected as a result of the increases
in regional added demand generated by the growth of agricul.
ture , cattle-raising and industry and by the proposed in¬
vestments. Thus it is estimated that the commerce and servi
ce industries sector should increase its annual growth
rate from the 6.4% forecast to 7.5%.
d) Overall economic impact
The implementation of the strategy assumes that within a
five-year period 57 billion cruzeiros (April 1980) will be
invested in the region as an increase in fixed capital. Of
this total 66% consists of directly productive investment
in the agricultural, cattle-raising and industrial sectors.
The rest comprises investment in physical infrastructure
(roads, electric power, urban equipment) and in the provi¬
sion of basic services (health, sanitation and education).
The public sector is expected to contribute with 19 billion
cruzeiros worth of physical investments and to create the
conditions needed for financing the investments to be made
by the private sector. These conditions include increasing
the normal credit lines for investment in agriculture and
cattle-raising by 17.4 billion cruzeiros and those for in¬
vestment in storage facilities by 2.5 billion cruzeiros;
credit for industry is to increase by 5.2 billion cruzeiros
and loans worth 1.4 billion cruzeiros are to be granted
through the mechanism of financial incentives. .
The investments to be financed by the private sector from
its own resources in the next five years are expected to
amount to 10.8 billion cruzeiros.
Obviously, to this sum must be added the payment of the
above mentioned loans (granted through official agencies)for
achieving the forecasted 37.6 billion cruzeiros worth of
private investment.
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This input of resources should produce a very big impact on
the regional economy, which can be accounted for both by
the enormous size of the proposed investments and by the
high proportion that they represent in comparison with the
present levels of economic activity in the region. In fact,
direct productive investments to the value of 37.6 billion
cruzeiros are proposed in circumstances where, the regional
product is estimated at 64.5 billions for 1980. If the im¬
pact of the investments in infrastructure and social servi¬
ces are added to this it is possible to foresee that the
regional product should more than double in the period
1980-1990.
In accordance with the perspective analysis, the regional
economy was expected to grow 4.9% per annum between 1980
and 1985 and 5.2% between 1985 and 1990, which means an
average growth rate of 5.1%. The implementation of the plan
should lead to an average growth rate of the regional pro¬
duct of 7,8% per annum during the present decade. As the
investments will be concentrated in the first few years the
growth rate for the period 1980-85 is expected to rise to
9.4% per annum, a rate that should fall to 6.3% between
1985 and 1990. This decline in the growth rate is explained
by the fact that after the fifth year the extraordinary
flow of resources that occurs whenever projects are being
implemented and starting to function should come to an end,
in addition to which it is natural that growth rates should
fall with higher levels of economic activity.
Since the productive investments are concentrated in agri¬
culture, cattle-raising and industry it is natural that
the dynamism of these sectors should increase substantial¬
ly. In fact, the industrial sector is expected to grow at
13.3% per annum, cattle-raising at 10% per annum and agri¬
culture at 8% per annum (see Table 8.12).
TABLE8.12






























































The level of employment should grow at lower rates than that
of the regional product by virtue of the increases in pro¬
ductivity associated with the development Plan. It is predi
cted that between 1980 and 1985 regional employment will
grow at 6.7% per annum and at an average rate of 5.2% per
annum throughout the decade. These rates are higher than
the annual 4.4% forecast in the perspective analysis, which
means that 55,000 jobs more than the number forecast in
that analysis should be created in the region as a result
of the implementation of the Plan.
The industrial sector should be the most dynamic one in the
creation of jobs; employment in industry is expected to
grow at an average annual rate of 11% during the decade,
which entails almost trebling employment in industry by
1990 (see Table 8.13).
Since the expected growth rate of employment is greater than
the increase in the work force, it is reasonable to assume
that the demand for labour will create suitable conditions
for an increased migration to the region (see subsection
8.3.2).
As a result of the great dynamism that the' regional economy
should undergo, not only is the population growth of the
region expected to expand but also its per capita product
is expected to increase significantly.
The perspective analysis estimated a 1.5% average growth
rate of the per capita regional product during the period
1980-1990. The implementation of the plan should make the
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As explained in the previous chapters the measures and pro¬
jects included in the Development Plan represent a strategy
that is chiefly devoted to stimulating regional economic
growth and proposes a number of specific actions to solve
certain problems of a social nature.
Even though social development does not constitute the spe
cific goal of the strategy its implementation should bring
about considerable changes in the structure and functioning
of the regional socio-economic system. Thus the social im¬
pact of the proposed actions cannot be properly evaluated
without taking into consideration both the expected effect
of the education, health and sanitation programmes and the
social effects of the forecast changes on some economic va¬
riables .
Traditionally, the literature on regional analysis attribu¬
tes a very important role to migratory flows as an explana¬
tory element of the demographic dynamics of regions, and to
the incidence of economic growth in the speeding-up of
these flows.
The studies undertaken by EDIBAP allow one to conclude that
between 1960 and 1970 about 37% of the region's population
growth is accounted for by net migration, a process which ,
during the period in question, involved around 260,000
persons in the states of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul.
In order to account for the pattern of net migration at the
sub-regional (programme-areas) level a model was constru-
cted relating the rates of migration to the growth rates of
employment (see Chapter 4).
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Given that, as a result of the plan, an increase in the growth
rate of employment is forecast (5.2% per annum as compared
with the 4A% per annum forecast in the perspective analysis)it
is reasonable to assume that this expansion of regional dyna
mism will attract new contingents of population. In fact the
behavioural equation described makes it possible to determine
that the rate of net migration will rise from 1.23% per an¬
num (the rate forecast in the perspective analysis) to 2.38%.
This rise should mean a population growth of 106,749 persons
bvj 1985 and 261,258 lot) 1990. In 1990, therefore, the region's
population should reach a total of 2,505,783 inhabitants ,
which implies an annual growth rate of 4.66% during the deca¬
de .
In addition to the impact on population growth, the increas¬
ed employment generated in the region should lead to a redu¬
ction in underemployment and eventually to a better distribu
tion of income and a greater equality of opportunities.
The health, sanitation and education projects, for their
part, are based on the need to reduce the region's serious
deficiencies in these areas. The direct effects of these
projects will be a qualitative and quantitative improvement
in services and a greater access to them on the part of the
population, especially the lower income groups.
Owing to the fact that the proposed actions to improve and
extend the scope of these services are rather limited,they
do not by any means constitute a definitive solution to the
regions problems. The actions in question should be viewed
as a first step intended to find a short-term solution to
the most urgent problems; they should be supplemented by
medium and long-term sectorial plans to be implemented by
the relevant departments of the state governments concerned.
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8.3.3 Environmental and spatial impact
The preservation of the ecological equilibrium3the rational
use of space, and reconciling the satisfaction of social
needs with the productive efficiency of the suggested eco¬
nomic activities, constitute separate elements of the
strategy proposed for regional development.
The achievement of these objectives of a general nature does
not depend on specific actions or projects but on the way in
which the actions or projects will be implemented and geo¬
graphically distributed.
In fact, the preservation of the ecological equilibrium was
regarded as a goal in the definition of the models for agri¬
culture and cattle-raising leading to the search for more
bo+h
efficient ways of integrating^these activities. Since
these recommendations reconcile the preservation of the pro
ductivity of the land with the maximization of the profita¬
bility of farms in the medium and long term, it is assumed
that their adoption will depend only on suitable guidance
being given to producers. This guidance should be given
through the technical assistance programme and the norms re
gulating the granting of credit. In accordance with the
above, the effects of these forms of exploitation on the
productivity of the natural resources are significant and
are manifested in the profitability of farms.
From the spatial viewpoint it is intended to reconcile the
occupation of the region's land area with an increased
access of the population to basic services of a satisfacto
ry standard. For this purpose it will be necessary to stren
gthen the system of urban centres, improve the transport
and communications systems and increase the integration of
the urban centres with their respective rural peripheries.
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The achievement of these objectives entails the adaptation of
the regional socio-economic system to the characteristics of
the land in such a way that the physical investments made at
this stage shall be relevant to future needs. To this end
the need arises to act upon the structural variables of the
area's spatial organization. In other words, it is necessa¬
ry to stimulate the creation of industries and units that
perform services in the neighbourhood of the areas of great
est potential for agriculture, cattle-raising and mining,
complete the road network in order to make the second and
third level urban centres economically viable, ensure the
supply of electric power to these nuclei, and create a phy¬
sical urban infrastructure that, in addition to meeting the
needs of the resident population, will generate incentives
for private investment.
In this connection it is expected that the implementation
of the actions and projects contained in the plan proposed
by EDIBAP will contribute to modifying the spatial behaviour
of the regional socio-economic system, thereby diminishing
the region's present high degree of dependency vis-a-vis
other states. These objectives will be achieved by means of
a greater integration of the regional structure of produ¬
ction which, in addition to increasing the value of its ex
ports, will also make it possible to attain a standard
of competitive efficiency at the national level.
Thus, the identification of programme-areas should be view
ed as the selection of sub-regional spaces capable of cons
tituting options susceptible to productive specialization
and, accordingly, of constituting territorial units suit¬
able for the implementation of integrated programmes of
development.
The projects and actions proposed for agriculture and cattle
raising, besides contributing to the increase in the level
of activity of these sectors in the region, should lead to a
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greater occupation of the potentially more productive zones.
This should lead to an increased physical production that
will make processing industries viable on a sub-regional
scale and also to a larger market for the businesses loca
ted in the central nuclei of the respective programme-areas.
Obviously, these two elements constitute a means of making
the productive specializations in question materialize.
A high proportion (75%) of the projects identified should,
for their part, be located in average-sized towns; only 25%
of them are to be in the state capitals. This implies,among
other things, creating the necessary purchasing power for
primary products in the interior of the region, increasing
the use of certain specialized labour in small urban nuclei,
and generating conditions for the establishment of interme¬
diary activities and personal services in cities different
from the traditional urban centres. The effects of these
projects are complemented by the concentration,in second and
third level urban centres, of the investments in health ,
basic sanitation, education and urban infrastructure propo¬
sed in the plan.
Finally, the road construction and improvement programme was
planned in such a way as to increase, as a matter of priori¬
ty, the interaction of the urban centres with their respecti
ve rural peripheries.
From the above it may be concluded that the proposed projects
and actions are part of a particular conception of spatial
development that aims to create physical conditions for ge¬
nerating a solid, dynamic and, in the national context, com
petitive regional economy.
It is, however, important to point out that in spite of the
coherence that the proposed strategy may have, it must be
borne in mind that the creation of an efficient and stable
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spatial structure is a task demanding the commitment of se¬
veral generations.
Consequently, the spatial dimension of the actions and pro¬
jects proposed in the strategy create the basic conditions,
which state and national governments must maintain, for
obtaining the contribution of the regional community itself
and of outside agents to the task of generating^ for the re-





Starting from the recognition that regional planning prac
tice in Latin America has not fulfilled the expectations it
generated among planners and public authorities, the aim
of this thesis is to formulate a procedural framework for
this activity that will increase its flexibility and pro
vide it with a greater capacity to deal with highly complex
and adaptive systems such as regions.
In pursuing this objective some of the most noticeable
shortcomings of both the procedural and the substantive
frameworks of regional planning were first reviewed in broad
outline.
With regard to the substantive framework the review led to
the conclusion that current theories of regional develop
ment are lacking in comprehensiveness and basically compri
se a number of tentative approaches to the inclusion of
the variable space as a determinant element of development
options open to a socioeconomic system. These theories are
mostly partial, emphasizing the treatment of fundamentally
economic variables or centering upon functional urbanistic
approaches. As such, they are not able to answer many prac
tical problems, although they might define some basic gun.
delines for the formulation of regional development policies.
From another point of view the way in which planning was
introduced into public admininstration in Latin American
countries, together with the indadequacy of traditional plan
ning methodologies to deal with structurally unstable so
cio-economic systems, accounts for a great part of the pro
cedural problems^this activity is currently facing. It
seems that the most serious shortcomings of the procedural
framework of regional planning are the lack of integration
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of this activity with the decision-making process and the
widespread tendency towards the so-called "blue-print plan
ning".
The joint effect of weak theories of regional development
and excessively rigid procedures has naturally been respon
sible for the poor performance of regional planning.
Although any attempt to improve the efficacy of regional
planning proposals would require the strengthening of both
substantive and procedural frameworks, this thesis concen
trates on the second aspect on the expectation that , if
flexible procedures permitting a greater integration of
planning activities with the decision-making process were
available , some of the deficiencies identified could be
overcome.
Thus, after analysing the requirements of decision-making,
systems theory and cybernetics, a "strategy-projects" ap
proach to regional planning was proposed as a simpler and
more flexible procedural framework.
The proposed approach tries to avoid the formulation of
big and detailed development plans and emphasizes the defi¬
nition of strategies and the study of projects and speci.
fic actions that make the strategies operative. Starting
from the recognition of the great complexity and dynamism
of regional systems, the proposed procedural framework con
ceives planning as a tool for enhancing the rationality of
the decision-making process. Therefore, planning activities
are organized so as to provide a wide cover for three cri¬
tical aspects of any attempt at promoting regional develop
ment which, obviously, constitute the subject matter of
fundamental decisions in the planning process. These are:
a) formulation of development strategies; b)identification,
study and evaluation of investment projects and specific
o
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actions; and c) definition and specification of policy in:s
truments.
Underlying this procedural framework is the "mixed - scan
ning" approach to decision-making which provides a fie
xible and selective criterion for defining the level of
detail at which different studies may be carried out. In
fact, since^allocation of resources for scanning at diffe
rent levels is left to the decision-maker's judgment, this
approach is flexible enough to be adapted to situations which
may differ in terms of the decision-maker's capacity to
control the system as well as the effectiveness of the ini.
tial decisions adopted. Thus, a highly incremental view is
to be preferred for stable systems where previous decisions
were yielding satisfactory results,and in situations where
the control capacity is limited. Conversely, a more ratio
nalistic approach is required in the opposite situation.
The proposed planning process is organized according to a
cybernetic view of control of complex and adaptive systems.
This leads to a distribution of functions among the various
units forming part of a regional government, leaving the
coordination of the whole process to the planning unit.
The main functions of such a body are the formulation of a
model of the regional system that will permit the assess_
ment of the contribution the projects and actions under con
sideration would make to regional development, the evalua
tion of the effects of any change in the region's parame
trie framework and also the formulation of development
strategies that reconcile both the regional management
capacity (measured in terms of available policy instruments)
and specific projects and actions.
The central element of the proposed methodological approach
is the development strategy which, after obtaining political
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agreement, is further specified by the planning unit. Such
specification involves two aspects: on the one hand,invest
ment projects and concrete actions are selected for meeting
the requirements of the strategy; on the other, available
policy instruments are made compatible with selected pro
jects and actions, which at this stage have already been
studied in full detail or negotiated with the official bo
dies in charge of their implementation. The specified stra
tegy will, then, consist of a set of projects and actions
to be implemented, together with the policy instruments and
administrative measures required to carry them out. The
strategy is later disaggregated into short-term or annual
programmes of action, giving size to budgetary programming
and the chronological ordering of actions.
The possibility of simulating alternative courses of action
open to the regional government through a model of the so
cio-economic system constitutes the main feature of this
conception of planning. Dynamic simulation is a quick and
easy method both for studying the possible consequences that
may result from choosing a particular course of action and
for evaluating the impact of specific activities and pro
jects. As such, it is of great help to regional authorities
in negotiations with the central government or other agents,
since it allows a rapid evaluation of the alternatives and
thereby reduces the time required for decision-making.
The proposed procedural framework for regional planning was
utilized as the basic methodology in the Integrated Study
for the Development of the Upper Paraguay River Basin (EDIBAP).
Thus, a socio-economic model of the regional system was for
mulated and the study of policy instruments and of invest
ment projects and specific actions was emphasized.
By simulating the model a development strategy was obtained
which was further compatibilized with investment projects
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and specific actions, and then harmonized with available
policy instruments.
In this way an assessment of the proposed approach to re
gional planning entails an analysis of the model's perfor
mance and a discussion about the extent to which such a frarre
work satisfies the requirements of effective planning. The
following sections are devoted to these topics.
9.1 LIMITATIONS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE MODEL
It is generally understood that a model is an artificial . con
ceptual construction built for the purpose of obtaining
specific information about the main features of the beha
viour or structure/ of a system. It follows that the cha
racteristics of any model are basically defined by two fac
tors:the characteristics of the system to be modelled ,
and the purposes for which the model is being built.
Thus, any assessment of the model's performance has to
take into account the structural conditions of the regional
system and the institutional context in which it will be
utilized.
It has to be recognized, therefore, that the model does not
aim at comprehensiveness but was designed to fit the requi.
rements of the formulation of a regional development plan
for a region officially defined as an expansion zone for
agricultural and cattle-raising.
In fact, the Third National Development Plan and current
regional development policies explicity establish that the
Upper Paraguay River Basin has to contribute to national de
velopment by:
a) Providing the national market with significant quantities
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of food, raw materials, minerals and timber, and also by-
exporting products derived from agriculture and cattle-
raising .
b) Acting as a receiver area of interregional migration and
as an area of expansion of the agricultural frontier,and
c) Constituting the basis for the process of incorporating
the Amazon Region into the Brazilian socio-economic sys_
tern.
The contract of technical assistance that generated EDIBAP,
for its part, establishes that the study should lead to the
formulation of a comprehensive plan for the utilization of
the natural resources endowment of the Upper Paraguay River
Basin. Such a plan should emphasize the following aspects:
development of agriculture and cattle-raising, manufacture
of regional raw materials , regularization of the main cour
ses of water, transportation, expansion of the supply Qf
'energy, ecology, human resources and urban development.
Thus, the structure of the simulation model is basically
defined by the institutional and political context that
gave rise to EDIBAP. In addition to these constraints ,
limitations of time and statistical data account for the -
final structure of the model.
Although the formulation of the model was greatly simpljL
fied by a strict definition of the purposes it was intended
to serve, its current version is far from perfect and is
to be regarded as a first attempt at representing in mathe
matical terms the set of cause-effect relationships that
explain the development of the regional system.
In fact the model presents many weaknesses, some of which
will be discussed in following pages.
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From an econometric point of view the most significant li
mitation of the model lies in the reduced set of observati.
ons utilized for its calibration and validation. Twelve
observations for cross-section analysis and fifteen for
time series do not constitute a wide enough sample for a
sound calibration of any behavioural function.
Although this is a valid criticism, the non-existence of
a better statistical background leads to the problem of to
what extent the construction of a model is justified un
der such conditions.
In order to answer such a difficult question two types of
elements have to be considered. On the one hand, the lack
of valid statistical information is in part the consequence
of the "short history" of the system under study. In fact
as stated in Chapter 3, by the middle sixties the region
exhibited a drastic change in its socio-economic behaviour
because of exogenous factors. Since these exogenous ele
ments constitute a large part of the variables to be con
trolled for development purposes, any attempt at formula -
ting a regional development plan has to accept the fact
that, only a few observations are available.
Thus, as the model is only a mathematical representation of
the observed pattern of behaviour of the regional system ,
its alternative, namely generalizations based on a few em
pirical observations, present the same weaknesses as the
model but do not afford its operational advantages.
On the other hand, because of the openness and complexity
of the region under study it is liable to be greatly affec
ted by changes in its parametric framework (e.g. new na
tional policies, changes in the regional priorities for pu
blic investment, etc.)
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In these circumstances a behavioural function quantified on
a sound basis of historical data may prove useless because
adaptive systems are able to react against a structural
change in their environment by generating a complex process
of adjustment to the new situation that may induce a pat
tern of behaviour that does not constitute a direct reacticn
against the initial stimulus.
In this way, although the lack of a sound statistical basis
for calibrating the model reduces its validity, current for
malization of the model can be considered acceptable insofar
as there is no better substitute and because the structu
ral instability of the regional system may even cast serious
doubts on the benefits of the greater accuracy to be expec
ted from a model properly fitted on historical data. How
ever, these comments suggest that the results of the model
have to be regarded as conditional predictions about the
probable future behaviour of the regional system and must
be fully assessed before being used for decision-making
purposes.
From an economic point of view the main conceptual limita
tion' of the model concerns the partial utilization of the
selected theory of regional development.
The omission of the variables affecting the demand side of
a growing economy is the main source of the differences
between the model and its theoretical framework.
The reasons for not explicity considering the demand side
were explained in Section 3.2, and they basically concern
the fact that the limiting factors for economic growth in
the Upper Paraguay River Basin are clearly on the supply
side and also the lack of information for quantifying an
aggregate demand function.
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Although these reasons justify a prior study of the supply
side variables, it must be recognized that the omission of
the demand side constitutes a serious limitation of the mo
del. Moreover, because, of this omission, important varia
bles for any regional development study have been conside_
red in a partial way or defined as exogenous variables,e.g.
interregional trade, interregional movements of capital ,
public expenditure and taxation, etc.
The theoretical implications of these simplifying assumptions
are many. Let us briefly mention some of the most important.
First of all, the model does not take into account interre
gional trade and assumes that the region will have no dif_
ficulty in selling the whole of its export production to
the national or international markets.
The omission of interregional trade as an explanatory varia
ble of regional economic growth makes it impossible to check
the advantages (or adequacy) of a development strategy ba
sed on import substitution. Since "export-base theory" cons
titutes one of the traditional ways of explaining regional
economic growth, this omission compels the policy-maker to
consider those aspects exogenously when defining economic
policies.
Secondly, the treatment given by the model to the interre
gional movements of capital is static and prevents an ade
quate consideration of its dynamic effects. In fact, a net
inflow of capital during a relatively long period of time
will produce not only an increase in the regional stock of
capital, but also increased opportunities for further in
vestment.
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This is so because a persistent inflow of capital tends to
improve the general confidence in the regional economy which,
together with effective increases in the level of activity,
serves to enlarge the range of opportunities and consequen
tly enhances the attractiveness of the regional economy
for foreign as well as internal capital.
Since the model uses the net inflow of capital as an ele
ment for determining the economic feasibility of the stra
tegies (through the savings gap concept), it only accounts
for its capacity creating effects, neglecting completely its
induced effects. This situation will probably affect the
model's output by distorting the measure of the economic
feasibility of the strategies simulated.
In spite of its theoretical relevance and the fact that
a more accurate treatment of the movements of capital would
b
strenghen the model, it does not seem advisable, for the
A
moment, to introduce a more complex set of relationships
because of the lack of data to quantify them.
Finally, the incidence of the public sector in the regional
economy requires some comment. As is known, the public sec
tor intervenes in the regional economic system by taking
part of the regional income (by means of taxation) and in
jecting extra income in the form of both current and capi.
tal expenditure. The net effect of the public sector's ac
tion is determined by the surplus or deficit in the public
budget.
The model takes into account the expenditure side of public
behaviour and also its net effect in the region (*); but
(*) Current public expenditure is included in those urban
economic sectors that represent the provision of basic
services (education, health,etc)and in the public ad
ministration sector. Public capital expenditure is con
sidered as inflow of capital.
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omits any consideration of taxation and its redistributive
consequences.
Although the treatment is quantitatively correct, there are
important qualitative aspects that are neglected. Taxation,
apart from its effects on the level of disposable income ,
constitutes an important tool for inducing the behaviour of
the regional economic system and for redistributing income.
The Brazilian economy, just like any other mixed economy,is
heavily influenced by the taxation system which, in spite
of being centralized, is able to produce differential spa¬
tial effects by means of exemptions, subsidies and special
tax concessions. As such, it has been widely used in Brazil
for establishing special tributary conditions for underpri¬
vileged regions.
Because of the omission of this element from the model, the
eventual consequences in the region of any special tax poli¬
cy must be determined exogenously and fed into the model in
the form of variations in some of the parameters and varia¬
bles representing economic policies.
This is an indirect and complex way to deal with the problem.
However, any attempt to establish a more direct procedure re
quires a detailed consideration of the demand side, because
of the effects that the level and structure of taxes produce
upon consumption and investment.
The limitations of the economic submodel presented so far
are exclusively concerned with the omitted demand side of
the regional economy. These are by no means the only limita
tions of this sector of the model, but they constitute per¬
haps, the most critical ones. The emphasis given to the diss
cussion of the consequences of the omission of demand side
variables could lead to the erroneous belief that the supply
side is properly represented in the model.
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In fact, by aiming at the quantification of the probable ef¬
fects of the implementation of specific economic policies ,
this submodel does not use sectoral production functions as
traditional aggregate supply studies do. Rather, it defines
a sort of "sectorial response function" that measures the
probable change in the sectorial production that would re¬
sult from a modification in some policy instruments and
market prices (agriculture, cattle-raising, civil constru¬
ction) , explains their behaviour as being determined by o-
ther types of variables (timber industry, diverse industries,
commerce and service industries) or simply determines their
level of activity as a policy objective (export industries ,
mining, government).
Although this particular treatment of the supply side of
the regional economy is based on empirical observations, it
must be further studied and improved. However, in view of
the purposes of the study and the conditions under which it
was carried out this version of the economic submodel seems
to be acceptable as a reasonable first approach. Besides the
econometric limitations of the simulation model and the short
comings of the economic sector already reviewed, another im
portant weakness of the model lies in the unequal treatment gi¬
ven to social, economic and physical aspects of the regional
system. Although the model does not aim at comprehensiveness,
its structure having ,to a large extent, been strongly con¬
ditioned by the objectives of EDIBAP, it should be recogni¬
zed that it gives a poor and marginal consideration to soci
al and physical variables.
In fact, social development is treated as a by-product of
economic growth. It is assumed that social considerations
are present at all stages of policy formulation (especially
in the formulation of policies regarding employment, health,
education, etc) but are only introduced into the model as
parameters representing policy objectives. Obviously, this
kind of treatment minimizes the importance of this dimen¬
sion of the process of regional development and reproduces
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the traditional economic bias that characterizes regional
planning. However, this deficiency can be partially justi¬
fied by the absence of a general theory of regional develop
ment.
Spatial variables, for their part, are considered by disag
gregating the region into programme areas, defining environ
mental constraints on the use of natural resources for pro¬
ductive purposes and in the transport sector. Nevertheless,
the model only gives a highly static and partial treatment
o^-these variables. This is confirmed by the fact that the
transport sector (where spatial variables are studied
more deeply) is processed independently of the rest of the
model and used just for fixing the priorities of road in¬
vestment projects.
In concluding this assessment of the model it can be said
that in spite of the limitations and weaknesses of its pre¬
sent version it constitutes a first step towards a systema
tization of a highly subjective aspect of regional planning,
i.e. the formulation of development strategies. As such,it
is worthy of further research in order to improve both its -
theoretical background and its operationality.
This effort is justified by the importance of strategy for
mulation in the context of regional planning, and also be¬
cause the deficiencies discussed do not invalidate the prin
ciples that sustain the model.
Perhaps the main advantage of this model lies in its analy¬
tical simplicity, as well as the fact that it does not re¬
quire too sophisticated data to be simulated. Since any im
provement of the ..10del is likely to be carried out at the
risk of jeopardising its simplicity, the benefits of fur¬
ther theoretical developments must be weighed against the
extra complexity they imply.
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Although this is generally understood it might be useful to em
phasize the potential danger implicit in trying to reach an ex
tremely precise formulation of the model. This could lead to
its output being considered as an optimum development strategy,
thus transforming the model into a system which will drain out
all creativity from the planning process, thereby converting
it into a mechanical set of activities for the implementation
of the model's output.
Nevertheless, the current version of the model can and must be
perfected in order to improve its validity and efficiencywi¬
thout creating any of the above-mentioned problems.There are at
least two main lines along which further research is required.
Firstly, it is necessary to improve the treatment given to non-
economic variables so as to allow- the testing of comprehensive
development strategies. As mentioned earlier, this aspect ideal¬
ly requires as a starting point the integration of political,so
cial, environmental and economic variables into a general theo¬
ry of development .This is quite a remote and unachievable objecti.
ve; however, existing knowledge in these fields does permit
the formulation of a more rigo rous model. Thus, the validity
of the model can be considerably increased by including expli¬
cit social policies as part of the strategies to be tested.
This would imply a set of equations to explain the way in whi¬
ch social variables (that constitute a new subject for objecti¬
ves formulation) are interrelated with the existing demographic,
economic and environmental variables.
Another source of further improvement concerns environmental
aspects. Here research is required for transforming the passi¬
ve character given to ecological and physical variables into a
dynamic role.
Special attention should be devoted to the consideration of the
effects that the spatial distribution of economic activities
and population, as well as the potentiality of natural resour¬
ces, produces on the level of development.
Secondly, it can be inferred from the preceding pages that the
theoretical approach to economic growth is a subject that requi¬
res further study. As the main weaknesses of the treatment gi¬
ven to economic variables have already been discussed,no further
comments seem necessary, for overcoming those deficiencies cons¬
titutes the obvious goal of research.
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9.2 POTENTIALITIES AND SHORTCOMINGS OF THE PROPOSED
PROCEDURAL FRAMEWORK
The application of the proposed methodology to the Integra
ted Study for the Development of the Upper Paraguay River
Basin provided a good opportunity for evaluating its possi¬
bilities and limitations.
The case study, however, did not allow a comprehensive as¬
sessment of the methodology because it was subject to cer¬
tain constraints both of scope and of time and also because
the project was carried out almost without any direct con¬
tact with the authorities in charge of promoting the develop
ment of the region. For the purposes of this thesis the
lack of contact with day-to-day decision making is, perhaps,
the most important limitation of the case study, since the
main contribution expected of the proposed methodology is
precisely to provide a framework for a closer relationship
between planning activities and decision making.
Although this situation prevented an adequate assessment of
the proposed procedural framework in its principal aspect,
it did at least permit the study of the way in which this
methodology contributed to the solution of some of the pro
blems associated with the formulation of a regional develop
ment plan. As the proposed methodological approach aims to
replace the formulation of plans with a combination of stra
tegies and investment projects, the development plan for the
study region must be seen as a particular case of a rigid
conception of the implementation programme included in the
methodology.
The strategy-projects approach was utilized in the second
phase of EDIBAP when a socio-economic diagnosis, detailed
studies of natural resources, and even an initial identifi¬
cation of investment projects were available. The existence
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of these studies greatly simplified the situation to which
the methodology was to be applied but severely restricted
its field of action. Perhaps the most significant constraint
was that the first phase took more than three quarters of
the project's total duration. Thus, the rest of the work, in
eluding some studies not carried out in the first phase
such as an institutional survey, analysis of policy instru¬
ments, etc., had to be done in approximately six months.The
se conditions naturally meant that the methodology was uti¬
lized as a tool for integrating those basic studies into a
regional development plan, but not for orientating the whole
work entailed by such a commitment. As a result many limita
tions of the proposed procedural framework can be mentioned.
However, in order to maintain the analysis at a theoretical
level, only a few problems regarding the formulation of de¬
velopment strategies and the use of the simulation model will
be reviewed here.
In the first place, the formulation of strategies proved,in
practice, to be much more complex than expected. This comple
xity basically derives from the role the methodology assigns
to the strategy in the context of the whole planning process.
In fact the strategy is the element that compatibilizes goals,
policy instruments, investment projects and specific actions
and harmonizes them into a coherent set of interventions in
the regional system. Insofar as this approach tries to avoid
the formulation of a proper plan, the strategy comes to be
the element that orientates the whole process and also cons¬
titutes the standard for evaluating any progress the regional
system may exhibit.
Thus, in order to prevent the strategy from being rendered
inoperative by minor changes in the regional system, it has
to be formulated in quite general terms but, at the same
time, since it must constitute an adequate guide for specific
decisions, any source of ambiguity has to be eradicated.
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Stated in this way, the main problem involved in the formula
tion of a development strategy is to determine the level of
generality of its orientations that most fully satisfies both
types of requirements.
Achieving such a specification of the strategy was not easy
and in practice a great use of intuition was required,which
made the task sometimes quite bewildering. A large part of
the problems were due to the lack of accuracy of the model
and also the difficulty of compatibilizing too general poli
cies with too specific projects. This led to many reformula
tions of the model and partial policies and to a greater spe
cification of the investment projects under study. Thus, a
successive approximation's method was adopted that combined
the model's quantitative results with qualitative judgements.
Schematically this process can be presented as a set of in¬
terrelated stages. Let us examine them briefly.
Firstly, once the model was satisfactorily calibrated a
series of simulations were carried out for estimating the
most likely future regional situation on the assumption
that historical tendencies were maintained. This proved to
be quite difficult because important changes in the beha¬
viour of independent variables were expected as a result of
the new policies adopted by the Federal Government to
combat inflation. Thus, a sort of prospective analysis was
necessary (see Section 8.1).
Secondly, the results of the model's simulations were asses
sed in the light of the goals set for the study area by the
Brazilian Government and were also compared with available
sectorial studies. This led to an initial specification of
the broadly defined regional goals and to the selection of
certain courses of action.
The next step consisted of an analysis of the investment
projects and specific actions being considered by the "pro-
jects-team"of EDIBAP and their harmonization with the goals
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of the strategy. As mentioned above, the main problem here
was that the initial formulation of goals and policies was
so general that it did not provide any criteria for asses¬
sing the extent to which such projects were functional to
the desired objectives. This generated a sort of trial and
error procedure that led to a compatibility solution by nar
rowing the scope of policies and by working out some gene¬
ral justification for the selected projects. This led to
the definition of some sets of projects that comprise a
group of private investment projects and actions to be im¬
plemented by public agencies, linked by technological or
complementary relationships. This was taken as an interme¬
diate element between policies and projects and greatly
simplified the harmonization process.
In the fourth step the model was simulated on the assumption
that all selected projects would be implemented as schedu¬
led. This made it possible both to evaluate the extent to
which the implementation of such a group of projects would
lead to the achievement of the regional goals and to test
the economic feasibility of the strategy.
After some study of the model's results it was concluded
that the amount of productive investment entailed by sele¬
cted projects was not big enough to produce any significant
alteration in the forecast regional level of economic acti¬
vity. Thus it was necessary to increase the number and volu
me of projects to be studied and also to review the targets
established for agriculture and cattle—raising. This pro¬
cess was repeated twice before reasonable results were
obtained.
It is important to note that in this respect the study con¬
firmed, as many authors have pointed out, that one of the
greatest "bottle-necks" for effective regional planning is
the low capacity of backward regions (and also of public
agencies) for identifying and formulating investment projects.
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Although it is assumed on theoretical grounds that at a given
stage of the formulation of a regional development plan a se¬
lection of the "best" projects among the various existing ones
is performed, it was revealed in practice that such previously
studied projects usually did not exist. Moreover, it was found
that the formulation of additional projects entails require¬
ments that are very difficult to meet. In order to solve this
critical problem it seems necessary to find a way of stimula¬
ting private initiative within the context defined by flexi¬
ble development policies. This, obviously, requires a greater
theoretical capability and procedural efficiency on the part
of planning systems.
Finally, in the fifth step existing policy instruments were
studied in order to determine how they must be managed for
ensuring both that the projected investment projects will
materialize and that public and private agents will adopt the
behaviour the strategy assumed for them. Since EDIBAP formu¬
lae/
lated these proposals independently of regional authorities
and federal authorities in charge of regional development,the
analysis of these aspects led only to a set of recommenda¬
tions for implementation that have to be seen as preconditions
for the achievement of the proposed regional goals. Although
this solution may be acceptable in the institutional context
of EDIBAP, it raises the question of the effectiveness of
planning proposals generated outside the policy-making le¬
vel .
In fact, insofar as planning is understood as an auxiliary
tool in the decision-making process, it must be carried out
at the level where decisions are taken and has to be organi¬
zed so as to provide the information required at that level.
Although this is a perfectly obvious statement, it does at
least contain some of the conditions that must be satisfied
for a correct adaptation of the proposed procedural frame¬
work to a specific regional situation. The strategy-projects
approach to regional planning has been defined both in terms
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of the type of activities involved in the formulation of effe
ctive planning proposals and in terms of a scheme for organi¬
zing such activities. Thus, its application to a particular
system of regional government may entail the reorganization
of the planning body and the redefinition of normal informa¬
tion channels.
For such^task it is important to define the "decision-making
space" of regional authorities, identifying policy instru¬
ments susceptible of control at this level and the degree to
which this control can be exercised. The organization of the
planning system must, then, provide it with the "requisite
variety" to match the complexity of policy-making activities
which, in turn, is a function of the number and type of avai.
lable policy instruments and of the power of regional autho¬
rities to manage them.
In addition to this condition of variety, the strategy-pro¬
jects approach entails the institutionalization of planning
as a permanent system of information for decision making.
Thus, great care must be devoted to the definition of ade¬
quate information channels for providing an up-to-date view
of the state of the regional system, including periodic eva
luations of the effects of the implementation of specific
projects as well as administrative actions.
To conclude this general assessment of the proposed proce¬
dural framework let us briefly examine the use of the model
in this methodological context.
In spite of its limitations and weaknesses, the model proved
to be a very useful tool both for providing a simplified view
of the basic relationships that link the main variables of
the regional system and for carrying out a partial analysis
of the probable consequences that may result from specific
interventions in the system.
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This greatly increased the planning team's analytical capaci¬
ty for exploring new courses of action and for avoiding exces
sive work on irrelevant aspects. In spite of these positive
contributions the model has a limited field of action. In fact
it can only be used when the phenomenon under study is susce¬
ptible to quantification and even then the whole problem must
be defined in terms acceptable to the model's algorithm.Per¬
haps the greatest risk that the use of a model like this may
involve is the tendency to artificially reduce the complexity
of the regional system and of the problem it faces so as to
adapt them to the limited capacity of the model. It is obvious
ly necessary to prevent planners from such a "model biased" con
ception because it not only involves a simplistic view of re¬
gional problems but also may lead to valid courses of action
being disregarded simply because they cannot be studied by
means of simulations on the model.
From another point of view it is necessary to be aware that
model formulation is a time consuming and quite expensive
task. The allocation of resources for this purpose is clearly
justified when the model is designed to complement a wider
and permanent system of information for decision-making, but








For a better understanding of the computer programme utiliz^
ed for simulating the model this appendix presents a specia
lly simplified print out of programme.
Simplifications comprise^omission of all instructions re¬
garding dimension of variables, reading, writt-snand format
commands, as well as the inclusion of comments explaining
the function performed by each part of the programme and a
glossary of the variables utilized.
The programme is composed of a relatively small monitoring
section ( main program ) which performs the functions of
the composite model including some sectors of the phy¬
sical and environmental submodel. It is complemented by fi¬
ve subroutines that deal with specific sectors of the model.
They are:
- subroutine SUBDEM, corresponding to the demographic and
employment submodel.
- subroutine SUBAGR, corresponding to the agricultural sec
tor of the economic submodel.
- subroutine SUBPEC, corresponding to the cattle raising sec
tor of the economic submodel.
- subroutine SUBIND, corresponding to the industrial sector
of the economic submodel.
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1. C CMPQ SITE MODEL
{ MAIN PROGRAM )
1.1 INSTRUCT IONS FOR CONTROLLING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SUB-MODELS
on n i = i, n
CALL. SUB OEM ( 1,1975 ,PQPU, POPR, CREM?,PEP, fTRJR , FT JRS )
J=I *■ 1
CALL SUB A GR (J, 1975, POPR, SEMPPT, SUPP1 , VP AGP. )
CALL SUSPEC(J,1975,EMPrC,SUPP1,VPRPCC)
CALL SUB TWO I I , 1 9 75 , ? CPU , ? DPR , OE S M AT , E MPJ ,V APIND)
C. ALL SU BSRVII, 1975 , EM PUS , PGPJ , VAPC SC )
I AND P = 1 975 + I
DO 9 3 K = 1 , 12
1.2 DETERMINATION OF INVESTMENTS REQUIRED BY HEALTH AND
EDUCATION SEC TO3 S
1 .2.1 HEALTH SECTOR
IDENTITIES FOR DETERMINING REQUIREMENTS OF HEALTH FACILITIES
3 EE PS{K, I) = NDISTR(K,I) - STPS(K,I-1)
D EE CS ( < , I ) = NMUNI C ( < , I ) - STCS(K,I-1J
DEE 'JM (A , T) = 1 - STUNIK,I-l)
S TP S ( < , I) = STP S( K, I - 1 ) + POSTO( K , I )
S T CS ( K, I ) = STCS(K.I-l) + CENTR{K,I)
STUM(K,I) - S TUM(K,I -1) + UMIX(K,I)
I N V S A { < , I } = POSTOIK, I) *CQSPC + C ENTR ( K , I ) * CO SC E + UMIXtK , I)*CGSUM
DEFPSK.n - SHORTAGE OF HEALTH POSTS, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
OEFCS(K,I) - SHORTAGE OF HEALTH CENTRES, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
DEE U'H K , I ) - SHORTAGE OF MIXED UNITS, PROGR. AREA K, Y EAR I
NDISTR(K»I ) - NUMBER OF DISTRICTS, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
NMUNIC. ( K, I 5 - NUMBER OF MUNICIPALITIES, PRC GR . AREA K, YEAR I
S T° SI<, I -1) - EXISTING HEALTH POSTS, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I-l
STCS(K, I-l ) - EXISTING HEALTH CENTRES, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I-I
S TUMI K, I-l) - EXISTING MIXED UMTS, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I-l
POS TO(< , I) - HEALTH POSTS TO BE BUILT, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
C ENTR (X ,1 ) - HEALTH CENTRES TO BE BUILT, PP G GR . AR t A K, YEAR I
UMIX{K,I) - MIXED UNITS TO RE BUILT, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
C CS PG - UNIT COST , HE AL T H PG S T
CQSCE - UNIT COST, HEALTH CENTRE
t
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no.vj'1 - UNIT COST, MIXED UNIT
I MVS A{X, I) - TOTAL INVESTMENT, HEALTH UNITS, PRCS R. AREA X, YEAR I
1.?.? EDUCATION SECTOR
IDENTITIES FOP DETERMINING REQUIREMENTS CF SCHOOLS
REQESLU K , I ) =0
R EQ ESR ( K, I ) = 0
DO c'5 S -I ,2
DO 96 r = 2, 3
R EQ ES J ( K, I ) = RE SE SU {< » I > + P OP U( S , E , K, I ) *Z F SC U
REDES" (K, I) - REQESRIK, I) + POPR (S, E, < , I ) *C ES CK
q f ~ Q \i T T ? C-
9 9 CONT IN J E
0 EF ESU{ K,I) = RFQESU{K, I) - STESJ(K,I~1)
D EE EST(K,I ) = REQE SRIK,I ) - SIESRIK,I - I)
S T FSU ( < , I > = ST ESU (< , I- 1 ) + E S C U ( < , I )
S TE SP { X , I ) - STE SR I K , I - L ) + E S C R ( K, I I
INV EOt < , I ) •• ESCU : K, I )*CCSFU + ESCR IK , IJ *CC SER
SCHOOLS, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
R EQESR ( K, I ) - NEED FOR RURAL SCHCO.S, PROG K. AREA K , YEAR I
C E SC U - STANDARD OF PUPILS PER SCHOOL, J RBAK ZONES
C ESCR - STANDARD OF PIJ° I L S PER SCHOOL , R'URAL ZONES
D E F F S U { K, I ) - SHORTAGE OF URBAN SCHOOLS, PRCGR . AREA K, YEAR I
3EFlS-.(K,I) - SHORTAGE OF RURAL SCHOOLS, PRCGR. AREA K, YEAR I
STFSU(Xtl-l) - EXISTING URBAN SCHOOLS, P RUG R. AREA K, YEAR I-l
S TE SR ( K , I -I ) - EXISTING RURAL SCHOOLS, PP.QGK. AREA YEAS I-l
r S CU(X, I) - URBAN SCHOOLS TO BE 3UILT, PROG R. AREA K, YEAR I
FSCRCK, I) - RURAL SCHOOLS TO 3E BUILT, P ROD R. AREA K, YEAR. I..
COSEU - UNIT'COST, URBAN SCHOOL
COSER - UNIT COST, RURAL SCHOOL
I NV" D (K , I ) - TOTAL INVESTMENT, SCHOOL S, PRO GR .. AR EA K, YEAR I
1.3 OFT CRM I NAT ION OF INDICES OF PERFORMANCE 0.F THE REGIONAL
ECONOMY
IDENTITIES FOR DETERMINING T CT A L PRODUCT, RAT E«<CF GROWTH OF
TOTAL PRODUCT AND PRODUCT PER CAPITA FOR EACH' PROGRAMME-ARE A
TCTPPD(K,I) = VPAGR [K , I )*0 .639 + VPR? EC ( K , I ) *0 . 643 + V A P I N D ( < , I )
■' + VA^C SC ( X , I )
T X C 0 F C { K, I ) = (TOI E»RO{< , I )/TCTPRD( <, I- 1) ) - . 1




TOT PRO(K,I) - TOTAL PRODUCT, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
VPAGP(K,I) - VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, PRCGR. AREA K,
Y E AR I
VPRPEC(Ktl) - VALUE OF CATTLE RAISING PRODUCTION, PROGR . AR E A <,
YEAR I
VAPTND(K,I) - ADDED VALUE OF INDUSTRY, PRQGR. AREA K, YEAR I
VAPCSCI K,I ) - ADDED VALUE OF TERTIARY SECTOR, PKCGR. AP l A K ,
YEAR I
0.5*9 " ADDED VALUE / UALJE Of PRODUCT ID N RATIO, AGRICULTURE
0.4A? - ADDED VALUE / VALUE OF PRODUCTION RATIO, CATTLE RAISING
TXCRFCfK,I) - RATE OF GROWTH 0F TOTAL PRODUCT , PR03K. AREA K,
Y E AR I
I PC (K , T ) - PRODUCT PER CAPITA, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
IDENTITIES FOR DETERMINING TOTAL EM PL 0 YT EN T AND UN LHP uD YUEN T
RATES - OR EACH PR 0S R A MML- A P.E A
EMPTI « , I ) = INT ( CG EM PPT IK, I J + t; M3 £• C (.%, I) ) * CLINDt I ) *
E M PU ( K , I ) + E V?U S ( R, I ) )
C RF• P ( R , I ) = ( f MP T 1 ( K , I ) /E T 1 {R , J - I) ) - L
PEP (Kt I ) = { EMPT I (R , I ) - EMPUIK, I) - EM J US ( \ , I ) ) / E MP T 1( R , ! )
D E MR OR ( K , I ) = 1. -(F'IPT 1 ( K, I ) - EMPUIK, I ) - LP P j S ( K , 1 ) )/FT RU K ( K, I )
DEMUPB(K, I ) = I. - ( EM? J ( < , I ) + E M P J 3 ( K » I ) ) / F I u-\ E ( \ , I )
F FT OT ( K , I I = 1. - EMPTL (K, II/( FTR JR IK, I ) + M LJF G( N , I ) 5
E MPT 1 « ,1) - TUTAL EM P_ J YW EN T , PROGR. AREA K, Y L A R I
SEM n?T ( K, I ) - AGRICULTURAL E.MPl UYMiHT, ~3RGGS. A EL A K, YEAR I
GETM^(I) - TOTAL E M °L OY MEN T / DIE; EOT EMPLOY ME NT COLFF ICIENT
FOR THE RJ 9 4 _ SECTOR, YEAR I
_
r MPEC (K ,1) - CATTLE RAISING EMPLOYMENT, PROGfc . AREA K,~'yEAVT~
EiMPU {<» I) - INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
F MP US (< , I ) - T ERT I AT Y 3 EC7 CP EMPLOYMENT, PPOGR. AREA K, YEAR 1
S RE HP (:< ,1 } - TOTAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH RATE, PAOGF. AREA K, YF-AR I
{VARIABLE TO BP USED IN THE DEMOGRAPHIC SUBMODEL)
P!=P(K,I ) - RURAL EMPLOY MENT/T OT AL EMPLOYMENT RATIO, PROGR. AREA <,
YEAR 1 (VARIABLE TO BE USED IN THE DEMOGRAPHIC SUBMODEL)
DFMP.URIK, I ) - RATE OF RURAL UNEMPLOYMENT, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR I
DEMUR B( K, I ) ■- RATE OF URBAN UNEMPLOYMENT , PROS R. AREA <, YEAR I
EMTCTK.I) - RATE OF TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT, PRCGF.. AREA K, YEAR I
F T P U R ( < , I ) - RURAL L ABU JR FCRCE, PROGR. AREA K, YEAR. I
F TUP. 3 { K , I ) - URBAN L A 3OUR FORCE, PROGR. AREA .K, YEAR I
1.4 DETERMINATION OF THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY' OF THE STRATEGY
IDENTITIES FOP. DETERMINING NET INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS
3 R T IN V ( I ) = 0
P UP I NV ( I ) = 0
PP'^PEGI I ) = 0
"JO 97 A=l, 12
PRITNVCI) = PR I INV f I ) + ((VPAGR(Atl) - VPA5R ( At 1- I) )* 0. 6R9* KPRA3 <-
(VPRPEC(Ail) - VPRPEC(A,1-1))*0.443* <PPPEC +
(VAMAJlA.I> - 7AMAQ(A,1-1))* KPRMAD +
(VAMKHA, I) - V AM IN ( A, 1-1 ) )* KPRM IN +
( V AI F X ( A » I) - VAI EX ( A , I-L ) )* KPRIEX +
(V A10 U ( A» I) - VA I0U( A » I - I ) ) * KPRI OU +
(V A CCN { A, I ) - VACC-N { A, I-l ) )* KPRCCN +
( V A C S E ( A « I) - VACSEIA.1-1 ))* KPRCSE)
PUPTNV(I) = PU 3 INV( I) + (INVSA(A, I) + INVED(A,1) + INV7R(A,I) +
( V A GO 3 ( A , I ) - VAGCBI A, I-l ) I* <PRG0E)
P PI IM V { I ) - REGIONAL PE wU I RE M EMS GF PRIVATE INVESTMENT t YEAR I
3UB INV( I) - REGIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF PUBLIC INVESTMENT, YEAR I
K PR AG, KPRPEC., ... - SECTOR IAL C API T AL/PRODUCT RATIOS
PRC'GR. AREA A, YEAR I
IDENTITIES FOR DETERMINING PRIVATE SAVINGS GAP
PP.QREG(I) = PRGELG( I ) + TOTPROUtl)
CCNT IN J F.
RESAV(I) = PRQR EG( I)*SAVPR





PPn°EG( I) - REGIONAL PRODUCT, YEAR I
RES AVI! ) - REGIONAL SAVINGS, YEAR I
S AVPP. - AVERAGE PROPENSITY TO SAVE
406
jl j, j' j.-j. -c v' -x »*- x •<> %».- »v x j. ,< j. x x •», .t x ju «■» x x j * x .v -t, %*. x x x j- »<• ••- »'. x «v x x j- «» «j. x- v. x x x; »j» x. x x x »•» -j. j x. x x xf x» x
Vv v v'i' v «i» v t "• t •vi't »» •■- *r '.• -v- v '« r r »- -«• i v v f *r v- -i -%» a* -.- -v- v a- v v -t- a v v *»» •*»• *v " a- -r -i v a- t a V a- a- a* v v a- v '«- v
2 . DEMOGRAPHIC AN 0 cMPL OYMFNT 5J3MJJEL
( SUBROUTINE SJ3DFM )
2.1 INSTRUCTIC-NS FOR CONTROLLING INTERACTIONS FOR PROGRAMME-AREAS
SEXES AN 0 AGE CO HOT T S
DO 1'T A = 1 > 12
SOMA=0
J ANO= I A NO
8 0? I Tl =o
1 IP =0
I T3 = 0
I TT=0
I F ( T.NE .1) SO TO 80 3
DO 15 1=1,15
I Tl -POO (1,1, A ,T )+PCP( 2, I, A,T )
I T? =1 T2+PUP ( 1,1 » A , T)
I T3 = IT3+?l)P ( 2, I, A, T)
I TA -1T '* +1T !
15 CONTINUE
30 3 ITANGU,I, 1 ) = 1T2
I T AND ( A tL ,2 ) = IT3
I TANO ( A , 1, 3) =1 T4
IF (T . E Q »I ) 50 TO 7 00
0 0 25 I=1,15
2 5 I TFE( I ) =0
1 T0TM= 0
I TO .TP = 0
TOT AL =0
7 00 DC 30 S =1 ,2
00 40 ==1,15
2 DEM CGR APHIC SECTOR
2.2.1 DETERMINATION OF NET MIGRATION BY SEX AND AGE COHORT
P ROC EOT RE FOR PREVENTING EXTREME V4LJCS OF TOTAL EM PL GYM!-'NT
GROWTH RATES
A VC RF T ( A ) = (CR EM? ( A, T- 2 ) + C RE T ? ( A, T - J ) +- U EM P ( A , T- 4 ) ) / 3 .
I F ( CREMP( A, T-l ) . I. T. 0 . 7 v AVC9EV( A) ) GOT 0 20
I F( CRE4 ?( A,T- 1 ) .GT. 1 . 3*AVCREM ( A) ) GOTO 21
2 0 CREMP(A,T-l) = 0.5-AVCRGM(A)
407
2 1 r. PF MP( A , T-l ) = 1.5* 4VC F M ( A )
CHFYPC 4,1-1 ) - TOTAL EMPLOY MR NT GRCWT H RATE, PRDGR. 4KL 4 A,
YH 4 \ T-l
4 VC REM ( A ) - -AUX IL I 47 Y / 47 I 413 L E
PROCEDURE f UR AL1.GC4T IN3 0 EH AY IGUR-AL OQJ AT1LNS Of NET M 1 -3K AT ION
RATES TP, EACH SEX A NO AGE COHORT
IF (T.FG.l) GC TO 710
I F( (F.L E.3) .AND.! S.LE .7 ) ) GOTO io
I F I ( F . G F. .4 I . AN 0 . ( E. _ E . i 0 ) . AN D . { 3 . E 3 . 1 ) ) 3310 17
I F ( ( L . G E . ) . AMD. ( E. LE.T 3 ) . AND. I 3 . L 3 . ? ) ) G31 L It
I Fit F.3T . LO ) .AMD . I 3 . E Q. 1) ) GO TO 19
8 FN AV13 URAL EQUATIONS OF NET MIGRATION KATES
T M T G( S , E, 4 , T ) =- 2. 79 6 Of 0. & 5 72-7 C P.LM3 I 4 , T- 1 )
0GTC 171
16 TMI G( S, E ,4 , T ) —3. 2241+0. 97017 CRcMRI 4 , T-l )
GOTO 1.9 1
17 TVIG (S, E,4, T)=-l.9971 + 0.8826*CREM?(4,1-1)
GOTO 191
18 TMIGCS, L , A , T )=-2.6058+1 .853S*CRFMP I 4, T-l)
3 OTP 191
14 TMTGtS, F, 4 » T )=-3.046 5+0. 8 3 04*C REM? ( 4 , T- 1 )
T M I G( S » E, 4, T ) - MET MIGRATION RAT- , SEX S, A3 E COHORT ?. , PRDGR.
ARFA A, YEAR T
IDENTITY FOR DETERMINING MET MIGRATION SY SEX AND AGl COHORT
191 S VL (S,E , 4,1 )=?0PIS,F, 4,1-1 )*TM I 3(S, L:, 4, T ) / ICG .
S ML (S , E , 4, T ) - NET MIGRANTS, SEX S, AGE COHORT t, PRC 3R . AREA A,
YC 43 T
POP (S i P , A, T- 1 ) - POPULATION, SEX S, AGL COM Li' T E , PROG?. ARFA A,
Y E AM T-l
2.7.? DETERMINATION OF TOTAL POPULATION OF EACH SEX AND
AGE COHORT
408
I OF. NT I T Y F 0 R OFT E"< M I N I N 3 T Ft NJ -135 k D F P U? L f: L LA V 1N G L At.. H
A GL COHORT
IFfF.E0.13) GOTO 50
0 u ( S» E j A» T) =POP(3 ,E , AfT-1 )/5
GOTO 51
5 0 G 0 { S, F t A , T ) =0
GO(S,E, A,1 ) - PEOPLE LFWJNG AGE COHORT L, St. X St PROG!*' . AREA A,
YFAR T
PR3CF0JRF FOR ALLOCATING fFRTlLITY -AT F 5 TO URL 40 AND RU« AL AREAS
51 I F( .NOT. ( (L . HQ. 1) . AND. { S.EG.l ) ) )GOTO V3
5 CM A1 = 0
DO 4 5 F. 1 =<V , 1 0
I F ( (A.EQ.3) .OF. (A.E3. 8) ) X F E F: T = T F F P T1 ( El )
I F ( .NOT . ( ( 4 . LQ .3 ) .OR . ( 4 . FO . S ) ) )XFE-1 T = TFERTf E L )
IDENTITY for OETFRMIN ing TOTAL BIRTHS FOR EACH PROGRAMME-ARE A
4 5 S CM A1 — 5 OMAI + (POP(2,E I, A , T- 1)*XFFRT/1000. )
XFFRT - FERTILITY RATE
srmi - AUXILIARY VARIABLE
T OF NT IT Y FOR DC TE R MI NI N 0 M AL E 81R THS
G il S,E ,A ,T) =0. 5122* SOMA 1* ( 1-110. 35/ I 00J. )
GOTO 61
GKStEt AtT ) - PEOPLE ENTERING AGE COHORT E, SEX S, PRCGR. AREA A,
Y FAR r
0.512? - MASCULINITY PATE AT BIRTH •
110.85/1000. - MORTALITY RATE, MALES, 0-1 YEARS GF AGE
IDENTITY FOR DETERMINING PEOPLE ENTERING COHORT S 2 TO 15
4 8 IF( (E.FG. I) . AND . (S.CO .5 ) )





IDENTITY f'.lp OF TEK'il N I MO FFMALt 9RHS
60 OK S, E » A , T ) =-0. SOMAL* ( 1-91 . 9-1/1 000. )
0.4878 - FEMININITY RATE A T BIRTH
I 10 .35/ 1000. - MDR T AL ITY RATE, FEMALES, 0-1 YEARS OF AC
IDENTITY FOR DETERMINING TOTAL PCPJL AT ION OF L-ACH AGE COHORT
61 P = ( FLOAT {POP {S t F , A, T - 1 ) ) +G I( S, E, A, T ) - 0 0 { 3, t, A , T J )
1 *-( I - TM OR T ( f; , S) /I 000. ) +• 3 M L (5 , E , A, T )
POP (3,F,A,T ) = IF I XI3)
T MO RT ( £ ,$ ) - MOR TALI TY RATE, A G L COHORT E , St. X S
2l. ?.?; DETER MI NATION OF URBAN AND RURAL POPULATION
BEHAVIOURAL ECUATI ON FOR DFT FR MINING C0EFF1CIcNT OF
RURAL PQi'JL AT 1GN
10 3 PR ( A , T ) =y . 5 76* ( PL P ( T -1 » A J * * 1 .12 )
C. PR I A , T ) - COEFFICIENT OF RU« AL POPULAT 1 CN, PKLGK. Ah EA A, YEAR I
PFP CT-I , A) - RURAL F M P _ 0 Y M EN T / TO T A L E -PL 0 YMF N T RATI Ct YEAR T-1 ,
PROGR. AREA A
PPOCFOUPc FOR PREVENTING EXTREME VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT
0 F RUA A L I>0 PU L AT I ON
1 F( CP«( A ,T) . LT. 0. 9?* C PR ( A, T-l ) ) GOTO ?S
I F ( CPR ( A, T } . GT . 1 .01 -CPS ( A , T- 1 ) ) GOTO 21
? £ C PR ( A ,T ) =0. 99*CPR ( A, T-1 )
?c. C PR ( A, T I = 1. 0 1*CPR (A , T- 1 I
I OF NT IT Icf, FOR CETCRN l\' ING RJRAi. AND URBAN POPULATION
POPR(S,E,A.T)=IFIX(POP{3,L,A,T)*C?<(A,T)/IOC.I




P OP R( S ♦ l » A , T) - RURAL PPPULATI CN. SEX 0, AG L CLHOK1 t • PKOGR.
AR FA A, YFAR T
POPUfS, Ei A, T > - URBAN' POPULATION, SIX 3, AG L COHORT L , PPOGft.
AREA A, YEAR T
? . 3 0MPL0Y■ T.NT SECT OR
.3.1 DCTCR MI NATION OH RU? AL AND URBAN L AuDUr fOr-CL
I Of. NT I T ICS FOR CETCR M 1N I NG P.U P. AL AN J ij ft 3 AN I 4 b0UK FOR C L
7 ?0 > FT 0 .
SF1U=0«
T ?0R = 0 .
T POU-1 .
in con 1=1,2
DO 601 J=l, 15
SFTR=5FT P+ ( PC PR (I, J, A,T ) *T PR (J , I ) / 1J 1 . >
S FT -J- Sr T-J< ( POPU (I , J , A ,T) « TPJ( J , I 5 / I JO. I
SFTR - RURAL LA30U" FORCE
S FT U - URBAN L Abu UP FORCE
T PR (J,I ) - P. UP AL PART IC !;j AT I ON ftATE, AGE CO HO P.T J , SEX I
T PU (J » I I - URBAN PARTICIPATION RATl , -A'Gt CO HO ft T J, SEX I
PROCFDJRE FCP C IS AGGR EG AT ING RURAl AND URBAN lAOCUk f 0 • CE BY SEX
T Pf! P.= T P 0 ft +P 0 P R ( I, J, \, T)
T PQ U=TP 00 + PCPU ( I , J, A, y >
60 7 CONTINUE
I F( T .NF . 1 )GOTO 60 2
S FT PH=S FTP
SF T UH = S F TU
T pn RH= T PGR
TPOUH=TPOJ
60? IF! I . Nr . 1) G GTO 600
S FTRM = S FTP.-S FTP.H
S FTIJM=SFT J-SFTUH
T PO P. ft = T Pn- T p QR H ' *
T PG U T PFJ'J - T F C U H
60O CONTINUE
- TP ( A, T ) = SF TR
F T K. (JP. (A ) = SF TP
F TiJ ( A , T ) - S F T U ,
= TUN F> ( A ) = 3 F T 'J
F T H ( A, T ) = S F TP H
F TP V ( A, T ) •= SF TRft
411
F T'UHI A, T) - SF TUH
F TUMI A , T ) =SFTUM •
F TP HI A, T ) - RURAL M ALE L A J GUP FORCE, PR J C?A • AREA A, Y LAP r
F TP M (
A
1 T) - RURAL FEMALE L ACOUR FOR CSt P ROCK . A K L A A , Y 4 R T
r T'JHI A, T) - Ufi-AN MALE LAB O'Js' FORCE, P i N 0 GK . AREA A, Y EAR T
FT'J MI A, T ) - URBAN E F M A _ F L 42CUR F OR :: ■ , P i\ i; o R . AREA A, v r A p T
T PHP, r PO !J, SFTRH , SFTJH, T °ljRH, T PO.JH, Sri (• , S E T J M, T PUR' ■,
T PQ UM » F R T I A , T ) , FTkUPI A) , F T U I A , T ) , i *T JR 3 I A ) - AJ X I L I AR Y VARI
IDENTITY FuK OCT EP.M IN IMG T 0T 4L L433JX = DRCL
F TR T ( 4, T ) = f Tf ( A , T ) +F TU( 4 , T }
F TF T ( 4 , T) - T CT .'4 L L430J F F C P C E , P f<01K. 4 R E 4 4 , V L 4 R T
2.3.2 OtTCk.viMTl Q\- n F ?■ EQ'J I - E M BUT S OF J 0 IS
IDENTITIES FOR DETERMINING MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE UNEMPLOYMENT *4TcS
T DOST (T ) = TDC5A(T ) +T S J RE ( T )
TDE S?(T)=TUE SAP (T)+T$U»FRIT)
TDE ST (T ) - TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT P 4T E , YEAR T
TDESAIT) - KATE OF CPPN ONE^PLCYMLNT, YE 4K 1
TSUPFfT ) - F AT E OF J N JC - E MPLOY M t N T > YEAR T
TDE S3 IT) - RURAL UNEMPLOYMENT RATE, YEAR T .
TCESAR(T) - RURAL OPEN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE, YEAR 1
TSU3CP <T) - RURAL J NO ER-EM PL 0 YM ENT R ATE, YEAR T
IDENTITIES FOR DETERMINING RE 5UIR0MENTS Of J (J IS
R EM ?T f 4 , T) = F TK T { A , T ) -■? (1 -T 0 LS TIT))
R FM PR ( A , T) = F TF ( A , T) *( 1 - TIE SR IT))
R EM PU (A, T )- k FMPT I A, T J-RcM^F ( A, T )





•s FM PP. I A , T )
R FM PU I A , T)
- TOTAL EEQJIR!
- RFQU IRE MEMTS
- REQUIREMENTS

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































H AT; (K. N ) - LAND DE7CTF0 TO OTHER CROPS, PRDGR. ARL4 K, YEAR \
PPPR(K.N-l) - RURAL POPULATION. PROSR. AREA K , YEAR N-l
I
— A
LAND DEVOTED TO COFFEE AND SUGAR CANE PL AN T AT IL NS
HAF ( K. N ) =-H F (K.N)
HAC (K, N J-HHC (K.N)
H AF (< , N ) - LAND DEVOTE 5 TO COFFEE PLANTATIONS, PRC.GR. AREA A,
YEAR N
H AC(K, N) - LAND DEVOTED TO SUGAR CANE PLANTATIONS, PRO G R . AREA A,
YEAR N
COMPLEMENT OF THE AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR DISAGGREGATING
.AND DEVOTED TO RICE AND SOYA AT HE PRO GR A MY E -AREA LEVEL
9 IF 4 (K.N) =SOUND (K.) -HAO ( K , N ) — H A F ( <, N ) - HAC (.<, N )
I F ( HH A ( K., N ) - D ! F 4( K , N } ) 6 05 , .60 5 , 4 5 ?
4 5?. H HA (K , N ) - DI F4 { K , N )
60 5 CONTINUE
H HA A( N ) = HHA ( 1 ,M ) +HU A ( ?, '•! )+HHA ( 3, N ) +"HHA{ 4 ,N ) +HH A (5 ,N ) +HH A (6 , N) +HHA
*7 , N)+HH A (3 , N ) +HHA (? , N ) +• HHA (10, N 5+HH A( 11, N ) + HHA ( 12. N )
BOUND(K) - ECOLOGICAL LIMIT FOR CROPS, PR3 3R. AREA K
DIF 4 ( K , N) , HHAA(N) - AUXILIARY VARIABLE
BEHAVIOURAL EQUATION FDR DETERMINING LAND DEVOTED TC RICE AN.
SOYA AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL
H A( N) =-4544 39 «0.93?*HA{ M- l)-0. 5 36<HA( N- 2 ) + 14c5. 7*PREC 1 (N-l) +
rl 13 .?-D RECl (N-2 ) + 1? . 73-'"-CRAG(N ) +9 . 3 AG( N- 1 )
H A( N) - LAND DEVOTED TO RICE AND SOYA, YEAR N.
0 ROC FD J R E FOP DISAGGREGATING LAND DtVOTED TC RICE AND SOYA AT
T HE PROGRAMME-ARE A LEVE.
DO 606 K= 1 , 1 2
°HH4(K, N)-HHA(K,N )/HHA A { M )
H 44 (K , N ) =PHH A ( K', N ) * H A ( N )
415
haa (K,\) - land deVotcd ro ri ce an:; sdya, >rs gr . area k, year n
D HH A ( K, ,N) - AUXILIARY VARIA3LE
IDEMTITY FOR D E T ER INI N 0 TOTAL LAND DEVOTED TG CROPS IN EACH
poor.f? V-1M.E-4REA
H AT (K., N ) - HA A ( K, N ) +HAD ( <,N) +HAF ( K »• J) + H 4 C ( K ,N )
6 06 r'ONT I NJ E
H AT {V. , N ) - LAND DE/GTED TO CROPS, PRDGR. AS EA K, YEAR N
PROCEDURE FOR CHECKING THE ATTAINMENT OF THE EC CLOG IC AL
CONSTRAINT FOP AS* I CULTURAL LAND IN EACH PRCS RAfA'E-AR t A
DO 613 1=1,12
I FIHAT { I, N ) - BCU NO ( I ) )oL3, 613, 612
61 3 CONTINUE
on TH 615
61 2 DC 60D 1 = 1, 12
H AT( T , v ) =HA A ( I , N) +•■< AO ( I , N) + H AF {I , N) *■ -f AC ( I, N )
I F { HAT ( I, N ) - BOUND ( I ) 1 6^0, 6 "'D, 11
I 1 H AN ( I , >j ) = 50J ND ( I ) -m AF ( I, N ) -MAC ( I, N )
H AM( I , N ) =H A T (I , N) -H AF (I , N) -H AC ( I , N 5
HAA ( I, N J= H A A C I, N ) *H4N ( I , N )/HAM{ I , N )
H &'? (T » N ) =H AO { I , N) * H AN ( I , N J / u AM { I, N )
H AT (I , N ) = HA A { I, N ) +H.A3 (I ,N ) +- AF { I , "i] H AC { I , N )
600 CONTINUE
61 6 DO ?0;"> 1=1,12
H AN (I »N ) » H A Y ( I , N ) - AUXILIARY V4-I ABIES
IDENTITY FOR DETERMINING A-EA DEVOTED TO PASTURES IN EACH
PROG RAY YE-AR r A
S P-5 (I * M ) = S A ? P ( I, N ) - H A T ( I , N )
3 p 3 ( I» M I - LAND DEVOTED TD 3 A STUPES, PRO SR. AREA I, YEAR N (V ARI A—
?LF TO 25 US ED IN THE CATTLE RAISING SECTOR )
S A°P(I ,M) - LAND DEVOTED TO CROPS AND PASTURES, PRGGR. A-EA I,
YEAR N
IDENTITY for determining the amount of
PRT GR AM "I E- AR EA
DEFC'PEST ED L ANC IN E ACH
I
416
OFSMAT ( I tIM ) =S A?? ( I , N)-S APP (I» N-l)
DESMATf I,N) - OFF CO FS T ED AREA, PRO j R. AREA I, YEAR N (VARIABLE
TO BP USE Q TN THE I NO JS TRIAL SECTOR)
3 .P DRT FRMINATION IF AGRICULTURAL EMLOYMENT
PPPCFDJRE FOR SEL FCTIN 3 4°PR 0PR I ATE TECH NGLC3 Y FOR RICF ANO
SHY A CROPS
I F { TR AO ( I, N )- .20 ) 13, 1.3, 14
IT A -1 .
30 T" 19
14 I F (T R AC (I, N ) - . 50 ) 15 , 15,'1 6
1 5 A=. 8
GO TO I 9
It I 9 ( TR AC ( I, N ) - .60 ) I ? , 1 7, i 8
17 A -. 5 0
GO TO I c-
18 A - . 2
19 T O 500 , 12
TP AC ( I , N) - TRACTORS -OR H OCT ARE COEFFICIENT, PFOGE. AREA I,
YEAR NJ
I 00NT IT ICS FOR CFTFPM I'i I N3 MONTHLY E Y DL 0 YM EN T GEN ER A TEC -?■ Y
E AC H C7 0-
F MP AGl ( I ,0 ,N ) -H A A ( I, Ni)*t A * RM 0 1 A ("!)+( 1- A) *R A j 1B ( M ) )
E Mn AG? ( I , M , 0 ) =H AO (1 , N) * M02 (M)
OMPAG-( I , M , N)=HAFCI,N)0(M)
F MP 404 ( I , M, N ) = H AC ( !, N ) * RMQ 4 CM
EMPAGI ( I ,N ) - MONTHLY EMPLOYMENT, RICO AND SOYA
E MP AG?( I , M,N) - MONTHLY EMPLOYMENT, OTHER CROPS
E.MP AG3( I, M , N ) - MONTHLY EMPLOYMENT, COFFEE
EMPAG4(I,M,N) - MONTHLY EMPLOYMENT, SUGAR CANE
RMOIA(M) - MONTHLY REQUIREMENT CF LABOUR, RICE AND SOYA, MANUAL
R M01P(M J - MONTHLY R EG U IR EMEN T Or LABOUR, RICE' AND SOYA, MECHANIC
PMQ2(M) - MONTHLY REQUIREMENT OF LABOUR, CT HER CROPS
RMOP(M) - MONTHLY sF QUI - E MEN 7 CP LABOUR, COFFEE
PMCK (M) - MONTHLY ,J 0 QJ I P E ME NT OF LABOUR, SUGAR CANE
A - COEFFICIENT F CP CONFINING MANUAL AND ME CM ANIZ ED TECHNOLOGIES
PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
417
GENERA!" ED BY AGR ICJ.TUL E IN F AC H PROG RA.MME -AREA
h M ° A ( I , K, M) = (rIMPAGI ( 3 • -1 , N ) + F.MP A3? ( 1 i M,N) +EMPAG3 (I t M , N ) + 1 ■* P A G4 ( I , M ,
*N ))/??.
E SI NT(I , M, N ) -C-ypi { I , M »N)
BOO CONTINUE
? 3 C H AV E=0
0 0 700 0=1,3 I
1 FI F'-'PA I I,M ,N ) - F M P A ( I ,'■'■ + 1,N) ) 700, 700, 21
2 ] T =?mp }{ I ,M, N )
E ME»Af I , M , V) - E MP A { I , M+l , N}
'{ yn*( i, m +1, N ) = T
C- H A VE =1
700 CGMTI NSJE
24 r M P A P {I ,N) = (EV?A(I,S,N')+E^PA( I , 7 , <\ 1 ) / 2 .
S FM r> 4 ( 1 , N ) = 0
0 0 R 0 0 M=7,12
FMP ATI ! ,N) = C ypA ( I , M, N) -EMPAP ( I , N)
S E'-l P A { I ,N )= SEMPAI I , N )+= MP ATI I , N)
n 0 0 C ON T T MJ F
SE *■' PA TI I ,N) =ScMPA(I ,Ml/12.
FM?A?II,N) - p F ~ M AN £ \ T AGRICULTURAL E ML CY vr M , PROGR- A? 1- A I,
YEAR N
S EM PAT { I ,N ) - I EM PCS 4 ft/ A3? I C'ULTUF AL EM? LO YMF NT , PKGGR. A'-EA I,
YFAR N
f! S I NT ( I ,M,N ) , CH AVE, EM75 A ( I, Y , N ) , SEMPAlItN), £ MP A T (I ,N) - AUXI¬
LIARY J ARIA3LFS
£ R MI NATI ON E F A 0 K I CULT US A L P :R 3 DUCT IC N
IDENTITIES P 0" DF TERM I N I MO AGRICULTURAL PRuLUCT I ON
P SF AG! I I , N) = H AAll, \i ) * o L'H I N1/1000 .
78' A011 I, N 1 = ?RF A G 11 I ,N) *0. 00905
P Rf AG? I I, N 1 = H AO ( I,M )*P. 32IN)/ 1000 .
VRDAG? ( I ,N) = PFF AG? I I , Ml *0.01634
P RF AGO I I,N1 = HAF( I, M)*3L 03 IN 1/ 1000.
V BP AGO ( I, N1 = PRF AGO t I, M 1 *0 .12 3 9
3 RF AG41 I , M 1 =H AC I I , N 1 *?L 04 I Ml / 1 000.
/ 8? A04 I I, N ) = PRF AG4 I I, N 1 *0 . GO0 6 1
VP AG? I I tN) =VB-s.AGl I I , Ml * VBP AG? I I , N) +-V 3 ? AG 3 I I , U 1 +VBPAG4 ( I,M 1
2 00 CON T IN U E
R. FT IJP.N
E NO
PRFAGIC III ,N) - PHYSICAL PRODUCTION, C?D? C, PR C GR . AREA I, YEAR t
V [P AG I C 1 ( I , M - VALUE OF PRODUCTION, CROP C, Pr-CGR. AREA I, YFAR f.




P 10 ( C) ( N) - PHYSICAL PRODUCT I V ] TY OF L4NC, CP CP C» YEAR N
MUM GRIC AL CDEFFICI = VTS IN VP P AG ( C ) ( I » N) IDENTITIES REPRESENT
V, CPKFT PRICES OF EACH PRODUCT
Ttr jf: ^ 3f. j«r 1$ $■ 5jc$ ^ ^ ^ ^ <£ $ if: :{: $ £$ # 2? <i if. ■$ if- :$ & <•• # £# =fc -r £'X< ❖# £ X1 $ £ <"•
TV
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•LJL «V •Jt.+K- %*- J-A »•» V. .» V- J- V- «V J. »•< Vy A J.- /. i. J- A. /- Jf J- J- j1- «V- J - J. A «</ A- »l Ar A- y A• J; A- \t V »' J »'• A •) A- >■- A. A V■ »'» A »'• A. A J. J, A A« A
v ••» *«*-vt 'r *r *r •» -r *»■ 'a v v v y •>> v v 1- »«*• '«• v v *•* r v i' v *r *»v v t v i- t r v v V- ~r *«■ v v v- *»• ♦» v -v *r ^ a• *»• *» -V ,• *,«. -, v ^
4 . PC ON UMIC SUBMODEL . CATTLE RAISING SECTJL
( S-J GROUT I ;\'iH. SU3P6C )
4.1 DETERMINATION CT TIL EVOLUTION OF THE CATTLE STOCK
IDENTITY FOR DETERMINING THE CATTLC/PASTURES R ATI 0
I F( T.LF .?) b C TO 43 y
00 401 K=1 , 1 2
A NP P (K, T J- 1 '-7 ADG (•< , F - 1)/SPP1(K,T - 1 )
I F( Aoco ( T ) . G T. 3 . 5 ) ANPP ( K, T ) = 2 •
C ON T IN'! E
A NPP( I 3 ,T ) - 1 .3
A NPP(K, T) _ CATTLE/ P A S r J RE S RAT I G, P K 1 "j* ♦ A«\ L 4 K , YEAR T
T.GADOf s ,T- 1 ) - ST OC /f\ 0= CATTLE, PRO -7 K • 4 4 \i 4 < » K L AR T -1
SP-o (K, T-l) - LAND 0 ST JR C- S T P Kubk « ARE A K, YEAF T-l
ECO LOG ICAL c CMS T P. A I \ :\ T. ANPP(K) C AN \ ■»\ J T1 X u t: i. i -* T HE value 3.5
ANPP( 10) , c 0 RKFSPON u ING TO THE PROG r" -A M 0. u. X : 1 *A ' . L CF C'JKJ M3 A a AS FIXE
NT 11 IE S r OF D'FTuRM IN ING CATTLE STOCK UNDtk i YEAR OF AGF
40 2 0 0 5 A-1,12
00 10 T—2, 19
3 AO 0(1 , 1,A,T ) = I F I X { G ADO (3,2, A, T- I ) *3 . 4 V" ■') . 5C SCO ( 1, 1 ) )
G AD 0 ( 1, 2, A , 1. ) = I FI X ( GA.00 ( 2 ,2 ,A , T-l )*iu 43 * 0. 5 C v 7 S OS (1,2))
3 AD 0(E «S,A,T) - CATTLE, AGE COHORT £, SEX S, PLGGR. AREA A, YEAR
Tsne(c, S) - SURVIVAL RATE, AGF C0H3R j ~, SEX S
0.45 - NATALITY KATE
0.50- SEX COEFFICIENT
BEHAVIOURAL EQUATION FT R DETERMINING TRANSF LR CGEFF1C IE NT
BET WE E N P R0 3 R A M ME - AR E AS
TRAMSF ( A,T ) = 1 .0604/ { ANPPf A ,T )**$. 1211 )
TRANSFt A ,1 ) - COEFFICIENT OF CATTLE TRANSECTS, PRGGR. AREA A,
YEAR T
IDENTITIES FOR DETERMINING CATTLE STOCK SET V\F E K I AND 2
420
! yws nF AGE
I
I ? 5 0 G AD"5 ( ', !,AtT ) = I F I X f 0 A D j ( It 11 A , T- 1) * T 500 { 2, 1) * 7R AN SF I 4 , T ) )
G 4 D P (2 ♦? » '\»T ) - I EI X (0407 (It 2 » A» T - i ) #7 S G 31 2» 2 H' T R AN S F ( 4 »"! ) )
B FH 4 V11 U«4L EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINING RAILS OF LXTRACT 1 ON
K ~ T + 3
L ~T+ 2
PTXT(K, 1 )- 3 7 .7 i rxr (K- 1,1)-) .2350*?E XT ( K -2 , 1) - 0. 3925*
1 P~ XT (< -2 ,1 ) -0. PC ( L-l ) -0 .OTP *?7EC(L -2 ) +0 .006*CF;F 2 ( L - 1 ) +
1 0.0n47^^r { L- 2 )
?F/ T (* , 2 ) =1 1 .72 2+0 .7">3?*PZX7 {<- L, ? ) - 0 . 59 3 5*P L XT (K- 2 , 2. )+ 0. 1 2 033-
1 XT ( K j? ) - 0. CI 77* ?r<rZ (i.-l ) +0 . 0044* PRE C (L ~E ) + 0 . 0 3 1 f -C - CP { L~ 1 ) ■
1 0.0 n 0 5 -f, 2 C P ( L — 7 )
P EX T (K, 0 ) - R 4T - o r EX TP AC T I CN * CATTLE S EX S, YEAR K
P R.= C ( L- 1 ) - P R ICE or v> r at V ~r~ A r*\ i 1
C 2 D E (! - 1 ) - TO TAL 2 3! T S 9 s* 4NP-D TO CAT TLE F 41 SING, YEAR L-l
CRC P (L - 1 ) - CO; FCITS G< 4XT C —*■.j T0 CATTLE 2 A I SI N G f OR \i Or- MA L.
EX 3 FNS"S , Y r A R ! _,X
I DO-" 7 IT I EG r n p !>- rr r?JI : r - " IT I N G Thf NUMBER OF 4 NI M ALS OVER 2 YE4R S
n to a ~ or
PL*-- r/rp ACT — J i* -1 i - SLA J G _.T FR EACH Y EAT
FXT (3, 1 \ Tf -» t * ) - 0 A r,r, f "J4 I t 1,4,T- I) *P£XT( < , L) / I CO.
EXT (3 ,? ,4,1 ) =G A > - /1L/Vl 1 2 , 4 , T - 1 ) ^E/T (<t 2 )/l 30 •
E XT (r:»S i A(T ) - NJM3CR Of ANIMALS EX7R ACT. SO, AGE CDHCF T h SEX S
PRCS P. 42 E A 4, YE 42 T
G 40 C ( 3 , 1 » 4 , 7 ) = I'- ! X ( (3 41 r (3,1,4,7-1 ) +34250 (2,1 ,4,7-1)-
I FXT ( 3, 1, 4, T ) )*TGOO( 3, 1 )*TR4NSF{ 4,7))
G 400(0 , 2 » 4 , T ) - T F I X ( {G 400 (? ,2 , 4 ,T - i ) +G4DP (2, 2, 4, T-l)-
1 F X T ( 3, 2 » 4 , T ) ) -T GOT ( 3 , 2 ) * TR4N3F ( 4 » T) )
PROCFOJPr FGP CFCC<ING THE 47 T 4 I NY EN T 0= THE LLC-LOGIC 4L CONSTRAIN
nv CATTLE c M SI NG AT Hp ."»RP.G?. AM^E-ARLA LLYFL
S CM 4=3
0 0 7 3 F 0 -1 ,3
DO 23 0=1,7






r 0aon(4,r ) = so.ma
! f ( t o * D O ( a , T ) . L L: . g a np'.!T ( a ) ) gc; TO 300
N GAD"' ( A » T ) = T GAOC( A,T)-5 ANPQT ( A)
C =ng ADO ( a , T )
C 1= TO A ) C( A , T)
Gl-GADC! ( It 1, A, T }
G 2=0AO0 (L t 2 t A, T )
0 if 0 a { a . t) =c / (c 1-31-32)
TP.A ng F { A, T )-tp- 4ns F f A, T ) * ( 1 D I FGA ( A , T ) )
- n th 7 i; ~)
G AN POT(A) - POTENTIAL C \TTLF S TCCK, PROG R. A - r. A A { EC 01. G O I C AL
CONS TP A I N'T)
SG At T GADG ( A,T ) , NGADD ( A, T ), \J 1 -1- J A { A1 T ) » ti CI, & 1, 02 - A J XI -
LFAEY '/ARIA BLES
4 .? nr T p'.1 J fj AT J rjl\| n F ~ •'i~> L GY MF NT AND PRODUCT GcNERA TEC BY
CAT T LL EAT SING
T rsr
1 —' NT! T Y FOE DETFPMI NT N o TOTAL EMPLOYMENT
t r> (; 5MPGC(A t T)=IFI X(TG4DO{A ?,T )*0 . 004 )
CMP£C(4,T) - TCTAL ZM?L 0 Y V FMT IN CATTLE K A IS f N , P R L G K • A -s - A A »
YEAR T
O.i 04 - L ABOUR RCQJ P FN f ;\jT OCR UN I T IF C ATTL
I DE NTITIE 3 FOP DETFEMT N I NG THE VALJF. CF- PRC L I CI ICN
S DM A1 - 0
on 40 = = 1, 3
DC. 50 S = L» 2
5 OM A1 = S OM 41 + (GA DC { C , S , A t T)-GADC(e,3,A,T-l) ) N E ( E, S) *0.000014
GO CON T IN J F
4 C C CD T IN :j r
5 PM i p= 0
On 5? S = l,2
5G S nv 42= SOMA? + ( EXT { 3 , 0 , A, I ) *PM ( 3 ) *0. 000 904
ROM A?=( ( 2, 1 , A , T) * ( T A N SE ( A tT) - 1 ) +
v». G ADO (2 t 2, A, T)«( TP ANG F(Af T ) - I . ) *P M { 2 , 2 ) +
A
V
" Ann (3 ,i,4, T )<■■( TP ANSF(A , T ) - 1 . ) * P M { 4 , L ) +
G ADO ( 3 , 2, A, T ) *( P A N " F ( A , T) - 1. }*PM(3,? ) )
V PI PCC( A, T ) - S C AI +3 DMA? - (3 OM A 3 X 0 * 0009 34)




w,l - v\l J c U ti?n 4ttbt bjfarlf- tc c4ttlf si cc< gpc
spmv - v alu i: cp ppc7jct-i0n 4t t - i cj t 4 jl l: to fxtf act ign f 7)-
st. 4 ugh ie h
s r.y 4" - v alu f cf pff.ouct iqn 4 t t.p. i outasle.
pk05r4mmf-4
- & v=r4c>£ w
a o :? /.
"h
transfers between
i s-t t of cattle, 4 3 l cghoft l, slx s
- pics nf 4!far t r; ■' ill ijms :.vjzf: ikus j
v p i :c( a» t) - value r.p • ijct i c\ cat ill f 4 is 1 ng» pro sr . e4
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£ fc ^ ^ ij; vH ?*r ;* ;•• jf- ^ # Y: * rV -Jt # sj*. rf: :*• 3*c y*c ^ <: # # £ ?J; ^ :{: ^ 5,'c# ^r £ sj- £:*: ^ ;*: 3: # # 3c ^ £ 3; 1;-. £
5 . EC3MOM IC SU3MC GEL . ! NDUSTR 1 AL SECTOR
( S-J 33OUT IMF S J 3 IM D )
5.1 BEHAVIOURAL EC' J M I DNS TOR OCT ERMI MING THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY
Pr EACH I MO USTJ I AL BR AMCH
TP 0 A - 1,1?
/ 4'■ 40 { A , N } * - F t . 4 * - +• 10.14*00 SM A T ( A , M ) / L 0 CO.
VA'M'M',,'!) - V 4M I M( A , \|- 1 I * (I . + MET MI N( 4 » N) J
./ 4irx( 4 ,M) - V 4 I E X ( A , M - 1 ) '-•' ( 1 . * ME TI ? X ( A »M) )
"
MI OJ ( A » M ) = IMT { ( T .303 ? ) * (3 0 ? UI A , - I ) ** 1.042) )
3 A"1 AO ( A , \ ) - AO GEO V A_ Jr T IM 3 CK 7 4'i -'i ^ US TO I r 3 , p ftt.Gft AR E A 4 YEAR
V 4 v IN ( A tfti - AOGET V ALT? MINI MS, PU; OS N. 4R F A •A, Y EAR M
V A I EX ( A , M ) - A G 0 E P V A EOF c yp np r I MJ J j> T HIES , c is C G R . Aft t A A-s t YEAR
CM I OU ! A , N ) _ r« PL G Y M
YE AR M
EH r IM 3 IV GO 5 L IM TUSTRI E S , PR G \j R . :s s. c_ A-■ J
D FS '> Ar ( A , N ) '■> n cr r - "A c 'r- ■ ' : w >J < r T I
~
A n 7 EC A
. -A . -A ?
3 R G S R. AREA A, YEA? N
MFT«l M ( A »M) - P AT F GF
YEAR '!
VKCK' TH M IN IM I M 0J 5 TR IL S , PRC Gft . A R FA A,
m £T I < ( A,N ) — P 4T t. U »-
Y F Aft M
~ p n aJ T U r0 N vi « ! ' : XT09 r 1 MOu S TR 1F S , ?RCSR. . AM E A A,
ono-.jx 3, U-I ) - USE AM PC ' M A TI r- Msj L I t , 3 Rr: SR. AREA A , YEAR N -1
5 . ? C CM sra; I NT CM THE \ j ■/ ~ 3F ACT IV ITY CF T IE LP INDUST3 IE S
TESTE = (-"'GPU (4,0) + PO=>P. (4, N) ) <-"2 .5 2/ 133 00 .
I F (V 4'-' 4 H( 4 » N ) .1. T. T= S TE) V4-*4D( 4 ,N) = TESTE
'/13300
A J X IL I APY V 4-
3 ft GT UC T
I ACL F
^i- - TIM3LF INDUSTRY (1975)
mtities
E MI '"A ( i ,V) = I MT( V A A -v (: \ A ,M)*REC •10(1 f M ))
E ■* T M I ( A ,n ^ IK r I V A ' I \' '\ R A , M )*» lE <Ci{ 2 t N ))
v t c y ( « ,M) = INT(VAI IT y f A , N ) * P L E '"E(3 f M ))
V AT GUI A • Mi = E:f I " J ( A « M) /-- C O'-'G ( H ♦ N)
J A 3 J' T ( A, M ) - V A'-1 ATI 44 , 1 ) + V A M I M( A, ) + VAI E> ( 4,M) + V4 I CJ( A ,\)
: M3 ijs (\ »M) = E NI M A ( A » M) + EMI MI ( A,:U ) + EMItX(A, M) + EM 10J ( A, H )
COM T TM J
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P CT U Q *
p r,n
f NI V A ( A , N ) - EMPLOY V-'nIT TIMBER IM CJST R I 5 S» PR'JGR. AREA A, YEAR N
E MI VT { A , N) - EMPLOYMENT MINING INDUSTRIES, PRC OR. AREA A, YEAR N
£M I FY ( A , N ) - EMPLOYMENT EXPORT INDUSTRIES, PROG R» AREA A, YEAR N
VAl OU( A ,N) - ADDED YALJE D!VE«3 = IN JJSTR IES , PF CGR . AREA A, YEAR
tM®INO< A, N) - INDUSTRIAL ADDED VALUE, PROG P.. AREA A, YEAR N
r- M?!JS ( A , N ) - INDUS TR I A_ EMPLOYMENT, PRD3R. AREA A, YEAR N
REQ^CU , N) - LAG 0 JO RE DUI ?. EVENTS PER JNIT CF PRODUCT, INDUSTRY I
YE A R N
K ^ «1 %C •** X' X ' * «l. •'- 4«# X «*. X .4. J- ^- .U J. 4* - U« X 4* • X- X 4». X 4*- X X* 4*- 4*" X -4- V V* V* V— 4* V* X X X 4* ■ 4^ -Ft v »r ■>• v -i-1- v v v vv v -r *. • -r -r ">■ -r ^ •»» v v -«• v t '■■ v ■"»* *»• v -r v -i ->* • v v *>• v *»• V A- v -r* a- a- •
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#: 4, -i-.?. ifif i- # $ i.-if if r>: if :f # * « :i t A* A if -t if t x'- 5> i- if * ❖ £ * * ■£ A ❖ £ if £ + 3! ^ :: * si'- * =1' *•' * 3f £ i ;> ^ £ 5;: £ £ £ £
:, . f CON CM 10 SU3M0DFL . TORT IAFY SECTOR
( COROUTINE SUGSRV )
6.1 OCHAVIOURAt EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINING 1 HL LEVEL OF ACTIVITY
OR CACH BRANCH 3 F THE TERTIARY 3-rCTDR
0C ? A = 1,12
V A r CN ( A , N) = C 00 I 1 ( * ) * ( 3 ? 2 ? • 1 + 0.54 :> 6* I H AF L ( N ) )
EMCSFIA ,N) = INT { - 3?6. +• 0 . 1355*POPU(A,N- 1) )
V Aor 5 ( A , \') = CODI?(A)*{7.7£*(GCEST(N) **0 .02 3) )
V AC ON ( A , N ) - ADDED V AL J C CIVIL CONSTRUCT I DM, P.RCGR . ARFA <, YEAR
B ME >E ( A , N J - CM PI CYME NT COMMERCE AND SERVICES, PRC OK . 4"EA A,
YEAR N
V AG P 7 fA,N) - ADDED VALU E GOV FRNMFNT, PRO GP. AT FA A, YEAR N
I M A R n ( v ) _ CREDITS G" ANTED FOR HOUSING AND PuELlC INVEST'-'ENT
IN REACT, YEAR N
SCC ST (N) - CURRENT .EXPENDITURE STATE G J V ER N V f N T S » YEAR N
C 03 I If A ) - COEFFICIFUT = 3P SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ADDEC VALUE
OF CIV IE C ON S TP UC T I ON
COD 12(A) - COEFFICIENT FCP SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ADDED VALUE
OF GOVERNMENT
6.7 IDE NTT TIE:
E Mf CM ( A ,N) = I NT ( VACON I A , N )&RGMGCC(N ) )
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APPENDIX II
PROJECTS AND ACTIONS CONSIDERED IN THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
FOR THE UPPER PARAGUAY RIVER BASIN
A) GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
1. The regional development plan deals exclusively with the
following sectors:
- Agriculture and cattle-raising
- Agroindustry and mining
- Transport infrastructure
- Electric power infrastructure
- Health services and sanitation
- Basic education, and
- Urban development
2. The programme for the agriculture and cattle-raising se¬
ctor aims to achieve the following goals by the fifth
year of the Plan.
a) Extend the area under cultivation (in 1980) by 638,978
hectares;
b) Extend the area of planted pasture by 923,152 hecta¬
res ;
c) Maintain moderate growth rates of the cattle stock ,
which should increase by 2,334,129 head in the quin¬
quennium;
d) Change the structure of agricultural production,redu¬
cing the relative importance of rice;
e) Increase the physical yields of all the crops and the
cattle stock;
f) Increase the volume and value of cattle-raising pro¬
duction. By year 5 the value of production will have
increased by CR$ 19t870 million in relation to produ¬
ction in 1980.
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The following activities are planned in support of the
rural "economic sector: credit, technical assistance and
storage of grain. It is proposed to integrate credit and
technical assistance at the level of rural establish¬
ments. The proposed programme aims by year 5 to:
a) Provide assistance to 15,203 rural establish
ments in addition to those who benefited in 1980 from
the services of the technical assistance institutions
in the region;
b) Radically change the "profile" of the beneficiaries,
so that 58% of those assisted will be establishments
with a total area of less than 20 ha and 84% less
than 200 ha;
c) Increase by 209 technical assistants and 28 senior te
chnicians the present number of staff of EMATER (MT)
and EMPAER (MS) and organize intensive courses for 75%
of the technical assistants to be incorporated during
the five-year period;
d) Give the 15,203 establishments mentioned in item a)
access to rural credit schemes; the resources to be
provided for this purpose are additional ones,speci¬
fically linked to the objectives of the Plan;
e) Extend the region's capacity for the storage of grain
through the construction of silos on farms so as to
almost entirely eliminate the deficits forecast for
year 5. To this end, the construction of a total of
1,225 silos is proposed (704 of 100 tons, 490 of 500
tons and 31 of 1,000 tons) amounting to an additional
static capacity of 346.400 tons for the five-year pe¬
riod .
The planned agro-industrial activity aims to substantial¬
ly increase the region's capacity to process raw mate¬
rials from agriculture and cattle-raising. The following
additions to existing capacity are specifically proposed:
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a) Meat - The construction of 3 cold-storage abattoirs
for the slaughter of 270,000 head of cattle per year;
b) Milk - The construction of six plants to process
43.8 million litres of milk per year;
c) Rice - The construction and/or enlargement of 63 units
for processing 560,000 tons of rice in the husk, per
year;
d) Soy - The construction of 3 units for the annual in¬
dustrialization of 605,000 tons of raw material;
e) Animal feed - The establishment of 7 processing plants
with a total production capacity of 43,680 tons of
concentrates and balanced feed;
f) Babassu - The construction of 2 units for making full
use of babassu, with an expected 80,000 tons of
raw material being processed per year, basically in¬
tended for the production of alcohol.
In addition, consideration is being given to increasing
by 792,000 tons p.a. the region's capacity for grinding
calcarium for soil correctives.
The transport programme is concentrated on the road sub-
sector. It is proposed to improve 3,670.5 km of roads:
745.5 km are to be surfaced, 1,693 km are to be improved
and 1,232 km of local roads are to be built. Pre-invest-
ment studies are also proposed for improving the efficien
cy of rail and fluvial transport.
Reference was made in EDIBAP1s 1st Phase Report to the
problems of the insufficiency and unreliability of ele¬
ctric power supplies. The Report also contained a number
of recommendations for solving the problems identified .
After its publication the government took some highly im
portant decisions on this subject. These were: the extension
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of long-distance transmission lines to ensure electricity
supplies with energy imported from the neighbouring states,
the construction of the Manso hydroelectric power station
and the building of a thermoelectric plant at Corumba.These
works will be sufficient to meet regional demand until the
early nineties.
In these circumstances the programme, in addition to propo¬
sing more thorough studies to define some medium-term alter
natives for the generation of electric power, only provides
for the construction of 138 and 345 KV transmission lines
for supplying the southern part of the Bodoquena programme-
area and pre-investment studies for the elaboration of mini-
hydroelectric power station projects.
6. The health programme aims to expand unsophisticated schemes
of medical care, to be complemented by the intensive train¬
ing of personnel. The proposal includes:
a) The construction and equipping of 70 health posts in the
2
rural districts with a total constructed area of 4,600 m ;
b) The construction and equipping of 14 health centres and
3 mixed units in the municipalities that do not possess
2
this kind of unit: a total constructed area of 5,000 m ;
c) The training of 46 high-level an 272 middle and elementa
ry level paramedical personnel.
As far as basic sanitation is concerned, the programme gives
priority to assisting 53 rural districts; it proposes to con
nect 5754 homes to a mains water supply and install 7,505
water-closets provided with cesspits.
The education programme aims to extend elementary education
over a wider area and to improve its quality. To this end
it is proposed to:
♦
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a) Construct and equip 212 one or two-room rural schools,a
total of 303 classrooms in all;
b) Construct two centres of educational technology, one in
Cuiaba, the other in Campo Grande, each with an area of
2
740 m , for the purpose of creating and activating re¬
sources to assist teachers in elementary schools and
c) Train 606 new elementary school teachers.
In addition, the programme includes the construction and
equipping of an Agricultural College in the municipality
of Rio Verde (Alto-Taquari programme-area). This is expe¬
cted to produce 50 skilled personnel per year from its
third year of operation.
Finally, it is proposed to undertake studies with a view
to updating the curricula of primary and secondary educa¬
tion .
The programme of urban development aims to raise the quali
ty of public services in some towns and increase the urban
utilities in selected centres. The proposal includes:
a) Expansion of the water supply systems in the largest
3
towns, increasing storage capacity by 30,000 m ,supply
capacity by 676 litres/second and the number of homes
connected to mains by 83,800;
b)^76,600 increase in the number of homes connected to a
sewage system in the most populous zones of the main
towns in the region;
Ot «
c)^ 79,660 increase in the number of homes supplied with
electricity in the same towns and
d) Extension of the basic urban services.
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B) INVESTMENTS
1. The total value of the investments due to be made by the
sectorial programmes during the quiquennium is 57,101.1
million cruzeiros (at April 1980 prices), divided equal¬
ly between the north and south of the region (see Table
1). Almost 50% of the total comprises investments in agri¬
culture and cattle-raising establishments, '20% for road
building and improvement and just over 16% for investments
in industry.
2. It should be emphasized that the investments in the trans
port sector do not include the current annual cost of
road maintenance. The investments in industry for their
part, include the initial requirements of the proposed
plants for operating capital. The private sector invest¬
ments induced by government action and by the development
of the regional activities foreseen in the Plan, were
excluded from the item "Urban Development". This is be¬
cause a part of these investments will take effect out¬
side the period of the Plan. Moreover, it is difficult
to establish efficient mechanisms at government level
to supervise the implementation of such investments.
3. The time scale .of the total investments, for the quin¬
quennium, sectorially disaggregated, is shown in Table
2. Almost 15% of the total corresponds to year 1 of the
implementation of the Plan and 23% to each of the follow
ing two years, the rest is distributed in similar fashion
over the final two years of the quinquennium.
4. The investments in the agriculture, storage, and in¬
dustry and mining sectors will be made by the private
sector. On the other hand, the investments in transport,
energy, education, and health and sanitation are the
responsibility of the relevant official organs. Accordin
gly, the joint participation of the private sector and
TABLE II.1









CATTLE-RAISING 13 125.0 12 107,8 25 232,8
STORAGE 1 904,1 890 , 0 2 794,1
(1)
INDUSTRY AND MINING 4 504,3 5 133,6 9 637,9
TRANSPORT (2) 4 873,3 6 628,8 11 502,1
ENERGY 100, 0 680,0 780,0
HEALTH AND SANITATION 189, 2 113,2 302,4
EDUCATION 237, 8 228, 3 466,1
URBAN DEVETOPMRNT 3 952,5 2 799,2 6 391,7
TOTAL 28 526,2 28 580,9
. 57 10.7,1
(1) Includes operating capital
(2) Does not include annual costs of road maintenance
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official organs is foreseen only in the execution of the
urban development programmes.Consequently, direct, plan¬
ned public investment comes to 19,048.80 million cruzei
ros (at April 1980 prices), a figure that represents one
third of the total forecast for the region.
C) MAIN SOURCES OF RESOURCES
1. The loans it is considered possible to obtain, using in
almost every case currently existing lines of credit,are
indicated below for each sector of activity.
2. Agriculture and cattle-raising sectors
It is proposed to finance the total value of the invest¬
ments of small producers, 80% of the value for medium-
size producers and 60% for large producers. This crite¬
rion implies making available investment loans to the
tune of 17,307.9 million cruzeiros (at April 1980 pri¬
ces) , a figure that represents 69% of the total invest¬
ments contemplated for the agricultural and cattle-rais^
ing sector.
3. Storage
In accordance with the norms of PRONAZEM (National Sto¬
rage Programme) it is proposed to finance the total
value of the investments in the construction of silos
of 100 tons, 90% in the case of 500-ton silos, and 80%
for 1,000-ton silos. Consequently, the loans required
for the quiquennium amount to 2,583.4 million cruzeiros
(93% of the total planned investments).
4. Industry and Mining sector
Some proposed industries benefit from government fiscal
incentives. In addition, there are various bank loans
provided for agro-industry. The result of an analysis of
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the possible sources of loans for each type of industry
led to the following profile of sources of resources:
a) Fiscal incentives: 1,390 million cruzeiros
b) Investment banks: 5,370 million cruzeiros
Total: 6,760 million cruzeiros
This sum represents 70% of the total planned investments.
5. Transport sector
The following table shows the value of investments in
the transport sector and the suggested sources of loans.
TABLE 3









be built 5 649,6 1 853,1 2 090,3 576,3 1 129,9
2 993,3 2 993,1(*)
Improvement of
local roads 2 859,2 937,8 1 057,9 291,6 571,8
Total 11 502,0 2 790,9 3 148,2 867,9 4 695,0
(*) The PRQMAT, PROSUL and POLOCENTRO special Programmes are also
considered as sources of resources
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6. Electric power sector
It is suggested that the pre-investment studies to deve¬
lop the programme of mini-hydroelectric power station be
financed entirely by ELETROBRAS (200 million cruzeiros).
The laying of the transmission lines in the southern
part of'the Bodoquena programme-area was regarded as part
of the normal programmes of ENERSUL, partially financed
by ELETROSUL.
7. Health and sanitation sector
It is proposed that the state governments be responsible
for about 35% of the investments foreseen in the program
me, the federal government funding the remaining 65% with
resources from the Ministry of Health (for the establish¬
ment of Health Units), the Ministries of Education and
Labour (for the training of personnel) and Ministry of
the Interior (for basic sanitation). In these circums¬
tances, the scheme for financing the health programme is
as follows:
a) State governments : 104.9 million cruzeiros
b) Ministry of Health: 153.6 million cruzeiros
c) Ministries of Education
and Labour 5.8 million cruzeiros
d) Ministry of the Interior 38.1 million cruzeiros
Total 302.4 million cruzeiros
8. Education sector
Here also a sizeable participation of the federal govern
ment in the financing of the programme is proposed, as
specified below:
a) Ministry of the Interior: 288.4 million cruzeiros
b) Ministry of Education: 36.7 million cruzeiros
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c) SUBIN: 1.5 million cruzeiros
d) FAS/CEF (Fede¬
ral Savings
Bank): 139.5 million cruzeiros
Total: 466.1 million cruzeiros
Urban Development
The planned investments comprise 3 different categories:
a) Sanitation (supply and distribution of drinking
water and sewage systems). Just over 45% of the
investments are to be financed by the users.The
remainder will come from SANEMAT's and SANESUL's
own resources, supplemented by funds from PLANASA
(National Plan of Sanitation).
b) Urban electrification. One third of the invest¬
ment costs will be directly financed by the users.
The remainder should be financed initially by
CEMAT and ENERSUL, and subsequently with funds
from the tariffs of the new services,
c) Other investments in urban infrastructure. This
category includes investments such as offices for
federal, state and municipal organs; and communi
ty. facilities such as green areas, sports fields,
secondary and technical schools, university faci¬
lities, special health services, etc.
The construction of the offices for the official
organs will be financed by the government bodies
themselves. The remainder of the resources should
come from the federal government through the
Ministries of the Interior, Education, Health and
Labour.
APPENDIX III
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MODEL VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
This appendix contains a brief discussion of some technical as
pects of the model, an assessment of its results and also an
explanation of the type of analysis carried out for its cali¬
bration.
1. Validation of the model
As explained in Chapter 3 model validation is a lengjfthy * and
quite complex procedure that involves two basic stages. In the
first stage it is determined if the model is consistent in
a logical and programming sense, while the second stage is de¬
voted to determine the degree in which the model represents the
phenomena it should represent. For eas of exposition these two
types of analysis are presented separately.
1.1 Consistency of the model
The first step of the validation process is characterized
the study of the model's consistency both in terms of its
ternal logic ( theoretical background ) and the accuracy
its calibration and algorithm.
h
To the extent that the algorithm is the mathematical procedure
for solving ( or simulating ) the model, it is included in the
computer programme utilized. Usually the assessment of the com
puter programme is considered of lesser interest when compared
with the theoretical content of the model-. In fact, there
exists a generalized idea that computer programmes are always
correct and that programming is a secondary technical aspect
of modelling. Nevertheless, when dealing with a complex model
it is necessary to bear in mind that programming requirements
may introduce simplifying assumptions additional to those theo
retical ones that underlie the structural form of the model
This aspect is frequently neglected when explaining a model.In
our case, however, lack of information is to be regarded as
■fa.cl-o<
the main^responsible for the introduction of simplifying assum
ptions into the model. Thus, no special restrictions derived





For testing the consistency of the model with its theoretical
background analysis was restricted to a few relevant aspects.
Due to the fact that the composite model (i.e. the integrat -
ing framework of partial submodels) was designed as an account
ing device to aggregate partial results and as the control
mechanism of the algorithm of the complete model, it was
assumed that it has no problems of theoretical consistency ,
because it only comprises identities. Thus it was judged that
an adequate test of its validity would be a comparison of
the model's output with empirical data. In this way consisten
cy analysis was carried out for the behavioural equations in
the submodels. Let us see its main conclusions.
a) Demographic and employment submodel
This submodel is composed of 17 identities and 6 behavioural
equations.Five behavioural equations refer to the explana¬
tion of net migration rates and one deals with the coeffi¬
cient of rural population.
With regard to the way in which the model explains net migra¬
tion, two main problems of consistency were identified. They
refer to the quantification of the variables included in
the function and to the possibility of omission of some im¬
portant explanatory variables.
On the one hand, net migration rates were quantified by
means of an indirect procedure and total employment growth
rates were obtained as annual average rates for a period of
ten years. Thus, values of the dependent variable are not ob
served values but estimations which naturally may contain cer
tain deviations with regard to the real phenomenon they re¬
present while the dependent -variable reflects the tendency of
total employment during a decade omitting short term varia¬
tions .
Since lack of information prevented the use of more accura¬
te methodologies for such estimations;the values thus obtain
ed have to be considered as acceptable ones,although they
might induce some distortions in the model's results.
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Perhaps the most important source of distortions derives from
the fact that behavioural equations are calibrated with cross-
section data representing annual averages for the period 196 0-
1970 and then used to forecast annual net migration rates
from 1980 onwards. Here two basic problems can be distinguis-
ed. Firstly as averages tend to be more stable than indivi¬
dual observations, there is the danger that extreme values of
the independent variable may lead to unrealistic net migra¬
tions rates (this aspect is discussed in section 3).
r»
Secondly , the use of a fuction calibrated on cross - section
A
data for forecasting purposes assumes that the relationship
between the variables included in the function and all those
relevant variables excluded will remain constant, for the who
le forecasting period. Since there is a time lag of at least
15 years between the base year and the projected ones, it
is doubtful that such constance would be maintained, especia¬
lly since the function excludes many variables that have theo
retical relevance in the explanation of net migration.
On the other hand the type of function utilized for explain -
ing the behaviour of the migration rates is very simple and
contains only one independent variable. As such it neglects
many factors that may contribute to explain this phenomenon,.
Unfortunately lack of information prevented the use of a more
complex function. However, in spite of the theoretical limita
tions of the linear function tried, regression analysis pro-
2
vided fairly good statistical tests with R above 0,90, Stu¬
dent t test for parameters and F tests significant at 99% con
fidence level. (See Table 4.4 )
Thus it can be concluded that, although the function utilized
omitted many explanatory variables, at least it explains more
than 90% of the variation in the dependent variable, which
means that the error included is relatively small.
The rural coefficient function, for its part, does not pre¬
sent significant problems of consistency, except the fact





This sector of the economic submodel includes 15 identities
and 4 behavioural functions. Here the critical problem of con
sistency is referred to the explanatory function of the expan
sion of the agricultural frontier.
In fact, some problems arise when quantifying the behaviour¬
al function. Initially a quantification based on a time series
was tried but it was disregarded because of lack of informa¬
tion . Thus regression analysis was performed on cross-section
2
data for the year 1975 with highly significant results ( R =
0.99; and highly significant Student t test for parameters and
F-Test. See equation AGRrl).
As mentioned above, a function fitted on cross-section data
entails that the linear relationship that exists between the va¬
riables at the observed level will remain constant for higher
values of such variables.
In this case, it is reasonable to assume that the amount of
land devoted to agriculture and cattle raising will increase
to the extent that the road network and the amount of loans
granted for these activities increase, especially if the
area under study presents a low level of utilization of its
natural resources. But, as the level of use of avaiable land
P ■ '
approximates to the total area suitable for agriculture and
cattle raising, land under present use is not likely to react
in the same proportion to increments in the road network and
credits granted.
Thus as the density of roads or the amount of credits per
unit of utilized land reaches certain limits it is reason¬
able to assume that the form of the behavioural function ceas
es to behave linearly.
In order to prevent overestimation of the expansion of the
agricultural frontier the model includes an ecologicat cons¬
traint that impedes allocation of land to these activities be
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yond a certain limit. Although this procedure proved quite
useful in the simulations, it must be recognized that the mo
del is likely to overestimate the expansion of the agricultu
ral frontier in those programme areas of higher density.
For a more accurate treatment of this problem a dummy varia¬
ble related to road density is likely to constitute the best
solution,but it was not possible to test due to constraints,
on time.
b.2 Cattle raising sector
As known; the evolution of any herd of cattle depends on three
basic factors; birth, mortality and extraction rates. Birth
and mortality rates were defined exogenously and assumed as
constant for the simulation period, thus, the model only
explains the rate of extraction. For modelling purposes this
factor was divided into two subfactors, namely extraction
for slaughter and the transfer of cattle between programme
areas.
For explaining extraction for slaughter an agricultural su¬
pply function was utilized which is highly consistent with
traditional assumptions of supply theory. The main problem
of consistence here derives from the procedure utilized for
quantifying the dependent variable.
As reported in section 5.3, due to lack of information it
was necessary to use an indirect procedure ( which involved
many assumptions ) to estimate extraction rates for slaughter.
For testing these estimates the cattle sector of the model
was simulated for reproducing the evolution of the regional
stock of cattle between the agricultural censuses of 1960,
1970 and 1975, using fixed rates of birth and mortality.This
procedure was repeated until a seriesof extraction rates
that reproduced the observed evolution of cattle stock was
obtained. Thus, although the model reproduced adequately
real world behaviour it is possible that extraction rates may
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include(or exclude) some distortions attributed both to the
estimated birth and mortality rates. In this way there is so
me inconsistency in explaining part of the natural growth of
cattle in terms of a supply function or the contrary. This
naturally might lead to certain errors in the estimations of
the product generated by cattle raising but as available in¬
formation did not allow a better treatment of this function,
these results were regarded as acceptable for the purposes of
EDIBAP.
The explanatory function of cattle transfers between progra¬
mme areas did not present significant problems of consis¬
tency with regard to theoretical considerations.
b.3 Industrial and tertiary sectors
These two sectors of the economic submodel comprise 11 iden
tities and 5 behavioural equations. Two of these explanato¬
ry functions are hypothetical behavioural equations calibrat
ed with only two observations( functions explaining added
value of civil construction and government activities). As
such they can^not afford any statistical testing and have
to be regarded as assumptions underlying the model.
The explanatory function of the timber industry for its part
did not present problems of consistency with regard to its
internal logic but produced unrealistic results for low va¬
lues of the dependent variable. Since this problem is more
related to sensitivity analysis it is discussed in section 2
of this appendix. The other two behavioural equations are
consistent with the treatment given by export base theory to
non basic sectors ( residential activities ) and also cali¬
bration provided highly significant results.
c) Environmental and physical submodel
This submodel does not contain behavioural equations, except
the transport sector . Thus, excluding this sector, it is
assumed to be consistent to the extent that the results of
the composite model reproduce the main features of the real
system with reasonable accuracy.
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The transport sector, for its part, was designed for giving
priority to road projects,defined exogenously. In this way its
output is fed into the composite model as an exogenous va¬
riable ( amount of investment in roads ) and does not affect
the internal logic of the overall model.
2.2 Results of the model and empirical observations
The second step of validation involves comparisons between
the model's output and real world data for determining how
it represents real phenomena.
This is a very difficult task since as Van Horn has put it,
"
one reason for building simulators is to explore situa¬
tions for which no empirical data exist. In this event, the
inferences represent extrapolation from the experience base.
The experimenter must now ask whether his insight applies to
a property of the actual process or merely to a pecualiarity
of the simulation that only affects the extrapolated situa¬
tion. There is no answer to this question in the simulation
situation. If the modeller w ishes to further increase confi
dence, he must look outside" (VAN HORN, 1969, p. 242).
In our case the main problem of comparing the model's re¬
sults with empirical observations deals with the fact, that
the relevant results of the model refer to the future and
obviously there exists no way to perform such comparison. For
practical purposes this second step of the validation pro¬
cess is devoted to the assessment of the way in which the mo
del represents the current situation of the system under stu
dy.
When sound statistical data are available or when it is pos¬
sible to carry out experiments, some data or empirical obser¬
vations are excluded from the calibration of the model and
used for its validation. In our case, such a procedure was
inadvisable because, if some of the few available observa¬
tions were excluded from regression analysis of behavioural
equations, the degrees of freedom of the model would be drasti¬
cally reduced.This would lead to a higher variance and,there
fore, to a lower precision of the model's predictions.
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In this way, some behavioural equations were calibrated with
time series data from 1965 up to 1978 and otherswith twelve
cross-section observations for 1970 or 1975. At the moment
of writing this appendix^only a little general information of
the Demographic Census of 1980 was available ( economic cen¬
sures are currently in the stage of data collection).
Thus in performing comparisons between the model's output and
real data we can only use scattered data for a certain varia¬
bles between 1975 and 1980.
Tables III.l and III.2 present some available empirical infor
mation regarding a few endogenous variables of the model and
their simulated counterparts. Although the model reproduces
of
real world phenomena with an impressive degreeAaccuracy it is
necessary to point out that these results are the outcome of
a leng ty trial and error process that involved a great num-
A
ber of simulations. Such a process led to many adjustments bey
th of the structure of the model and of the information, uti¬
lized for the base year of simulations.
These adjustments were particularly important in the case of
the demographic submodel and this is the reason why the model
predicts so well the regional population for 1980.
For simulations of the composite model, 1975 was adopted as
the base year, therefore the population for each programme
area disaggregated by sex and age cohort for that year was de
fined exogenously. In order to obtain such population the de¬
mographic submodel was initially calibrated on data derived
from the census carried out in 1970 and run up to 1975. The
projected population thus generated was utilized as base year
information for the simulations.
Information from the census of 1980 was available when the mo
del was ready and its results presented a systematic overesti
mation of population per programme area ( around 7 % ). Since
the,
the model was designed to simulate the behaviour of A regional
system from 1980 onwards, it was judged necessary to reduce
the magnitudeof the error for 1980 because it may become too
big for the simulations for 1985 and 1990.
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Thus two modifications were performed in the exogenous varia¬
bles. First the estimated population for the base year (1975)
was replaced by the average population obtained frora^censuses
of 1970 and 1980. Second, fertility rates were reduced. These
rates were obtained from empirical studies carried out for
the period 1960-1970 (COSTA,1976)/ and official forecasts ba¬
sed on such fertility rates also predicted at the national le
vel a greater population for 1980 than that provided by the
census. Thus, unofficial preliminary estimations of fertility
rates for the seventies were utilized.
In the other submodels the most significant deviation between
real data and those obtained from simulations corresponds to
the estimation of cattle stock for Mato Grosso do Sul in 1975,
especially in the case of the programme-area of Corumba. On
studying this problem it was detected that years 1973 and 1974
were excessively wet and that the "Pantanal" (swamp area of
Corumba ) suffered the worst flood since 1959.
As a consequence of this phenomenon land available for cattle
raising was drastically reduced and farmers reacted ; reducing
their herds by selling animals both to other programme areas
and to slaughter-houses. Since the model does not account for
this type of phenomena, such deviations must be regarded as
acceptable.
From another view point tables III.l and III. 2 show that the
model produces better results for the whole region than at
the programme-area level. This is natural since, on^ohe hand
larger samples tend to present a more stable behaviour than sua
ller ones .due to the lower incidence of unexpected changes of exo-
a,nct
genous variables^ On the other hand because some behavioural
equations were calibrated on empirical data for the whole re¬
gion and then disaggregated at the programme area level.
Finally,it would be useful to have a statistical measure of
the goodness of fit between real and simulated data, however
the absence of stochastic variables in the simulations makes
incorrect the use of any type of correlation coefficients.
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TABLE III.l
STATES OF MATO GROSSO AND MATO GROSSO DO SUL
COMPARISON OF MODEL'S RESULTS AND AVAILABLE DATA FOR AGRICUL
TURE
YEAR








1975 1,519,832 1,428,044 967,275 863,412
1976 2,231,938 2,112,685 1,684,375 1,559,010
1977 2,515,571 2,314,919 1,958,785 1,741,239
1978 2,376,300 2,540,093 .2,017,911 1,995,931
In fact, Howrey and Kelejian demonstrate that in non-stochas¬
tic simulations " the difference between a particular element
of Y^_ and the corresponding element of ?* is a disturbance
term which is both autocorrelated and heteroskedastic. There
fore the relationship between such elements should not be
(*)
studied in terms of simple correlation analysis" . This
finding le d these authors to conclude that "once the classi¬
cal regression tests concerning the parameters and the resi¬
duals of an econometric model have been carried out, the re¬
sults of further tests of the model via comparison of linear
functions of historical and simulated values of the endoge¬
nous variables over the period of estimation contain no adi-
tional information concerning the validity of the model
Moreover , if observations outside the period of estimation
are available, tests of the model using such information
should be conducted in terms of the known multivariate distri
(*) For these authors Y^_ represents the historical values of the























































































































bution theory concerning forecasting and not in terms of ad
hoc comparisons between historical and simulated values of
the endogenous variables". (HOWREY and KELEJIAN, 1969, -pp.
210-211 ).
In our case the only available information not utilized for
estimating the model is that provided by the Demographic Cen
sus of 1980. However, since the demographic submodel was
"specially re-calibrated" to fit such data, they become use¬
less for further testing the validity of the model. Thus, al
though the reasons presented above prevented the use of sta¬
tistical measures of the goodness of fit between empirical
and simulated data, the model was judged acceptable for the
purposes of EDIBAP since it reasonably represents historical
behaviour of the main variables of the regional system and
because its projections provide values within the expected ran
ge of magnitude.
2. Sensitivity Analysis
After estimating and validating the model a large number of
partial simulations were carried out for testing the sensivi
ty of each submodel with regard to changes of parameters and
also in relation to changes in the value of exogenous and po
licy variables.
Altogether 132 partial runs were performed which, for reduc¬
ing computer costs, consisted of simulations of individual
(*)submodels for a single programme area . These were comple¬
mented by more than 20 experimental runs of the whole model
specially designed for testing interdependence relationships
between submodels and also to study the effects of critical
(*) In order to study the effects of ecological constrains and
other limits introduced for stabilizing the model, sensi¬
tivity analysis of each submodel was carried out for the
programme-area where such constraints constitute effecti¬
ve limitations for the simulations. In this way the demo¬
graphic submodel was simulated for the programme-area of
Diamantino, agricultural and cattle raising submodels
were run for Alto Taquari and industrial and tertiary acti¬
vities submodels for the programme area of Caceres.
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values of policy variables on the behaviour of the composite
model.
In order to provide a homogeneous treatment of all submodels
sensitivity analysis was carried out for changes of parame¬
ters of behavioural functions equal to one standard error of
estimate and for changes of 10% of exogenous and policy varia
bles. Futhermore the effects of these changes were assessed in
terms of the induced variation on a few aggregate endogenous
variables and expressed as a percentage of the corresponding
base run value.
following pages contain the main findings of sensitivity tests
carried out for each submodel.
2.1 Demographic and employment submodel
This submodel contains six behavioural equations that compri¬
se 12 parameters. Five equations are simple linear functions
that explain net migration rates in terms of the rate of
growth of total employment in the previous year. Table III. 3
summarizes the effects of changes of these functions parame¬
ters on total population and active age population. Because
of the structure of this submodel net migration functions^ do
not affect the distribution of total population into urban
and rural components.
The slope of the net migration function for population under
15 years of age (bl) is the parameter that presents the great
er effect on total population forecasts. In fact, an incre¬
ment of 6ne standard error of estimate (9.68% of the normal
value) induces a 6.6% increase of total population by 1990
This means an elasticity coefficient of 0.68 which is to be
(*)
regarded as relatively high .
(*) As known elasticity coefficients are a relationship between
the variation of the response variable and the parameter
change. In mathematical terms it is represented by:
X= response variable
E = , where ~ ,
p ^ p P= parameter
~P~
A negative value of the elasticity coefficient denotes an in
verse relationship between parameter and response variable.
TABLE III.3
40GRAPHIC AND EMPLOYMENT SUBMODEL. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF CHANGING
PARAMETERS OF BEHAVIOURAL FUNCTIONS
HAVIOURAL FUNCTIONS :
r MIGRATION RATES
4MR(S,E,A,T) = - ai + bi * CREMP(A,T-1) (*)
RAL - URBAN COEFFICIENT
CPR(A,T) - C* (PEP(A,T-l)
'
PERCENT COMPARISON OF PROJECTIONS WITH BASE RUN
METER CHANGE (**) TOTAL POPULATION • ACTIVE AGE POPULAT. RURAL POPULATION
1985 1990 1985 1990 1985 1990
RASE RUN 0 0 0 0 0 0
al + s.e - 2.11 - 2.89 - 0.87 - 1.59 0 0
al - s.e + 2.20 + 3.05 + 0.90 + 1.67 0 0
bl + s.e + 5.12 + 6.60 + 2.41 + 4.05 0 0
bl - s.e - 4.60 - 5.82 - 2.21 - 3.63 0 0
a2 + s.e - 0.97 - 1.29 - 1.65 - 2.17 0 0
a2 - s.e + 1.00 + 3.14 + 1.70 + 2.26 0 0
b2 + s.e + 2.31 + 2.89 + 3.99 + 4.87 0 0
b2 - s.e - 2.19 - 2.63 - 3.71 - 4.43 0 0
a3 + s.e - 1.00 - 1.56 - 1.07 - 1.47 0 0
a3 - s.e + 1.03 + 1.60 + 1.11 + 1.55 0 0
b3 + s.e + 2.50 + 3.59 + 2.56 + 3.29 0 0
b3 - s.e - 2.34 - 3.31 - 2.38 - 3.01 0 0
a4 + s.e - 0.37 - 0.48 - 0.45 - 0.55 0 0
a4 - s.e + 0.40 + 0.53 + 0.49 + 0.60 r\U 0
b4 + s.e + 0.93 + 1.11 + 1.09 + 1.20 0 0
b4 - s.e - 0.77 - 0.88 - 0.91 - 0.98 0 0
a5 + s.e - 0.07 - 0.09 - 0.09 - 1.07 0 0
a5 - s.e + 0.07 + 0.09 + 0.08 + 1.07 0 0
b5 + s.e + 1.61 + 0.19 + 0.19 + 0.21 0 0
b5 - s.e - 1.48 - 0.17 - 0.18 - 0.19 0 0
c + 10% 0 0 0 0 - 7.87 - 7.87
c - 10% 0 0 0 0 + 3.30 + 3.30
d + s.e 0 0 0 0 + 74.04 + 69.08
d - s.e 0 0 0 0 - 41.88 - 40.85
i = 1 correspond to males and females under 15 years of age
i = 2 correspond to males between 15 and 49 years of age
i = 3 correspond to females between 15 and 49 years of age
i = 4 correspond to males over 49 years of age
i = 5 correspond to females over 49 years of age
All parameter changes were equal to one standard error of estimate of the para
meter involved, except c that was changed in 10%
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In relation to active age population the slope of the net mi¬
gration function for males between 15 and 49 years of age(b2)
is the parameter that presents the greater effect with an
elasticity coefficient of 0.68 for positive variations and
0.62 for negative changes.
The behavioural equation of the rural population coefficient,
for its part, is an exponential function and, therefore, it is
very sensitive to parameter changes. As expected the effects
of the exponent (d) are far more important than those of para
meter c. This last presents an elasticity coefficient of
-0.7S for positive changes and -0.33 in the opposite situa
tion. The negative sign of the elasticity coefficient derives
from the fact that it is the a'ntilogarithm of a negative num¬
ber, thus to the extent that such number increases in absolu¬
te terms its antilogarithm decreases.
Elasticity coefficients for parameter d, measured in terms of
rural population for 1990, range from 5.53 in case of positi
ve variations to 3.27 for negative changes. Obviously such
high coefficients reflect that this is a critical parameter of
the demographic submodel and that further study is recommend
(*)ed for obtaining a more stable function
Although the submodel is relatively sensitive to parameter
changes, estimation of such parameters, yielded small standard
errors and consequently high student "t" tests. This means
that there is a high probability that the estimated values
correspond to true ones, which provides the model a greater
level of confidence. In fact, narrow confidence intervals for
all parameters (except c) explain that in total population fo
recasts the greater deviation ( due to parameter changes equal
to one standard error) reaches only 6.6% of the corresponding
base run value in a fifteen year period. Naturally this is
to be regarded as satisfactory for this type of model.
(*) A simple linear function for this behavioural equation was
disregarded because it presented some inconsistency for
extreme values of the independent variable (See Chapter 4,
section 4.1.2).
4
Two reasons explain the significant incidence of this parame-
the-
ter on population forecasts. On^one hand this function is
applied to the most numerous cohorts of regional population -
(42,7% of total population in the base year). On the other
hand the demographic submodel is accumulative. This is to say
a,
that population forecast for a given year is utilized as base
K
information for calculating the population of the next year .
In this way any change derived from modifications of para¬
meters or exogenous variables aggregate through the whole fo
recasting period leading to a continuous growth of the
initial deviation (See Fig III.l). This accumulative beha
viour also accounts for the asymmetry of the effects of
changes in the parameters of net migration functions, positi
ve effects are always greater than negative ones.
FIG. III. I




Sensitivity of the demographic submodel to exogenous variables
(including variables generated by other submodels) presents a
double pattern. It is very stable in relation to changes in
fertility and survival rates but highly unstable with respect
to variations of employment growth rates and primary employ
ment/total employment ratio ( See Table III.4 ).
A 10% increase of fertility rates le d to a 3,52% variation in
total population and 0.75% of active age population in 1990
( elasticity coefficients of 0.35 and 0.08 respectively). Sur¬
vival rates, for their part, have a lower effect on both endo¬
genous variables with elasticity coefficients of 0.12 and
0. 07.
The rate of growth of total employment is a very critical va¬
riable since its impact on total population and active age po¬
pulation forecasts is greater than the joint effect of parame¬
ters bl, b2, b3, b4 and b5. Moreover, as this variable is gene
rated by the composite model and fe d back to the demographic
submodel for the next year of the simulation, any deviation de
rived from normal errors of this type of model may lead to in-
L<4
creasingAdivergent demographic forecasts.
Primary employment/total employment ratio presents a similar
situation. Because of the importance of these variables for
assuring a convergent behaviour of the overall model, they are
studied in greater detail in section 3 of this appendix where
the use of stabilizing mechanics is discussed.
A.
2.2 Agricultural submodel
This submodel comprises four behavioural equations dealing with
allocation of land to specific activities. The function for
explaining land allocation to rice and soya crops presented pro
blems of residual autocorrelation that required re-estimation by
means of the Box and Jenkins method. Due to the fact that such
technique does not provide measures of the standard errors of
parameters estimates, sensitivity analysis was carried out on
a version of the agricultural submodel that included the origi¬
nal function for land devoted to rice and soya crops. This pro¬
cedure is justified because the re-estimated function contains
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TABLE III .4
OGRAPHIC AND EMPLOYMENT SUBMODEL. DEVIATIONS WITH REGARD THE BASE RUN
DERIVED FROM CHANGES OF EXOGENOUS VARIABLES
(PERCENTAGES)
YEAR OF TOTAL ACTIVE AGE RURAL
OnftWlarjO Ur VArCLftril ir.s V /
SIMULATION POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION
BASE RUN 0 0 0
Fertility rates increased 1985 + 2.54 + 0.25 0
1990 + 3.52 + 0.75 0
Fertility rates decreased 1985 - 2.53 - 0.24 0
1990 - 3.50 - 0.75 0
Survival rates increased 1985 + 0.85 + 0.49 0
1990 + 1.15 + 0.72 0
Survival rates decreased 1985 - 0.82 - 0.49 0
1990 - 1.11 - 0.71 0
Zrnplovment growth-rate in¬ 1985 + 13.01 + 12.70 0
creased 1990 + 17.23 + 16.98 0
Employment growth-rate de¬ 1985 - 11.65 - 11.41 0
creased 1990 - 14.86 - 14.69 0
trimary employment/total 1985 0 0 + 11.27
employment ratio increased 1990 0 0 + 11.27
Primary enployment/total 1985 0 0 - 18.50
employment ratio decreased 1990 0 0 - 11.13
(*) All changes of variables were equal to 10% of the values utilized in the base run
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a large number of parameters and therefore individual effects
of such parameters on the model's forecasts become smaller
Also . the original function provides a better frame¬
work to assess the impact of policy variables than the re-
estimated one.
The structure of the agricultural submodel mean^ that the. beha
vioural functions of land devoted to crops and pastures ( ex¬
pansion of agricultural frontier) and the. coefficient for dis¬
tributing this area between programme-areas do not affect the
level of activity of agriculture. In fact, these functions de
termine the amount of land each programme-area utilizes for
agriculture and cattle-raising. Since the area devoted to
each crop is determined separately, any variation of these
functions forecasts ( due to parameter changes ) will affect
exclusively the area devoted to pastures which is obtained as
the difference between total utilized land and that allocated
to crops.
The behavioural function for land devoted to crops and pastu¬
res produces forecasts for the whole region which are dis-
agreggated for subregions by means of the coefficient esti-.
mated by the other behavioural function. Thus if sensivity
analysis is carried out at the programme-area level parameter
changes of the second function are expected to present a
greater impact on subregional forecasts. This is confirmed by
table III.5 where parameters j,k and 1 are sensibly greater
than g,h, and i .
From the six parameters comprised by these functions, 1 and h
register the highest elasticity coefficients ( 2,31 and 1,06
respectively). Since both parameters are multiplied by vari¬
ables representing the road network, sensitivity analysis con
firms the initial hypothesis that the road network constitute
the most significant explanatory variable of the evolution of
agricultural frontier. Therefore decisions regarding its impro




AGRICULTURAL SUBMODEL. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF CHANGING PARA
METERS OF BEHAVIOURAL FUNCTIONS
aavioural Functions
jand devoted to rice and soya
iA (1,T) = -a + b* HA(1, T-l) + c* PREC(T-l) + d* CRAP (T)
jand devoted to other crops
iA(4,A,T) = e + f* POPR(A,T-l)
jand devoted to crops and pastures
JAPP(T) = -g + h* REDV(T) + i* CRAP(T)
'oefficient for distributing SAPP(T) between programme-areas
:DIST(A,T) = -j + k* POP (A, T) + 1* REDV (A, T)
PERCENT COMPARISON OF PROJECTIONS WITH BASE RUN
AMEIER Land devoted to land devoted to Agricultural Value of Agricul
ANGE(*) crops and pastures crops Employment tural production
1985 1990 1985 1990 1985 1990 1985 1990
E RUN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e 0 0 - 6.01 - 4.89 - 5.71 - 4.67 - 4.94 - 4.15
.e 0 0 + 6.01 + 4.89 + 5.71 + 4.67 + 4.91 + 4.12
.e 0 0 + 232 . 38 + 489.91 + 220.48 + 468.00 + 190.68 +414.79
.e 0 0 - 33.55 - 36.60 - 31.83 - 3'4,97 - 27.54 - 31.00
.e 0 0 + 24.71 + 23.03 + 23.44 + 22.00 + 20.27 + 19.50
.e 0 0 - 22.06 - 22.37 - 20.93 - 21.37 - 18.11 - 18.94
.e 0 0 + 15.88 + 15.90 + 15.07 .+ 15.19 + 13.02 + 13.45
.e 0 0 - 15.71 - 17.89 - 14.90 - 17.09 - 12.90 - 15.15
• e 0 0 + 3.97 + 3.04 + 3.57 . + 2.76 + 5.77 + 4.82
.e 0 0 - 3.97 - 3.04 - 3.58 - 2.76 - 5.80 - 4.82
.e 0 0 + 1.74 + 1.35 + 1.57 + 1.22 + 2.51 + 2.13
• e 0 0 - 1.74 - 1.35 - 1.58 - 1.22 - 2.54 - 2.13
.e - 11.33 - 9.92 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e + 11.33 + 9.92 0 0 0 0 0 0
• e + 18.98 + 18.05 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e - 18.98 - 18.05 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e + 4.21 + 4.53 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e - 4.21 - 4.53 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e - 36.38 - 43.77 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e + 36.38 + 43.77 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e + 24.19 + 57.95 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e - 18.29 - 9.05 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e + 35.98 + 67.48 0 0 0 0 0 0
.e - 35.77 - 18.58 0 0 0 0 0 0
(*) All parameter changes were equal to one standard error of estimate of the
parameter involved.
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For assessing the results of the sensitivity analysis carried
out on explanatory functions on land allocated to rice and
soya and to other crops ( subsistence farming ) it is necessa
ry to bear in mind that the submodel utilizes land devoted to
each crop as the basic element for determining the level of
activity of the agricultural sector. In fact, once land allo¬
cation is determined, total employment and value of produc¬
tion are obtained by applying exogenously specified coeffi¬
cients to the area devoted to each crop. It follows that sen¬
sitivity of parameters measured in terms of employment or
value of production will lead to similar conclusions than if
measured in terms of land devoted to crops.
Parameter changes of the behavioural function for land devot¬
ed to other crops do not present a significant impact on the
level of activity of agriculture at the programme-area level
(elasticity coefficients being 0.03 for e and 0.07 for f)
This is due to the fact that subsistence crops occupy a very
small proportion of agricultural land, although intensively
utilized. This higher intensity of land use entailed by sub¬
sistence farming explains that the effects of parameter chan¬
ges induce a greater change of value of production than of.
the cultivated area.
The equation used for explaining the evolution of land devot¬
ed to rice and soya, for its part, is the one that most deci¬
sively affects the level of activity of subregional agricultu
re since these crops represent more than 80% of the area under
cultivation.
From table III. 5 it can be deduced that the most critical
parameter of this submodel is b which in a 15 year forecast
induces a percent deviation of land devoted to crops eleven
times greater than the initial positive change of parameter.
an
The reason for such^extraordinary impact derives from the fact
that the behavioural function contains a lagged dependent va¬
riable in its left hand side, thus it reproduces with multi¬
plier effects along the whole forecasting period any devia¬
tion derived from changes of parameters. This amplifier effect
is greater than that observed in the demographic submodel
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because the numbers involved are bigger ( in this case fore¬
casts are of the order of 200 000 hectareswhile the demogra¬
phic submodel was projecting percent rates) and also because
the standard error of parameter b is significantly bigger
than those of net migration functions.
This situation makes the behavioural equation for land allo¬
cated to rice and soya a critical element for the stability
of the agricultural submodel.
Fortunately; the ecological constraint on agricultural land
constitutes an effective balancing mechanism. In fact, as can
be seen in table III.6, such a constraint restores equili¬
brium by eliminating all positive deviations and reducing the
negative ones. Since it operates exclusively on land devoted
to crops its most notorious effect is observed in forecasts
of that variable, but it is equally effective in forecasts of
employment and value of production.
Fig. III.2 presents the way in which the ecological constraint
modifies forecasts of a normal run of the agricultural submo-
the.
del. In 1988aprojected area for crops exceeds the ecological li¬
mit in the programme-area of Alto Taquari, thus the model
/Ae a-rea. ^
assumes that total cultivated from year 1988 onwards equalsA A A
land available for agriculture. For disaggregating this area
between the four selected crops it is further assumed that
I
projected land for cofee and sugar cane plantations is not
A
affected by the ecological constraint, thus all adjustments are
made on the area devoted to subsistence farming and rice and
soya crops. Once land allocation is redefined the model deter¬




'FECTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONSTRAINT ON THE RESULTS OF THE AGRICULTURAL
'BMODEL. DEVIATIONS WITH REGARD THE BASE RUN DERIVED FROM CHANGES OF
PARAMETERS .YEAR 1990
( PERCENTAGES )





Without with without with without with
limit limit limit limit limit limit
a + s.e - 4.89 0 - 4.67 - 0.04 - 4.15 + 0.55
a - s.e + 4.89 0 .+ 4.67 + 0.04 + 4,12 - 0.04
b + s.e + 489.91 0 + 468.00 + 0.11 +■ 414,79 - 1.77
b - s.e - 36.60 - 28,73 - 34,97 - 18.58 - 31.00 - 15.34
c + s.e + 23.03 0 + 22,00 + 0.04 + 19,50 - 0.05
c - s.e - 22,37 - 12.72 - 21.37 - 0.04 - 19.84 + 0.60
d + s.e + 15.90 0 + 15.19 + 0.04 + 13,45 - 0.05
d - s.e - 17.89 0 - 17,09 - 0.04 + 15,15 + 0.52
e + s.e + 3.04 0 + 2.76 - 0.12 + 4.82 + 1.95
e - s.e - 3.04 0 - 2.76 + 0.13 - 4.82 - 2.02
f + s.e + 1.35 0 - 1.22 - 0.05 + 2.13 + 0.87
f - s.e - 1.35 0 - 1.22 + 0.06 - 2.13 - 0.87




EFFECTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONSTRAINT ON THE OUTPUT OF THE
AGRICULTURAL SUBMODEL. PROGRAMME AREA OF ALTO TAQUARI
WITH ECOLOGICAL LIMIT
VALUE OF PRODUCTION
81 82 83 84 85
YEAR OF SIMULATION
WITHOUT ECOLOGICAL LIMIT
ECOLOGICAL CONSTRAINT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND






























With regard to the sensitivity of the model to changes of exo
genous and. policy variables no significant problems were de¬
tected. As shown by table III.7 the model is more sensitive
to changes of prices than to variations in the amount of ere
dit granted to agriculture. This means that, if the model is
accepted as a valid representation of the regional system,pri.
ce policies constitute a more effective tool than credit po¬
licies for orientating the behaviour of agriculture. In fact, Ate.
IS
impact of prices on land under cultivation almost double that
A
of credit i. If analysis is performed taking the value of pro¬
duction this situation becomes more evident. In order to make
comparisons possible table III.7 only takes account the
A
effects of prices as policy variables excluding their effects
onAvalorization of physical production. If this effect is con
sidered, a 10% increase in agricultural prices would generate
a 17.62% rise in the value of agricultural production instead
of the 6,93% reported in table III.7.
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TABLE III.7
IICULTURAL SUBMODEL. DEVIATIONS WITH REGARD THE BASE RUN DERIVED FROM
CHANGES OF POLICY VARIABLES AND EXOGENOUS VARIABLES
(PERCENTAGES)
YEAR OF LAND DEVOTED AGRICULTURAL VALUE OF
I-IANGES OF VARIABLES SIMULATION TO CROPS EMPLOYMENT AGRICULTURAL
(*) PRODUCTION
ASE RUN 0 0 0
rice of rice in- 1985 + 7.57 + 7.17 + 6.45
reased 1990 + 8.20 + 7.83 + 6.93
rice of rice re- 1985 - 6.60 - 6.27 - 5.64
uced 1990 - 7.96 - 7.60 - 6.75
redits for agricul 1985 + 3.72 + 3.52 + 3.16
ure increased 1990 + 4.34 + 4.15 + 3.65
redits for agricul 1985 - 3.02 - 2.88 - 2.58
ure reduced 1990 - 4.17 - 3.98 - 3.54
ural population in- 1985 + 0.96 + 0.86 + 1.13
reased 1990 + 0.75 + 0.68 + 1.19
ural population re- 1985 - 0.96 - 0.87 - 1.16
uced 1990 - 0.75 - 0.68 - 1.19
and productivity for 1985 0 0 + 6.86
ice and soja increased 1990 0 0 + 7.13
and productivity for 1985 0 0 - 6.90
ice and soja reduced 1990 0 0 - 7.15
and productivity for 1985 0 0 + 0.48
offee increased 1990 0 0 + 0.34
and productivity for 1985 0 0 - 0.48
offe reduced 1990 0 0 - 0.34
and productivity for 1985 0 0 +,1.00
ugar increased 1990 0 0 + 0.81
-and productivity for 1985 0 0 - 1.03
ugar reduced 1990 0 0 - 0.83
and productivity for 1985 0 0 + 1.58
ther crops increased 1990 0 0 + 1.52
and productivity for 1985 0 0 - 1.64
ther crops reduced 1990 0 0 - 1.68
>
All changes of variables were equal to 10% of the values utilized in
the base run. No ecological constraint was included in the simulations
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Rural population, a variable transferred from the demographic
submodel for explaining the evolution of subsistence farming,
has no significant impact on the level of agricultural activi.
ty because of the small area devoted to these crops. Finally,
changes in land productivity only affect the value of produc¬
tion and their impact is proportional to the relative impor¬
tance of each crop.
2.3 Cattle-raising submodel
This submodel comprises three behavioural functions, one for
explaining the transfers of cattle between programme - areas
and two refer'rv? . to extraction rates. These two last equations
presented problems of residual autocorrelation and were re-
estimated by means of the Box and Jenkins method. For similar
reasons as in the agricultural submodel, sensitivity ana¬
lysis was carried out on a version of the cattle-raising sub¬
model that included the original functions of extration rates.
This submodel utilizes lagged endogenous variables both for
c
projecting the stock of cattle and for determining extration
rates, therefore, it tends to amplify the effects of any devia .
tion along the whole forecasting period. However, contrar y
tc>expe.cfca.fcwns the cattle raising submodel presents a reason¬
able level of stability with regard to changes of parameters
(See table III.8).
In fact, even the equation for explaining transfers of cattle
that is an exponential function does not generate big devia¬
tions because the exponential term is dividing a fixed para-
s
meter. In this way depite parameter b being the most sensiti
A
ve of the whole submodel its elasticity coefficient reaches
1.14 in a fifteen year forecast. This is to be regarded as
very good for a function of this type.
From another point of view, cattle stock forecasts are far
more sensitive to changes of parameters in the function of
extraction rates for cows than in that for male cattle. This
is natural since a change in the number of cows directly
affects the reproductive capacity of the overall herd.
TABLE III .8
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RANSF (A,T) = a / (ANPP(A,T-l)
XTRACTION RATES
EXT(3,1, T) =c + d*PEXT(3,1,T-l) - e* PEXT(3,1,T-2) - f* PREC(T+1) +
g* CRPE(T-l) - (Bulls and oxens)
EXT(3 , 2 , T) = h + i* PEXT(3,2,T-l) - j* PEXT(3,2,T-2) - k* PREC(T-l) +
1* CRPC(T-l) - (Cows)
PERCENT COMPARISON OF PROJECTIONS WITH BASE RUN
'METER CHANGE (*) CATTLE STOCK % OF COWS VALUE OF PRODUCTION
1985 1990 1985 1990 1985 1990
BASE RUN 0 0 0 0 0 0
a + s.e + 15.23 + 23.87 + 0.61 + 0.60 + 13.54 + 21.99
a - s.e - 13.26 - 19.34 - 0.61 - 0.62 - 12.08 - 18.27
b + s.e - 15.12 - 21.93 - 0.72 - 0.71 - 13.87 - 20.70
b - s.e + 17.97 + 28.35 + 0.69 + 0.71 + 16.03 + 26.14
c + s.e - 3.53 - 3.33 + 3.65 + 3.43 + 0.91 + 0.85
c - s.e + 5.16 + 5.04 - 4.91 - 4.81 - 1.29 - 1.25
d + s.e - 2.76 - 2.82 + 2.82 + 2.90 + 0.73 + 0.71
d - s.e + 2.33 + 2.52 - 2.29 - 2.45 - 0,57 - 0.62
e + s.e + 2.29 + 2.35 - 2.24 - 2.30 - 0.52 - 0.60
e - s.e - 2.68 - 2.62 + 2.76 + 2.68 + 0.75 + 0.64
f + s.e + 5.54 + 5.74 - 5.24 - 5.43 - 1.35 - 1.40
f - s.e - 3.77 - 3.66 + 3.90 + 3.79 + 0.99 + 0.89
g + s.e - 1.21 - 1.41 + 1.21 + 1.42 + 0.34 + 0.35
g - s.e + 1.35 + 1.62 - 1.34 - 1.59 - 0.32 - 0.41
h + s.e - 20.33 - 29.53 - 3.65 - 3.57 - 18.91 - 28.13
h - s.e + 25.53 + 31.83 + 3.50 + 1.53 + 23.26 + 31.47
i + s.e - 17.68 - 25.24 - 3.12 - 2.86 - 15.94 - 23.93
i - s.e + 11.58 + 17.61 + 1.46 + 1.46 + 10.81 + 16.68
j + s.e + 12.66 + 19.00 + 1.79 + 1.68 + 11.43 + 17.58
j - s.e - 18.30 - 26.46 - 3.29 - 3.08 - 16.85 - 25.15
k + s.e + 16.45 + 28.57 + 2.64 + 2.83 + 14.67 + 26.32
k - s.e - 14.72 - 23.16 - 3.05 - 3.08 - 13.26 - 21.72
1 + s.e — 3.60 - 6.68 - 0.74 - 0.95 - 3.31 - 6.13
1 - s.e + 3.95 + 7.17 + 0.72 + 0.93 + 3.67 + 6.56
(*) All parameter changes were equal to one standard error of estimate of the pa
rameter involved.
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The submodel also presents a low sensitivity to changes in po
licy variables. Table III.9 shows that a 10% increase (A beef
prices lead to a 6.61% increase of cattle stock in a fifteen
year projection while for a similar change in the amount of
credit, granted to this activity total stock is reduced by
1.99% in the same period . More important than the magnitude
of the effects of these variations are policy implications
derived from cause-effects relationships. In fact, due to the
signs of the coefficients of these variables in the behaviour
al function a positive change in" beef prices reduces extrac¬
tion rates and therefore the final effect is an increase in
the cattle stock. Credits, for part, behaves in the oppo
site direction, thus a rise in the amount of loans lead to a
reduction of both cattle stock and value of production.
Price behaviour is consistent with the cattle cycle describ-
Me
ed in chapter 4, but^effects of credit changes are in conflict
with theoretical considerations. On studying this situation it
was found that credit granted to cattle raising is- normally
utilized for increasing the level of activity of cattle farms
and for improving the genetic quality of the herd. Traditiona
lly these objectives are achieved by purchasing high quality
reproducers, improving sanitary controls and by increasing and
improving pastures. All these betterments lead to a higher ca
ca¬
pacity of farms to support cattle and consequently to^greater
stock of animals of an improved average quality which, in
its turn, enablesa higher rate of extraction. Since some of
the variables affected by credit granted to this activity (na
tality rates, survival rates and average weight) are defined
exogenously and were kept constant in the simulations perform
ed for testing the submodel's sensitivity to changes of cre¬
dits, the outcome of such tests constitutes a partial assess -
ment of the effects of this policy variable.Therefore,pre¬
sent version of the submodel does not allow a proper evalua -
tion of the impact of credit on the behaviour of cattle-rais
ing since for that purpose the relationships between this va¬
riable and natality rates, survival rates and average weight
of cattle must be defined and quantified. However, different
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CATTLE RAISING SUBMODEL. DEVIATIONS WITH REGARD THE BASE RUN DERIVED FROM
CHANGES OF POLICY VARIABLES AND EXOGENOUS VARIABLES
(PERCENTAGES)
CHANGES OF VARIABLES (*) YEAR OF CATTLE STOCK % OF CONS VALUE OF
SIMULATION! PRODUCTION
RASE RUN 0 0 0
Price of beef increased 1985 + 4.38 - 0.45 + 2.74
1990 + 6.61 - 0.44 + 4.94
Price of beef decreased 1985 - 4.16 + 0.40 - 2.73
1990 - 6.16 + 0.38 - 4.64
Credit for cattle raising increased 1985 - 1.37 + 0.62 - 0.28
1990 - 1.99 + 0.73 - 0,74
Credit for cattle raising decreased 1985 + 1.43 - 0.67 + 0.57
1990 + 2.09 - 0.78 + 0.84
Natality rate increased 1985 + 14.52 - 3.50 + 19.55
1990 + 21.54 - 3.52 + 26.74
Natality rate decreased 1985 - 13.36 + 3.92 - 17.37
1990 - 18.63 + 3.96 - 22.37
Survival rate increased 1985 + .-1.66 + 0.38 + 2.67
1990 + 2.33 + 0.37 + 3.31
Survival rate decreased 1985 - 8.24 - 0.80 - 11.55
1990 - 12.39 - 0.80 - 15.45
Average weight increased 1985 0 0 + 10.12
1990 0 0 + 10.09
Average weight decreased 1985 0 0 - 9.83
. 1990 0 0 - 10.00
Animal/pasture ratio increased 1985 - 9.45 - 0.43 - 8.49
1990 - 13.92 - 0.44 - 13.05
Animal/pasture ratio decreased 1985 ■+ 11.61 + 0.47 + 10.41
1990 + 18.05 + 0.47 + 16.72
(*) All changes of variables were equal to 10% of the values utilized in the base run
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hypotheses of such relationships can be tested by simulating
the model for various sets of values for the above mentioned
variables.
The submodel's sensitivity to changes of exogenous variables
is relatively high. A 10% increase in natality rate lead to
a 21.54% of rise of total cattle in 1990 and a 26.54% increa
se in sectorial product. This means elasticity coefficients
Cu
of 2.15 and 2.65 respectively. The reasons such^signifi -
cant impact deal with the accumulative effects of the cohort
survival mechanism utilized for projecting the stock of ca¬
ttle .
The structure of the behavioural function for cattle trans¬
fer coefficient, for its part, meojis that variations of the
animal/pasture ratio induce inverse changes on output vari¬
ables. Thus, elasticity coefficients for negative changes of
the variable reach - 1.81 in 1990 if measured in terms of
cattle stock and - 1.67 if refer*ncj to the value of produc -
tion.
Finally, although the submodel is sensitive to changes of
exogenous variables its overall stability is not seriously
the,
affected since the ecological constraint on^animal support ca
pacity of each programme-area prevents significant distortions
I to
with respect the base run, especially in programme areas of
high density of cattle.
2.4 INDUSTRIAL AND TERTIARY SECTORS SUBMODELS
These submodels comprise five behavioural functions, but only
three were estimated by standard econometric techniques. The
other two constitute mere hyootheses that could not be proper
ly tested because of lack of information. Thus sensitivity ana
tr/ie,
• lysis of these submodels refers exclusively to behavioura] func
tions of the timber industry, diverse industries and do co¬
mmerce and services.
As shown by Table III.10 the behavioural function of diverse
uoA icA




INDUSTRIAL AND TERTIARY SECTORS SUBMODELS.SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
OF CHANGING PARAMETERS OF BEHAVIOURAL FUNCTIONS
Behavioural Functions:
Added value of timber industry - VAMAD(A,T)= -a + b* DESMAT(A,T)
Employment in diverse industries - EM10U(A,T)= c*(POPU(A,T-1))^
Employment in commerce and services - EMCSE(A,T)= -e + f*POPU(A,T-l)
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(*) All parameter changes were equal to one standard error of
estimate of the parameter involved
(**) Constrained by the lower limit of activity established for
the timber industry
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results. This is explained by the exponential character of
such equations and obviously parameter d that constitutes the
exponent of urban population is the most sensitive. A positi
ve change of one standard error of this parameter induces
in fifteen years an increase of 10.48% of total employment
and 13.49 of added value generated by industrial and ter¬
tiary activities. This means elasticity coefficients of 1.22
and 1.57 respectively.
Parameter c is the antilogarithm of a negative mumber, thus
c>utt~4
although it has a positive sign it varies inversely A chan¬
ges in the absolute value of the logarithm. For this reason
the effects of parameter c present a negative sign for posi
tive changes and positive sign in the opposite situation.
The behavioural function of timber industry presents a very
small impact on aggregate results for 1985 and in 1990 it is
constrained by the lower limit ;^established for this activity.
As explained in chapter 4 the industrial sector of the model
thz-
explains the level of activity of timber industry as a func-
tion of the amount of land deforested the previous year due
to the expansion of the agricultural frontier. Although this
consitutes a reasonable explanation for the average behav¬
iour of this branch of regional industry, it greatly under¬
estimated its level of activity in dense areas where all
available land was incorporated into agriculture and cat¬
tle raising. „
Me.
When deforestation comes to an end}production r'o ^timber in¬
dustry decreases but simultaneously a change m the type of
production is observed. In fact, while in the early stages
of land occupation^timber industry is mainly engaged in pri
mary transformation of native wood, at higher levels of po¬
pulation density; production tends, to orientate to intermedia
te and final goods for local markets.
Since this behavioural equation does not consider such a
process, the model reproduces the decline of production of
saw-mills but c mits the increase of production of other in
dustries that process timber. In order to correct this pro¬
blem an explicit lower limit was established for the added
47 0
value of the timber industry. This constraint was defined as
the added value per capita of the timber industry at the
national level multiplied by the population of each programme-
area and. its effects on the submodel's forecast are graphical¬






















EFFECTS OF THE CONSTRAINT ON THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY OF
TIMBER INDUSTRY. PROGRAMME-AREA OF CACERES.
THE
78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85
YEAR OF SIMULATION
1976 77 86 87 88 89 1990
The sensitivity of these submodels to changes of exogenous and
policy variables is very small. In fact, as shown in table
III.11 the effects of a 10% change on the rate of growth of
exDort industries are almost ni1 while the same change in
of
the rate of growth of mining lead to variations ground 1% of
aggregate employment in a 15 year simulation. The effects of
changes in the deforested area are also insignificant. Chan¬
ges in. urban population however induce important variations in
/s
aggregate results. Since it^reasonable to assume that changes
in urban population derive from variations of total popula
tion rather than from short term changes in the proportion of
urban-rural populations, sensitivity analysis was carried out
for a joint 1C% variation of total and urban populations.
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TABLE III.11
INDUSTRIAL AND TERTIARY SECTORS SUBMODELS. DEVIATIONS WITH
REGARD THE BASE RUN DERIVED FROM CHANGES OF POLICY VARIABLES
AND EXOGENOUS VARIABLES
(PERCENTAGES)
CHANGES OF VARIABLES (*)
YEAR OF SECONDARY AND TERTIARY ACTIVITIES
SIMULATION
PRODUCT EMPLOYMENT
ASE RUN 0 0
crested area increased 1985 + 0.35 + 0.41
1990 0 0
orested area decreased 1985 - 0.35 - 0.41
1990 0 0
(**)
ulation increased 1985 + 8.22 + 7.83
(**)
ulation decreased
1990 + 8.39 + 7.88
1985 - 8.21 - 7.82
1990 - 8.38 - 7.89
2 of growth of mining increas 1985 + 0.32 + 0.47
1990 + 0.71 + 1.05
2 of growth of mining descreas 1985 - 0.29 - 0.42
1990 - 0.59 - 0.88
2 of growth of export indus- 1985 (x) (x)
es increased 1990 (x) (x)
a of growth of export indus- 1985 (x) (x)
2s decreased 1990 (x) (x)
All changes of variables were equal to 10% of the values utilized in the base run
) Includes a 10% change of both urban and total populations
smaller than 0.01
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In this way three effects were considered simultaneously . They are
the variation of the minimum level of activity of the timber
industry derived from changes of total population and varia¬
tions of employment generated by diverse industries and com¬
merce and services due to changes of urban population. The
joint effects of a 10% increase of both variables induce a
7.88% rise in aggregate employment and 8.39 of added value in
1990.
tAc
Due to the fact that industrial and tertiary activities sub
models do not contain interr elationships linking sectorial
projections ( except aggregation of sectorial results ), the
effects of each equation on aggregate results are proportio -
nal to the relative importance of each sector. The commerce
and services sector is by far the most important activity in¬
cluded in these submodels representing more than 70% of em¬
ployment and more than 64% of added value generated by indus¬
trial and tertiary activities in the programme area of Cace -
res, which was utilized for testing the sensitivity of these
submodels. Therefore it is exoected that effects of changesA
of the exogenous variable operating through the behavioural e
quation of commerce and service ( POPU).be the most signifi -
cant for aggregate results. Two special simulations carried out
for quantifying the impact on aggregate results derived from
changes of urban population operating exclusively through the
commerce and services sector confirm this expectancy. They
show that a 10% increase of POPU leads to a 7.31% increase of
total employment and 6.83 of aggregate product. This means
that the effects generated through commerce and services re-
present 92.8% of^total variation of employment induced by
changes of urban and total populations and 81.4%. of their im¬
pact on added value.
3. TRANSFERS OF VARIABLES BETWEEN TIME PERIODS AND BETWEEN SUB
MODELS
As said above, transfers of variables between submodels and
time periods make the model cybernetic. This is to say, such
interr elationships constitute the way in which the model re¬
produces dynamic characteristics of the regional socio - econo
mic system. Therefore monitoring the algorithm that regulates
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these transfers is a crucial part of the whole modelling pro
cess since this element makes the composite model different
from a purely additive structure of partial equations.
Transfers of variables between time periods constitute main¬
ly a source of instability for the model's forecasts. Secon¬
darily such transfers Kindere,ct the formulation of the com
puter programme. In fact, the use of lagged endogenous vari-
Lb
ables made^ necessary to define a large number of store vari¬
ables and also required special instructions for controll¬
ing the iterations of specific subroutines. These iterations
and storing operations greatly increased processing time since}
because of lack of programming expertise, a general purpose
computer language ( extended FORTRAN IV) was utilized instead
of a special simulation language.
More important than programming implications are the accumu-
s
lative effects that the use of lagged endogenous variable^ pro
duce in the model's results. As reported in section 2 of
this appendix these effects are particularly important in
the demographic , agricultural and cattle-raising submodels.
For reducing this type of deviations in the model's output,
special ecological constraints and limiting functions were de
fined.
The effectiveness of such balancing mechanisms was discussed
in preceding section, thus no further comments on this as¬
pect seem: necessary.
Transfers of variables between submodels, for their part ,
were responsible for unstable and sometimes unrealistic re¬
sults obtained in the first few runs of the model. In fact ,
<■
initial simulations generated some strange results that were in
conflictwith theoretical considerations. For example, unemploy
ment rates became negative, population growth in certain pro
gramme-areas was highly unstable, after the fourth year of
simulation production of timber industries became negative ,
evolution of cattle stock in some programme areas presented
cyclical behaviour, etc.
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After studying these problems it was concluded that they were
the consequence of critical values of variables generated in
other submodels and then used in behavioural equations for fo
recasting purposes. In order to correct such deviations it
was necessary to establish constraints either to the functions
that utilize the transferred variable or to the value the
variable may adopt . The most critical transferred variables
are the rate of growth of total employment,deforested area
and the cattle pastures ratio. Let us see the main effects ge
nerated by these variables and the solutions provided for
them.
As mentioned earlier;the most important source of instability
of the whole model deriveoCfrom rates of growth of total em¬
ployment utilized for quantifying net migration rates. Rates
of growth of total employment are generated by the composite
model by dividing^current total employment of each programme
area with that generated the previous year, and then fed in¬
to the demographic submodel for simulating the population of
next year. Besides the high sensitivity of the demographic
submodel to changes of this variable ( see section 2.1 abo
ve), its critical character derives from the fact that rates .
of growth of total employment are, in their turn, highly sen
sitive to the effects of some policy variables, (^specially in
programme areas with low levels of economic activity. Per¬
haps the best way to illustrate the effects of the interre¬
lationships taking place between submodels is to use a prac¬
tical example. Let us take the case of the orogramme area of"
of
Alto Paraguay, this in 1980 had a population around 92,000^ A
inhabitants and provided employment pornearly 19,500 persona
Between 1975 and 1980 population grew at a rate of 5.2% per
annum while employment registered an average rate of growth
of 3.9% per year.
Let us assume that during 1981 and 1982 a special program¬
me of public works involving a total expediture of 900 mil.
(*)
ion cruzeiros is implemented in the area . Such a project
(*) Estimated cost of improving 280 km of roads. In order to
make the problem easier^impact of increasing the road net
work on agricultural production is neglected.
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will generate 1660 new jobs in civil construction for a two
year period. The initial effect of this programme of public
works will be a rise in the rate of growth of total employ -
ment (CREMP) in 1981 from 6.26% to 14.77%. Simultaneously ,
since the model considers employment in civil construction as
urban employment, the primary employment/total employment ra
tio (PEP) falls from 57.71 in 1980 to 53.17 in 1981 reducing
the rural population coefficient from 54.08% in 1980 to
49.34% in 1981.
These variables are fed into the demographic submodel for es
'"M fhe-
timating^population of 1982. This, on^one hand, leads to a
rate of growth of total population of 14,26% instead of the
6.6% estimated under normal conditions. On the other hand,the
new value of PEP induces an extraordinary growth of urban po
pulation ( 26% between 1981 and 1982 ) which becomes greater
than rural population. Because of the one year lag relation¬
ships included in all behavioural equations that utilize de¬
mographic variables as explanatory ones , this abnormal
growth of total and urban population does not affect the le¬
vel of economic activity in 1982, its effects are manifested
from 1983 onwards.
During 1982, however the greater employment induced by the
programme of public works will be maintained but its effects
on the rate of growth of total employment will be severely
cu by /Tie-
reduced since such^rate is determined^comparing^total employ
ment of 1982 with that of 1981. In fact the new CREMP will
be 7.4%, instead of the 8.0% expected without the special
investment programme. Consequently total population growth
between 1982 and 1983 becomes higher under normal conditions
(8.2%) than with the effects of the project (7.6%).
Me
As mentioned , during 1983^induced population growth of the
pfecedrnq; year generates an increased level of activity (and
of employment) in commerce and services, diverse industries
and in subsistence farming. This greater employment compen¬
sates the depressive effects derived from the end of the pro
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gramme of public works, leading to a CREMP in 1983 of 4.88%,
which also is lower than that forecasted under normal condi¬
tions. This process is repeated with°"decreasing intensity ofA. ^
the effects derived from the public works programme until
1988 when employment generated under normal conditions equals
the curve of total employment influenced by such investments.
From this moment onwards the effects of public investments di
sappear and equilibrium is restored, consequently in 1989
additional population becomes very small ( See Fig. III.4 and
Table III.12).
FIG. 111. 4
EFFECTS OFA .SPECIAL PROGRAMME OF PUBLIC WORKS ON POPULATION
PROJECTIONS. PROGRAMME AREA OF ALTO PARAGUAY.
the
Due to the fact that^primary employment/total employment ra¬
tio is distorted by the sudden increase of urban employment it
cocl
tends toA normal values as the intensity of the induced effects
on urban employment decreases.
From another point of view^ the time lag between the increase
of total employment due to exogenous factors and its effects
on population growth makes it possible for the model to produ.
YEAR OF MULA 1976 1977 1S78 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
TABLEIII.12
EFFECTSOFA..SPECIALPROGRAMMUBLICW KSND MO PHIC FORECASTS.PROGRAMMEA EAFLTOPARAGU Y EMPLOYMENT
TOTALPOPULATION
TOTAL BASE RUN
DERIVEDF OMPUBLICWORKSPROG AM E GENERATED' BYP.W.INDUCED' GROWTH
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ce negative unemployment rates. In fact, let us assume that
the programme area under analysis was at its full employment
level in 1980. Thus the 1.9% increase of its labour force
between 1980 and 1981 will be insufficient to provide the
additional manpower required by the 14.77% rise in labour de
mand during the same period, therefore total employment ( as
/-he
determined by the model ) will be greater than available laA —
bour force. As the model determines unemployment rates by
meansof' the relationship total employment rate = 1 - total
employment/total labour force; if total employment is grea¬
se cu¬
ter than labour force such rate becomes neqative.
a. a j
This example shows the magnitude of the impact on the model's
results derived from a relatively small public intervention
(*)
on one programme-area . These distortions of the model's
f-he
forecasts derive from the fact that construction of roads or
A
other public works usually induce a disproportionate growth
of total employment in the programme-areas where these invest
ments take place. Since this is a temporary increase in em¬
eu
ployment its effect as^migration inducer is much lower than
the creation of permanent jobs. Thus as the model does not
discriminate permanent and temporary employment it overesti¬
mates net migration , this distortion being particularly
important in programme-areas with^mall population.
(*) It is necessary to bear in mind that these effects are
the outcome of a 900 million cruzeiros investment pro¬
gramme during a two year period. For assessing the rela
tive importance of such magnitude it should be compared
with the development proposals formulated by EDIBAP. As
can be seen in Appendix II, the regional development plan
proposed by EDIBAP implies 57,701.1 million cruzeiros of
investments in the whole Upper Paraguay River Basin du¬
ring a five year period. This roughly means an average
annual investment of 1,428 million cruzeiros per program
me area, this is to say an intervention more than three
times greater than that utilized in the example and
affecting the regional system during a longer period.
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For preventing this type of distortions special constraints
were introduced in the computer programme. It was assumed
that the rate of growth of total employment for a given year
in any programme-area could not differ from the average rate
of the last 3 years more than 30% of such average rate. In
ed- cl
case the obtained rate exceed^ such^"maximum variation range"
the nearest limit was utilized. Simultaneously^no more than
1% of annual variation was allowed for the coefficient of
rural population.
The effects of these constraints on the model's results are
presented in Fig. III.5 and in the last column of Table
III. 12 . Due to the fact that between 1979 and 1980 total
employment grew at a very low rate (0.52%) the base run (un-
constrained simulation ) reduces therythm of demographic growth
between 1980 and 1981. Such a sudden variation of the rate
of growth of total employment induces differences between
constrained and unconstrained simulations in 1981. Thus, in
order to differentiate the effects of the programme of public
cu/f<h
works from those associated
^ the low dynamism of the sub-
regional economy in 1979-80, simulations were compared with




EFFECTS ON POPULATION FORECASTS DERIVED FROM CONSTRAINTS ON TO
TAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH RATES AND PRIMARY EMPLOYMENT / TOTAL
YEAR OF SIMULATION
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As Fig. III.5 shows, the constraints introduced in the com-
cto
puter programme reduce, the. amplitude of deviations but not
mq *
impede the modelfVom account^ for the dynamic effects of pu¬
blic investments ( or of other policy instruments) on the
regional system.
Other variables transferred between submodels that affect
the stability of aggregate results are the area deforested
each year and land devoted to pasture . Both variables are
generated by the agricultural submodel and utilized in the
industrial and cattle raising submodels respectively. Defo¬
rested area is obtained as the variation of land devoted to
crops and pasture between consecutive years and utilized
for determining the level of activity of timber industries.
CL-
Such^variable is quantified at the regional level as a
linear function of the extension of the road network and
the amount of credit- granted to rural activities and then
disaggregated for programme areas by means of a distribution
coefficient. Land devoted to crops and pasture is cons¬
trained by an ecological limit which operates both at the
H-
regional level and for each programme area. In this way de-A.
forested area is progressively reduced as utilized land
approximates the ecological constraint and becomes 0 when
6C f"hs*
such limit is reached. Consequently^added value of timber
industries decreases as the level of land occupation in¬
creases and becomes negative when the area deforested each
year is smaller than 5,600 hectares
This problem is solved by the lower limit established for
- the level of activity of timber industries as explained in
section 2.4 above.
Land devoted to pasture , for its part, is used for quanti.
fying the cattle/pasture ratio which constitutes the inde¬
pendent variable of the equation that determines the coef¬
ficient of cattle transfers between programme areas. Land
devoted to pasture is obtained for each programme area as
the difference between total utilized land and the cultivat
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ed area. Projections of these variables are relatively sta
ble and also they are limited by ecological constraints,how
ever, cultivated area varies with changes of agricultural
prices and credit . In this way^ area of pasture is affect¬
ed by changes of variables not included in the cattle-rais¬
ing submodel making the behaviour of the cattle/pasture ra
tio rather unstable.
Since the results of the cattle raising submodel are sensi¬
tive to changes of this variable ( see section 2.3 above ),
it was judged necessary to establish a maximum variation ran
ge for avoiding critical values of the cattle/pasture ra-
CAJOLQ, finecL
tio. Thus^ . . upper limit for this variable^that
restored equilibrium in projections for all programme areas,
except for Corumba. This is a very particular area that com
prises vast extensions rff swampy lowlands ( Pantanal ) where
land available for cattle raising varies permanently with
changes in the level of the river.
For this reason and because of def iciencies in the transport
infrastructure, this programme area has achieved a strong
specialization in cattle breeding. Thus it normally sells
a high proportion of young animals which are grown in areas
with pastures of higher quality. In these circumstances the
number of cattle transferred each year to other programme
areas is relatively independent from variations in the
cattle/pasture ratio, therefore a fixed value was assigned
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